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OP1NS AND CALLS

CTJtY mam O' CONNOR (Swom)

I am single man living currently in Mt. Eden Prison. Ive known

the accused McDonald for about 2 and half years. I also know 

someone called Bruee Speck, Ive known him for about the same

Towards the end of Oct. 1978, did you renew your acquaintance 

with McDonald? Yes.
And after that, from early 1979 onwards, how frequently did 

you meet or see McDonald? We were staying at the same place 

ae»t of the tine.
20 1979, in fact did the 2 of you make arrangements to

pwcehase a unit at Hunters Ave. in Auckland? Yes. 

GWKfcng to the ndlght of 1st July last year, take theperiod say 

2 to 2 mths prior to that, how freq. did you see McD. during 

tfeait period? Peior to early July? Every day. 

Aw to tehe eraetBbs of that particular evening, where were you 

25 eajEly in the evening? The night of Bell being shot? We arranged 

for Wayne ©Eaham to come over, to go out on the town. 

"Vsm bad aonzasiged with Wayne and Graham? Yes .

TS» cte' w«*t:? Come- over to one place and we were to go into town. 

Wto^B* aind Graham who? Bioor.
And are you referring to the place at Howard Hunter? Yes. 

A%d so what happ. once that arrangement had been made? They
on
ou both came over in their car and we had couple of drunks and

smokes of eannabis and then we left there and went to Parnell. 

to a pub down there somewhere.
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There were 4 of you then wre there? Yes.

You and the two Bloor brothers and who else? Brian, 

.j The accused? Yes.

Whattime did you leave go go to hotel? I cdnt be sure, btween

6 and 7 I suppose.

In whose veh. did you go in? Valiant, regd in my name.

Who drove? I cant remember* cant be sure.

Whathapp. at the hotel? After being there a while, Brian told me

to go out and get Bruce, see if he was at the White Horse Inn. 

5 and bring him back.

Brace who? Speck.
And so what did you do? I went and drove, me and Graham, went

out to White Horse Inn and Bruce was drinking in public bar

with girl called Meredith, and Cole, and couple of other people.

What was his attitude towards coining with you? He didnt really 

 JO want to come back with us.

And so did you leave with him or without him? Without him.

Where did you go then? Drove back to the pub where B±x Brian

and Wayne were still drinking.

When you arrived there did you speak to HcD? He asked where

&fuee wa-s amd I sd he didnt want to come back and he started

go-ing off at me about net bringing him bacj. 

15 What vas his manner at that time? He was pretty upset about

not bringing Bruce back.

Did he »ay why? No.

And so what did he do ?He asked for the keys to the car and

he sd that he was going to get him himself.

And did he leave then ?Yes.

Btow loag was he away? About 3 quarters of an hr.

 Eh«n wfeast happened? He retd te with Bruce.

Wbat alcohol w»s being consumed by you and yr friends during

this time, what type? Small bottles of Steinlager.

And hew many had you had to drink up to that pt. when McD. retd

with Speefc ? I »dnt say.
So wfeeaa &et r*td with Speck, there were then 5 in yr group? Yes. 

25 Bow Ifflag dttd you remain in hotel at Parnell? Till closing time.

And then wfeere did you go? Grim Reapers pad across the road fret

Sfe. Rtskes. s&opping centre, their club rooms.

W6» dteovwfehe vehicle on that journey? I dont know.

Btew £009 ddtd you stay there? About an hr and a half.

KmA where d'id you go from there? We left there and went down

towards the Foundry, pretty croweded, lots of people standing 
30 outside to get in, we then drove up to Main St. to go in there.

Was there any change in the people in yr group from trip from 

Grim Reapers ctown to town? Mo, same 5 of us.
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So you went up in the car to Main St. Cabaret? Yes.
Whathapp. there? Well we went in and Iwent up to pay for the 

1 admittance for all of us, the bouncer came down and sd that
Bruce cdnt come in bee. he had old glothes on, pair of jeans,
and Bruee sd that they wre the only pair of jeans he had and
they were clean.
So there was some disc. bet. Speck and bouncer at that stage,
right? Yes.
Did any other people in yr group involve themaelves in any way 

5 in what wenf on bet. Speek and bouncer? Brian stafted to get
involved in that he was edging Bruce on to do something about
it, about not being allowed to get in.
Hew WAS he eging him on? Calling him a weak mug.
Ju«t getting athim I suppose.
Whathapp. thep ?The bouncer sd yr not allowed in and moved back 

 |Q up stairs and stood up in the doorway, I moved up towards the
bouncer and Brian started yelling out for me to punchfeira. And
someone sd that the lady that was taking the money was ringing
the ©ops so we all left.
Where did you go to when you left the cabaret? We went and got
into the car.
Wfeeee was the ear? The car was down, just down the road, parked 

15 in the carpark there, by some hotel or motel.
ZKK Retd to the car, what happ. then? We drove out to Harris Rd.
Who drove the vehicle on this trip? I think it was Brian.
Waa there any discussion about why you were going to Harris Rd?
Me.

D&d you know the place at Harris Rd. yrself ? Yes.
So what happ. there? When we got there, Brian indicated to

20 go amd get the gun from the house.
y,©us know about a gun at that house prior to that? Yes 

TeJil tts aibout that? Id taken the gun round there a mth or two 
peev. amd it was left there at the house in the spare room where 
fehey had a lot of jvfct junk and furniture and stuff. 
Wteait seart of gna was it? A\ 22 250.

25 Is' tehmt fehe one that has been prod, as exhibit in court? Yes. 
So HDD. toid you to go and get the gun, right. Yws. 
Wiraa d&d: he> tell you; that? When we pulled up outside the place 
ate Itasffiiist Haiv
Iftwrtr diid jpu do? I went amd' «sMb it. 
W»t of uaamiiition? The gun wrapped up in blanket and the
ammo WAS in the blanket with the gun.

30 Bofitoce leaving the house with the gun, did you check to see if
there? No.

SO what did you do with the gun when you got it? Took it out to 
the ear and put it on the front teat on laps.
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Then what happened? Then we drove back towards Town,

Who was driving? Brian was.
1 Where did you go in the car? Drove down past Main Street and 

turned...
Do*n Queen St? Yes, and turned left down by the lights, halfway 
down Queen St., it goes over a bridge.
Mayoral Drive ?Yes, andthen went left again up next street 
towards K'Rd, and turned into some side alley up there.
We drove down there and turned around, 

o
Just hold on there a moment, 111 show you a pfrff^q photograph.
Look at the large photo. (Exb.4) now shown to you, recognise
Queen St. there in the middle of the photo running downhill from
right to left? Yes.
Look at the book of photographs (Exb.2) now shown toyou, youve
ad having gone down Queen St. and turned left, turned left again 

10 towards R^Rd? Yes.
And you then Made lefthand turn into an alleyway? Yes.
If yen look at photo. No.5, think you wd be able to recognise
the area from these photos? Yes.
On MO.5, see where the area is that you went? Yes.
The stree &at is curved on lefthand corner? Yes.
I teemes down on lefthand side towards the middle of the photo? Yes 

'** Whereabouts or what happ. when yo$ got to the end of street? We
tuamed round here.
To yr left, right? as you were driving? Yes.
Intotehat carpark area? Yes, turned round and pted back out again.
Then what ha>ppened? Brian got out of the car, firstly, I unwrapped
the gwn a bit and then he got out of the car, didnt see him for 

20 asbeufe 5 minutes, then he come back, and then we proceeded to driv
©at the sane way we come in.

yow g&t to the entrance of this alleway or street, which way 
yo<u turn then? Right, back down the way we came.

And where did you next <£o? We went down thro the lights, just
fetes* the Mghtes »nd down the side of the bridge.
Yew? JSad then down into Myers Park, and parked next to the toilet 

25 mud** the baridge.

\Stoee you. had pauzked down there, firstly, when youparked there,
wiM>: wais- in. the caar? Thece was me in pass. door, Bruce in the
m&Saaie amd; Beian was deriving, and Wayne and Graham were in the
back sdiafc, the two Bloors.
SO wto»t happ at the bottome of Myers Park? Got out of the car, 

30 me and Bruce got out one side and Brian got out on the other,
the Bloors wece asleep, and Graham, Brian, grabbed the gun off
our laipa on fvont seat and got out the othe side, unwrapped it
and put the blanket back in the car, he told me to go up Queen St
to make sure no cops coming up.
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And then me and Bruce started walking up thro Myers Park,
and when we got up towards this playground area, I went off 

•j up towards Queen St.
Just pause there, you got out of the car, McD. had the rifle,
right? Yes.
Was anything sd about what was going to be done? No.
So you were just told to go out on to Queen St. to see if any
cops around, right? Yes.
And to get there you walked halfway up the hill thro Myers Park? 

5 Yea.
While still in Mayers Park, where was everyone else while you
were walking up the hill? Bruce was with me and Brian was behind
us.
How far behind? Not far, justbehind us somewhere.
Yes, so what happ. then, you walked up the hill? And then I turn 

10 ®££ just past the toilets in Myers Park, and ...
Where did you come out on Queen St? Just show the judge?
Cwitaess indicates up line of trees)
9O yew got out on to Queen St., what did you do then? I went dow
Queen Street, looked down Queen St. and took off home.
Why did you dothat? Because I didnt want to hang around.
Why not? I was a bit scared about what was happening. 

15 Seaared of what? I didnt know what was going on. So I decided to
take off home.
Where did you go to from there ? Turned into one of the streets,
walked up past these bigs and then cut across the next street up
and then I started jogging along, I dont know the names of the
streets.
Well, you cut across Queen street, in which diecct direction, 

oar left? Went across Queen St. and went down.
And fefeeadld you go right or left? Right.

ddid you - you told us you then started jogging to get home,
res.

How long did it take you to get back to the unit at H/Hunters Av< 
BE awd battf . 

25 Anyone fehece when you got back? No.
Did you see the accused at all again that night? They come home
lasteenr on, rd fasTlem assleep and I heard Brian and Bruce talking
and* ir come ouit, he aisteed me where I got to, and I sd that I
fehowgtet the cops were foil, me so I decided not to go back to th«
eaosaasd jogged home.
Mneai you next saw MeD, was Speck there as well? Yes.
What happ. after they arr. back at the unit? Well Brian asked
Bruce to listen to the radio, the news, in the car bee. we didnt
have radio in the flat, they got back - I dont know the time,
I wdnt have a clue, it was daylight.
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Be about 7 o'clock or something like that.
So you sd that Brian asked Speck to listen to the radio, what 
else was sd? Nothing -really.
Was anything sd to you by McD. about what you were to say if the 
police spoke to you abot events of that night? Later on, he sd 
thatif we got pickedup by the cops, not to say anjething but to 
contact a laywer, that he made some stories up for us to say in 
court.

5 Were you seen by the police in fact? Yes, on the following Wednes 
day.
And what did you tell them? I told them that me and Brian had gon 
to Main St. and 3 islanders there, causing trouble at the dooor 
and we all got kicked out, bee. the bouncer thought we were with 
then, and that we had a fight in the car park with the Islanders,
and that Id gone down Quean St. and got a ride home with some gir 

10 in a Jap ear, and that he had gone home in the Valiant himself.
And Brace's story was to say that he stayed at the White Horse

Bow long after that was it thatyou were next seen by the Police? 
About couple of weeks later I suppose.
Ultimately when seen by the Police and did you at that stage 
tell the policewhat ha din fact happ. that night? No.

1 D
There was a pt. when you didnt tell the police? When picked up 
is New Plymouth.
Between the time when you -were first seen by the policeand when 
later seen by then in N/Plyraouth, during that period, did you 
see McD. at all? From the time I left Auckland or from the time 
I g®t picked up?

20 BOW loag> where, when did you first leave Auckland? The day after 
I: g©t picked up for recei vinfwine .
We-Ll now when was thatin rel.to when you first spoke to the 
Po&tc*? About 3 or 4 weeks before, after, I left Auckland I supp. 
©use you had left Auek. and gene to N.Plymouth, at any stage 
dtaadlng that time dl!d you see or have any contact at all with

25 Btettce Speck ? No .

MS EE&RT
fee the shooting of Bell., did you yrself have access to 

3' £isre*£ms? Yes., Me and B&ian both did.
You had pos*e*aon of a 38 Smith and Weston revolver, right? Yes. 
And you yrself fired that weapon? Yes, once.

30 And thttts an incident the police knew about, right? No, not at 
the tine. 
Hew many bullets did you have in that gun? About 19 I think it was
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Did you also have a combination 22 410 shotgun? Yes we did. 

And had you got that from a man called Roger Pitali? No, me and 

1 Brian both went to get it.
And in addition to that weapon, did you also have in yr possess 

ion a 22 telescopic sight, the one thats been prod, before the 

court? That was mine and Brians. 
You had a 22 as veil did you? No.

tf Mr Vitali was to give evid. that you talked about a rifee 

with telescopic sight you prod, from back seat of car prior £o 

the Bell shooting, which rifle wd that be if that evid were 

gjfcvem? Boat knew.
Yr aasweres at Deps. sugg. you knew about it, have you since 

ffoasgetefeen about it? About the 2250 in deps, whether I took it 

oemad to Vitali, I never txook it round to him. 
You saying you never took any 22 250 rifel with telescopic 

10 s&gtet aarfoiond to his place, not specifically, but just in the

baefe of yr oar if you needed it? No I didnt take it round there. 

3ss M yr evid. that you never ever used either the combination 

22 4110, i.e. the sawn off shotgun, right? Yes. 
BPW long 4Eid you have-it before the Bell shotting?

BY MR GRIEVE AS TO LINE OF CROSS-EXAMINATION)

'** Is yr evidence that you went to Harris Rd. and uplifted the

g«n, is that what you say? Yes.

A»d according to the occupants of that address you the only *>- 0.«t

tflapt ewear went there and uplifted the items from time to time,

Is teh»t pigfet? Yes, most of the time.

fPB&l you the one who bad taken the 22 250 rifle to that address 

20 F^fjBb" I wa-si told to by Brian.

B&d: yw» take it there yrsefcf? Yes I did take it there.

Yte noife 8«g(g. BteD. went these to hold yr hand that day are you?

N»>, B«t fee gffive me an order,
So tihwt when yen pulled up outside that address in early hrs

out teh* BwsDsmdlng, you say you were told to go in and get a gun?

1.
25 ddid y»* s»y wii«a MeD. sd to you about that? He sd, you

wbmst to get, that was about the only thing around there

hdis eaeaet we»Eda, you know what to get, and you knew you 

t® g© amd get the gun? Yes. 
Htavewt you sd prev. you were told to go and get that thing? I 

30 camt be ssaze .
Wfcitl amyway you knew you had to go and get the rifle and you 

say that secluded in the fifle was some ammunition? Yes.
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Hew did you know there was ammo inside the wrapping arond the 
riffce? Bee. it was wrapped up with the gun there, at Beachlands. 
And you had wrapped it up had you? I cant remember who wrapped it 
up.
But after you had left Beachlands, • it had been in yr possession 
No it wasnt, it was in someone elses possession. 
You had it with you when you took it to Hrris Rd? Yes. 
How did you knew it then had ammo in when you took it to Harris 

g Rd? I dont know.
Thats the only way you knew it was in there? No.
Well you see youve given evid. on oath when ±± in Myers park you
ref. to aono. being inside the wrapping? Yss
Fallow from that -? I know that it was in there.
Bee. you had seen in in there? Yes.
When had you last seen the ammo, before events at Myers Park?O
I cant be sure, prob. at Beachlands.

you firstobt. that rifle you got ammo, with it? I wasnt 
the one who obt. it, it was me and Brian, he paid for it. 
You say you both had It but at one stage at least it was in yr 
poss. i.e you had access to it? Yes, so did Brian. 
You had seme ammo, for it didnt fcou? Yes we did. 
Bow much anno, did you have? for the 22 250 a box, dont know how
maray in the box.
That was the anno, that was with the rifle when acquired, right? 
NO, It was bought at Howick.
Whan you irst got the rifle you say it didnt ahve ammo, with it 
a*t all? Yes, we had some anno but misplaced it somewhere. 
Ts yr explanation for the aorao. that you misplaced that you had 

20 few practdicss with the rifle? No, never had any practices with th 
rifle, Its never been fStre-f since McD. and I had it^in mfxfmxxmmx 
enar possession.
Wfeeu you first came into poss. of the rifle, did you keep the 
ammo, with the rifle itself? No.
"Km* stay y«u lost tehdis* either asrao, is that yr evid? Yes. 
Wm«: tfeere am incident where you found it necessary in the evening 
benfore the Bell shooting to punch someone in Auckland motel? 
Wfetsnt fene&e some d&stuasbanee whereyou had argument and punched

NO..

as to releva&eet)
you oar didnt you pmnch someone in the morning? No. 

Did you punch someome in a hotel, she was killed in the morning,
30 thepreceding evening? Yes

You know of that? Yes, now.
When you went to Main St. cabaret, you were the one that was 
afrit unhappy with the events that have occurred bee. you were the 
one who pushed yrself fowwardand shaped up to employee? No I didn 
shape up to him, just walked up to him to see what he wd do.

35 whether he was playing bluff.
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According to yr evidence, didnt you say the accused was the one 

encouraging you to hit him? He was encouraging everybody. 

Yr not sugg. that wd be uncommon for you to shape up to someone 

andpunch him if you wanted to? Not if I wanted, Brian wanted me t 

Yr not sugg. are you that McD. was the one who told you to move 

fovward and have it out with him? Re sugg. that one of us shd. 

And it was ofcourse Speck who was being told that his clothes 

not up to standard, right? Yes. 
Nothing wrong with MeO's clothes? No. 

5 It was after that tht you left the Main* St. Cabaret and thats

wte*n you went off to Harris Rd, thats right isnt it? Yes we did. 

You know where you were going after you left Harris Rd? No. 

And MeD. driving the car at that time? Yes. 
Yeta knew there was rifle in car with the ammo didntyou? Yes. 

Wfeen you drove to top of town and the car was stopped, you know 

what was going on then? No.
Well why did you figure it was nee. for you to go and get the gui 

I dent know.
Md you get out of the car when it was stopped or did McD. get 

out of the ear? I didnt get out of the car, I stayed in the car. 

Well, the ear you then travl. in to Myers Park, 3 of you got out 

en that occasion, right? Yes.
And do you say that McD. was the one that got the gun out of the 

back of the car? No, off the laps, in front seat. 

And do you say that you went inadvance of the other 2? No, me 

and Bruce walked up tog. and Brian just followed behind. 

Well where did you think you were going at that stage? I was 

just stepping out of the place, getting out of the place. 

Yen say that from the time you left Harris Rd. having trav. back 

**' into Auek. . up the top of town and back down to Myers Park you 

had no idea of what wd happen? I wasnt expecting anyone to get

yeti think, perhaps few windows to be blown out by

Cd have been
D&d you tebinkthat? £ dent know what I thought, just wanted to ge 

25 ©«t &t it, thats all I know.
Do you say nothing was disc, about this at all, as you drove fro 

pOiace t© place before turning up at Myers Park? Yes/ 

WCton d© yew say it WAS that you were ablet© call the rifle was 

teafeem by MS®, ftrow *ne ear, down at Myers Park, when did yMou 

remember that pa>rt. event? I dont know.
Yen say bee. you were thereand saw what hap. this is something 

30 youve always remembered as being important? I dont know.

Youve had long time to think about it,what Im asking you is this 

you were there, youve given evidence that this rifle Oaken out c 

the car by McD. and you saw it, right? Yes.
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Has that always bean yr recollection as to what happ. thatmorning

At deps Ididnt remember it untill you asked me in XXD. 

•I Yr evid. in chief on p. 71 you sd you cdnt be sure if taken from

the car, Bruce and I didnt take it, that right? If it is down

there it must be.
Do we take it then that the time of yr taking yr evid. in chief

that was yr recollection of what occured i.e. that you cdnt

remember? I cdnt remember at the time.
How was it then that it suddenly occurred to yhou you cd remembez

s<ueh an iwp. event as the accused havinguplifted the rifle from

the car when you earlier hadnt mentioned it? Too scared to

mention it at first.
But yen didnt say that in yr evid. did you, that you were too

scared to say it? You didnt ask me.
A«d do you say thatyou then hightailed if off, left the other 2, 

10 *ctd jlogiged home? Yes.
Well you got as far in yr evid. in chief to leading yr evid.

to evosadng Queen St. and ne\er got further, which basic directic

diid you take? Ill show you if youve got a map.
The police have taken you back over the route? Yes, Ive gone ovei

the route again.
Tell us the rou^e you took? Get a map and 111 show you, dont 

15 remember the roads or their names, I know the route I took, Ive

driven over it lets of times.
Yam dont need a map to give us general area of route you took,

not asking you street by street/ I told you before that I went

down Quen St. turned right and then up to the next main Street,

going down, and then went down that street, getting towards the

Ho&el Intercontinental place, and then I went right down that

street, right down this court.
Ram- rigtot past here did you? Yes, straight down the bottom, turni

ledft, san up there to the right, ran up to Parnell.

R*a. up from Parnell shopping centre? Yes, jogged upthere and

walked a»d crossed over some lights at the top there, 

went left down there and took the next street on the right f 

25 flfedleh atrea are we in now? Tf you were foil, me youd know.

BttJ^gfcfeon Rd? I dont know the name, foil, that street all the way

dtawa until it cornea out at Remuera Rd., did right turn, turned 

fehease amd went straight down there, foil, it out until it 

to roundabout, which goes to Collge Rd, itthen goes to

B/Hunter.
You actually had gone over this route with police? Yes, once ove 

30
Wecetit you doing running about this time, are you a jogger? Yes,

I was very fit at the time.
How long did this take you? About hr and a half.
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You say that is the route you took home but I sugg. you dbayed

in the car and were there when gun thrown over the Parajnive bridge 
1 that right? No /

Im sugg. yr evid. is pack of lies from this pt., and it was you
and Speck who went up, made yr way up and shot this girl, what
do you say to that? Id say he is reversing everything.
Thats strange you shd say that bee. that of course is the sugg.
of the defence to you, that you reversed everything and putting
the blame on the accused, youd agree that thats what you are now
saving? That is what Im doing yes.
When first seen by the police you say that the story that you
gave was *f the first version, that McD. had told you to tell
then? Yes.
And was part of that story that you had been at a fight with
some islanders and you picked up by someone in a Japanese car? 

10 res.
How much detail did you give the police about yr movements that
night? 19ot much.
Well, what did you tell them of where you had been thatnight?
I cant remember exactly.
Did you only tell them part of this story that you say McD. told

you to tell them? Yes. 
"15 Well, didnt you also say that he told you not to saying anything

but to get a solr? Yes.
Did you get hold of a solr? No, not at this pt.
Did you ask for one? Yes.
Ytou say the police wdnt let you have one? They wdnt get one at

the tdane.. 
20 ***& wfeat story do you say tohat McD. told you tht he wd tell in

fehdis drama? His was part of mine, wasnt it, it was obvious what

tf wd be .
Wfcs he to say exactly the s-arae as you? Yds.
Tfea-t you weat home inJap. car? No, that he went back to the unit
isn the ear, my story was to say he was there when I got back.

30

25 M- 3.45
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Waa the situation thatthe police actually as it were caught up 
•j with you before you cd say you finally told them the truth?

Was this the situation, they caught up with you, you didnt ring
thewto say you wanted to talk to them and retract what you sd
before? Mo.
Where were you at the time? In New Plymouth.
Wh«n had you gone to If/Plymouth?After I left Auckland.
What date was it you left Auckland? I dont know.
Bad yr car been involved in acollision and did the police have
yr ear in their possession? Yes.
And was there a bullet hole in yr car? Yes.
r siugg. to you that you thought it best to leave Auckland
because of that matter and because of the party you flayed in
the Bell shooting? No I left Auck. bee. I smashed the car up and 

tO bee. r w*s scared of Brian.
Well how long had you been going out and living with McD. after
the shooting of Bell? low long had you been assted with him
bedteise you le-ft Auckland? Just approximately? About a mth.
And you had been with him justly about dally hadnt you? Yes.
I WAS scaled of him a long time before even the murder occurred.
Bat youve already told us that you were no stranger to weapons? 

15 No I havent sd that Im stranger to weapons, yr the one who sd
r bad them in my possession
But fehats yr evidence isnt it? He both had them in our possessioi
And, you were able to handle yrself in a fight? Yes I suppose I

Be you say you left Auckland not only bee. of the incident 
2Q wfe-feh yrr eaar b«t bee. you were seared of McD? Yes.

youve always been seared of him? In a way I have. 
ttoe property together ?Yes. 

EJfved tsofwbhear? Off and on. 
You ssfeastte tha>t it was Jointly owned with McD, the prop, at H/Hunt«

feb* peii'ce located you in N/Plyroouth, what were they after 
25 yow £er on that occasion? Receiving, skipped my bail.

Bow Issnatg bad you been in N/Plymouth before the polcie caught up 
wditfc yoraff' Afcwat 3 weefcs I think.
E>* ygom atfpee fehatt you we«e: concerned about yr situation apart 

you; bedsng regarded »s playing In the Bell homocide? Yes I

After all you had been the one who got the gun accord, to yr 
evld. arad put it in the car, thats true isnt it? Yes. 
What was it that the police offered you in return fof you giving 
evid. afainst McD? Offered me protection and that I wdnt be 
prosecuted and if I didnt pull the trigger.
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13. —— ———————— ————————————————

How many tines had you been seen by the police after the first

occasion which was about 3 days after the shooting, how many 

.1 times? 3 times.
And you were on each occ. not only, primarily interviewed about

Bell homicide on Bach occasion? Yes.
Over what period of time do you say that these separate i' views

took place? About 3 or 4 weeks.
Were you ever offered any inducements at that stage, know what

that is? No. 
5 YOU offered anything in return for giving information, money

or assistance or anything else? No.

Did you keep on repeating the story that you first told the

police? I never sd anything at all after the first time.

Was there ever any stugg. by the polece there wd be reward involve

if you gave information? No . 

IQ wto© were the police officers who first spoke to you in N/Pymotuh.

ffajstings and Mefecalfe.
They -were tube 2 detectives involved in the Bell homicide, not

re ceiving ease, that true? Yes.
Where were you when they first spoke to you? In the house.

When they First spoke to me, at the police station.

At the house and then they arrested you there did they? Yes. 

15 Bastings and Metcalfe? Yes
Was anything sd about what wd happen to you if yr not prepared

to testify against McD? No they just sd they had some idea of who

did it and they wd find out in the long run anyway.

Did tftey tell you they wd try and help you with a few matters yoi

h*d 'standing at the time? No.
Mwat of ten-is receiving charge? I got 6 mths imprisonment for it.

EKbd they imd&ewte you might, get friendly nod in right direction

? Me they ddidat.
Wtoat ®>f teteis aiccident with yr veh. the bullethole? I wasnt asked

atbout it .
You ever changed in respect of firearm or revolver at that time?

25 -Bell the peiEioe ateout that incident? Yes.

Y%u say noMEtng happened as result of that? No.

Bow long weose. you with the police at P/North? New Plymouth.

Sway>, besfioaae' you weee pa»pa*red to give evid. against the accused

£ dtewfc fenow, ateout an hr or so I Sfuppose.

Ddid you get an ionranity there and then? Yes.

So you knew then that before you had act. sd anything that
30 you got that assurance from polieethat no action wd be taken

against you, is that so? Yes.
When had been the last time you had seen Speck prior to the

police speaking to you in N/Plymotith? Wd be about 2 and half mth

35



1*.

Only about a week after the murder that I took off, that Bruce

took off sorry.
Know where he had gone to? Mo.

Had he been in contact with any of yr friends? No.

How well did you and Bruce get on tog? Used to get on well.

And no doubt after the shooting you had had ample chance to talk

about it with Bruce Speck hadnt you? No I didnt know where he was

Be was the type that used to come and go all the time. 

5 You saying you only saw him on the occasion you say he and the

accused came in and you hadnt seen him for mths after that? No

he stuck around for about a week and half and then he took of,

d©nt kno w where to.
You spoke to him during thai: period? We had spoken, all 3 of us,

never act. spike to him by myself.
Thast morning when you say that the accused and Speck came in,

where were the Bloor brothers? I dont know, they were in bed.

B&d you act. get out of bed at that stage? Yeah.

Did you ever get written form of immunity from the police? Yes.

Wheat was that? Vttien Igot arrested.
Mfoo did it cone from? Hastings.
D4d you u'stuxd that prov. you were prepared to go so far as to

give evid. against MeD. there wd be no charges preferred against

yrself in the Bell murder for any part youplayed? As long as I

told the truth and didnt pull the trigger and didnt play a major

part in it.
Bat you uotood it was nee. for you to act. give evid. on oath in

the matter? I wasnt sure at the time.

Well what did you u*stand you had to do? Just say what happ., 

20 thats all.
Knew you: wd have to give evid. on oath? Wasnt sure.

Was it eevex sugg. if you didnt give evid. youcd be charged

with being accessory bee. you supplied the gun? No bee. I didnt

know anything about Jt, what part I played in it.

S© you g®t the immunity first and then prpared to Jnkxx talk wit 

or the police*? Yes.
If y/ow hasdsbt got that you wdnt have sd anything to them? I prob.

stell wd hasve.
iSam**: wteafe you say new, but you hadnt been prepared to talk to

fehea bedFoice? r was stick of running around.

And you were scared you wd A be charged yrself? I was scared

that I wd get it myself, wasnt the charges that worried me. 

30 YOU knew you were staying in N/Plymouth, who knew this? No one.

How were you going to get it down there at that stage? Quite

easy to find people if you jcnw who to ask.

Just like you knew where to findSpeck? No, he used to go to

Chch.
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Did yougive written statement to police on this occ. when 
being interviewed? Yes.

1 Did you retract anything you had sd before to the police, go bad 
on what you told them before of the Jap. car and fight with the 
Islanders? I told them it wasnt the truth.
If you had got to the stage where you wre prepared to tell them 
how did the question of immunity come up which was given to you 
before you spoke to them?When they questioned me they asked me il 
I wanted to talk to someone and I mentioned this woman I was 
staying with, she was talking to me for a while and she sugg. 
it.
Bad you made any admissions about yr participation about the gun 
or anything else before you spoke to that current girlfriend? No, 
But that didnt make a difference once you had the interview, you 
were preparedto give the police an account of the events? Yes. 

10

JJWJPE8 CALLS

B&gTINGS (Sworn)

I am detective Sergeant, Det. Sen. Serg. attahed to CIS at 
AcaJcland. On the first July 1979, I was placed as second in

15 charge of the Bell homicide enquiry under D, Inspector Rowe.
During this enquiry, it became necessary to interview the prev. 
witness Gary Keith 0* Connor.
As second in change you were fam. with backgrond to shooting 
and aware that 0' Connor and others had been seen shortly after 
the shooting were you not? Yes.

2Q Etta *nd Meteealfe went to New Plymouth, so if you come to that
part, when yeu saw O' Connor? On Friday the 21st September 1979 , 
I went with Metcalfe to N/Plymouth in order to try and locate 
ttoe pa?ev. witness 0' Connor. At 8.20 a.m. on Saturday morning 
fefee 22nd September, I went with Metcalfe to a house at 49 Young 
Street, Hew Plymouth, where we located O* Connor asleep on a 
99&n- in the lownge. We took 0' Connor back to New Plymouth Police

25 Station and I ecnweneed interviewing him at about 8.40 a.m.
in tehe presence of D.S. Metcalfe. I told O' Connor that we didnt 

the sfeocy thast he had previously given regarding his
©n the ndigfet of the homicide and that fee was telling 

lies. I told him that we wanted him to tell the trutth about the 
matter. I told him that I was conviened that both him and McD.

__ were involved in some way with the murder of Margaret Bell. I
<JU

told him that no matter how long it took us we were going to fin 
out the truth about the matter. I told him that he had to make a 
decision as to which side of the fence he was going to be on.
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I told him further that we knew he had now made a breakaway from hi 
associate McDonald and that he now had an opportunity to tell us 

1 the truth about what happened that night and that this cd be the 
last chance that he cd have of telling us the truth about what 
happened.
Between the time of homicide and this date, I take it that you were 
fan with what was coming in as res. of police enquires? Yes I was. 
And as part of those enquries, had the police been making invest, 
into the regn. of so on moix of firearms? Yes.

5 Dia those enquiries lead you to look for this particular person? 
He had prev. been spoken to but it was as result of further 
information in respect to firrearms that led us to want to xpsk 
speak to himagaln.
What was that information about the firearms? The information was 
that they, McD. and O'C. had been in poss. of Remington 22 250 rifl

-|Q This was following up that? Yes. I told 0'Connor further that I 
believed that he might be reluctant to tell us the truth because 
he maybe frightened of the consequences from his associate McDonald 
of telling us exactly what happened that night. I then endeavoured 
to convince 0'Connor that if he told us the truth we could guarante 
his protection from any other person. It was quite apparent to me 
that ©'

15 Connor was not convinced that we ed protect him. I further told
0'Connor that if he had not played a major part in the murder and 
told us the truth today about what had happened that night, I cd 
guarantee him that there wd be no charges laid in respect to that 
homicide against him. After further speaking with him, I asked him 
If there was any person he km knew who was not a police officer
who he cd speak to totry and get his head straightened out about 20 wtoat he shd do in this matter. After some time he suggested a
female named Wendy H&nham who he told me he had met while he was in 
N/Flymeuth. As a result of this, I directed that D.S. Me teal fe to 
go oiat and try and locate this female. Eventually Me teal fe retd 
w&th this female. I then spoke to this lady person. I told her 
tteait I wd^ like hear to speak with 0'Connor and I outlined the reason 

25 why we were speaking to him and I asked her to try and convince him 
to tell us the truth about what happened that night and also to 
eoowdinee him that we ed protect him from any retaliation. As a restu 

I atMowed H&n&am to speak with 0'Connor on their own, this
lasted ajbout half an hr. I then wentinto the room and 

as a resiilt of what they sd to me, I then outlined more specifically
to O'Connof how we wd protect him from any retaliation. I then left30 the room again and after about 10 mins.the female Hanham came out
and told me to cone into the room. I went in and it was at this pt. 
in time that O'Connor told me that he wd tell us the truth.
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Did you give any u' taking in writing as to what wd be done? I gave

1 °'
Connor an u 1 taking in writing that provided he had not fired the

rifle that killed Margaret Bell and that provided he told us the 

truth about the matter, he would not be charged with anjpthingin 

rel . to the murder .
Sub*e. to that did you receive statement from him taken down in 

writing? I did and the previous mentioned Hanham was present 

5 throughout this taking of the statement.
0'©smnor then arrested on this other charge of breaching bail, that 

right? He was arrested arid faced two charges, one of breaching bail 

a«d one on warrant to arrest for breach of probation. 

Subs, when the matter was referred to the officers of the Crown 

solr., was the matter of immunity taken up with Solr. Gen. in 

-JQ Wellington, do you know? Yes, I u 1 stand this was done by the Crown 

so-lrs. office.
And yea are aware BOW, are you not, that such an indemnity was 

forthcoming from the Selr Gen? Yes.
Vtos that given quite independent? Yes, I had no knowledge of it 

until at thedepesition hearing.

15 XKD MR HART

That u'takking, or immunity by Solr. Gen., was that given prior to 

d«f>s. or after?
When you went down to N/Plymouth, were the polieein possessor! of 

OMSonners car, a white valiant? When we were at N/Plymouth. 

W*ire the police in poss. of his car? Yes.
lend from observation of the car, did there appear to be a bullethol 

20 in the ear? Yes it did.
you ask O'C. questions of theorigin of the bullethole? Not whil 

in N/Ply«6m<th but I have since retd to N/Plymouth, I asked him in 

Auckland about it and he made full statement afoot the matter. 

That was one of the matters that you had, one of the piece's of 

ero&dv. you wd have to a»k O'C. about to assist his memory in the 

25 Bell matter? I, from my know, at that time, I didnt believe

that the bullet in the car was connected in any way to the Bell

1m trying to a>sk you is you didnt just go to N/Plymouth to 

0'C. to talk to him about receiving charge did you, you and 

Meteealfe didnt go there just to do that, right? As I prev. sd,

I was convinced that O'C. and McD. had been involved in some way
30 with the murder of Bell and thats why I went down there to see him

And anything that you knew, that was current about O'C., wd be 

relevant to enquiries wdnt it? Yes.
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Yr not sugg. youwerent aware of this car which had been owned by

O'C., with bullethote, it wasnt of interest to you at the time? 

1 Yes it was of interest to us, we had it at the Police Station,

we had the door away at the DSIR and conducting tests to determine

what the hole in the door was.
Well did it look like bullethole even tho you hadnt had the result!

from the dsir then? We bel. it was bullethole bee. we had informat:

in our poss . but the dsir scientist didnt think it vas . 

5 What Ira asking you is, did you raise that matter with O'C. at all

when you saw him on this occ. before coming bafck to Auckland? No

I dddmt.
Was o'c. mntyfy ever charged with anything in relation to that

bjtlle thole in the car? As far as I was cone, he hadnt committed an

of fence .
You know on how many occ. O'C. had been spoken to by the police 

10 about Bell homicide before he was finally arrested? yes.

How many occasions was that? 3, not counting the occasion in NP.

And is it coreect that O'C. didnt tell you anything useful in

as much as yr enq. into the Bell case, which you had ultimately

given him an assurance that he wd not be prosecuted? The story he

gaveon the first occasion was useful because we were able to prove

that cert, parts of it cdnt be correct, on second of the two

occasions he didnt say anything.

At the time you spoke to O'C a rifel had not been located, right?

I mean, the x±2ai rifle shd I say? Yes.

Has It as result of speaking to O'C and Speck that the rifle was

leom<ted? Xt was as a result of someone else speaking to Speck.

W€ you agree officer that for some weeks after the daath of Bell 

20 fefeast the police had compounded theory as to how shooting had taker

place?
(OBJECTION BY MR MORRIS AS TO RELEVANCE)

Do y&& agseee that, accord, to the paper reports, that the police

had compounded a theory that the matter was one of a drug related 

ng, that WAS the initial theory? That was one theory.

And wd you agree that without the story of whatever O ' C and Speck 

told the police that there just wasnt a case against McD? At that

prior to O'C and Speck making statements, in my mind there 

linwatff . to cba'Ege McD. to the charge relating to the murder. 

©•"€'. seem 6 be pretty worriedman when you saw him on this occ 

befbrefae got the immunity? I wd describe him as extremely worried 

and more a frightened man. 

30 You of couse yrself had quite a bit to do with O'C. since that

oec. havent you? Yes, it has been ray responsibility to ensure tha 

he is safe.
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And to make sure he is avail, to give evid. in this case. 
Where had you reed yr instructions from to offer the immunity to 
O'C? I rang D/I. Rowe from the Np Police station and advised him of 
my itanded course of action and he gave his approval.

NO BIX
EVIDENCE FOR THE PROSECUTION

COURT ADJ. AT 4.30

10

15

20

25

30
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COURT RESUMED AT 10.00 on 22.4.90
MR MORRIS CALLS 

1 BRUCE GRAHAM SPECK (Sworn)
I live at Notth Shore, labourer by occupation.
I know the accused McDonald, Ive known him for 12 or 13 years.
What about prev. witness 0'Connor, know him? Yes. Ive known him
for couple of yars. years.
Was there a period beg. at the end of last year, thats December
1978 when the 3 of you spent a fair bit of time together? Yes. 

5 I want to turn to the events beg. on Sat. 30th June, where were
you in early hours of that evening? Panmure hotel.
What time? Round 7 o'clock.
Where did you go to from there ?Walked to the Pakuranga Hotel.
How many of you were at the P. Hotel? 6 or 7, Pakuranga Hotel i.e.
Did you go anywhere else that night? To Parnell. 

10 While at the Pakuranga Hotel, what happened? I was punched in the
jatw.
By wfeom? McDonald.
Earlier than that, visited by anyone at the hotel? Gary O 1 Connor,
and Graham Bloor.
What did they want? They wanted me to go into town.
Told why? That McD. wanted me to go into town. 

15 What was yr attitude to that? I didnt really want to go.
And so then what happened? They left.
Yes<? I sat there in the public bar for a while with my brother
and few other guys, went into the lounge bar, we were drinking in
there, and someone mentioned that Mac, McD. had come in, I tried
to hide away from him, I just turned around and I was punched in
the jaw by McDonald. 

20
So what happened then? Bit of a scuffle, ended up by the door of tl
hotel.
Did you go with McD? Yeah. 
Where did you go to? Into Parnell. 
W&easeafeouts in Paasnell? Alexander Tavern. 
Wteast time didyou leave there? Closing time. 

25 Aad where did you go from theee? Grim Reapers.
rasw many of you were together at that sta ge? 5 of us.
Who we&e they? Myself, McDonald, 0*Connor and the two Bloors.

then went to the Grim Reapers, where was that? St. Lukes, 
that where did you ge? Into town to Main St. Cabaret. 

What means of transport did you have? Valiant.
Who drove on these journeys? AftCnonxx McDonald.

30 What happenedat the Main St. Cabaret? I was refused entry, because
of my dress, but the rest were told they cd go in bee. they were 
well dressed.
What happ. as res. of refusal to let you in? I was quite happy to 
go and get changed, McD. started to get excited.
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He was telling me to deal with the bouncer, I didnt want to get

him, was telling o 'Connor to deal to him, I think the cashier 

1 sd something about calling the police and we still started movin<

out the door, we all starting moving out the door.

So what didyou do then? Nell, McD. was pretty ttpx excited, calli;

me weak mug and throwing his arms around, he told meto deal with

him but I didnt want to. In the end I walkedback down to the car

From there I went to Mt. Wellington.
Whereabouts? Harris Rd.
Who WAS driving? McDonald.
Did you, had you been to this address in Harris Rd. before? Yeah

I knew the add.
What was the reason for going there that night? I didnt know at

the time but later en, it was for a gun.
At the time of that trip that night, didyou know that in fact 

10 there was a rifle kept there? No.
Was aaay thing sd by McD. about why you were going to Harris Rd?

No, he was ju»t raving wile.
So what happ. at Harris Rd? I got out, I was sitting by the door

in the front seat, I let Gary out, McD. sd to Gary, you knw

w&ece it is, southing like that, I got out, Gary got out and

disappeared for a while, and come back with long object wrapped 

15 in a guilt.
What happened to that? I think it wasput in the back seat on the

floor .
And then what happ., where did you go from there? Went back into

town. Then, dowa Queen Street, past the cabaret, we ended up

in some p»rk, dont know what its called. 

2Q Asfteeaf you drove down Queen St. past the cabaret, where did you

do?ive tofrom theare, ? Dont know, ended up at the back of Queen St

Wh»th'»pp. thece? MeD. got out., I got out and had a piss, he

disappeared by the feraee, up by the fence there, I hopped back

into the ®ar, few mins. later he come baek and hopped in the cax

amd w* dfceve ©ff a-gain.
WtoeoEe t©? TO- Myeaf.'S-. Pa&k. 

25 w&ieh pact of My-ears Pack? Down the bottom end.

Wteavt happ. a-t the bottom of Hyers Park? Well, McD. was under

the fiBoafe s*ast looking for something and then he says, lets go.

 Dhev fiim wa» tatteero from the floor at the back .

Who wa« in the c»r at that stage, who was there in yr group? 5 

__ of usi, the B-loors, myself O' Connor andf McDonald .
<5U

Who got out? Myself, 0' Conner and McDonald. 
What happened to the Bloor brothers? Asleep.
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So the 3 of you were out of the car and McDonald had got the rffle 
had he? Yes.
Where was the quilt left? I dont know. 
At that time cd you see that it was a rifel? Yes. 
So what happened then? McD. sd, lets go, didnt know where to. 
He pted up towards the park. So we started going up to the park, 
got about half way up there, he told, he sd somthing to 0'Connor, 
and O 1 Connor went off towards Queen Street.

5 What did you do? I went down with hm him, kept going towards the 
park.
This is you and McDonald? Yes.
Where did you go to? Up to, through a street, backstreet there, 
thro seme courts, tennis courts I think they are. When he told me 
to wait, and he disappeared.
Pause there, wd you have a look please at photograph No.5 firstly, 
the large photograph, can you recognise the area just in general, 
the area shown in thatphotograph? Yes.
Firstly, can you see on thatphotograph the place where you first 
stopped after you drove down Quean Street past the Main Street 
having been to Harris Road, recognise the place where you first 
stopped? rf you cant pt. it out say so? No I cant. 
On that photograph, can you see the area of Myers Park? Yes. 
Can you see the courts that you referred to? Yes. 
Hold it up and show the Judge, the courts? (witness does so) . 
look at anotherphotograph now shown to you. No.6, again do you see 
the courts in thatphotograph? Yes.
Thatphetograph you will see is taken looking towards Main St. Cabar* 
Yes it is.

20 Hew far across that court area did you go to, can you remember? Yes 
Cw«ttne8>s indicates) up to the top left had corner as you look at th<

Wht happened then? I was standing there, wondering what was going 01 
arad few minutes latex, I saw a flash down the end of the alleyway 
theee a>md a loud1 bang, so I just put my head down and ran. 
Gd you see from where you were in this area here, cd you see any 
part of Queen St. yrself? Some lights, bright lights, at the end of 
the ailewavy.
jBbfcer fee tell if it wws; Queen St. or not? Yeah. 

You. hatve good e^esigiht? No.
Wd you look at photograph No.20 of the Exb.2 now shown to you, 
you will see to the left of that white brick tower object some 

30 wire netting, looks like some sort of courts, recognise that area? 

Yes.
Was that the alleyway you mentioned a minute ago where you saw the 
bright lights? Yes.
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When you saw the flash and heard the sound, you turned and ran off?
Yeah/ covered my head. 

1 Where did you run to? Back to the court, back down the same way we
had come up, down to Myers Park.
While - to the car? Ye»h.
While you were running down there to the car, at any stage did you
see McD? Yeah, he caught up to me. He was running down with me.
Did you see the rifle? Yeah, he still had it in his hand.
Did he say anything about what had happened? No.
So what didyou do then? Got to the car, hopped in the car.
Were the Bloors still there? Yeah, still in the backseat asleep.
So you got to the car, you and McD. i.e.? Yes.
Whatof O 1 Connor, didyou see him? Mo.
Where did you go in the car? Hopped in the front seat and Mac threw
rifle in and I threw it over the back. 

10 Mac jumped in the drivers side and we drove off.
Where did you drive to? To Pannure.
Whereabouts in Paxntture? To the Pannure Bridge.
Whathappened there? He stopped in the middle of the bridge and
he was taking his clothes and that off and he got the gun and told m
to chuck it over.
Did you do that? Yes. 

15 And what about his taking his clothes off, whathapp. to them? They
were bundled and he told me to throw them too.
And did you do that? Yes.
Where did you go from there? To the end of the bridge and turned
round, down to Glen Innes, down Hunters Avenue.
To the unit? Yes, we went inside, McD. told me to get my clothes off
to change my clothes, so I did that, the Bloors, don$ know if they
hadwoken up, but they left.
They left from the unit at H/Hunter? Yes, and thenwe left too, a fev
win*, after, and went to Half Moon Bay.
Pat*se there, was there anyone else at the unit when you got back on
this first tine? No.
See 0'Connor? No. 

25 s® you went to Half Moon Bay, what did you do there? Threw my
cletehes away and we left there, went back to H/Hunter again, I
thimk O 1 Connor was there then, altho Ididnt see him, heard McD.

to him in the bedroom. It was mentioned, McD. sd, I think 
get the arsehole or words like that.

What was sd. if anyhing by McD. about what had happened? Well, he
was still wild and sd it shd be ray blue.
Did he mean yours, yr blue? Yeah, he left, I went to sleep on the

couch.
What time of the morning was it that you retd back to H/Hunter afte:
being to Half Moon Bay? I dont know what the time was, just about

morning.
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So McDonald left. Now at any stage during the next day or so, was 

there any discussion abot what happened? yeah, later on that sme 

1 morning, McDonald come back and told me and 0*Connor to go and listi 

to the radio in the car. We did that and heard that a 17 year old 

girl had been shot at Main Street. We went back and told Mac that

and he sd, thats the breaks.
Was there any discussion between you as to what wd be done if you 

were seen by the police? Yeah. That we were to say we had gone to 

a fight in Pakuranga, me and a fallah, I had gone outside the phb 

with hm and had scuffle with him, these Maori blokes had broken it 

up and I had gone off with them.
Were you seen by the police, when were you seen by the police, 

were you seem by the police about this night? Yes. 
What did you tell them? What I just sd. 
How many days after the shooting were you seen? 2 or 3 days.

10 How long did you remain in Auckland after that? I went to court,

raerning after they interviewed me for another matter, I got fined,

and I left that same week, day after or few days after that.

Where did you go to? Rotorua.
Row many times were you seen by the police in Auckland before you

went to Rotorua and asked about this particular night? Just the

once.
15 When were you next seen by the police in connection with this matte 

In Rotorua, few mths later in Rotorua, October it was. 

Between the time that you left Auckland and when you were seen next 

by the police at Rotorua, during that period at Rotorua, did you 

see or speak to or have any contact at all with 0*Connor? None at a 

Did you know where he was? No, thought he was still in Auckland wit

20 Mac -
And when you were seen by the polieeat Rotorua,did you ultimately

tell them the truth about what had happened on the night in questio 

Thats rigiht, yes.
What police officers involved in the Bell homicide investigation 

diid you speak to? D/Gruger, I think the other one was Smith, not

SWJUJC* ^)£' M'Jtift'' fi!fifilC •

" And did yen make a written statement ?Yes.I gave a verbal one first 

Wece you, w*s anything sd to you about what wd happento you as far 

as yr part isn the matter was cane? The samemorning I was pickedup 

I was; go-ing to see a solr. I had his number and that, I wanted to 

see the copa anyway. I wanted to see a solr. bee. I wanted a few 

legal things tied up, wanted to find out how I cd be charged with

3Q murder or what because I was told that anyone in the car was guilty 

of murder too.
SO you had planned to see a solr. anyway and the policepicked you 

up? Yes.
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Was anything sd to you about what wd happento you in connection wit 

yr part? Mo, I asked them what exactly cd happen to me for what I 

knew.
And so what did they say? T still wdnt say anything to Gruger or 

Smith so they offered to get D/Rober to talk to me, I agreed to 

that.
Se you spoke to D. Inspector Rowe? Yes, he explained to me if, if it 

was burglary and I didnt know exactly what was happening, if there 

5 was to be a burglary, that I wasnt guilty of anything.

He tried to explain to you the legal position regarding involvement 

in crime? Yeah. So thats when I agreed to give them verbal statement 

So y©« then told him verbally what had happened? Yes. 

At that stage, was anything sd to you about what might happen in 

respect of charges, if any, to be brought against you? He explained 

burglaries and other crimes to me, he says as long as I didnt pull 

the trigger and told the truth, there was no way I cd be charged. 

And did you as a result of these conversations you told us about 

firstly tell the poliee verbally what happened and then did you make 

a written statement about it? yes.
At any stage between the tine that you made that written statement 

and the time that you gave evidence in the Magistrates Court at 

15 Auckland just before Xmas last year, at any stage during that

period, did you have anycontaet at all with Mr O 1 Connor. Having 

spoken to the Police and the time between when you gave evid. 

in Mag. Court, during thatlast period did you have contact with 

O 1 Conner,? Saw him at the P/Station once, he was with 3 or 4 

Detectives also there.

20 XXD MR
lived in the Panwure area for some time? Yes. 

Most of y/r li£e? Yes.
In JuOsy of la«t year, were you living in Panmure? Off and on. 

Well, a* te&e end of June and beg. of July were you living in Panrour- 

atocust the? time of this incident? Not really living there, I was up 

25 and dtowra fee* Hgaruawahia .
On thartpaaetietilar weekend you stayed at Panmure? Yes. 

Ycmwe beeaa pzesfety g©od nates with McD. over the years? Yes. 

you Benin- iin a: few seraipe together? Yes.
baefceid etaeh other up? Yes.

D© I take it that yr opinion wd be that McD. wd know how to handle 

himself in a scrap? Yes.
And I guess you wd say the same about yrself? Yes the average. 

Youve told us about being at the Pakuranga Tavern, about how long 

were you there before 0' Connor came? Hr and half, not sure.
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You had been drinking during thathr and a half? Yeah.

And do we take it that O 1 Connor wanted you to come into town? Yeah, 

1 the words were, he sd to me, that Mac wanted me to come into town.

Did you owe McDonald some money at that time? Not that I know of.

Well did you havemoney on you thatnight? Yes, couple of dollars or

so.
You wd have needed money to get into say the Foundry or Main St.

cabaret? 1 didnt want to go into town.
Not at that stage no? At any stage I didnt. 

* You hadnt seen McD. all day that day had you? No.

And when\ ("Connor came out to get you on behalf of McDonald, McD.

wdnt have known in whose ••••• company you were in at that time? No
I dont think so. 
Then M cD. came a bit later in the evening? Yes.

About how much longer ?I wdnt know, I cdnt tell you, 20 mins. to 

10 half an hr-
And you tried to avoid him? Avoid him, yeah.
Was that bee. you owed him money? No.
Has it because of the company you were in thatnight? No, because I
didnt want to go into town and I knew he wd insist.

Yr evid. is he came and punchedyou on the jaw? Thats right.

And there was a bit of a scuffle? Yes. 
15 And you then went with him into town? Thats right.

You drank with him in the Paraell Tavern? Yes.
Were you there with him until closing time? Yes.
Do I take it that there were no arguments or differences of opinion

while in the Paraell Tavern? Between me and him?

Yes? No.
Just sitting there drinking together as you had on many pfev.

occasions in the hotel? Not exactly the same no, on previos cases
he had never punched me, Id never been punched by him on prev.
occasions,
But you were there with him? Yes.
Were you drinking Steinlager? Yes I think so.
Who was traying them? I dont know. 

25 You weren't? I wasnt, no.
Ken then left the Parnell TAvern and went elsewhere in the car with 

Yes-.
Yo-u t©M u» you wereat paarteiemlasrly happy about being punched in th
j»w but you went with McD. to the Parnell Tavern? I didnt have much

choice .
You didot try to walk away from him at the P'ranga Tavern? Not in t

the medd he was in.
He wasnt packing a gun on him at that stage was he? He always

carried a knife.
He wasnt packing a gun on him at that stage? Not that I saw.
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When you left the Parnell Tavern, you didnt try to leave at that 

stage did you? No. 
You got into the car and went? Yes. 

Did you go to the Grim Reapers place? Yes. 

Did you drink there? Yeah I think we had some, not sure. 

There was no question of a gun being there? No. 

And fromthere you eventually arrived at Main St? Yes. 

Do you recall going to the Foundry at any stage? No.

5 This wd have been in the early hours of the morning when you arrive 

at the Main St. Cabaret? Idont know what time it was. 

Well can you remember about what time it was that you left the 

P'ranga Tavern in mcdonalds company? No I didnt know what the time 

was. 
Was it early in theevening? Yeah.

So you had been with him fir some hrs at this stage? At what stage.
10 When you had got to the Main St. Cabaret? Yes.

And if I recall yr evid. correctly, you told the court that you 

were quite happy to go home and get changed and come back to the 

Main St. Cabaret?Yeah, or go somewhere else.

So that you were quite happy to go along with McD. at that stage? 

Id rather have gone home.
Yes but you wd agree, wdnt you, that you have given evid. you were 

1o
quite happy to go home, get changed and come back, that so? Yes.

Youve told us that you didnt spend any money in the Parnell Tavern

did you have sufficient money on you to pay for yrself to get ino

into the Main St. Cabaret? I prob. wd have enough to get in but no 

te drink.
I thought you sd you had $2? Yeah, couple of dollars. 

20 Well when at the Main St. Cabaret, did you have problem about

getting in, you wd have had sufficient to get a taxi, if you had

wanted to leave ?Mot really.
You dent think the $21 wd have got you long way home? It wdnt have

haive get me far.
9© you didnt try to leave at that stage? No. 

25 You w*a?e the one who was refused entry? Yes.

wa you agree it was 0"Connor that went and spoke to this bouncer

on the stairs? I think the 3 of us did.

3 o>f you ddidi?' One time or another.

Wtoat a&out the svfca-irs inside? Yeah.

The 3 of you went up the stairs to speak to him ? Talking at once

sort of. 
30 Were the 3 of you there together? 5 of us there.

Im talking about the time when talking the bouncer? Mac at the

back of me at the ticket office or wherever it is, Gary up front

of me to my left, the bouncer was on the stairs.
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You ever say to the bouncer, you better let me in for yr own good?
I dont think so.
Cant you recall? I dont think I sd it. 
Recall having a discussion with O 1 Connor outside afterwards? No

T didnt have a discussion with him at all.
Was there general disc, about all of you outside when you moved off?
McD. was the only one who discussed it. No one else wd say anything.
Just McDonald? Thats right.
Did McD. want it settled there and then with fists? He was telling 

5 me to deal to him.
Thats when he calledyou a weak mug? Thats right.
When he sd to you, go and deal with him, did you gather he meant
fiat like ?I dont know what he meant.
Didnt know what he meant despite the fact you had known him for 12
years? Ive seen diff. ways he means of dealing with people so I didn 

in knew which way he meant or was talking about.
Bat you had been inside the cabaret at that stage? Not inside, just
in the foyer, yeah.
Wd you agree that at stage, inside the foyer, the suggestion was
a flat fight? No sugg. of a fist fight, of fists at all.
So you didnt know or have the feintest idea of what he meant by,
deal to him? No, except to hurt him maybe. 

-J5 Went back to the car? Yes.
And then drove off? Yes.
You got out of the car at Glen Innes? No, we went to Mt Wellington.
You act. got out of the car at Mt. Well? Yes.
That to allow O 1 Connor to get out? Yes.
You immediately get back into the car? Yes.
So you were sitting in the middle? Yes.
You didat attempt to leave the scene at Mt. Wellington? No.
As I u'sfcand yr evtd. is that McD. used words to the effect to go
and get it? He sd, you know where it is.
You didjit know what it was that he was talking about at that stage?
No.
When he came back, at that time, you see the bundle he hd? Hex had 

25 a quilt, it was a quilt.
See what was under it? I cd see it was long.
Did you have the feintest idea what it was? I guessed it I suppose.
SO' fehwt when ©'Connor got back into the car you guessed it was a gur

Yr evid. is that the gun under the quilt was put into the backseat? 
On the floor. 

30 On the floor? Yes.
Were the Bloors lying down on the back seat or sitting up? Sitting
up I think.
Were they asleep? As far as I knew they were, looked like they were
alseep.
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Sothe gun wd have to have been by their feet? Yes.

Youve told us that you had driven back thro the alleway at the bad 

1 of K'Rd? I dont know where it was, somewhere there.

And you got out of the car to relieve yrself? Yes.

And McDonald disappeared for some time? Yes.

About how long? 5 MI mins. or something like that.

You knew that there was a gun in the backseat? Thats right, I didn<

know it was a gun, I guessed it was a gun.

Apart from relieving yrself, did you try to leave the scene? No.

You got back into the car? Thats right.

You on the outside or inside of the car, nearest the pass, seat?

I was in the middle bee. Gary got out and had a piss to I think.

You then drove down to Myers Park? Yes.

Where was the gun at that stage? Still in the back as far as I kne<

It wasnt by any chance across yr laps in the front? Dont think so 

10 no.
Think about it then? NO.
You say no? No.
There wd be 3 of you sitting in the front? Yes.

You were sitting in the middle? Yes.

You wd agree that if a 22 rifle was put across yr lap in the

midle middle yo<ud know about it? Yeah. 

15 And you say it wasnt there? I dont recall, I cant recall a 22 rifl

sitting on my lap.
Well, are you saying thatbecause it wasnt there or yr memory is

not good enough to remember whether it was there? Id say it was in

the back.
You wd agree you had had a fair bit to drink that night? Not that 

20 nnaeh.
Fairly sober weare you? Yes.
When you got to Myers Park, who go tthe rifel out? Me Donald.

Where did he get it out from? From the back.

Be d*idnt get it off yr lap? No.
Ef Mr 0"Goimoc gave evid. thatthe gun was on yr lap at that stage

in Myers Park, what wd you say to that? What cd I say, as far as
25 I know it was in the back on the floor, bee. he reached over and

___—— M_ J ̂got it.
You teo&d us you. were fairly sober? Yes.

Did you see Ms Donald get the gun out of the back seat? Yeah. 

I sow him lean over the back and next thing he had the gun so he 

must have got it from there. 

30 He didnt get it off yr lap? I dont recall now.

Well I want you to think very carefully about it, you told us you

were sober ?Thats right.
Youve told us that you wd recall if there was a gun a 22 rifle

lying on yr lap while yousat in the front seat of the car? Yes I

wd.
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Yr evidence is that McDonald reahed over the back and took this
bundle from the back seat? Yeah.
Did he open the back door to do this or did he reach over? I think
he reached over, Im not sure.I know he went over the back, he reahec
over and got the gun, because the gun was there.
If O'Connor says the gun was in yr laps at that stage when you stopi
ed in Myers Park, according to yr evid. that is incorrect? Before
wegot out of the car, he got the gun from the back, so it cd be 

5 right that the gun was there on the lap before we got out of the
ear, but not when we first got to Myers Park. When we got to Myers
Paark it wa-srat on my lap.
Yr evid. is that it might have got on to yr lap after this? Yes.
You reneatber it being on yr lap after this? No, cant say I do. 
Hbera you got out of the car, did 0'Connor get out first? McD. got

out first I think because he srd, lets go.
VAteire was he going then - where was the gun then? In McD's hands.
Ms© g©t out of the earfciext? Gary and me.
Who WAS on the outside? Gary Ithink, I guess.
Wbe-n McD. get out of the car, did you see the rifle? Yes.
You then walked away from the ear? Yeah, McD. sd, lets go
So you- tagged along? McD. pted up the rise, I stayed behind him 

-J5 You stayed behind McD? No, McD. was behind me to my right.
You knew there was a gun there? Yeah.
You had been in McD's company for some hrs at this stage? Yeah.
From until about 3 o'clock in the morning? Ys.
Been drinking together? Yes.
There hadnt been any fights or arguments since the Parnell Tavern?
Bet. you amd KoBonald? No.

20 And if I u'stfeand yr evid. correctly, - when McDonald got out of the
easr d&d he use a*ny words? He sd, lets go. 

anything ei.se? No I dont think so. 
a&mt think so? No.
about while you were driving down towards Myers Park, did he 

u«e aaauy w©<Ed»?? No I don* think so, he never sd anything.
25 Recall giving evid. at the Deps. at the Auckland District Court? Yes 

Yr *vd»d. these was that he was using words like fucking cunt,
amd* things like thaet? Yeah, he was saying that all night, 

we went to BKwaEis Rd. and scfeill saying that when we left there, 
there was no convens saton. I dont knew who he was directing those 
coMRent s to.
Was**t towards you tho? I dont know.

30 You dont know? No, it cd have been me.
You still frightened of him at Harris Rd? Of course I was.
You still quite prepared to go home and get changed? Just to please
him.
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And you walked up with him thro the park? Yes. 

To the tennis courts? Yes. 
It was raining at this time? Yes.

And he then left your company and went somewhere on his own? Yes. 

You stood there and wait for him? I wasnt waiting, trying to figure 

out what he was doing.
You didnt try to leave the scene then? No, I didnt know where he 

was with the gun.
Be was missing for some minutes? Yeah.

5 Youve told us that you started running away? when you heard this 

aoond? Yes.
Torn were able to see yr way across the tennis courts? I just put my 

head down and ran.
Eventually arrive d fcack to the car in the company of McD? Yes. 

Do I take it at this stage you gathered that the bang you heard 

was the rifle going off? Yes. 

10 And that it was McD's rifle? Yes.

Yowve told us that McD. threw the rifle to you, back in the car? Ye

And' you then took that rifle and put it over to the back seat? Yes.

You went baek to the Fanmure area? Yes.

Did you: g® straight to the bridge? Yes.

Did McE. get undressed at the bridge? Top half.

Just the t®p ha>lf? Yeah.
What wa>s he wearinf that night? His, he was fairly well dressed, 

he had a good shirt on, cant remember the colour, brown white 

ankle boots,, good trou, not jeans or anything like that, jacket. 

What did you throw in the river? Hid shirt and t-shirt and I think 

the jacket went too, not sure, he put it in a bundle.

20 COJBOHGT10N AS TO RELEVANCE)

ALLOWS©)

Ybaave told us that you were interviewed by the police a few days 

asfker the eoawiseion of the offence, where was that? At Central

2_ We-re you pdOrieed up by the police and taken there? Yes

ffrow? B&wagfd Hunter Avenue. 
IK tabeae few dtagps between the Main St. incident: and being picked ui 

by tibe; pe^ito*, were you. in the: company of 0' Connor? Yes and McD.

W»are you and 0'Connor due to cone before the court that particular 

week? No, Id already been to court. 

30 Yomd been to court? Yes.
Bad you been dealt with by the court? Yeah.

When did you leave Aucland? End of that same week.
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Do you say on this first occasion you were interviewed you told

this yam? Yes.
How long were you with the police on that occasion? When Iwas locked

up, you mean, how long was the inteview?

How long were you in the com. of the police on the first occasion?

Couple of hrs, not sure.

Can you remember the exact date you left Auckland to go to Rotorua?

No •

Was it only a few days of being interviewed by the police? I went 

5 to court the next morning after being picked up, 3 to 4 days after

that I suppose, not sure.

Did you see 0'Connor during those 3 or 4 days? I saw both of them,

yes.
When you went to Rotorua, did you remain in Rotorua and not come

back to Aucland for the next few mths? Thats right, I stayed there.

You didnt return to Auckland? No.

Was the next thin% you knew of the incident was when you were

interviewed by the police? Yes.

Wece you interviewed by the police at the Panmure Hotel at any time'

Yea, I wasat i*viewed, they cone in and they just pulled me out and

ad, I cant remember what was sd, sd they wanted to speak to me

arayway, they spoke to me and then they let me go again. 

.ic When was that? Day or two after I got out from court.

As far as lean remember.

It wasnt in August? I dont think so.

You dont think so? No.

You were in'viewed in Rotorua? Thats right.

Remember when that was? October I think.

Weore you taken into the P/station and in'viewed by an officer? A

few defectives.
How loaf wexe. you in their company? All that day and that night and

teben they brouht brought me back to Auckland.

you set tell them at first about yr part in this incident? No. 

long wee you with them before you decided to tell them? A few

hes bee. I hasd to wait for Rowe to get down from Auckland. 

25 We-ce they atsfcing you questions during that time? Yeah and I was

I had nothing to say until I had a solr. 

Rewe got tehe>re you decided you wd tell them the story? Yes.

We-eei yaw otffexed* any inducement att that particular time? No.

He jtostfe eaqs&a&ned the legal - where I actually stood - if I was

involved in anything, the legal side of things, criminal side of

it. 
® Was it ever suggested to you by Mr Rowe that O'Connor had given

a statement? No.
Was 0'Connor's name mentions dduring the discusson discussion? No.

Did Rowe outline to you what he considered he knew of the incident

He mentioned some parts of it, telling me the legal things about i

Did he say he knew you were there? Yeah I think he did one part. 

35____Did he say how he knew you were there. No.
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COURT ADJ. AT 11.30 

COURT RES. AT 11.^5

You told us you were in 'viewed by Rowe in Rotorua? Yes. 
How long did that in 'view last? Couple of hrs or so. 
Was it in a question and answer form? Well he explained the legal 

things about criminal side of it.
Can you remember the words he used? Not to do with - he was giving 
me examples of like a burglary or car conversion, and if I was 

5 there, what I was guilty of and what I wasnt guilty of sort of thing 
Well, did he say to you, if yr present there at the scene of the 
crime, fckBfcxywt but you didnt do anything then we are in a position 

to grant immunity from prosecution? No.
Im trying to find out what he did say, think carefully about it? 
Yeah, Im trying to explain it. I asked him if, Rowe, if I was in 
a ear that had been in a burglary but I didnt know it had been in 
a burglary and the police picked up up, the car we were in. I still 
didmt know then it was stolen or before we were stopped, was I 
innocent or guilty of car conversion or hopping into a stolen car 
and he explained to me not in one sense, he sd if you didnt know 
a crime had taken place for a start, and therefore I cdnt be guilty 
of anything, bee. in my mind I didnt know the car was stolne. 

15 Had he at this stage explained to you what he knew of the Bell 
murder? No, he just asked me to tell him of the incident, he sd

all he wanted was the truth.
Did he say to you at that stage, we know that you were at the 
Pakuranga Hotel and the Parnell Tavern and later at Main St? No. -
Did me say that to you at a later stay? Yes I think he cd have. 
Was that before you gave him a verbal statement? No, it was after 

20 he explained the legal part of it, the car conversion thing, and

I then gave him verbal statement.
m ©<feheo: words, you told him what yr movements* were? Yes.
Well then, wby wd he then say to you, we know were you at the
P'ranga Hotel, the Pamel Tavern and the Main St. Cabaret? Bee.

appa-rentLy he already knew that, I guess. 
25 Did he statee to you before making verbal statement that he knew

where you wer that night and what you were doing? I don$ think so.

Tern d»nt think so? No.
In o*he>r W6w?d», you made this statement to him without him saying

anything te© you about the Bell murder? Thats right.
He mast have mentioned to you when he spoke to you that he wanted

to talk to you about the Bell murder? Yes. 
30 You had been trying before this to get hold a solr/ I was on my way

to geta solr. bee. Iwanted to ask him where I stood concerning the

law.
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You wanted to know whether you wd be charged? Yes, in a legal sense.

You wanted to talk to yr solr? Yes.
I wanted him to come with me to the P«Station. 

1 Had you made up yr mind before you went with them that you wanted
to spill the beans? No, just to tell the true story.
And this was before Rowe int 1 viewed you? Yes, this was on the Sunday

Igot interviewed on the Monday.
You didnt say anything to the officers who interviewed you in the

first instance? No, I asked, sorry - I also asked Gruger the same 

g thing, car conversion, and where I stood, but then I says I wanted

to make a statement.
Well, was the situation that when you spoke to Rowe and askedhim

about this car conversion business, that he said to you, if you
didnt pull the ^rigger and told the truth, you wdnt be charged? Yes.

It was then that you decidedto tell yr side of the story? No, that

is when I was going to make a written statement. 
'*' Well, had you already made the verbal statement at that stage? He

says to me, because we were sort of not arguing but trying to talk
it out, I wanted to be sure in m$ mind that I cdnt get charged,

by saying what Iwas going to say and he says if you tell the truth

and if you didnt pmll the trigger, you cant be charged, if you didnt

know in yr own mind.
Was it at that tine that you then gave him the verbal statement? Yes
So that you gave the verbal statement solely on the basis that you

wd not be chargedwith this murder? Yes thats right and bee. I wanted

to get it out.
Were you given anything in writing at that stage before you mad ehte

verbal statement? No, nothing in writing.
So that it was just the officers promise? Yes. After he explained it 

20 I believed him, explained the legal things.
Did you get it later in writing? No, well it was typed into the

written statement,on the top of my written statement to the police.

When you were down in Rotorua, did you telephone O'Connor? No I

didnt even know where he was.
Bid you telephone amyene? No.
Did you phone any people that knew 0'Connor and McD? Yes.
•Ehsis was before you were int'viewed by the police? Thats right.
Who? This girl X. was going with at the time, her parents, forget

he»r name, wertes in ra*s««ge parlour, forget her name.
Wftatt about after yr interview by the police and made this statement,

did you phone anhone? Yes.
Who else? The same girl, Skelly is her name. 

30 Anyone else? Barry Hart's office. I didnt speak to him, I spoke to

a girl, dont know who she was.
Anyone else? No I dont think so.
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35.

NO REX

COURT
You ever seen this documentnow shown to you (immunity letter)? No.

Never seen it before? No.
Have you read it now? Yes.

Having read that do you believe now that there is any possibility of

you ever being charged of the offence of the killing of Bell? No.

You dont believe there is such a possibility of you ever being

charged with any offence connected with Margaret Bell? No.

You dont? No.

MR MORRIS CALLS

P&UL GRU6ER (Sworn)

Currently employed as an assurance, insurance assessor. On 1.10.79 

10 I was member of the GIB employed on the enquiry into the Margaret 

Ball Homcide. On that date, I travelled to Rotorua where I located 

and spoke to the witness Speck. I told Mr Speck that we had reason 

to believe that he knew more about the Main St. t±x incident than 

he had already told us. During a discussion with him, I told him 

that we were aware he had been to Main St. Cabaret, that he had 

net the accused McDonald at the White Horse Inn Pakuranga, that he 

15 had been at the Alexander tavern in Parnell, that he had travelled 

to an address in St. Lukes where he and a group he was with had 

been drinking, but Ididnt elaborate any further on names or 

particular addresses. I told the witness Mr Speck that we were 

interested in ascertaining the name of the person who had pulled 

the trigger at the time Margaret Bell was shot and that we were 

also interested in locating firearms. During my discussions with th« 

witness, he appeared worried and concerned about his legal position. 

As a result of my discussions wigh him, I obtained a piece of paper 

from aaaother person in the Rotorua P/Station on which were written 

two nanes. My enquiries indicated that thesenames were of two local 

RO'torua solicitors.
B&& y®u discuss with him his legal position at all? I had a lengthy 

25 di*eus«e©n with the witness, during which I explained in some detai. 

uwfcng fe hypothetical cases the legal aspects of parties to an 

osftfitonste a>nd acsesisor ies .
Dfcd you ©iffer him any kind of guarantee at all if he wd discuss 

fehe ma>tter with y©u? There were a number of discussions that took 

plaeeduring this interview and I made it quite clear to the witness 

that I wes in no position to guarantee that if he made a statement 

he wd not be proecuted prosecuted. I told him that if he fitted int 

the category as explained to him regarding parties and accessories, 

and that if he was in fact telling the truth, I cd not see how he 

cd be charged.
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Eventually did Rowe come to the Rptorua P/Station? He flew to 

Rotorua as a result of my phone call and he further discussed the 

matter with the witness Speck for about half an hr. 

During that period, his legal position was again exl explained and 

at 1.50 p.m. I commenced a statement from that witness. At no stage 

during any part of my discussion with Mr Speck was he shown any 

other persons statement with one exception which I will elaborate 

on later, nor was he told what any other person had sd to us. The 

exception I referred to was a paragraph in the statement of the 

5 witness O 1 Connor whcih was incorporated as paragraph 3 of Mr Specks 

statement and which in brief indicated that if Speck was in fact 

telling us the truth and that he had not in fact pulled the trigger 

he wd not be prosecuted.

XXD MR CONW AY 
1Q Will you, when you first interviewed Mr Speck, you told him about

facts that had been established, wd that be so? I told him that we

knew wheee he had been that night.
Did you also tell him in whose company he had been in? I mentioned

the name of the accused at the White Horse Inn, I didnt elaborate

on the names or addresses.
Ace you saying you didnt mention any other names? I cant say for - 

•J5 I cant say with absolute cettainty, I may have refered to a name

or to two persons by the names of Bloor, I cant be certain.

But you were able to establish to him thatyou knew where he had bee

on the night in question and what his movements were? Yes.

And did you put it to him at this stage that the police were taking

the view that he was involved in the shooting incident? It was

obvious that he was involved to some extent.
20 Well thats what Im asking you, did you put that to him? I dont quit

follow the question.
Did you say to him look weve told you what yr movements were that 

night and we believe that you were involved in the shooting? Yes 

r wd have done.
Wfeat wa« his reaction to this? He was extremely nervous, concerned, 

25 but throughout the initial stages of the interview, he wdnt say 

anything until he had clarified his own legal position. 

I will say that he node it quite apparent that he did not pull the 

and that after ny explanation of the parties and accessorie 

, he indicated that he wasnt involved to the extent of

being a party, that he still wished to take some legaladvice if

possible . 
30 Did he indicate that he was there to you after you told him what

his movements were? His words were, that he cd help us but he 

didnt wish to make statement at that stage.
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You didnt tell him the source of yr information? Which information. 

About his movements that night? No.

When was the first time that you showed him this piece in 0'Connors 

statement? At the pt. where he had finished speaking to Mf Rowe, 

he was told that this type of statement wd be incorporated in his 

statement so it was just prior to the commencement of his statement. 

And was this the bit about theimmunity, the part shown to you? The 

part that was shown to him related to a suggestion thathe wd not be 

prosecuted if he handt pulled the trigger and if he in fact told the 

truth. 
NO REX

EVIDENCE FOR THE PROSECUTION ON THE VOIR DIRE

10
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COURT RESUMED AT 10.00 on 23.4.80

MR GRIEVE CALLS

R0N&LD FRANK BAKER (Sworn)
I am the Senior Surveyor with the Lands and Survey Department
at Auckland.
On the 1st July last year, at the request of the police, did
you go to the area of Queen St. in Auckland in the vicinity of
the Main St. Cabaret? Yes.
In the foyer of the cabaret, did you take a number of measuremets
a«d also did you note the position of various items pted out to
you by the police? Yes.

subsequently from those measurements and observations which 
made did you prepare a plan which includes details of the 

inside of the foyer and also a locality plan of the Queen St. are; 
outside the foyer? Yes.
Look at the plan now shown to you (Exb.lA), is that a copy of the 
plan you prepared? Yes it is. 
U© y®u prod, that as Exb.lA? Yes. (Exb.lA)
Subsequently on the 8th October last year, did you again go to 
the samea-rea in Queen St. but in particular did you direct yr 
attention to the area of the Latter Day Saints Church on the right 

.jg hand side of Queen St. as you go up the street? Yes.
And did you on that day take number of measurements and again 
subsequently prepare a second plan showing the relationship of 
tfeast Church with the Main St. Cabaret? Yes. I prod, that second 
plan as Exb.lB (Exb.lB) 
€d you scale off for us and give us the distance from the south
eastern corner of the Church by the small tree and/is€raightline

20 across to the doors of the cabaret, inside a little way, where
tefee lettering begins? (witness scales of distance). 47 metres. 
Almost §0 yards.

25 MH ©RILJtVE GALLS

MjjgpjWBgR GREGORY McMANPS (Sworn)
r ant, F/C'oas<t»ble stationed at Auckland. I am employed as a 
EtoeKtoogjBaipher in phe'tographic section of Auckland Central P/Statior 
On 1st July last year, I was summoned to the police team invest. 
the death of M. Bell. Between the 1st July and the 21st November
last year, I took a number of photographs in relation to this

30 enquiry. Prom the negatives of some of these photos. I have prepar
photographic prints which I now prd.to the court in booklet form. 
There is an index on inside of front cover and each of theprints i 
numbered.
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Wd you go thro describing each photo? No.l is view of the Main 
St. Cabaret in Queen St. taken from the opposite of Queen St. 

•j No.2 is a view of the entrance to the cabaret. No.3 is a view 
of the foyer and entrance to the cabaret taken from the inside 
of the foyer.
Presumably that photograph was taken on the morning of the killinc 
shortly after the poliee had done preliminary invest, of the foyei 
evidenced by the markers? Yes that is right.
NO.4 is a view of the deceased just inside the foyer. Nos. 5, 6 
7, 8 and 9 are all of pieces of bone and tissue found in the 
foyer of the nightclub. No. 10 is of a piece of hair and tissue 
on the ceiling just inside the foyer entrance. Im referring to 
the dark marks on the ceiling area of that white background, the 
actual hair piece is in the lefthand corner. No.11 is closer view 
of the hair and tissue in that corner of No. 10. No. 12 is further

10 view of tissue on the ceiling of the foyer. No. 13
Pause there, I take it these photos, of the hair and tissue on the 
ceiling, if you look at No.3, are they on the ceiling beyond that 
pillair which can be seen on the lefthand wall? The piece of tissue 
off the top of the pillar on the right.
So that piece of wooden timber seen in corner of No. 11 is part of 
that wall on the right hand side? Yes. No. 13 is view of the notice

15 beard on the north side of the entrance in the foyer, again, on 
the panelling. No. 14 is photo, of Mr Camden. He was a patron who 
was in the vicinity of Bell when she was shot,as I u 1 stand it. 
My purpose for taking the photo, bee. he had pieces of foreign 
matter on his forehead and head. No. 15 is view of the righthand 
s'ide of the entrance to the cabaret, I draw yr attention to marker 
No. 7 at bottom of the doorway, No. 16 is closer view of marker 
No,7, snail piece of metal was found there.
Just pt. out to the jury; that piece of metal? (witness does so) . 
N®.17 is- view o<f the north side of the entrace entrance foyer, 
the book en the floor is to indicate the part of the floor, No. 18 
is another snail piece of metal that was found just at the pt. of 
tfee book in No.17.

25 So the pt. in the book nearest the wall - nearest the photographe] 
w&th&n the circle is pting to that piece of metal? Yes. No. 19 is 
at vdSew looMing acres* Qfceen St. ffeom entrance door to the nightcIt 
N&..2Q l»s a v-iew of the' Church almost directly opposite the 
ndJgihtelub, this was taken from the roof of the nightclub. No.21 
is a view taken from the front of the Church in photo. 20 looking 
across towards the entrance to the nightclub.
We have a plan of that area, Exb.I IB, just look at that please, 
you will see the plan showing the Latter Day Saints Church with 
the south eastern corner near which is marked "small tree", where 
were you when you took No.21 of Exb.2? The area on the left area 
of the photo, is act. that small tree.
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The y&tmfamm shadowed area that is. No.22 is taken from the same
position but taken during the late evening when it was dark. No.23 

.j is taken from the same position to bring the entrance closer.
What magnification did you use? 158 millimetre lens. Nos. 24 and 25
are views of telephone kiosk on east, sorry, west side of Queen St.
slighly north of the nithclub, on the opposite side of the road
going down and further down towards the park, just opposite what
used to be the YWCA big.No 26 is fire escape on north side of the
big. on end of Pointon St. 27 is view of room of No.21 Harris Rd. 

5 Mt. Wellington. No.28 is view of the Panmure Bridge. No.29 is
a view taken from the bridge looking into the water.
That bpou seen in No.29 is the same one that can be seen towards
the wooden piles in 28? Yes that is right. No.30 is view of a rifle
with telescopic sight.
Is that the rifle prod, as Exb.17? Yes. 

•JO Did you on the llth October 1979 take some areial photographs of
the area in the vicinity of the Main St. Cabaret? I did.
And from those aereial photographs that you took did you prepare
booklet containing 4 of them? I did. I prod, that booklet as Exb.3.

(Bxb.3)
Have you also prepared enlargements of each of those, sorry, of
3 of the 4 photographs? I did. 

15 Look at the enlargements shown to you, Nos.4, 5 and 6, Exb.no.4, th<
enlargement is enlargement of which photo, in Exb.3? No.3.
No.5? Enlargement of No.2.
And No.6? Enlargement of No.4.
You havent got enlargment of No.l? No.
The very large photo, which you prod, as Exb.7 is enlargment of
No.l of Exb.3? Yes (Exb.7) 

20

W® XXD 
G<ffiERT
Bxb.No.21, sorry photo. 21 in the small book, you may have told us 
but it escaped me, tell us the date when that was taken? 1st July ' 

so>nry the 5th October. 
25

MR ©1IBVE GAiLLS
mSK&XKST ELIZABETH BELL (Sworn)
I li±.ve at 25 W&imarie Rd, Whenuapai Village, I live there with my
huwband, I am employed as a nursing tutor at Carrington Hospital,
Margaret was my daughter.
When was she born? 1st March 1962. 

30 And did she live with you and yr hus. and rest of the family until

about May of last yeay TYes.
And had she attended the Massey High School? Yes.
She fin. there in 1978? Yes,
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She passed her U.E. exam and obtained a bursary? Yes thats right. 

And during 1979 did she go to the Tech. Institute at Carrington 

1 to do secretarial course? Yes.
And was it in the May Holidays of that year that she left home

at Whenuapai so she cd gl flatting in Mt Eden? Yes she went

with seme friends of hers.
Its «ore convenient for her to get to the college? Yes, bus service

very bad at Whenuapai.
How did yr daughter get on with her friends and other girls and

beys of her own age? She seemed to be very popular girl, she was
very happy sort of girl and very friendly, she had a lot of friends

Did you know of any person from what she might have told you who

wd have any sort of grudge against her? No.
Did she have any regular boyfriend? No, no regular ones, she used

to go out mainly with a crowd of her school friends.

10 After she left school, what job did she have in addition to going 

to her secretarial course? She worked at a plant nursery at the 

w'emds where she did weaving and things with flowers, after that 

she got job in chicken farm at Whenuapai, and she used to collect 

eggs and things like that.
When did she go to work at the Main St. Cabaret? It was about, I 

think, zovtnd abetu 3 weeks before she was killed.

1 ^ And did »he work there so that she cd have some income and g*fc
yet be free to work at her studies during the day? Yes bee. she sd 

if she worked all day she was too tired to study at night so she 

tought s>he wd get a job, she didnt need the money, make some moey 

money of her own. 
Before she went to work at the cabaret, did you discuss it with he:

2Q I «d we didnt like her working there, she sd she wd look for a job 

doing dishes, they put heron tables, she ad she wdnt be silly 

and wdnt leave until a taxi had arrived.

30

CALLS
25 mj&tem BBMpa@n ( sworn)

£ Mve a>t 15 Cceenock Rd, Ranui, student at Teachers Training 

College ait Ipaom -
•HEES TOTTMEaS TS OVERSEAS AND BY CONSENT HER DEPOSITIONS WERE 

RBMD TO TW COURT.
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MR GRIEVE CALLS 

NEIL MAURICE CERVIN (Sworn)

I live at 40 Manukau Rd, Epsom, general hand by occupation. 
In July 1979, wee you living in a flat at 189 Landscape Rd. Mt. 
Eden? Yes .
And were you flatting there with two girls, Margaret Bell and 
Aroha Hudson ?Yes.
And at that stage had you known Marg. for about 2 or 3 years having 

5 been to the same school as her? Yes.
And after seme discussion between the 3 of you did you move into thJ 
flat round about June 1979? Yes, think thats right. 
Did you after you had been there for a while realise that M. was 
»tt»«i* attending course at C'ton Tech. Institute?Yes. 
Did she appear to you to spend quite a bit of time studying for 
that curse course? Yes she did.
Were you aware that for a time before she was shot she worked at 

the Main St, Cabaret? Yes.
When she worked there, what was her pattexm of life as far as 
doing that aad her studies? She worked mostly in w*ends and light 
night leaving at 6 until about 3 in morning, sleep moat of the 

mrning and wd study in the afternoon.
Bow did she get to work at the cabaret? Caught a bus there. 
As far as getting bek home? She wd catch a taxi after work. 
Did she have any particular friends who called to see her while you 
stayed with her at the flat? Yes she did. 
Any particular boyfriends? An ex-boyfriend.
Were you at the flat on the evening of Sat. 30th June 1979 when 
she left to tm go off towork at the nightclub? Yes, that was at 

20 about 6 o'clock.
From what you saw of her, was there anything to indiate to you she 

had an enemies? No.

NO XXB

MR GRIBVE CALLS

JANE LIPANQVICH (Sworn) 
I live a«t East Coast Rd, Silverdale, married woman, I am the 
licence holder for the Main St. Cabaret. I now live at Albany. 
En 1,979, dstd you hold that licence in June/July 1979? Yes. 
And at that time, did yr responsibilities include the hiring of 

sta'ff for the cabaret? Yes.
30 in June 1979, did you employ Margaret Bell as a part time waitress? 

Yes I did. 
When was that, can you remember? Be about 8th June.
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1 Did that involve usual waitressing duties of serfving at tables 
and serving liquor to patrons? Yes.
Were her hours from bet. either 8 or 9 in evening until 2 or 3 
a.m. the foil, morning? Yes.
On the Saturday, what time do the prem. cusomarily close? Bars 
close at 3 and clients usually to be out by 3.30. 
Prom what you saw, did M. Bell normally take taxi home from work? 

5 As far as I know she always did so, usually with her flatmate. 
How did you find her to got on with? Very pleasant young lady 
and very nice.
Did you see anything to cause you to conclude she had troublewith 
customers there while working there? Not as far as I know, if they 
did have trouble they wd come to me and I wd sort it out. 

10 She never came to you with that sort of problem? She never had 
any problems of anyone hassling her.

C0P17 ABJ. AT 1.00 

G0ETRT RBS. AT 2.15

MR ©RIKVES GAELS
15 ALIAS PHIM.IP MYERS (Sworn)

I live at 16 Glen Rd, Whengaparaoa, student teacher at the 
Teachers College at Epsom last year. I had part time job as doorman 
I aim P/Con»table with the Police at Auckland, I am at the college 
in Trentha». I had part time job as doorman at the Main St. cabaret 
I began working there in approx. June of last year. My duties at 
the cabaret was to screen patrons, their standard of dress and 
general behaviour before they ent. the cabaret.
How mamy people were engaged as doormen in that capacity? Usually 
oely 2, myself a»nd one other.
Were you working at the cabaret on the night of Sat. 30th June 
wfoieh wa* the night of the Bell shooting? Yes, I started work at 
a@p>EQ9E:. 8s o'Gflock that night.

25 And wfoo was the second doorman that night? Nick Unkovich.
Btacing the ewning, did you have occasion to turn away any people 
foes, ©sf pcotoeeas of dress? Yes, normal we wd turn something like 
2!© fee 3!0 dteiErag course of evening madnly thro standard of dress. 
Dnartng the course of that night, was there any particular incident 
that arose involving this sort of procedure, of turning someone 
away bee. of their dress? Yes at 1.45 approx. on foil, morning,

Oft jg^Hwwrtt-v^iOMIki**^""*,- - JTIT --- •• -•--•* . " '

the Sunday morning, a group J'V~5 males ent. the cabaret, I was 
standing just above the entrance, just above the first two steps 
to the righthand side, and the door lowest, at lower end of Queen 
St. was open, they «p walked into the foyer of the cabaret, then 
I approached the group and I sd that one of them was wearing 
fairly ragged scruffy faded jeans, none of the grups dress was 

35____r»T-»*PiO»i-l y good, but his was unacceptable to club.______
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1 sd I was sorty that I cdnt allow their friend to get in bee. of 

clothes he was wearing, the person I was referring to sd to me 

whats wrong with my clothes or words to that effect, and I sd, that 

we expected a high standard of dress in the cabaret and if he wished 

to enter he wd have to go and get better dressed up. 

Pause there, subsequently, because of the shooting and the police 

investigation, did you at the request of the police go to the P/statioi 

on the afternoon of Wed. 4th July? Thats right.

5 And were you there taken by a detective into some rooms at the P/Stati< 

Yes thats right.
While you were there, did you see any of the people, recog. any of the 

people who had been involved in this incident? Yes, I did, 2 of them,

2 of the people I saw I recog. straight away, no doubt they were the 

ones involved.
Were you told, having recog. them, the names of the people you recog? 

Notthen, some later date I was shown a series of photos. 5 of them, 

I again ID those 2 people, and I was told that one of the names m 

was Brace Speck and the other was Gary 0'Connor. Person who I declined 

entry to initially bee. of his dress was Bruce Speck, I ID him as 

Bruce Speck.
Just at this stage, having learnt their names in that way, lets go 

back to the events of the Sat. night and tell us what happ. when you 

sd that the man whose dress you objected to was Speck? Thats right. 

There was a sort of exchange, the group in general which started to 

cone in and say, whats wrong with his c&othes, or words like that, 

it was Speck and 2 others physically involved with the •• conversation 

Youve sd that there were 5 males in this group, right? Yes. 

And you subs, receg. 2 of then? Yes. 

20 cd you jusitg-ive brief descriptions of the 5? Well, Bruce Speck wd_^^«_^^^^feM|ajbi|tfc£.

be, he had a new, nw»m*feaGhe, slightly below average height, he had 

tafcoes round his asm* aaad on his chest, I think, not sure about that. 

What wets his ra&e? He was European, he looked as if he may have had 

some Maori in him. ©'G&nnor was below average height, he also had a
^^^Uj^^b^^^^^^^^MWr

mewBfeaiehe,. euasly hatflf, wavy, he was wearing a light brown leather

jacket, Bvueepeam. 
25

The 3 others? X ddtdrat, two of the others I have no idea other than

tba>t they wen* maies arad the aether person wd be of similar character!:
*MlHbit»'*bNiiiMHi|ft^^ 

feitea aa t&e geazawn adstetetar «<EJiriaEase (indicates aeewed!) wearing

but ed not

Youve ard Watt of the grouu, there were 3 who were actively involved 

30 in the dispute you had about one of their numbers clothing, which of

the 3? Speck himself initially and then O 1 Connor and one other person

who I have attempted to describe.

Which one of the others? The one sim. in appearance to him (indicates

accused)
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Weve got to the pt. where you told us or sugg. Speck wd go home and 
change his clobhing, what happ. then? One of the members of the 3 

11 ether than Speck, either O 1 Connor or the other man, sd you better 
let him in for yr own good, that coiment was made 2 or 3 times, 
and I sd, words to the effect of, Im sorry but Im just doing my job, 
and if I allow people in dressed as he was Id loose it. So one of them 
either O 1 Connor or the other pevson sd, ye are going in anyway. And 
they proceeded to walk straight past the chashiers desk and towards 
the main steps, towards the back of the foyer. I was a bit quicker, 
and I headed then off, I went past them, I went up the two steps 
proceeding to the toilet, and turned round and faced the group. 
Pause there, wd you look at photo. No.2 of Exb.2 and firstly as you 
look into the foyer, as shown in thatphoto. on which side of the foyer 
is he cashiers area? This bit here (indicates sign giving cover charge) 
From my recollection of the Peter Pan days one turns right to go u'stai

10 Yes, right to the bck, and turn right, 2 steps just toward the toilet. 
Bit of landing there and toilets go off there. I was about to describe 
something that goes on beyond this photograph. I was standing, you cant 
see it in the photo. I stood just above the two steps. I turned round 
to face the group, face out towards the foyer, and one of the members 
of the group, subsequently ID as O'Connor moved towards me. The rest of 
the group stayed back, which wd be just in an area above the flower pot

15 shown in the photo there, and approx. at that time, another member 
or a barman who I know as Mark, came past me, I sd quick go and get 
Shane, who is the Manager of the cabaret, at the time, and then O'Connc 
asked if I minded coming down the steps, come down the stps, gradually 
he cane closer, he sort of started eyeing me up and down7 cdnt make 
any gestures with his heads or anything but I felt threatened, as well

20 as bin coning close* and there were comments being made in the
background, then I clenched my fists and prepared myself in position 
like this (indicates clenched fists by sides) and then the cashier 
realised »d*ething was a«i»s<s, picked up the phone, her name is Judy, 
pretended the phone the police and the group turned straight round and 
we>nt straight out of the cabaret and congregated at entrance outside 
the doors, and Iwent down, snapped the door closed and they were sort

25 ofdiseussng something outside, dent know what, I didnt hear, they moved 
I P<CM«BM down ®«eem Street, dent knew where they went. 
Ten 9& tehavt whisle up on this- lamditng aajea, there weare Mock remarks be in 
made from the others apaast ffeon S^Coninor, what sort of remarks? The 
only remark I can remember was someone was saying, it was either 
Speck or the other person I tried to ID, hit him, hit kirn.

30
XXD MR BART

The man that youve ID as O'Connor, was he shuffling very slowly towards 
you eyeing you up and down as it were? Yeah.
And was it the pt. when you thought he was getting dangerously close 
that you shaped yep yrself? It was a distance I felt uncomf. at, dont kn
ifhe cd have hit me without moving closer but it wasnt just that, but
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also the comments, I felt threatened as a whole, not just by him. 
But it was O'C. who was at the front moving or shuffling slowly
towards you, appearing~tb"be eyeing you up and down that you were
principally looking at? Yes thats right, except I sort of had the
impress ion "it was sort of~ uncofmortable, maybe Tie didnt want to
d© it~but was"sort of doing it anyway.
Btot~you were cone. bee. you thought he was going to assault you
inaome way? Yes he was front line man to speak, concerned with th«
gorup as a whole, not just with him.
But you wd agree wdnt you you were really shaping up to the man
who was coaming imm. towards you at that time? Yes.
And that man wore light brown leather jacket? Yes.
And diid that appear to be a pretty good conditioned jacket, in

good condition? Yes.

HP10

JE0CM METGALFE (Swom) 
I an Detective Sergeant attached to the Auckland Criminal 
Irarestiga&toa Branch, I live a* 71 Pilkington Rsxad, -Pawmu?e/ 
®a Sunday 1st Jaly 1979, I was called to enquiries into the 

15 wuarder of Miss M.Bell, on Wed. 4th July 1979, I went with a party 
of ©the* detectives to 71 Filkington Road, Panmure and at that 
address we executed a search warrant. D/Hearn took possession of 
seme ptroigeasty from thataddress which was occupied at the time by 
the accused Brian McDonald and his parents. Brian McD. is the 
yowteh 1m centre of eot*rt at the rear in light brown jacket 

20 (Iiidiieaifee* aieeu»ed) brown pollar neck jumper, at the cmpletion
of tehe sea-rch, we retd to the Acukalnd Central P/Station, at the 
B/Sba*ioB, 1 supervised the interviews of 3 persons, one being 
fefee acetaaed Me Dona Id, and the other two related to two men, a 

Speek and a ©airy 0* Connor. Both 0' Connor and Speck have 
se%d to the s-ane P/Sfe»tion after a s/warrant had been 

eaeesnated at: S3 Howard Honter Avenue, Glen INnes. I spoke to the 
25 previous wistnes« Allan Myers and I took him thro each one of the 

Istoree »eig»r«e interview rooms where the 3 named people were bein< 
sjtee&n sfjoteea t©,pjri(far to entering the rooms the witness Myers

o s«e if he ed ID a<ny of those 3 people, at the comple- 
of tiM^ he w»s able to ID O 1 Connor asnd Speck, he was unable 

to TD the accused Me Donald.

30
MS X3EP

NO REX
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MR GRIEVE CALLS

NICHOLAS DOMINIC UNKOVICH (Sworn)
I live at 15 McPadgen Drive, 6'house Bay, student by occupation 
In June last year, were you working part time at the Main St. 
Cabaret as a doorman? Yes I was.
When did you first begin to work there? About 1 or 2 mths before 
the Bell incident.
And were you on duty working theee the night she was shot? Yes. 
What time did you start work that night? 10 o'clock.

5 And were you working thatnight with another doorman, Mr Myers? Yes 
And did yr duties included turning away people who either for 
reasons of dress or behaviour etc.were not desired as customers oi 
the cabaret? Yes.
Daring the course of that particularnight, Sat. 30th June, did 
you haveocc. to turn any people away? Yes, I turned away about
a d»z. people that night.

10 So that it wesnt an uncommon occurrence to have to do that? No.
Also, as well as keeping an eye on them, were you also required 
to keep lookout u*stairs to see that all going as it shd? Yes. 
Did you and Mr Myers take it in turns to do that? Yes. 
While you were in fact u 1 stairs in the cabaret itself, did you hee 
a-bout an incident which occurred down in the foyer? Yes I did. 
Which Af the 2 of you, Myers or you, went off duty first that 
evening? Mr Myers did.

flfcat time was that? Approx. 2.30 a.m.
What happened after that, what time did people begin to leave 
the cabaret? Main bunch started leaving bet. 2.45 and 3.15 a.m. 
At some steage, towards the end of the evening, at the request of 

20 the Manager, ddd you see some people who were about to leave? Wel 
I was told to go downstairs by the Manager to escort some people 
out of the eaba-ret bee. it had closed.
Wte*t happ. after that? I was standing at the bottom of the foyer 
a>t bottom of s'way talking to these people, and then the shot was

Fr,om where you stood, cd you see down to the front x>f the foyer?

A» be*t you can, what tine did you hear this shot? Approx. 2.30. 
diiid you do-? I: walked thro the foyer where all the commotion

Tell us as best you can how many people in the foyer? About a 
dozen people.

30 And what else did you see? I saw Margaret lying on the carpet. 
Look at Exb.2 please, photos. 2 and 3 and 4, do those photos, 
show the position of Miss Bell as you recall it when you saw her? 
Yes.
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I want to ask you questions about the lighting, is it correct 
that there are large number of lights in the ceiling of the 
verandah over the footpath outside the cabaret? Yes 

1 Can they beeeen in photo. 1 of Exb.2? Yes.
Have a look just to make sure, they the ones? Yes.
Obviously there is lighting inside the foyer as well, right? Yes.
Had you taken any steps as regards the lighting in the foye r or
ouside the foyer prior to shooting? I turned off outside lights
over the footpath about 10 mins. before the shot.
And I take it you remained in the vicnity of the foyer until the

polcie arrived? Yes.

NO XXD 
NO REX

m MORRIS CAU.S 

10 JTUBITH mm WA-LSH (Sworn)
I live a* ©rafton, married woman, on the night of the killing I
was employed as the cashier at the Main Street Cabaret.
B»w long had you worked there prior to that? Couple of mths.
At the pres. time, are you still working there? No.
I werk ia the operating theatre as a nurse, not at the moment.

Qualified nurse then? Yes. 
15 Dd yr present husband? My only one.

Was he working at the cabaret at the time? Yes, he is musician.
When did you start work that night? About 10 to 8
<3© oxi urotil wfeat time? Usually about 3.30, depends on the people
Wbat wece yr particular duties? I took the money off people as
they came in, elok clocked the staff in, and anyone with 

2Q ce»pli«eatatry passes I let them in.
Book at the book of photos now shown to you, look at No.fl 2,
can you iwdicafee on that with reference to the foyer area where
aifoowts you wd be wecking? Actually a little sign that says $3.50
and the cashiers box recessed into there.
H*w iaar up the ftevea: from the door is that? About a third, its

a ve>isy long p»s*age. 
^ Weve heard fehmst there were some doormen who worked that part.

•weoi&ng, were there such men workingthere that night? Yes,
a«t lieawt one doerma^, on Sat. nights usually two of them, 
and1 WU^Sovieh worked that roight. Part of their duties as

fiter a* 33n cemc. to tucn away people who werent properly dressed
or looked as tho they might cause trouble, or if they appeared 

3Q to be under age.
During this particular Sat. evening, did you see any person

turned away? There were several.
I want to ask you about one particular incident that you can

recall happened that night
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Tell us what time this happened, the one you remember? About 

2 or 2.30 or thereabouts.

1 What happened? 5 men came in and they started to cause a bit of 

taouble, scurffily dressed, making a lot of noise and generally 

making nuisance of themselves, Allan, the doorman only one 

d 1 stairs at the time time, told them they cdnt come in, they got 

quite nasty about it, they sort of staked themselves right out 

on the passageway.
When you say staked themselves, what do you mean? They sort of 

o
stood further apart and in a line.
Covered the area you wra mean? Yes.
What then happened? I got quite frightened, no one else arond

around at the time to call for help, didnt know Allan cd handle

It on his own.
See Allan doing anything? Standing on the stairs just opposite 

10 the office, one of them I think had taken a swing at him or was

going to.
Wfeat made you think he cdnt handle them? He was outnumbered, a

lot more of them.
So what did you do about it? I was pretty frightened by now,

I lifted^ the phone and pretended to ring the police.

I d-idsnt actually ring them, I thought that wd be enough. 

^ What did you do, pick up the phone, what did you say? I dialled

a phone number, I sd it was Main St. here, cd we have some

assistance please.
What kind of tone did you use? I sd it loudly so everyone cd

he»r.
FBSHB what you SAW of actions of this group of 5, did they get 

2Q the mews-age? Yes, one of them very angry about it. 111 never fore

tt a* l©**g as I live, it was reajyLy_y^i,ble, they str, -"Sles'11 'call*
- . . . —— ———-——••- -_____ ninl>-»---'^jea^^"^^^ ^*" "' >W%i*,.,,.-«^.-«*wfc. c».v*«rt———„,.

to ID that person
••-... .. .»„.-, —— -a- —(•+• ™*"*™-"i>««i^j>w—

cd. 
court? rn brown pollar neck

the foyer was he when he looked at you in this
'ii <iB^ff^iW'"tiiitfi|iiif,u.wiiiijii'irii«'«'Ti^-"J^''i''>"'*' •'"**>''=- — — rff.,,<. .,.., . „_._.._,_

te© s«e Mat? Pra^rfeically opposite me. 

friim lin «WB middle of the 5? Yes. 

The efehex raerabirs members of his group, the other 4, can you tell 

us wfea«t race they we«e? They, I think 3 of them were lightly 

30 coJLeuced Polynesians, the fourth and fifth were definitely 

Buazppeans .
3 darker skinned ones and two Europeans and one you ID as the

accused? Yes.
Again, previously had you been asked to ID any of the other

4 people? Yes.
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Able to do so? Yes.

They were the other Europeans. 

1 Able to ID any of the dark skinned persons? Mo.

After that incident that you told us ef, did you see where they

went? They went out down Queen St., they just meadered out,

they didnt scarper, they just wondered off down queen St.

I just carried on with my work.

What time did you finish that night? 2.30, I had to meet Mike

and had cup of tea with him, he hadnt finished work when I fin.

And then did you and he and couple of oher others come back

d 1 stairs to foyer? Yes, we were going to get something to eat in

the resturant but it was closed.

In any event, you came down into the foyer? Yes, we went into

the rest. and walked out into the foyer.

Did you go out into Queen St? Yes it was raining very heavily, an< 

10 bee. I started work before Mike we had two cars with us and

I waited outside the pet shop while he went to get his car to

drive me to ray ear.
Where was yr car parked? Scotia Place.

Look at photo. No. 19 of Exb.2, is that the signpost for Scotia

Place you see there? Yes.

Where was yr car act. parked? 5 spaces down diagnolly, one side 

15 yOU can park on only, just by the Church there.

Mike, did he go across to get the car? He wasntparked there but

somewhere else, he drove up - I had trouble with my Igg at that

time and he went to get his car, he came back to pick me up

outtsdde the cabaret, and he did a u-turn and went into Scotia 

to go to my car.4* 
2Q / Aad then once you got into Scotia Place did you get out of his

ear «nd go o>ff to get into yr own? Yes.

yr fans'. start to move out? Ivegot Morris car, not reliable, 

he wa&feed until it started. Ee drove out towards Queen St. 

and parked in Queen St. I followed him and just as I got to the 

eo*d of Seotia Place • I heard what I thought was car accident, 

& bamg, I thought Mike had been hit by another car. 

Did you look up and down Queen St. to see if anyone had had

Tea-,, that was my first reaction to see if anyone had

hdit, liooteed up Queen St. firstrly bee. thought that was the 

wag? Mdifee bad gone, him being hurt was my first reaction, saw he 

w«*nt- i5nvoiLv«d in it, looked down Queen Street to see if any thine 

had happened. 
3Q Were there any cars either to yr right or left? No.

Were thereany people about? Standing outside the car ba ret, didnt 

take notice of them really.
Was there anhone in the area that particularly attracted yr 

attentio? Youag boys outside the pet shop, I noticed that they

were still there. /
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That was all, I just drove off after that,

NO

MR GRIEVE CALLS

MICHAEL FRANCIS WALSH (Sworn)

I live at 132 Grafton Road, Grafton, I am a musician, earlier this
year I played with a band called "The Strange Brew" which was the 

** resident band at the Main Street Cabaret since about May of last
year. The previous witness Judith Walsh is my wife.

Are you still with the same band as you were last year? No.
In 1979 were you with a band nx± which was the resident band at
the Main St. Cabaret? Yes.
You working there in thatband on the night of Sat. 30th June 1979? 

10 Yes I was.
What tine did you finih finish work that night? Afeprox. 2.45.
Because you and yr wife started at the cabaret at different times,
you each had a car parked? Yes.
And when it came time for you to leave, because it was raining
heavily, did you tell yr wife that you wd go and get yr car first
and then take her to her vehicle? Yes. 

15 And did you do that? Yes I did.
Where was yr vehicle parked? I cant remember exactly, either in
Rembrant carpark or space on Queen St. just further down from the

Rnntorant.
And having got to yr car, did you drive up Queen St. to collect
yr wife from outside the cabaret? Yes I did. 

2Q And d&d you then haveing collected her do a u-turn and go down
Queen St. short distance and turn into Scotia Place where she had
packed hear ear? Yes.
Oraoe yen had dropped her at her vehicle, did you then turn around
s© you cd go out of Scotia Place? Went further down Scotia Place
and did 3 pt. turn.
&EK& wtoieh of yr tw® vehicles left Scotia place first? Mine. 

25 wbeu you tumedback into Queen St. which way did you go? Up.
Sfe you then drove up Queen St. with Main St. cabaret on yr left? 

right.
as you made the turn or shortly after that? From 

Place?
Yes? Just before making the turn, I saw Steve coming out of the

.n road coming opposite City Rd, he was someone with whom I worked 30
also at the cabaret, driving Karen's car, she was a person who 
worked there also, I saw him coming out of the street almost 

opposite.
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Can you pick it out on the blow up at the back of you? (witness 
indicates SCotia Place and City Read on blow up).

1 As you coining in towafds Queen St. you see Steve, what happ. then? 
I let him go up Queen St. first and stopped just outside the 
cabaret on lefthand side. Then I drove up and stopped just up the 
top end of the bus stop there.
The bus stop, where is that in relation to front entrance of the 
cabaret, above or below? Above, starts a few ydx above. 
What was yr purpose in stopping there? To make sure wife got her 
c*r started and that s>he rod was coming out of the street. 
While I was there, I heard a loud noise, sounded like a car 
accident but there was no sound of glass, just aloud thump. 
No accident, did you take steps to look? Well I turned around and 
had a look outside the window and looked back down Queen Street. 
What happened next, heard this thump and then what happened? Well 

10 I tmanaed round to see if there was accident, but no signs of anyt 
hing like that, I just waited and shortly after saw the lights of 
wdfes car, the Morris, waiting at the end of Scotia PI. and coining 
out into Queen Street and as soon as I saw her turn I proceeded to 
go up Queen St. thro the lights and left into K'Rd, she foil. me.

15 m ......

CALLS
RBMBB VmS& SMITH (Sworn)_

I live- a* Pomsonby, at the moment I amunentployed.
In Jtoae of lasst year, did you go regularly to the Main St. Cabaret

2Q Y*s I did.
Was tehast because yr boyfriend, Mr Learwood, was chef there? Yes.
Wt - d&d you week fchere as well? Mo.
Yom teiceoze on Stwt. 3'0th Jtme last year, in the evening? Yes.
What tis»e did you leave that evening? Just before 3.30 in morning,
tehe> Sa»dJay moaning.
And dffcd- yea leave with Mr Learwood? yes.
in fttct dees he work in the restaurant at the cabaret? Yes.
And to leawe the restaurant is it nee. to walk down thro the foyer"

EBfcdi you fonow Maorgaaret B*H? By sight yes I did.
When you left the cabaret that morning did you see her in the foyei 
Yes I did.

3Q Whereabouts was she? She was at that time standing just at the top 
of the stairs.
And on which side of the stairs? As you leave on the left. 
At that time, any of her people in foyer that you remember? Yes I 
know there were other people there.
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Recognise any of them as being other people who worked at the

cabaret? Yes staff members.
Were there customers as well? Yes I think so, yes, cd be
What did you, how did you and Mr Learwood get to the cabaret that

night? In my car.
And so what did you do about getting yr car when you left? I waitec
outside on the pavement while Shane went to get the car.
Why was that? Bee. it was raining really heavily.
What happened? I waited for him to arrive with the car, we got in,
the car stalled, so we were a bit delayed in getting away, we did
a m-tucn down Queen St. and drove away.
And did you notice anything at all unusual that attracfted yr
atte-ntien that evening? No, nothing.

MR
E1PEE1 AjEAM SHANE LEARWOOD (Sworn) (Affirmed)
I live at Fs««mtn sBay, restaurant proprietor.
When Bell was sthot, you had lease of restaurant at Main St. Cabarel 

Yes thats right.
Were you working at that rest, on the night she was killed? Yes/ 

When did y the restaurant close? About 3 oclock. 
What did you then do after that? Close up the resturant, went 
u' stairs to see the proprietor of the cabaret to get some wine, 

caw* back down, locked up the restaurant and left. 
When you left, wd you be good extough to look at Exb.2 photo. No. 2, 

20 did yen. go out the main entrance onto Queen St? Yes I did
y^ Looking at photo. 2, you see the glass doors at the front? Yes. 
i*

the entrance? Yes.
Wece those doors closed, locked, open or what? Locked.

is wfeen you came down to go out? Thats right. 
e&vv to get out you had to uralcok them? Yes.

How a-re they unlocked? With a key, it turns one way, you lock it 
25 f^rom the outside.

y©u w*B>t th-r© the door, did you lock it? Yes.
tshmsfe tdiiae of the ndig-ht, that door is it normally kept shut? Yes 

W&y? ©a£y fe-©ra 3 onwards , wfeen the cabaret closes . 
Avfber 3, the door I take it is shut and locked ao discourage late 

people wanting to get into the cabaret? Yes ,
30 And for people like yrself who want to go home or come ontfor any 

reason they had to go thro saroeprocess? Not all of them, there are 
only 3 keys, they ahve to go and get the person in charge to unloc 

it.
Unlock it open it unlock it again? Yes.// 
Talking about the dor, look at photo. 2, the glass on the door,
is that the bit you ref . to as the door you open to allow people 
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out and in? There are two doors which can both be opened, I think
I am referring firstly to the one we see in the photo, and the
one along to the right. You can see the lock in the middle of the
door.
You go thro this process and I take it you go out and did you go
to yr car? Yes, it was parked right opposite.
I dont know the nameof it.
What did you do when you got to car? I got ito and drove back to
the front of Main St. where my girlfriend was standing waiting for
me.
And did s-he get into the ear and did you leave? Yes.
And leaving did you make u-turn and go down Queen St? Yes.
You notice anything unusal in that area when you left? No I didnt.
Ntten you had left, what was the state of the front of the glass
door? Closed and locked.

CQCTCT lapkJ. AT 3.30 AND RES. AT 3%45

MR MfflJjgS GALLS

VjClOf MH?g IjitfELL (Sworn) 
15 I live at Dominion Road, employed at the National Bank of New

Zealand, Albert Street Branch as the head teller. I now live at 19
Renfew Ave, Mt. Albert. I still work at the National Bank.
On evening of Sat. 30th June 1979, you working at the Main St.
Cafearet? Yes.
What do you normally do there? I was employed as cashier but one
asfcgiht ®ne of the mmatiaemae* waitresses was w ill so I relieved her,
I worked as cashier upstairs that night.
©ae ®>ff tehe ethex girls working with me was Margaret Bell? Yes.
Qwiite apart from Marg. and yrself, another one of yr friends there?
Y*s, fltatawte, Natalie Dalzeil.
Had yam, cowe to work tog? Yes...
Wfe»t, was it yr intention at the end of yr shift that you and she 

25 go home' tog? Yes.
Mfcen did you finish work? Wd be about 3.15 by the time we fin. and
b»laaseed up<, we both came downstairs to the foyer, I phoned for the
feaa&i, while Na*. looked out for us both, that was at 3.19, clocked

Where did you do all this from? In about centre of the foyer.
Look at photo. No.2 of Exb.2, weve been shown the $3.50 sign which

30 is cashiers area ? Yes, up there, that is where we clock out.
And you rang for taxi, what did you do? We then went to foyer, 
to the righthand side of restaurant, just across from that sign.
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Opposite the cashier area.
How long did you stay there? Few mins. I suppose.

1 Thats you and Natalie? Yes.
What about Margaret? She round there? No, during that time Renee 
and Shane carae out of the restaurant and there was another girl wit 
them, they were finished in the rest, for the night and were leavir 
Shan* went upstairs and then the girl moved forward in the foyer. 
What about Margaret? Yes, she had come down and used the phone at

_ the back of the foyer by the door there.
t)

Shew It to the Judge and jury? (witness indicates the office 
door and there is a phone on the door and that is where she phoned 
for a taxi that night) . Just on the wall, on the other side of the 
foyer by the cashiers area but futther up the back. 
What was she using the phone for? Calling taxi to go home. 
fsxtA then after she had rung the taxi what did she do? Well in that 

10 tine, Reneeand Shane had gone from the foyer, they had moved away, 
and they bad left. Margaret Natalie and I then came and stood 
just across here (indicates where Margarets body is in No. 2 photo). 
Tteats the 3 of you? Yes, me Marg. and Nat. Marg. standing to my 
right.
Wfoat happ. then? 3 of us all standing there tog. and I ad to them 

that we hadnt cheeked the cab rank across the road from the
so with that, I stepped forward and came down the foyer

»fca>irs, the door at that time was open bee. few customers had walke 
out to go hone.
Wfeieh door are you talking of? The open door.
Sew far open was it, can you remember, did you have to open it 
yrself? No, oen open far enough to walk thro, I stpped out on the 

20 f©«tpath and looked up Queen St, no cab there, so with that I looke 
down Queen St. to see if cab there and coming, I was about to turn 
wfeea there waa a loud' bang, I hadnt heard a gun go off before so 
I oa-t. tehaMSbffct it was car or truck backfiring. It deafened us for 

few seconds, I pulled my hands to n»v jears^with the pain, once. ...-^.:....^. . ... -K -.u.—"'""••'•,.jSiaiMgitt»n__iJUTC1—*aii*ei>!»i'Km*':m'r!"H*»>>***———,«,»*».—«~i™,

tnrijed^ound and went back into thecabaret.
Wteavt did you see? r staw Marg. laying on the ground, in pool of

25 blood, I then realised then she had been shot, Hooked at doors,
no hwle in amy of them, realised the bullet must have gone above 
Wast., and myself, I then yelled to whoever standing at end of foyer 
by fehe ptoone to call the police and then Nat. and I just walked bac 
ovear the foyer and went back upstairs and sat down. 
When outon footpath, notice any vehicle? Nothing at all.

30
NO XXD 
NO KEX
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MR MORRIS CALLS

THERBSE DAL2IEL (Sworn) 
I live at F6/733 Dominion Road, Mt. Roskill, employed as draughting 
assistant with the Ministry of Works. On the night in question, I 
worked at the Main Street Cabaret as a cashier. I now live at 
Oak lands Rd. Mt. Eden.
On the night that Barg. Bell was shot did you work at the Main St. 
Cabaret as cashier? Yes I was.
How long had you been working there prior to that night? 3 weeks. 

5 And had you known Margaretprior to this particularnight? Yes I 
did know her.
I gather you started work on Sat evening at 8? Yes. 
Wa« it a busy night that night? No it wasnt.
Before Margaret was shot, was there any incident in the cabaret 
that attracted yr attention? I believe... 
M®, did you see anything? No. 
Nothing in the area where you worked? No.

you see anything of Margare that night? I saw her when she 
to get a coke for the night and the meo money she had earned 
night, she didnt seen upset: or anything at this time. 

I gather you had come to the cabaret with Vicki? Yes. 
And was it yr intention to go home with her? Yes it was.

I gather also that it was normal for you both to get a cab? Yes15
Weve heard from Vicki that she arranged, got down to the foyer,
she arranged for a cab and were standing in the foyer, both of you
waiting for it. Yes.
Wtoen down in foyer, did you see Marg? Yes, saw her come down the

and eal 1 cab.
she called the cab where did she go? Came to the doors to 

20 svfeaind with us.
Can you tell me what then happened after she joined you? We stood
there for a few mins. and discussed trivial things, and it was
Goamervted on that one cab company better than the other, Marg.
p&on«d one com. and we phoned the other and were arguing about
wfedk©h one WAS best, Marg. walked out thro the door so see if her 

25 cafe w«fs cowing, came back in, Vicki walked out to see if our cab 
coming, she was act. on f'path and I stood in doorway of the 

cabaret.
Eowtk at fefae photo, of the front of the foyer, No.2 of Exb.2,
9tee the glass door? Yes.
Wteich was the door used by people coming to and from? The one that
was open that was used by these people at that time. 

30 And was that one we see open, but was it left open at that time?
It was open when we went thro the front.
Where were you when Marg. was struck? Standing in the open door.
What position of the doors, was it like it is there or was it held
or what? If you dont know, dont guess? It was as wide as it is the:
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Apart from thatopening there, there was no other door open. 

What was the first you knew that anything had happ? The shot 

deafened me and Vicki started screaming. '" '" " '
jpf—'"*- e^**^l(|WW|(WfciB|i^|i(^~ :^^<^<*^ ***W^W*e*Wft«»fS*^i|tfti)Mp^(SB«E

Th«n I taKeit you saw what had happ. to Margaret? Bes I did.

Had you noticed looking - were you looking out thro the glass doors

We had been watching for a cab.

See across the road ? No, the rain was pretty heavy that night.

I take it you saw no one behaving in any unusual sort of way at

that stage?No.
loud was that bang? Vfery loud, as I sd it deafex

What time did you finish work that night? 19 mins . past 3 . 

of that, 19 rains, past 3? Yes.

T?hat was when we clocked off.

Sew long after that did you hear the bang? About bet. 25 past 3

and half past 3.

MR M©KRIS CALLS 

JACK JjjJEN (Sworn)
I live at Manurewa, freezing worker by occupation, I was at the 

Main Street Cabaret on the night of Saturday 30th June when 

Margaret Bell was shot. I now live at Glenfield, I am now working 

for the Ministry of Defence.

I gather you were at the Main St. cabaret on the night Marg. Bell 

was steot? Y,es.
Had you gene there with aaumber of friends of yrs and got there 

20 s«h©irfely after midnight and did you stay there until it was time to

g® downstairs from the main area into thai: foyer that leads 

oat in*© ©ween St? Yea.
I take it you didn't know Margaret Bell at that time? I didnt. 

Wfeesce we>re you when she was s-hot? Bout 4 and 5ft. away from her. 

Bad you been speafcing to her prior to her being shot? No. 

What was the, did you have any indication of what wd happen before 

yena saw her Lying on the ground? No.

hear fehe sfaot? Ytes^.
loud ddid it appeaa: to you? Fairly loud.

you g^ain irap'ression to tell us where that shot had come from? 

Must have been close.
30 When you saw what had happened, did you cross the road to a group 

of people and ask them if they knew anything about the killing? Ye 

After speaking to them did you come back to the cabaret and did yo 

stay there until the police arr. and then spoke to them? Yes/
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You sd you were 4 or 5 ft. from the girl? Yes.
When she was shot, did anything hit you? Sprayed by something, by

the mesh of something, it was from her.

NO XXP 
NO REX

MR MORRIS CALLS

CLIVE CAMDEN (Sworn)

I live at Gills Road, Albany, self-employed mechanic.
On the evening of Sat. 30th June 1979, early in evening, did you go

to a party in D'port? Yes.
And then later on, did you and some other friends of yrs decide to

go to the Main St. Cabaret? Thats right.
Did you have in addition to the people that went with you some othei 

10 friends y©u met at the cabaret? Some friends foil, us over in their

ear, we arranged to meet there.
Were yea allowed in? SB One of the blokes who arr. with me and his

girlfriend wasnt allowed in bee. she was in jandals, I went in.
Wfeat time did you go in that night? Roughly round 2 o'clock on the

Sunday morning.
now long did y©u stay there? About an hr. 

15 what happ. when you left? Speaking to couple of girls at the ticket

natd stand before walking out towards the door, I didnt say much to
them, I was jne<ce of a hurry than my friends were, pretty tired, and 

I went and stood by the door where Margaret Bell was, by Margaret 

Bell, by the main dtoor out, by Margaret Bell.
At that time, did y®u know sknc who she was? No, never seen or 

on sipeken to her beffcare. Wiiile standing there, I sort of looking at
the f 'path mainly,! was very tired, the door opened in front of me

fVl^»

and a couple ©f girls left, there was a bang behind "fc&Sm, didnt 
oscur to me at the ti«e that it was a bullet, just thought someone 

was fooling areramd with crackers, or something.
•Ehe ba.nk y©u heaasd., can you describe it in more detail, what did 

lit sofumd ISfifee te© slow? S®>rt of crack, sudden thudding sort of noise.
25 What happened next? I didnt turn my head immediately when I heard 

the noise, f^iiemd behind me ...
Wbwfe happened rteact , tarlk afeout yrself ? I still hadnt turned my 
hea^l feadtet p-add: amy attention to the noise, didnt realise the girl 

bad been sto©t mjatil feiestd of mine went over to her sort of 
Md you feel anything touch you? When door opened in front of you,

30 it was about the same time I heard the noise, it was raining that 
night, though it was rain that had blown in *mx± from outside, but 

it was blood from the girl.
You see yr friend go over and kneel beside Margaret Bell and feel 
her p± pulse. His girlfriend went over there, then it occurred to i
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Later on, were you photographed by the twin police to show the 
material that had hit you? Yes thats right.

1 Look at photo. No. 14 please now shown to you, is that photo, of 
you? Yes.
Theres material above yr right eye along yr forehead? Yes. 

Now at the time of this noiee that you now know to have been a hx 

shot, where were you standing in rel. to where Bell was? I was 

on thesame ground level as her, I was against the righthand wall 

looking out thro the windows, Id have been about a yard -to 6ft. 

5 away.
Leek at the same photos, this time at No. 3 (Exb.2) , recognise that

as a view showing the foyer looking down Queen St? Yes.

Wsing that photo, whereabouts were you standing when you heard

this noise? Where the No.3 marker is.
What about Miss Bell, where was she standing when you last saw

.jg her before »he was shot? She was just standing on the same level 

as me, right en the edge and more or less looking in the same 

direction, down towards Queen St.
Bat in relation to the foyer itself, tell us where she was 

standing? You told us - which side, middle to the side or where 

was she standing? Where her waist is that is where she wd be 

standing, more over te the left.
15 • You mentioned a deer opening, what can you tell us about that?

There were seme people leaving, and couple of girls leaving, dont 

knew if they opened the dooor or if someone opened it for them, 

I d'id-nt take much notice of that.
At the time of the neise, was the doer being held open or was it 

©pen in a fixed position without anyone holding it there? I cant 

actually geaember if someone was holding it or if it was fixed20 «««.
Mew ©nee you realised that this girl had been shot, what happened 

tshetp, what did you do then? I went beside her, I knelt beside her 

and felt her w-rist, there was no pulse, I looked out the window an 

blokes walking up the read, the footpath who I had been 

wdsth Jlnsstde the ndghtclub, I didnt know them but the 

25 fri»»d« I was with, they were talking to them inside.
from that, anything else going on outside that attracted 

afetee»ftei©<n? He tebwEei wosmt. 
D&& j»<«t stfeagr thease art the ewbaret until the police arrived? I 

went ®u* tsfae dee-r wfeen 3-seen the blokes walking up the road, asked 

them if they had swen anyone, I think it was then that a policeman

and a deg who yelled out to people, I was still sort of talking tc 
30 these blokes, and they mentioned something about a car...

YOU cant tell us that, but then a policeman and dog arrived? Yes.

NO XXD 

NO REX
COURT ADJ. AT 4.25 
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COURT RESUMED AT 2.15 on 24.4.80

MR GRIEVE CALLS 

1 KABEN KIRIWAI MARGARET McKAY (Sworn)

I live at 40 Islington St, P'by, still student at the North Shore
Training College
Last year did you have a part time job as waitress at Main St.
cabaret? Yes.
When did you first start working there? Not sure, think it was March,
not sure now. 

5 when did you finish up there? Finihed the weekend of the shooting.

I just want to ask questions about the procedure for opening and
closing the glass doors and at the entry, know them? Yes.
Prom yr exp. while you worked there, what time werethey customarily
closed on Sat. night? I think usually at 3 o'clock.
When that was done, is it the situation that there were gen. still 

.JQ many patrons up in the cabaret, the idea being the doors wd be
closed to prevent other late people coming in? I think so, usually
had got the patrons out by 3 o'clock.
Having closed the doers the, there was still staff present? Some.

When it came time for those staff still present to leave, how did yov

go about opening the doors which had been closed? Usually they are

locked and the Mnager mr bouncer wd open the door for you, usually. 
15 Wd you look at photo. No.2 of Exb.2 You can see the open door there?

Yes.
And cd you just correct me if Im wrong, there does appear to be some

form of handle on inside of the door just before the vicinity of the
leek, can you recall handle such as that on the door? Yes.
Leeks like a curved metal one? Remember those being there? Yeah I
think so. 

20
Xf you cant answer these questions accurately say so? Im not sre
When the doors aa-e shut and locked, its pretty obv. the other door 

to be right of open one, to get in, someone wd need key? Yes. 
Is It peas, for these inside to open the doors without a key by 
ui»irog the handle shown on the photo? I dont think it was, I think 
you had to use a key.

25 Coining to the night of Sat. 30th June, were you working that night at 
the cabaret? Yes.
Wteavt tine did yen start? I easnt remember, prob. about 7 or bet. 7 anc 
8' ©''clock, net aare.
What time did you finish or due to finish? 2.30 I think I finished. 

After you fin. week, what did you do? I went round talking to people
I knew, Iwas downstairs at one stage.

30 Where do you mean? In the restaurant *ith friends, had drinks with
them, then I went u'stair sand sat with few peopel, it wd be a few 
mins. before I left. Then I went d'stairs.
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Just prior to leaving^ Yes.
What time was that? Approx. 3 o"clock.
What means of tnspt did you have to get you home? My own car.
When you went down to the foyer before leaving, who was down
there , see anyone down there that you knew? Only few people, there
was Karen K. the head waitress there and myself, there was an old
man there at the time, he was speaking to her and myself at the
time, there were peolple down the front, at the time I dont know
if it was Margaret at the time, but then she was shot and then
I recognised her - it was her but at the time I didnt recognise

Whe<re was she in the flayer? when you saw her? Standing at the top 
©>f the s-tairs, to the left of the doors.
What happened then? A, You were talking to Karen? Yeah and he 
w*>s having Karen on, the old man, I spoke to him, Karen went away

10 frore us.
Where in the foyer were you by now? By the tickt box, I remained
there, Karen went away, thats when Margaret was shot.
Hbafe did you hear and see? I heard a bang, I thought I saw glass
s&a*tefcer±ncr, and I thought I heard it,
Wadt a minute, you sd you th taght you saw it, you heard it as
well did you? Yes, amd its all very confusing now, but then I..

15 Speak slowly now, go on 71 thought it was a car backfiring and
I heard Karen scream, heard someone scream, I looked to my right, 
Kferea WAS there, she sereawed, shes shot in the head, I looked 
baek to Margaret at this stage, saw her falling backwards, I 
stepped forward and I realised what had happ. and I just ran back 
to the s^&irs.

20 Wfeem y©u, say you realised what had happ. what did you think had 
haipj>. at that stage? Well, that she had been shot. 
Y&tttvtt told w abcmt wfea«t you thought you saw and heard namely the 
g&ats* ahaifetering, e»n you be of assistance as to whether the door 
was* apen or ©l©sed,rNo I cant remember.

tibem dlid you ga> ug>s<feaiEs to the cabaret area? Yes. 
5W>u Eeawin there umtil the police arrived? Yes. 

Apaart f&ea Margajreit Bell, Karen K. and the old man that youve
amd yrseif, gtrs!tly, can you remember if any other people

Yets, tteeaze! wease.
<&mat> jam' ne»e«ber wfeease they we»re? Only vaguely, there were people 
dtewan by fehe doors-, pos«ibly people moving in front and around us',' 
and people behind us by the stairs.

30
H® XXD

NO REX
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MR GRIEVE CALLS

JOTOl JOSEPH BORGAN (Sworn) 
1 I live at 39 Riddel 1 Rd, Glendowie, tracer by occupation.

On the evening of Sat. 30th June last year, did you go to the Main
St. Cabaret? I did.
What time did you go there? About 1.30.
And in fact had you been to a party at D'port, was it, with other
friends, Mr Camdem and the girl Sharp? Yes.
How long did you remain at the nightclub? Until it closed at about 

5 3.30.
Mfcea that happ. what did you do? I was waiting in the foyer for
my friends to catch up with me, they were still upstairs, there
was a shooting.
Tell us about it, what you saw and heard? I was talking to one of
the men who work there, bouncer, and a shot was fired and saw this

t

10 g&M fall, I rushed ever to her and then I sent out on to the

Firstly, whereabouts in the foyer were you standing, talking, when
you he»i*d the shot? I was about midway between main doors and
the stairway to the actual cabaret
In which direction were you facing? I was facing a wall, standing
side ©>n to the doer. 

15 And so yoave sd you heard a shot fired, what did it sound like?
Sounded like a car backfiring or fire cracker, something like that
Aad when you heard that what did you do? I turned to the left and
r s*w fehe girl falling to the floor.
Aad so y©u then vent to her assistance? Yes .
What did you do then? Nothing, I bent down and saw she was dead,
arad I j;m»t rushed out on to the street.
Fox; wtoat purpose? To see if anyone was around.
New. ycm are aware that the foyer to the cabaret has across the
fro«it seajie-s of glass doers? Yes.
Was it neeetssary for you to open any door to gain access to the
Sttsneet or raot? No,
W&ea you got outside, did you see anything that attracted yr 

25 attention? No as I got outside, a white taxi pulled up, people
&B. tehe ot-her side of the street, I crossed the street and asked
tabew wd they go inside and wastt .
D&d? you. say a taxi pulled up, from which direction? From downtown
dissection.
Whe-n you heard the shot and went over to the girl and then went
outside, can you remember what other people there were in the 

30
vineinity of the foyer? Chris my friend and Jack Alien were there,
and about 4 other people Id say, one other female.
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N© JLTW 

NO REX

MR GRIEVE CALLS

JBMflFER MARY MASLEN

(THIS WITNESS IS OVERSEAS AND BY CONSENT HER DEPOSITIONS WERE

R1AD TO THE COURT) .

MR G«IBVE CALLS

JOBtf BOLTER (Sworn)

»t 1 Pollen St. Grey Lynn, lighting technician. 
Daring the roth of June and in particular on night of Sat. 10th 
JU«*e, did yen work at the Main St. Cabaret in the city? Yes. 
How long had you been working there at that night? From the 
day it opened, from about 23td December. 

10 «be«it 6 wfehs then? Yeah.
Did you knew Margaret Bell? Not very well. Id met her a few times.
Yowe spoken to her? Yes.
What time dsM you finish work that night? About 2.30.
Who did you leave the cabaret with? There were about 4 or 5 people
we went down the stairs, and it was raining, so I went outside to
get the car, there was Jean Maslam, Nigel, dont know his other nam
the foa*e player, and Rarent K. and Margaret Bell.

were going down the stairs were they? Yes. 
Steals from the cabaret to the foyer? Yes, sort of where the ticke 
©if ice is.
Whence d$d you go from there? Firstly I ran across the road to wher 
®aar neanwblly parked, back up City Rd. where we parked it, bee. oth 

20 pmostest were full, I get the car, and drove
Yeia nmde- a wL stake as to where it was parked? Yes.
Yom went Sown City Rd, on same side as the cabaret? Yes, running
bee. jit wa>» pouring with rain.
<3©<te fe© the ear? Yes, and I started up and drove round Queen St.
Ite fifeofflste of the doors was a car parked directly outside and I
puOed into the space in front . 

25 It !••» j)U»t slightly up a bit.
to fiind a pa-rking space just above the entrace to the 
Test, 1 vmiSr Jus»fepaarking the car, pulling back, I heard the 

, I feuamed, dldnt turn engine off, I ran inside, the
not as a shot but as a noise, I went across the road 

The »hot didnt compute as being a shot at the time but just a noise 

30 then what did you do? I looked across the road, just up from the
massage parlour, people standing there, few people standing outsid 
the cabaret too,
At that time did you realise what you heard was in fact a shot? No 
I thought about it tho, wondering. I got out of car, left engine 
and lights on, and »an inside to the downhill doer which was open,
and she was lying there in front of them. 

35
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Margaret Bell? Yes.
Who was in the foyer thatyou remember seeing at this stage? 3 guys 
by the door, there was an old gentleman, about SOish or 60. 
Recognise him, know him? No, all the public, Karen K. had gone 
upstairs at this stage, Jenny was on the phone and standing next to 
her at the phone in the far corner, on lefthand side of the foyer, 
right up by the office on wall, she calling the police, I cd hear 
Shane screaming upstairs so I went up there. (Shane or Karen - not sur 
Did you remain up there in the cabaret area until the Police arrived? 
Yes .

MR HART
What you first heard, did it sound like car backfiring or window 
breaking? Both of then really, all the possiblities were going thro

Wd you agree you didnt recog. it as a shot immediately did you? No.

©RTBVE

3HTM.BB MAJORS (Sworn) 
I live at 162 Mt. Wellington Highway, receptionist by occupation. 

15 During the early hours of the morning of Sunday 1st July 1979, 
were you in the vicinity of the Main St. Cabaret? Yes I was. 
Where had you been earlier that evening? I had been to work that 
evening, I finished work at 2 o'clock and then I went, dropped one 
©Jmy employee* off, then I went to the bottom of town and then I 
want up to Main St.
We-r-e you && foot ©r did you have some sort of veh? I had vehicle. 

20 It was a rental ear.
went up t® Main Stree, what happ. when you got there 71 arrived 

tefeetee at ab»ut 10 past 3, sitting outside listening to the radio in 
the <sa>r,
Whe>re was yr oaar packed in rel. to the cabaret? About 2 car spaces 
dsowro from tdae Badfo front doors, so I ed see clearly into the foyer 

25 and I sat fefeea» for about another 5 roins, 5 or 10 mins. and there was 
a* e«r besdde me> which was £ke ing down Queen St. on the wrong side of 
fefae ooacL, m XfarUlaast, arad 4s I looked ait the car and listening to the 
uaiddi© , I he*asEd a steot fired, I got out of the car and went into the 
caiba>ret and that is when I wais told I cdnt go in. 
The windows of yr car, were they open or shut? Drivers window was
open. 

30 Prom the noise you heard, gain impression of where the shot came froir
No I didnt.
What did it sound like to you ? Car backfiring.
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What didyou do when you heard sound? I looked imm. to the car beside 

me, the Valiant, that started op and took off, I looked to the fnt

1 doors, heard smeone screaming and saw a girl lying on the floor.

You sd the car started up and took off, see where it went to? It just 

wnt down Queen St. from lefthand side of the road to the other side, 

sorry from the righthand side of the road to the left. 

From direction it faced, it went from its right on correct side of th 

road left down Quean St, right? Ye?

g Heard a lot of screaming? Yes I did. I just got out of the car and 

went to front door, the Manager was there by that time, he sd you 

cant eorae in or someone had been shot or something like that. 

And so what did you do? I turned around, went back into my car and 

went hone.
Was there anything that attracted yr attention apart from the fact 

that it was parked on its incorrect side of the road, this valiant? 

Just the paintwork, it was pretty scratchy paintwork. 

What about when it left? It just seemed to, what I thought was a car 

backfiring, at that tine I heard it backfiring and car take off, 

it was like Looking both ways at what was going on, that is how it 

was.

XXB MR HART

H»w quickly did this car aecellerate off? I dont know what you mean. 

Did it meander off down the road or roar off ?It roard off, yes. 

Youve described to the court that it went off in a hell of a hurry? 

Yes I have.
Before it moved off, did you see who was driving the car, a descript 

ion of person? All I remember of driver was that he had long hair. 

20 Was there anyone else in the car that you saw other than the driver? 

MO.
And wd you describe the valiant as being an old one or fairly recent 

model? An old one. 
Was it in fairly shabby condition? Yes it was.

25
»

Tea told us that you parked on the left side of the road going up 

©aee® St? Yes.
And that there was a eaor beside you facing down Queen ST ? Yes. 

Was white valiant there be for you parked fihere or had it come after 

you pakked there? As I pulledinto the car space it came in the same 

30 time.
That wd be some 5 or 10 mins. before the shot wd it? Yes.
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HR GRIEVE CALLS

PETER GEORGE SHIPTON (Sworn) 

1 I live at 29 Karaka St, Auckland 7, at the moment Imworking at

Glen Eden.
On the evening of Saturday 30th June last year, did you go to
the Main St. Cabaret? Yes I did.
What time in the evening did you first go there? Not too cettain,
but think it was just after pictures closed.
How long did you remain there? About an hr to hr and a half.
Where did you go after that? Walked down Queen St. to His Fathers
Moustache (Hour Fathers Moustache) You walk down Queen St. and it
is down Fort St. I stayed there - I dont know how long I stayed
there, quite a time, dont know in hrs and minutes.
What time was it when you left Yr Fathers Moustache? Must have
been sometime after 2 I think, on the Sunday morning. 

10 Where did you go to then? Up to the White Lady, its a hamburger
place.
And then? I walked up Queen St. towards Main St. to see if they
were still open.
YOu intended going back there did you? Yes.
Were you alone or did you have others with you? Well from when I
left Yr Fathers M. I had friend with me but he stopped at the white 

15 lady and got sorathing to eat and I continued up.
What happened then as you went up towards the Cabaret? It was
raining, I was talking towards this road, on yr lefthand side,
the Rembrant Hotel is on yr left, I was crossing over that little
road that goes up towards the hotel, I was walking up near the pet
shop, just below the cabaret there and then I heard a sound like 

2Q a bang, like a paperbag or something had blown, I lookedup and
saw a ear turn on its headlights, then I looked up, I made a u-turn
asnd walked straight back down.
You heard this bang, looked up and saw a car turn on its headlights
Yes,
Wtx«-re was this ear? Parked outside Main Street.
Properly packed against the kerb? No. 

25 Tell us where it was parked then? It was facing down Main Street,
it was parked sort of like double parked in a way.

a car's wdldth away from the kerb? Yes, facing the wrong way

See what sort of car it was, cd you tell? Not too hot on cars, I 
think it cd be a Holden or something like, that, not too sure! 

2Q You say you saw the h'lights turned on? Yes.
See anything else that attracted yr attention? There was, like 
a smoky haze, saw it coming near the car, coming from the car, 
smoky haze, something like that. 
Still raining at this time? I dont think so.
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How heavily? I think it was quietening down a bit, I was soacked
to the skin. 

^ Had you anything at all to drink that night? Cokes, that was all.
NO alcohol? No.
After the cars lights were turned on, what happ. to it, did you see
I think it cd have gone down Queen St., not too sure, I wasnt reall
bothered with it.
When you heard this bang, did you form any conclusion as to what 

g it in fact was that made the noise? Not really, not as if it was
a gams-hot or n anything, I had had a hassal earlier on at Main
St. aW and I just didn't want to get involved.
Where did you go after you turned around and walked down Queen St
I went up by the Reinabrant Hotel, went behind the shops, down the
next side street and then on to Queen St. again.
When - you turned off Queen St. by the Reinabrant? Yes, and then I
want bafeind the shops and down to the next side street and came
baek on to Queen St.
Around the black? Yes. 
Why did you do that? At the time I thought it was the guys who
had hassaled me earlier on.
Then where did you go? I went to the White Lady again to see if I
cd find ray friend but I cdnt and met up another friend when walking
up @ueen St., so he and I stayed at the Budget Hotel for the night.
Where is that, in relation to the cabaret? Across the road, across
from the Rembrant.
The following morning, did you when you left the budget hotel, go
down (lessen St. a Little way? I walked out the doors, it was still
raining, this time it was very heavy, walked down towards the phone 

20 box, and fo&nd that cartridge.
Is that the phone box that is just down the road Brom the Budget
Hoted. on leftbamd sdide going down Queen St? Yes.

"lazxsnk at No.24 and 25 of Exb.2, does that seem to you to be the
phone box? Yes thats the one in question.
Wfeavt d&d you find by the phone box/ I found a small cartridge, a
poflspaiy cartridge for a shotgun or something like that, not too sure 

&5
if'" for a ahotgun.

Eeofc at Exte.8, recognise that, is that the one you found? Yes, that

Wfeast dttd you do with it? T put it mn my pocket and took it home, 
afteea: that D/Kruger and another constable came round to see me 
and I gave it to them. I prod, this as Exb.8 (Exb.8).

30 Where did you find that, using the photos. No.24 and 25, show us 
whereabouts it was? You will see the first photograph is a view 
looking towards the lefthand side of Queen St. going down, box is 
on high side, the other one shows the back of the phone box taken 
from the footpath.
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It was No.24, the cartridge was on the concrete shelf thing, 

concrete apron thing, the base of the phone box . 

1 And on the side facing the street? Yeah.

What was the state of the cartridge case when you found it? It

was slippery and greasy like, it was wet.

And sometime later did you hand that to D/Kruger? Yes.

NO XXD
C®®RT 5 ————
You wre coming Up Queen St. and you heard somthing which you

dldnt think was a shot, rightr? Yes.

Didnt oecmr to you it was a shot? Yes.

fUty turn round and come back? Earlier that evening I was inside

Main St. and a couple of guys, think they were drunk, one of them

wanted to fight me or something and I just didnt want to get

10 lavelved.
Hmd you sudde-nly thought of this? Yeah.

You aare saying thatyr turning round was in no way connected with 

hearing this noise? I heard it, only reason I was act. going back 

t© Main St. was to see if friends there so I cd get a lift home. 

And then you turned around and went back the other way? Yes. 

Why? Well, I just dldiit want to fight that evening, couple of

15 times I been to Main St. and theres been guys who have been drunk 

at&etwaxrt to fight me for some reason.

What made you suddenly think that these guys who might want to 

fiht fight you might be there? I dont know, just a reaction like. 

What eolouar was the car that you saw? I think it cd have been blu« 

3Jt was a stelny Like colour, with the rain and that dropping.

20
m. jjggjgf GALLS
EJfeM MCTSM&Y j^fEPr (StMCft)

1 an< B»/<S<*»Sfta>ble attached to the cib at Auckland Central P/Statio 

. ©n Us* July 1979, I w*s attached to the Bell homicide squad.

©a M%h Jwsliy 1979, I spoke to the prev. witness Shipton , he gave 

t®= me » eaartEidge ease, the one that is shown to me now and 

" f<red. t© fehe comrt as Exb.8, which I handed on to D/C. Hickson 

wfo© hatd by th«n been appted officer in charge of Exhibits.

ADJ. AT 3.30 

30 CWB® BBS. AT 3.45
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MR GRIEVE CALLS 

FRANCIS JOHN CAIRNS (Sworn)

1 I am duly qualified and registered medical practitioner, I am 
Associate Professor of Forensic Medicine in the University of 
Auckland, School of Medicine. I practice in Auckland as Pathologis 
How long have you practicsed as pathologist in Auckland? About 
35 years.
At approx. 4.40 a.m. on Sunday 1st July last year, did you 
examine the body of a young girl identified to you at the time 
as M. Bell? I did.
Did you conduct that initial examination at the Main St. Cabaret? 
I did.
Did you form the opinion as to how long she had been dead when £ou 
examined her? I was told she had been dead for approx. one hr. 
and the appearance were consistent with this time.

10 Tell us about yr examination at that stage? She was lying on her 
back on the carpet at the top of the entrance steps, her feet 
were facing towards Queen Street, there was a pool of blood about 
her head and the upper part of the body, I cd identify some frag 
ments of brain tissue and some fragments of bone in this blood, 
there were other pieces of human tissue on the steps, on the floor 
a-nd on the walls and ceiling of the entrance hall, she had a

15 handbag in her lefthand, attached to the lefthand, and she had
some money clasped in her lefthand. The body was then shifted to 
the mortuary and later the same morning at about 6.20, I conducted 
a full examination, I removed all her bloodstained clothing, 
she had a large wound on the rightside of her head, this exposed 
brain tissue and fractures of the skull, the appearances suggested

20 »n eacplosive type of injury just in front of her right ear and 
seven centrimeters above it, thats about 3 inches, there was an 
entrance, gun shot wound radiating from this entrance there were 
splits in the skull, one forward to above the right eye, one upwar 
to the top of her head and one backwards and downwards to behind 
the right ear, beyond this the end of this latter split, there was 
a vertical split in the skull at the back of the head, suggesting

OE
an exit wound, this was about 6 centrimeters in length and was 
pro-b. caused by fragments of bone. She showed fractures of the 
stefctl and the face of the skull had separation of the suture lines 
of the bones of the skull, there was extensive injury to the right 
side of the brain and brusing throughout the rest of the brain. 
I examined all her internal organs, I cd find no disease, I 

30 was - I removed samples of blood and specimns of hair and handed 
them to the Police. From my examination I considered that her 
death was due to a gunshot wound of the head and the appearances 
were consistent with an injury caused by a high felocity bullet.
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Use yr own head, pt. to the position of entrance of the wond wound? 

Just in front of the right ear and about 3 inches above it. 
(vitness demonstrates)
Was there an exit wound as such? No there were some small fragem 

fragments of bullet recovered from inside of her head but the 
split in the skull at the back of her head is not the appearance 

of an exit wound by a bullet.
Was it the nature of the injuries youve described which led to yr 

conclusion that the bullet was a high velocity one that caused 

these injuries? Yes.
And is that because in yr experience n of lower velocity injury 

there is customarily a defined entry wound but in particularly 

a better defined exit wound? This of course is not always so, 

sometimes the b-ullet is recovered but my main reason for reaching 

this conclusion was that there was no sign of a contact wound, 

this was a bullet fired from a distance, i.e. say over 2ft. or more 

from the skull and the amt. of energy released by the impact of 

that bullet was related to a very high velocity, I think that the 

bullet disintegrated on impact.

MO XXD
NO REX 15 ————

MR GBfEEVB CALLS
SftSA PITA PIA (Sworn)
I live at 13 Huatley Ave, Grafton, I am machine operator by

occupation .
Do you remember the night of Saturday 30th June last year, the 

20 nigjit they had the telethon on t.v., remember that night? Yes.
Where did you go that evening? I went to the nightclub.

Wtoat was the name of the nightclub? Tangaroa.
Whe-re is that? K'Rd.
What time did you leave that nightclub? 3 in the morning.
Wfeem you left, anyone else with you? Yes.
Whose that? Ky girlfriend.
Where did you go to when you left Tangaroas place? I went to wait

fox the taxi.
did you go to wait for the taxi? Just down Queen St. 

yow know the Main Street Cabaret in Queen St?Yes.
Whereabouts is the taxi stand in relation to the Main St. Cabaret?

Just a bit further down on the other side. 

30 Of the road? Yes.
What happened while you were waiting for the taxi? I just wait

for the taxi or cab there.
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Something unusual happen that night while you were waiting? 

I just know when I heard the sound. 
1 What sound was it that you heard? It was a gun.

You know what time it was that you heard that sound? About 20 past
3.
And what happened then? I didnt think anybody was shot at that tim<
What what did you do? I just waited for a taxi.
Apart from you and yr girlfriend, any other people there round
about waiting for a taxi? Yes. 

o
About how many others? 8.
Was there a stage when you realised in fact that someone had been
shot? Pardon?
Later on, did you, from what you saw happening, think or see that
someone had been shot? No.
S© youve told us you heard this sound, did you realise it was a 

10 gun when you heard it? Yes
How did you know that? Mi I had a gun before.
And so you continued to wait for a taxi? Yes.
What happened then? The cops come over to us and say for us to stoj
And where did they take you? To the Police Station.
And was it then that you learnt, you were told, that someone had
bee® shot? Yes. 

** While you were waiting for the txi, at the time you heard this
shot, which way were you facing in Queen Street? Facing the side
where the Main Street is.
Looking across to Main Street? Yes.
Cd you, were you able to tell in which direction the shot had come
frost, the noise I mean? On my left side, further down Queen St. on 

20 my left sd.de.

CALLS
CgjBjSTePHER LAGAHETAU (Sworn) 05 -..'•" —————————————

I live a* 24 Dawson Rd, I am still at Tangaroa College.
remember fehenight of Sat. 30th June last year? Yes. 

Wtetastr dIM you do that night? I went downtown. 
WtoefEfr ditd- you. go? To a movie.
Who was with you? Couple of my cousins and my friends. 
Whe«e did you go after the movie had finished? We went up to 

30 Tangaroa Hut.
That the night club in K'Rd? Yeah.
What time did you stay there till? Till it closed down.
And where did you go after that? Down Queen St.
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We were going to catch a taxi.
Where did you wait for a taxi? We were walking down Queen St. to 

1 catch a taxi there.
What happ. while you were walking down Queen St ? Heard a bang. 
What sort of bang? Like a car backfiring.
Whereaboutswere you in Queen St. when you heard that noise? Just 
coming down from K'Rd. 
How far down? Where the taxistand is. 

e What did you do when you heard this noise? Looked anound.
Did you see anything that atrvcted yr attention? No, I just saw 
a ear.
Wher-e was the car? Outside the cabaret.
Which side of Queen St. were you walking down? Lefthand side " 
Which way, where was this far, was it moving or stationary? It 
started moving »t slowly at first and then it accellerated up 

10 to K'Rd.
Wha-t sort of car was it, cd you tell? No.
When you heard this noise that sounded like a car backfiring,
©d you tell from which direction the noise came? Sounded like it
was coming from down further.
Af%eor you heard this noise, what happened then? A man came over
to talk to us.
Yes, and what did he say to you? He asked if we saw anyone carry
ing a gun or a car speeding away or something.
And then what did you do? Carried on walking down Queen Street.
And then what happened? Somebody called us back.
Someone else came over? Yes, and told us to come back to the

20 *»d &M y®« do that? Yes.
Who w«s it that asked you to go back to the cabaret? Just a man. 
And: wcce you at the cabaret when the police arrived or were they 

there? Theywere already there.

25
aid* of Queen St. did you think the noise came from, toward:

left o>r rigtethamd side as you came down? Not sure.

glHSSBg gQWARD (Sworn) 
r am an asrablanee officer with the St. John's Amublance situated 

30 in Pitt Street, Auckland.
(THIS WTTNESSTS OVERSEAS AND BY CONSENT HIS DEPOSITIONS WERE READ 
TO THE JURY)
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MR GRIEVE CALLS 

LARRY ROBERT HOOPER (Sworn)

I am Operational Police Dog Handler. Prior to the 1st October 

1979, I was stationed at Auckland Central. At about 3.30 a.m. 

on 1st July 1979, I was in the Police Operations Room at Auckland 

Central when I observed a telephone call coming through. As a 

result of what the telephone operator told me, I immediately left 

the police operations room and proceeded to the Main St. Cabaret 

in Queen Street in my police dog vehicle. My arrival there 

5 coincided with that of the ambulance, this was at about 3.38

3.15 a.m. As a result of what two persons told me at the scene, 

I went into the foyer of the Main St. Cabaret, on the top step 
there was a female lying in a pool of blood. I felt the pulse 

or for a pulse on her left hand and on finding none retured to 

my police vehicle where I informed operations there was a deceased

IQ €«Mtle at the cabaret, and requested further police assistance. 
Following this, I observed a group of persons walking down Queen 

Street in the direction of the Town Hall on the opposite side of 

the road, I called out to this group and then sent a person from 
the scene to return them to the cabaret area. Further up the road 
and on the opposite side again at a taxi rang rank I observed a 

taxi and another group of persons. I approached this group and

15 informed them there had been a shooting at the cabaret and request 

ed they stay at the rank. I then retd to the cabaeet and was 

talking to a group of persons there when I observed two males 

get into the rear of the taxi at the taxi rank. I again retd to 

the taxi rank and asked the driver and the males to remain there. 

On returning to my vehicle, the night shift supervisor, Inspector 

Ha-rlot, had arrived at the scene and after speaking to him, I move 

ray police dog vehicle to the intersection of City Road and Queen 
Street blocking Queen St. at this point. All persons that I had

in the vicinity of the cabaret were later retd to the Central 
so they cd be interviewed.

VSf-

25 m

ear mm&a SCILLIVER csw©*n)
I am- B/C©;ras*able attached to the Auckland Central Investigation 

Braoich ( Criminal) . Overnight on the 30th June or 1st July I was
working on night shift and attached to the crime squad. At 4 am.

30 on 1st July I was directed to attend at the Main St. Cabaret
in Queen St.
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On ray arrival and after speaking with D.S. Savage, I went to the 
cabaret area of the nightclub. I was accom. by 5 beat constables. 

There were approx. 30 people present in the cabaret area. I arranged 

forthese people to be split into 2 groups, those who cd assist in 

rel. to the shooting and those who cd not. I requested the beat 
constales to take the names and add. of all the persons present in 

the cabaret, most of the people were in varying stages of drunkenness 

or intoxication. Some of them appeared to me to be under the 
influence of drugs. There were 16 witnesses who were able to assist 

so I arranged a bus to transport them back to Central. I accomp. 

the witnesses in the bus.

BO XXD
NO SEX 

10 MR SRIEVE CALLS

JOSEPH VAN BEYNAN (Sworn)

I aa ID/Constable attached to the Criminal Investigation Branch at 

Auckland Central. At about 3.55 a.m. on morning of Sunday 1st July 

1979, I went to the Min St. Cabaret in Queen St. Auckland. At the 

scene, I was af>pted officer in charge of the body in the Bell homici 

engmiry. At the scene I noticed the deceased lyingat the top of the 

stairs as indicated in Ho. 2 of Exb.2.
Look at photos. Nos. 2, 3 and 4? Yes thats the position in No. 2. 
Yes? I noticed that the only apparent injry to her was to her head 

and there was large amt. of blood around, noticed there was money 

clutched in her left hand. At about 3 mins. past 4, the duty police 

dsoetor, Dryde, arrived and viewed the body. At about 43 mins. past 

20 4 , Profe»s©r Cairns arrived and made a perfunctory examination of th 

body, at 4.45 C/MeManas photographed the scene and the body and at 

about 5 a.m. Cairns made mere detailed examination of the body, 
at afeeut 7 mins. past 6 , I supervised the removal of the body from 

the cabaret to the Auckland Public Hosp. mortuary by Wiers Funeral 

E)iE»cfeors , I remained with the body of the deceased while Cainrs 

carried out his postmoretera examination, I was pres. when he removed 

samll metal fragjaents from her body and I reed those fragments from

Eoek a-t the metal fraigments now shown to you, axe they the fragments 

you reed? Y*s they axe. I prod, them as Exb.9 (Exb.9) 
Did you also receive some blood samples from Cairns? Yes, 2 samples 

ofblood which I later handed tog. with metal fragments to the office 

30 in chargedof Exhibits.
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MR GRIEgE CALLS

10

15

20

25

30

STUART SAVAGE ( Sworn) 
I am D/Sergeant attached to the Criminal Investigation Branch 

at Auckland Central. On Saturday 31st June last year, I was rostered 
to work a night shift which commences at 11 p.m. and concludes the 
following morning at 7 a.m. On that day, I started work at 10 p.m. 
At that time, it was raining heavily and this hav heavy rain continu= 
ed throughout the night. And at times was torrential. During the 
daylight hrs of 1st July, the weather cd best be described as 
overcast with prolonged heavy showers. About 3.30 a.m. as a result 
&f eoanmnlcations made to me, I went to the Main Street Cabaret 
stua-ted at 506 Queen Street. On my arrival, I saw the body of the 
deceased lying on the top of some stairs in the foyer. She was 
clutching $3.80 in her left hand and this was threaded thro the 
straps of her handbag . There were 4 police officers and an ambulance 
officer already in attendance. I tok took charge of the scene and 
directed that Queen St. be closed off at the junction with K'Rd. 
ami at its junction with City Rd. and Scotia Place. I directed that 
the resaa-ining patrons of the cabaret be contained in the first floor 
cabaret room, thus isolating the whole of the homicide scene.

to the intensity of the 
lighting. Entrance to the cabaret foyer from Queen Street is gained 
thro 5 glass doers , the glas« door on the southern side, i.e. the 
K'Rd. side is in fact a fixed glass panel. The 4 remaining doors 
are hinged and are capable of being opened. On my arrival at the 
scene, only one door was ope>n and that is the second door from the 
northern s+ide. That Is the door shown in photo. 2 of Exb. 2 now shown 
to me,, i.e. the one I found ©pen.
Bee* that p&oto. in €%et show the position of the door as you found 

it oa aorirfivaiL'? Yea.
Cd you help us, s-ay so if you cant, ask questoons of the operation 
of the lee-king rneGfeaiiuLsn on the doors} I remember that the inside of 
tfe»! dfeoor h*s- TSsamtasamg, staged eatch which enables it to be unlocked 
fteoat fehe imaide, anawa-Ee o>f tehe external locking mechanism. 
You were going OB to describe the doors, now it appears from the 
photos that there is «©rae small floor area below the stairs, right* 
Yes that is right, on the inside of the glass doors, there is a 
small tiled area, there were then the stairs into the foyer proper, 
which is where the deceased was lying. Outside of the glass doors 
is another small tiled area and then two steps on to the footpath.

35
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What about the lighting under the verandah over the footpath? There 

is a bank of approx. 30 bulbs set into a cannopy over the footpath 

1 by the entrance. These were not eliminated on my arrival atthe 

scene, the street outside of the cabaret runs in a north south 

direction and it contains two traffic lanes in each direction. There 

is ±mmA metered parking spaces on both sides of the road and the 

footpath is approx. 2 metres wide, also on both sides of the road. 

Opposite the cabaret is a building which houses shops and business 

premises. On the northern - sorry - on the southern side of that 

big. xxadck i.e', the K'Rd. side is the Railton Hotel. On the northern 

side is the Church of Latter Day Saints which is a recessed big. 

In front of it is a lawn planted with trees and shrubs. On the 

northern side of that is Scotia Place and then another block of 

bigs. This scene having been contained was guarded by uniform police 

personnel.
10 Regarding the scene as you found it that morning, the stret lighting 

in the vienity? The street lighting in Queen St. is a high density 

sodium street lighting.

At 4.15 did you. arrange for the policephotographer to photogtraph 

the deceased and take other photos, in the area? That is right. 

And ait 6 a.m. was the body removed from the foyer? Yes that is right 

At that stage, did you take the initial steps to begin a detailed

15 search of the foyer? Thats correct.

Tell us afeoiat that please? From the position of the body, for about 

7 meters back into the foyer, therewas a consideab considerable 

quantity of brain and skull matter splattered on the carpet. This 

human tissue was also splattered on the northern wall, on the 

western wall above the glass doors and on the ceiling above where 

the deceased had been lying. There was a large thick patch of blood 

which had come from an extensive head wound in the deceased and had 

passed in aa irregular shape under her trunk and was about 60to 

70 centimeters wide. Before commencing a search, 4 witnesses to the 

kill ing had been brought to the scene and they indicated to me wherf 

in their opinion they and the deceased had been standing at the time 

of hear death. The 4 witnesses made these indications to me and I th< 

25 chalked raaarked on the ground the position and later brought this to 

the attention of Mr Baker from the Dept. of Lands and Survey. The 

eh*'lkm»rk'S were as follows.

Look at a copy of this plan now shown to you, was the first witness 

who sipoke toyou a Miss Delzeil? Yes. 

And did she indicate that she was standing at the point marked

Wl on the plan which is outside the doors, isnt it? Thats correct. 
30

And did she indicate that she thought Margaret Bell was standing

where it is marked Dl on the plan? Thats right.
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Did you ask her to tell you where her friend, a Miss Hamill was
standing? Yes.
And did she indicate a point marked Wl/2? That is correct.
Also in front of the glass doorway? Yes.
Did you then speak to Miss Hamill? I did.
And did she also indicate a point marked Bl as being where she
considered Margaret Bell was standing? That is correct.
And did she put her position as W2? She did, that is on the footpath
And did she give you the position of W21 as being where she thought

5 Miss Bell then was standing? Yes that is right. 
Did you speak to a man named Alien? I did.
Did he tell you he thought Margaret Bell was standing at D3? Yes. 
And he was at W3? Also right.
Did Mr Camdam tell you that he thought Miss Bell was at pt. D2? Yes. 
And he considered that he was in the corner marked with a circle 
containing a cross bearing the notation "chal* mark"? Yes. 
Can we assume that you Sf>©ke to each of these witnesses separately? 
Yes.
Did you have to assist you two other p/constables, D/C/Fletcher 
and C/Toroa? Yes, they were to assist with the search and C/Gibson 
was appted as officer in charge of exhibits. 
Did the detailed search of foyer itself take 3 full working days to

._ carry out? Yes it did.
Tell us firstly yr activities on the first day? On the first day, 

the whole of the floor area from the glass doors to the rear of the 
foyer was searched and all items considered foreign to the premises 
ceased seized as exhibits, 2 of these were metal particles, one of 
which was found by the planter box on the northern wall, that is on 
the lefthaffld wall, in the vicinity of the word "bone" at the top of

20 the plan is where that particle was located.
That is not marked as such on the plan? It is not marked on the plan 
The second article (particle) was found by the northern wall above 
the position of the planter box on the lefthand side as we look at 
the plan. It was almost opposite the doorway to the office which is 
on the righthaind side: of feme plan*. The first day search concluded

25 at about 4.10 p.m. During that day, a search was being made of
Queen Street by a team of police officers under the direction of 
Si/S/ Mauder. On the s«oond day, a further search of the foyer was 
made and on this oecasdon, we searched each planter box and removed 
plants therefrom. The pebbles in the pebble garden shown on the righ 
hand side of the plan were also removed, the entire floor area 
including that where the pebbles had been was vacummed, the vacuum

30 sweepings together with the pebbles were searched. On this day, two 
further metal particles* were located.
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The fifst of these two metal particle* was found in the s
oil of a 

pot plant in the first planter box on the northern side, 
i.e. the 

1 planter box shown on the left of the plan. The second par
ticle was

found whilst vacuuming and was lodged between the wall an
d the carpet 

directly behind that same planter box. It sprung up as th
e vacuum 

nozle passed over it.

Pause there, can you just go back to deal with the pieces of metal 

which were found on the first day, youve sd that once pie
ce was 

found in the vicinity of the word "bone" towards the back
 of foyer, 

5 who found that? D/C/Fletcher.

Was that given to Gibson, officer in charge of exhibits? 
It remained 

in its position and Gibson took possession of it from its
 postion 

position on the floor.

Look please st Exbs. 10, 11, 12 and 13? Exb.10 is the first particle 

referred to found by the word "bone" shown on the plan. I prod, this 

10 as Exb.10 (Exb.10). Exb.ll was the second particle located on that 

first day, that was above the planter box on the northern
 side of 

the floor opposite the office doorway. I prod, this as Exb.ll (Exb.l 

Exb.12 was the particle located on the second day in the 
planter box 

shown on the lefthand side of the plan. I prod, this as Exb.12 

(Exb.12). Exb,13 is the second particle found on the secon
d day 

which sprang up between the carpet and the wall by that s
ame planter

15 box when vacuuming. I prod, this as Exb.13 (Exb.13) .

On that second day, was all the human tissue youve referr
ed to 

removed from the walls and ceiling? Yes.

On the third day, did you search the fllor area again thi
s time 

using a metal detector? Yes, the whole of the foyer was s
earched 

including the walls and ceiling, the czp carpet was lifted 
and 

folded inwards and conveyed to the police gymnasium, the floor 

from where the carpet had been removed was again vacuumed
 and the 

ca-rpet was vacuumed in the police gynasium, these vacuum 
sweepings 

were also searched, during this day metal particles were 
located 

in a notice board which is situated on the northern side 
of the 

foyer wall. Looking at photo. No.3 of Exb.2 , that is the notice 

boaasrd to whieh I refer, afeove the marker "3" in photo. It also is

25 shown in detail in photo. No. 13, that is the notice board.
 That is 

the northern wall. Thatnotice board is painted in mat bla
ck paint 

to gdive the impression of a blackboard, the metal particle
s were 

ffcmasd in the upper region of the blackboard (indicates up
per right 

hand side of notice board;) . 

Look now at Exb.14? Exb.14 which I now prod, to the court
 are

3Q particles removed from thatnotice board. They were found 
by 

C/Taloa. (Exb.14).
Jut finally, was the officer in charge of exhibits presen

t during 

the searches youve described and did he take possession of
 various 

items found as they were located? Yes.
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And just referring to these plans, the various items referredto on 

the plan were marked and referred to the surveyor, referred to the 

1 surveyor by you? Thats right.

NO XXD
NO REX

COURT
You know of any taxi stand in the vicinity of the Main St. Cabaret?

Yes, it is situated on the opposite side of the road to the cabaret.

And further towards K'Rd. I wd think possibly at an angle of 30 or

40 degrees to the entrancedof the cabaret.
Cd you show us on thatphotograph (indicates blow up) ? (indicates

to the left of the cabaret area looking at the plan).

COURT ADJ. AT 5.00 
10

15

20

25

30
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COURT RESUMED AT 10.00 on 28.4.80

1 MR GRIEVE CALLS

NORMAN GEORGE CROSS (Sworn)

I live at 75 Norforlk St, Poneonby, carpetner by occupation.
I am also involved with the Latter Days Saints Church, Queen St.
being responsible for the mtce ofthe premises there, thats the
j>rem. at the corner of Queen St. and Scotia Place.

5 Can you tell us about the lighting at the front of the premises? 
There are 2 floodlights which are used to light up this place in 
evenings, switched on m nually, operated inside the chapel proper, 
and the night, light, we are discussing, wd be, there was no 
function on at that chapel to necessitate the turning on of the 
lights, the lights are in the garden area, they light up the front 
of the chapel, the big.
Is it the position that generally the lights only turned on if there 
is a function at the big? This is not nee. the case either, the 
lights are gen. turned on by accident, do nt know of any occ. when 
they have bean turned on for a purpose.
So as far as yr concerned, in the absence of any personal know, 

you wd be surprised if they wd be on for any reason on night of
30th June 1979? Yes. 

15

NO XXD 

NO REX

MR GRIEVE GALLS

ANTHONY REGIBALD MftNDER (Sworn)

20 I am Senior Sergeant of Police at Auckland Central. On 1st July 
Sunay 1979, I was in charge of crime control unit in Auckland, 
and was directed by D/I Rowe to utilise my staff to make an immediati 
search of the scene area outside the Main St. Cabaret in Queen St. 
The area was to include Queen St. down to Mayoral Drive and to 
inelmde the grassed area on western side of Queen St. in front of 
the church of the natter Day Saints.The whole area was searched 
throughly with nothing of significance being foud, weather extremely 
wet, most of gully traps and drains partially filled with water. 
W&teh reference to grassed area outside the Church, this was 
thoroughly searched and on I am certain that if there had been a 
cartridge case there , it wd have bean found.

30 NO XXD
HOT REX
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MR GRIEVE CALLS

JOYCE WITHERFORD (Sworn) 
1 I live at 86 Sturgess Rd, Render son, I work at Martins Toy Shp in

K'Rd. Those premises back on to Poynton Tee at top of Myers Park.
What time do you gen. arrive at work in the morning? At the time in
question it wd be about 8.30 or just after.
How do you gain access to the premises? I drive into P. Tee, park
my car, if I am first I have to go round and unlock the shop, if Im
second I walk up the fire escape and go thro the door there.
On the morning of Monday 2ot 2nd July, remember thatmorning r Cant
remember the morning, but can remember date quite qell.
When you got to work and parked yr car thatmorning, what did you do?
Harison was there, his car in car park and back door open so I walked
up fire escape andwent thro the back door and going up on the third
flight of stairs, before the back door, I found a bullet. 

10 I took it inside and showed it to Mr Hanson .
Look at photos. Exb.2, no. 26 (Hanson should be Anderson I think)
Recognise the big. shown there? Yes.
And is that the fire escape to which you referred? Yes.
You sd you found bullet on third flight of stairs? Yes.
Just using that photo, show the court where it was you found the
ballet? (witness indicates stairs near the bottom window on right 

15 hand side) , it was on the third step from the bottom.
When you say a bullet, you mean a complete bullet unfired? Yws.
Look at the bullet now shown to you (Exb.15) , does that appear to be
the one you found? It does.
And did you as youve sd, give it to Mr Anderson and subs, was it
given to the police? Yes. I prod, this as Exb.15 (Exb.15). 

2Q Cd you just tell us something about how often this fire escape is
used, who uses it during the day? Gen. me and Anderson, there are
pecple who sublet part of the big. They come up at about 9 o'clock,
usually just Mrs Sylvia and her daughter, sometimes Mrs Sylvai comes
in at about 10.
You fenow personally most of the people who use it regularly? I do.
Just easting yr mind back to the time previous to the Monday when yoi 

25 fund the bullet, to the last time you used the escape, when wd that
be? The Friday before the weekend.
Htod the bullet been there then do you think you wd have found it
oar; rad-gh-t you haveral&sed it? I cdnt help but find it, it was right
where Id put my feet.

30 m
NO REX
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MR GRIEVE CALLS

JOHN GERARD ANDERSON (Sworn) 
1 I am Shp Manager for Martins Tyos Toys Ltd situated at 155 K'Rd,

I live at Porrest Hill. I have been Manager since 2.7.79. I worked
there as Manager early in July last year.
Do you recall getting to work on morning of Monday 2nd July? Yes .
Who was first to arrive that day? First to arfive at shop, not an
employee of Martins, was the guy who owns the cafe underneath.
What about the first employee of Martins? I was. 

5 You open up the premises? The man who owns the cafe opens the front
door of the shop, I went up to the basement level, unlocked the
doer, went thro, climbed internal stairway to the ground floor or
K'Rd* level.
Was Mrs Wither ford there when you got there? No she wasnt.
How long after yr arrival did she get there? I cant say exactly, 

•JQ it wd be about 15 mins. Id say.
And what happ. when she arrived? She, when I came to the K'Rd. leve
I went out to the back, unlocked the door, she went up flight of
stairs when she arrived at work, and when she came in, she arrived
and handed me the bullet.
What did you do with it? IxMc took it from her, heard on radio
police after something like this and I handed it on to a Detective 

15 • who came to see me.
Look at Bxb.15 now shown to you, does that appear to you to be the
bullet handed to you by Mrs R? I cant say for sure, but looks like
it yes.

KO XXD

m REX20 —————

MR tjjR'.Lis'yE GALLS

PMJL (SER&RB STEVBSSOW (Sworn)

I am D/Serg. attached to GIB at Aucland. At about 9.08 a.m. on 
Mond'ay 2nd July 1979, as res. of information that I had reed, 
E w*nt to Martins Toy Store in K'Rd.- Tjere I spoke to the two prev. 

25 witnesses, Mrs W. and Mr Andersen, and I reed from Mr Anderson
as live .22/250 Remington bullet. Looking now at Exb.15 now shown 
feo am,. that appears to be the bullet I reed from Mr Anderson . 
The wzdsteing on front of the envelope is mine,
You took it back to Central and handed it to officer in charge of 
exhibits? I did.
XXD MR HART30 —————————
Knew if that bullet checked for f 'prints? I dont know, I simply
handed it to Gibson. 
NO REX
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MR GREIVE CALLS 

GARY KEITH 0'CONNOR (Sworn)

1 How long have you known the accused Me Donald? About 2 and half yrs, 

And during that time how well dd did you get to know him? Oh pretty 

well.
You know man called Bruce Speck? Yes. 

How long have you known him? Same time. 

Did you, was it at the end of 1978 and early in 1979 thatyou began

_ to see quite a bit of Me D.? Yes. 
o

Where were you living then?'79, staying at Panorama Rd.

After that, did you go and live at Howard Hunter Ave. at Glen Innes

Yes.
When was that? About March, middle of March 1979.

And with whom did you live there? I was staying there by myself,

most of the time, and Brian used to stay there sometimes. 

10 In fact did you and McD. enter into an agmt. to buy the unit at

Howard Hunter Ave ? Yes.
Now how much money did youjput down to pay for the unit? We put

down $2000.
Each or together? No, together.
At this stage, did you know fellow called Mark Prendergast? Yes.

When did you jfirst meet him? About Feb. sometime. 

' And what about Nicholas Deane, know him? Bark introduced him to us

in about March some time. 
Why were you introduced to Deane? Because Mark sd he had some

guns for sale.
Were you interested in buying a gun? Brian and I were.

Where were you living at this time? H/Hunter Ave. 

20 What sort of weapons were you looking for ?Not really looking for

them but he sd he had a shot gun, 22.250 to sell, and he was asking

too much for shotgun so we asked him to come round with the 22.250.

Who told you he had weapons for sale? Mark Prendergast.

He had mentioned the shotgun and the 2? ,250? Yes.

And so JE he told you the price was too high? Yes, for the shotgun.

Then what happ? Week later say, he bought Nicholas someone round
25 to H/Hunter Ave. and discussing the price of the .22 and he had

it in the car so he went out and got it and brought it back, he 

was aafcing $180 for it and in the end we agreed to pay $180 and 

Bt±a>n paid Nick for it.
Who was present while you were looking at these weapons? Nicholas 

Dean and Mark and Brian and myself. 

30 Where did this take place? H/Hunter Ave.

So who decided to purchase the .22/250? We both did really. 

And who paid for it? Brian did.
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Whose money was it? Our money.
Jointly? Yes. 

1 So did you consider you had a share in the rifle as well? Yes*"

What happ, to the rifle after it was bought? Firstly, it was sugg.

we keep it under bed, under mattress in bedroom, week later Brian

told me to take it round to Harris Rd.
Can you remember when it was that the rifle was in fact bought by

you and McDonald? Late March, early April, somewhere there.

And wd you look at the weapon shown to you, Exb.17, is that the

one? It looks the same.
Did it have telescopic sight? Yes.
What about ammunition, any ammo bought for it at the time thatthe

rifle was bought? Not straightaway, he asked us to come round later

on and pick it up at Marks place.
Who suggested that? I think Nick did, he didnt have it on him at 

10 the time.
What was done in fact about getting ammo for the gun. We went to

his place, Marks place, Nick there at the time, he gave us 3 boxes

of ammunition, they werent all loaded, most of them were emtpy

cartridges.
What live ammo was bought? Dont know, didnt check the boxes to see

how much was-in them. 
""* Thisweapon in fact takes quite a large cartridge? Yes.

Look new at Exb.15 , is that the sort of shell that the weapon

fired? Yes.
Its a .22 bullet isnt it, the bullet is of a .22 calibre? I dont

know.
Was it necessary to pay any more money for the ammo that wasbought?

20 No<
Whathapp. to the ammunition? Lost it somet time after, dont know

wke<re its gone.
Take it in sequence, on the day you came into poss. of boxes of 

anoranition, where did you take them after getting them from 

Freud? Left in the Cortina, dont know where they went after that. 

What Cortina is that:? The XDertina we had.
OC

• Who took them out of the car? I cant remember.
sd initially that the shotgun, a shotgun was discussed as well?

ever see that again after the rifle was bought? I nev er 

s«en the shotgun at all, just talked about.
You mentioned a property in Harris Rd. Who first mentioned that 

30 prop, to you? Brian did.
What did he say about it? He used to store stuff round there in an 

old U lady's spare room, and so he thought that was the safest 

place to p-ut it.
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Had you been to this Harris Rd. house prior to buying the rifle 

yrself? Yes. 
•j When was it you first went there? About January I suupose.

Who first mentioned Harris Rd. to you, how did you know or first

come to go there? Some friend of Brians, it was his mother's place.

By the time the rifle was bought, had you met the people who lived

at Harris Rd? Yes.
How often had you been there? Quite a few times, cant be sure.

So when it was suggested to you that the fifle be stored there, y«u

knew where to go in fact? Yes.

Who first sugg. the weapon be stored there? Brian did.

And what happ. about that, what was done about it? I took it round 

there, when I got there knocked on the door, Mrs Smith came to the 

door, I put the gun to my side so she didnt see it, she went back 

inside and I just put the gun in the spare room while she was out ii 

" the other room.
Was it covered in any way? Yeah it had a blanket round it.

When was that that you took it round, remember? About a week after

we first purchased it.

Still in MarcH? I dont know, prob. April.

Apart from that weapon, the .22/250, did you have possession of any

other firearms? Yes we had a 4/10 22 sawn-off shotgun.

When did you come into possession of that, firstly whose was it ?

Roger Vital!*s.
When did you get hold of it? About February early March, somewhere 

there.
Before or after the .22.50? Before that.

How did the acquiring of the shotgun comeabout, what happ. about 

20 that? Roger is friend of Brians and we went round to his place and 

he asked if he cd borrow it.

Explain who did what? Brian asked ttoger if he cd borrow it, and 

Roger handed it ym to him with a box of 22 sheels and some few 

cartridges, shotgun cartridges. And then we took it away.

Wfae-Ee^ drid you take it to? Used to have it in a sack bag, we used 

to put it sometimes in this and hide it at H/Hunter Ave and at 

times we put it under the house, or up by Winstones Quarry. 

So you, had this shotgun and then you also acquired the 22/250? Yes. 

Avt the; time that you took the 22/250 to Harris Rd. for storage, 

wheze was the shotgun kept ?&t that time it cd have been up the roc 

orunder the house. 
You s<d it was a 4/10 shotgun? Yes. 

30 You know anything about the size of the ammo, that is used? Not

beforehand, I know what it is now, after we purchased it, it is a

small shotgun cartridge.

Look at this blue one now shown to you.
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(Exb.8), youll see that the shotgun car^.there is narrower than the

usual one that people think about, wd that cart, case have fitted 
1 the 4/10 shotgun? Yes.

When you got possession of thisweapon from Vitali, get some ammo
with it? Yes, a box of 22 shells.
You mean the ord, 22 shells for a 22 rifle? Yes, ordinary ones.
They had nothing to do with the shotgun as far as ammo for it goes?
The shotgun 22 was an under and over, shotgun on top and 22 below.
So it fired both? Yes.
So you got some 22 cartridges and what else? And some of those.
(Exb.8). 
Whathapp. to those or that ammo? They were wrapped up eventually
with the 22/250, all the ammo was in the blanket.
Who did that? I cant remembr.
So, was that ammo you mentioned kept with the 22 at Harris Rd? Yes. 

10 After you took the 22/250 to Harris Rd. did you have any occasion
to go and collect the weapon from there? Yes, sometime in May.
Where were you going to take the weapon on thatocc? Out to Beachlan
At that stage, did you have ammo for the 22/250? No.
Who decided that this weapon was req. at B 1 lands? Brian did.
And so what was done about it, who collected it? We all met at
H/HUnter Ave. «fc about 6 of us. 

15 Where were they? Brian myself Mark Prendegast, Mark Miller,
sorry not Prendergast, but Mark someone, and Ross Grade, and
Shaun Kearney.
So you met at H/Hunter? Yes and Brian told me to go round and pick
the gun up from Harris Rd. and when I went round, there was me
Mark Miller, the other Mark and Ross Gracie and went round to pick 

2Q it up, art that time we didnt have any ammo for it so we went into
Panmure and I went into the sports shop there to get some ammo for
it and: when I got back to the car Mark Miller told me that I had th
wrong ammo, and then we went out thro Howick and stopped at
Hew&ek and Mark went into the sports shop theee and got the right

awreuni tion.
Wfoeee did you go to from there? We went from there to B*lands. 

25 Whathapp. to the weapon after B 1 Lands? Ross Gracie took it from
B 1 lands and took it round to a friends place and he had it there
for afeout a: week and then I went round and picked it up and took it
baek t® HfcanHis Rd.
When yen retd it to Harris Rd. what was the situation regarding
ammo for it? We had one box of 22/250shells and some 14 cartridges 

2Q and the small 22*s all wrapped up in the blanket.
Have you ever fired that weapon? No.
Prom what you told us about it, about yr involvement about picking
up at Harris Rd and delivering it ehre and so on, in what conditioi
was it in then? Looked alright.
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TurnAngto the night of Sat. 30th June, you still living at HHunter

then? Yes. 
.j Who else was there then, living there? Brian off and on, and just me

What did you do that evening? Wayne and Graham Bloor, we invited

them to come out on the town with us that night.

What time did they arrive? Well about 6 or 6.30, 7, something Ike

tht.
Who was at H/Hunter Ave. when they got there? Just Brian and me.

So what happ? Then we left H/Hunter Ave. and we went into Parnell 

5 and went to a pub there.
Therewere 4 of you then? Yes.
What tnspt did you havethen? Valiant.

Whose veh. was that? Mine

Who drive from the unit at HHunter Ave. into Parnell? I dont know.

You went to the hotel there, one of them? Yes. 

-JO Remember the name of it? No, as you go down the hill in Parnell it

is on the lefthand side.

Has it got an area outside where you can drink as well? Yes, tables 

So what time did you arrive there? At about 7.30, 7 o'clock.

And prior to getting there, had you had anything to drink? I dont

think so.
What about the accused Me D? No. 

15 What about at the hotel? Well we were there about an hr drinking

small bottles of Steinlager and after about an hr Brian told me to

go out to the White Horse Inn to see if Bruce Speck was there and ti

bring him back.
Why didnt he go out? I dont know, it was MMX wet at the time, it

had something to do with it I suppose.

Why shd you go rather than Me D, know why? No.

What did he tell you he wanted? To go and pick up Bruce.

During this period that youve been telling us about, early 1979

and so on, did you see very much of Soeck then? First couple of mth

I did, he was with us most of the time but after that he took off,

he left.
On this particular night. Sat. 30th June, prior to that, how long 

25 had It been since you last saw Speck? Couple of days.

Whem the accused asked you to go out to the White Horse Inn to

ge* him, what did you do? I went to the White Horse Inn, ftmtfc

Gfcaiham B'loor came with me, Speck was in the public bar drinking wit

his girlfriend and a few other jokers with him.

So what did you do? I asked him if he wanted to come back to the ot

pub where we were. 
30 Did you tell him why you wanted him to go there? Yes, I sd that

Brian wanted him to come back and to go into town.
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And what was his attitude to that? He didnt want to come.

So what did you do? Me and Graham drove back to the pub in Parnell. 

•j And when I got there, I walked back inside, when I got to the table

Brian went off at me for not bringing Bruce back and he sd he wd

go out and get/nlm'self.
What do you mean that he went off at you? Yelling at me, he was

angry, he then asked for the keys, I gave them to him and he went

to the White Horse Inn.
How long was he away? About half an hr to three quarters of an hr.

And when he came back, what happened? He had Bruce with him when he

came back.
So then there were 5 of you? Yes.
Can you remember what time it wd have been when McD. retd to Parnel

pub with Speck? About 8 or 9.
So what did you do then ?I just stayed there until closing time. 

10 How much did you have to drink? I wdnt know, fair bit.

Well, still drinking the small bottles of Steinlager? Yes.

How many bottles did you have? No I wdnt know.
Any trouble at the Parnell hotel? Yes.
What happ? Well I had a fight with some joker there.

What about? I dont know what it was over, he was just hassling me

when I was going to the bar. When I got back, I put the bottles 

15 down, and I went up and punched him.
What did that result in? Nothing, just asked me what it was for,

I told him he knew what it was for and I went and sat down.

And then what happened? Then one of the jokers friends came to our

tabel, moaning about what I had done, and Graham then punched him,

it was Wane sorry not Graham. (Wayne.) 

2Q What was Me D. doing during all this? Laughing.

Was any alcohol bought apart from the beer? When we left we went

to get bottle of gin, I bought that.
For whom was that intended? Brian.
What was sd about that, how did it comeabout that you bought it?

Brian feeling sick with drinking beer, I asked him if hewantedd a

bottle of gin, and he sd yes, so I bought it for him. 

25 Where did you go to after you left the hotel at Parnell? We went

out to the Reapers club rooms at St.Lukes, the reapers are a

motor cycle gang.
8&w many of you were there in yr group at that time? 5 o< us.

Htow long did you stay at the reapers club? Kill about 1.30.
What were you doing there? Playing pool and drinking. 

g0 What were you drinking at this stage? Beer I think.

See what Speck was drinking? We were drinking the same thing.

Beer as well.
Where did you go after you left the reapers club rooms? Drove down

into Town and down towards the Foundry.
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Who was driving? Brain was. (Brian).

And what happened at the Foundry? There was a crowd there, lot of

people waiting, dont know if we stopped or drove straight on,

and we went up to Main Street and parked down the road from the Mai

St. in the carpark and then we all got out and went up to Main St.

What time was that? Not too sure.
So that all 5 of you went to Main St? Yes.

So what happ. when you went in there? We went in there, I went to

pay the person to get in, and the bouncer came down and he sd that

5 Bruce cdnt get in bee. he had scruffy clothes on.

So what happened then? Bruce was trying to explain to the joker 

that that was all he had, and it wd be alright, Brian was trying 

to get at him and trying to upset Bruce to do something about it. 

What was he doing that led you to that conclusion? Kep.t on calling 

Bruce a weak mu^^ncr~~8tt~tnr"sfi<j~knock him to the ground. 

_ So what happened then? Then the bouncer moved back u' stairs and 

stood just where the botfcom of the stairs is, as you walk up the 

cabaret, I moved up and stood just in front of the bouncer, just 

to see whether he was meaning what he sd or not, and Brian was 

yelling~out, hit him hit him and then someone sd that the lady at 

the cashiers desk was calling the cops so we all then left. 

So where did you go after you left the cabaret? We went back into

.•g the car and then we drove out to Harris Rd.

When you got back to the car after having been to Main St. at tha 

stage, who sat where, firstly who was driving? Brian was driving. 

Graham and Wayne were in the back seat, the Bloors, and I think 

I sat in the middle and Bruce by the passenger window in the front 

So the accused drove out to Harris Rd? Yes. 

Was anything sd about his intention to go there? No.

*" There waant anything sd.
What was being sd during the journey from Queen St. out-to Harris

Nothing, just all quiet in the car, all tense.

Amy discussion at all about what had happ. at Main St? No, we just

drove straight out there.
What happ. when you got there? He indicated to me to get otxtand

25 9et fc*16 9**n«
Who did? Brian did. 
@&vea any reason? No.
35© what ditd you do? Bruee got out and I got out, knocked on the 

door »t Harris Rd. and Trevor Smith came to the door and I just tc 

him T was going to grab something in the spare room and I went in 

and grabbed the gun, it was still wrapped up in the blanket, took
nn
ou it out to the car, and we put it in the car, it was on our laps or 

the front seat anddrove back into town.
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What about the ammo? Still wrapped up. 
>l Who was driving on the return trip to town? Brian was still driving

Was anything sd about the weapon at that stage? No.
Anything sd about where you were going having now got the weapon? N<
Where did you go then? We drove back into town and drove down past
Main Street and then we turned left up this street thats just down
from Main St. where the lights are, you go across a bridge? and thei
we turned left again to go thro the lights and drove up there to 

5 where we come to some back alley or something.
You will see behind you an aerial photograph of the city, can you
recognise the area there? Yes.
Youve told us you went past Main Street down Queen St? Yes.
Which one did you turn left into? (witness indicates circular streei
And then we turned left again. 

10 We know that area down the back as you call it is Poynton Tee, what
happ. when you got along there? We turned around and Brian got out
of the car and he was away for about 5 minutes .
Whatdid the others in the car do? Wayne looked like he was asleep.
What was the weather like at the time? Raining off and on.
Did you see where Me Donald went? No.
What about the rifle in the blanket, where was that when he left 

15 the car? It was still sitting on our laps.
How long was he away? About 5 mins.
What happ. when you, he, got back? He got in the car and he drove
out €Ee way we come in and we come back down and then went down the
side of the bridge into Myers Park.
See the" way you went"on~tKatpKoto? Yes (indicates route tvken -
beside the bridge) ~~~ 

20
When you got there which way did you go? Turned rightr > went under
the bridge and parked down by the toilets.
And what happened there? Then, when we got there, he told us to gel 
out of the car, me and Brace got out of the passengers door. 
What happ. to weapon? Brian got out the other side of the car with 
the gun and he unwrapped it and put the blanket back on the front 

25 seat and told me to go up into Queen St. to watch out fot «_for the

W£*e<re were you when you were told to do that? By the car down by the 
todiletts.
What about Sepck, where was he? He was down there too. 
And the two Bloor brothers! Asleep in the backseat.
What happened then? I then, me and Bruce started walking up thro 
Myers Park and Brian was behind us and when we walked up there, 
there is a small shed and toilets there, just after a little pond, 
I turned off there where the playground or kindy is, I turned off 
to walk up towards Queen St.
Pause there, when you say you were walking up Myers Park with Spec! 
as youve sd, how far behind you was McD? I dont know. 
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I didnt act. turn round to see. 
1 Cd you hear him behind you? Yeah.

So you turned off to the left towards Queen St. at that stage? Yes.
What did you do then? I then went out into Queen St. and crossed

the road and then went straight down Queen St. and went up another
street on my right.
Pause there, what did you u' stand by the instruction you had bean 

g given by McD? Just to make sure there were no police round.
Did you do that? No.
Why not? I didnt want to get involved in anything. 
Well, being involved in what? I didnt really know what, I just
felt something was going on.
Well had anything at all been sd by the accused to indicate to you
what might be going on? No. 

" So when you got to the Queen St. area, you crossed over and went
where? Went down Queen St. and turnedip one of the streets off
Quean St., to the right and went right up the top until mm I got
to the main road.
The other main road, the one in the foreground, thats Symond St,
that be the one yr talking about? Yeah.
In which direction? Went down Symoads St.
How far down? Until you come to that road just there.
Symonds street continues past the Court, you went down to the right
Yes.
Thats the winding road that goes down to the park on the left? Yes.

When you got to the bottom of that street where did you go? I went

right and along there and went towards Parnell, went strigight up 
20 thr© Pa>m:ell, got right at the top to some lights, turned left

there and went down there for about 100 yds, another street on the
left that comes out at Remuera Rd., went straight along there,
turned left from Parnell lights, there is roundabout halfway along
go straight thro and keep on going and it comes out at the top of 

Reimaera Rd. , turn Left there and straight on up towards the top o:

the roadk, right out along the end of Remuera Rd, there is traffic 
&5

island there.
Pause there, when you got there where did you go? I went down to

Sow- were, how did you make this journey, take a taxi? I was joggim 

most of the way.
All the way or what? Not all the way. I jogged most of the way and 

30 walkedup most of the hills.
What sort of condition were you in at the time, reasonably fit 
or what? It took me about an hr and a half.
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Since the events of this particlar night yr now telling us about, 
1 have you been over that route with the police? Yes.

On how many occasions? Once.
And on that occasion, how did you u'take the journey, what did you
do? I went the same as before, jogged, stopped, walked and then
jogged again.
When you say you stopped, did you stop on the night we are talking 

g about? I didnt act. stop, I was walking.
Did you break the journey any other way? No.
So you went over with the police in the same manner, jogging at the
time were you? Yes.
What about traffic, much traffic on the road? That night?
Yes? No, didnt see any cars.
Did the traffic worry you at all? A bit, didnt want anytone to see
me.
Did you take steps about that? Only couple of cars, I just ducked
in the bushes.
Just coming back to the beginning of this run that youve told me
about, did you hear anything during the course of it earlier on the
attracted yr attention? I heard something, that sounded like a car
back firing, jut as I got to Symonds St.
Bow long after leaving Myers Park was that? 5 minutes.
What time was it that you got back to the unit at H/Hunter Ave?
Just before light,
Just before dawn? Yeah.
Was there anyone else there when you got back? No.
What did you do when you arrived there? I went to sleep on the bed. 

20 Did you have a separate bedroom there, one of yr own? Yes.
Did you share it with anyone else? No.
Hew many bedrooms were there in the unit? 2, only one bed in it. 
And where was that bedroom in rel. to the living quarters? Just
off the living room.
You went to this bedroom when you got back? Yes.
What ha$p. then? I was waken a bit later when I heard some voices
out in the living room, I got up and went out and Brian went off al
me and asked me where the hell I got to.
What did you say to him? I sd I thought the cops were following me
so I jogged home.
What happ. then, anyone else there then? Bruce was there.
Did you see the Bloor brothers? No. 

30 Yes? Then he toldxMXMiKBruce to go and listen to the radio, to
the news.
What did you do? I fell asleep on the couch, woke up at about 9,
Bruce came in and sd someone hadgot shot.
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Who was there when that was sd? There was Brian, me and Bruce . 
•I So Speck came in and mentioned someone being shot, and then what was
sd about that? Brian sd, those were the breaks, he sd to just listen
to the radio.
What happ. next? That was about it.
Apart from what hou told us about it, was there any discussion inoolving
the accused, abot what had happened earlier thatnight? No he $n±x* just
sd to forget about it. 

° Was there any further discussion later in the day of what happ.? Later
on in the day, when all tog., Bruce and Brian, he sd we , he had made
up stories for us if we got picked up by the cops and if we had to go
to curt for us to tell them, he told us to say nothing and call a solr.
and he told me that I was to say that just he and I had gone to Main St.
andgot kicked out bee. of 3 islanders that were thereV we had a fight 

10 with them in the earmark and that he had driven home to the unit and
I ran down Queen St. and got a lift with some bird in a Jap car.
And you were to tell the police if you were questioned? That is what
I was to say when we came to court.
Was there a similar story for Speck? Bruce was to say that he wasnt
eren with us, that he stayed at the White Horse Inn, cant remembr the
rest of it, somthing about having a fight with Mac that night. 

15What of the accused himself, did he have a story? His was the same as
mine, he was with me.
Were you in fact seen by the police a few days after the events youve
described to us? Yes, on the Wednesday after the shotoing.
Tell us about that? Bruce and I got picked up at H/Hunter Ave.
and taken into Central P/Station for questioning, and I told the police 

..the story that Mac had told me to tell them.
Pause there, when the police caemround on the Wed. you and Speck were at
H/Hunter Ave ?Yes.
Where was MacDonald? He wasnt there, he was at his mothersplace at
Pilkington Rd.
And when the police arrived at H/Hunter did they search the unit? Yes.
And then you and Speck went to the P/Station? Yes. 

25And did they tell you whey they wished to speak to you? I cant remember.
You were asked to account for yr movements on night of Sat. 30th June
amd 1st June? Yez.
What *Ld you tell them? I told them the story Mac told me to tell them.
After you had told them that what happ. as far as yr cone? Later on
we were all let out.

were all, who is all? Bruce, Brian had been picked up too, and we
were all released later on that day.
What happ. then, where did you go? I cant remember, Brian went off to
tell the cops the story, he reckon I shd have waite dintil I got to court
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On that Wed 4th July when released, where did you go to from there? 

1 I think I went back to H/Hunter.
Who went back there? I cant be sure, cant remember.

At some stage after these events, did you leave Auckland? Yes.

When was that, how long after this interview with the police? About

a mth after.
And where did you go from there? I went to Palmerston North and then 

e to New Plymouth.
Yousd it was about a mth after first police interview that you left

Auckland? Yes.
During this mth yr talking about, before you went off, did you see

anything of Speck? After we got arrested on 4th, well he left and

didnt see much of him after that, only saw him couple of times, he

just disappeared until about a week later.

On that - after you had been released did you see Speck on the 4th?

Yes, he was released to.
See him at all on any days after that? Hedidnt come round much, I

seen him couple of times.
Have any disc, about events of night of 30th June 1979 or 1st July

1979? No.
When you left Auckland and went to P/North, where did you then go?

To New/Plymouth.
And was it in New/P you were seen by the police? Yes, about 3 weeks

later.
Tell us about the circumstances in which police saw you there? I was

arrested for skipping bail and I was taken into the N/P. P/Station

and questioned about another event. 
20 First of all, what were you charged with that time, at that stage,

what chargedwith earlier on? For receiving wine.

You were on bail for that were you? Yes.
You then left Auckland and didnt comply with the terms of yr bail,

right? Yes. 
S© tehe police saw you. about that initially at N/Plymouth? Yes.

When was that, can you remember? When they saw me?
Yes? About 3 weeks after I left Auckland.
Incidentally, you mentioned this question of wine charge, has that

charge been dealt with? Yes.
What was the result of it? I got 6 mths imprisonment, I was convicte<

on charge-of receiving wine.
You now serving that term of 6 mths imprisonment? Yes. 

30 When you were, you were picked up by the Police in N/P? Yes.

How did it come about you were questioned about the Bell homicide?

The d's that arrested me were from the Bell Homicide squad.
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Up to that pt. the only information you had given the police is 
what you told them on 4th July when interfviewed by them, right? y< 
Were you prepared to tell the police what in fact happened when 
you were seen at N?P? I was in the end.
What about initially? Initially I justwdnt say anything bee. I 
thought someone might get me.
How did it come about you spoke to them about what happ? They 

5 offered me immunity if Ididnt pull the trigger and didnt lie, 
they offered me immunity.
When you say they off. you immunity who spoke to you about that? 
D/Hastings. 
What did he say to you? What did he call it? I cant remember.

Q COURT ADJ. AT 11.30

copier RES. AT 11.45

Yfcuve sdthat D/S/S/ Hasings talked to you about immunity and
youve tald us that initially you werent too keen on talking to the
police about what happ. Just tell us theevents that occurred which
res. in you first telling the police what youve now told the court'
First asked me if I wanted to talk to someone, I sd Id like to tall
to this woman in N/P that I knew, she came up to the police statioi
Who was that? Wendy Hanham., I talked to her.
And then what happ.? And then Hastings come back in and sd that
Id getimmunity if Ididnt pull the trigger and didnt like and so
I decided to tell them.
Having made that decision, what did you tell them? What I sd befor<

20 Was that just in speaking to them? No, took statements.
Were you given anything in writing by any police-officer on this
question of immunity? Yes.
What was that that you were given? Bit of paper signed by Hastings
saing saying I wdnt be charged if I didnt pull the trigger or
didnt lie.
You see him writing that out? Yes.
And was that given to you was it? Wendy had it.
And then d>id you make written statement to the police abofctthe
rawtetewr? Yfes.
1 will get His Honour to show you a document, apart from in this
court, have you seen that document before? NO.
Did you personally have anything at all to do wth arrangements for

30 obtaining that document? No.
Apart from the fact that it contained an u 1 taking to you from the 
S*General relating to this matter, what was the first occasion on 
which you saw that document? This is first time Ive seen it.
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XXD MR HART

Yr own counsel, Crown counsel, asked you quetions that apart from the 
' weapon, the 22/250, did you haveposs. of any other firearm, yr answer 

you gave was, yes, we had a 4/10 22 sawn off shotgun, remember being 
asked that? Yes.
What other firearms did you have other than that weapon you told the 
jury about? At that time thats all we had.
He asked you, what other firearms you had in yr possession, what other 

g firearms have you had in yr poss? .38 revolver.
And you had some live bulletsf for that didnt you? Yes.
How many bullets did you have for that revolver? 19.
And you say you didnt fire the 22/250 or the combination shotgun
is that right? Yes.
What about the revolver, ever fired that? Yes.
Wasnt that one of the reasons why you went to P/N and then on to N?P?

10 NO.

Come on to that later, but that is the time when the polieehad yr car?
They didnt have it at first.
Did they have it at that time? I dont know, dont think so.
When you left Acu. Auckland to go to PN and then on to NP did you have
yr car at the timeg No in wreckers.
It had been involved in an incident? Yes. 

15
Did that cone, you at the time «r not? No, not really.
This revolver you spoke about that the jury know existed, did you
used to carry it on yr person? Yes.
And sometimes did you leave it at the reapers place? Yes.
And at other times did you leave it round at the quarry? No.
So that there was at least a period when you had access to 3 firearms, 

20 is that right? Yes, we both had access tothem.
Yr yrself had access to 3 firearms, that true or false? Its true.
And was one of these weapons a cut down combination 22 shotgun that
you cd hold in one hand? Yes.
Is it yr evid. that you came into poss. of that piece of equipment
prior to you getting hold of the 22/250 rifle? Yes we got it before 

__ we got the other one.
Thats a matter you wdnt be mistaken about? I cd be not sure.
Get it before or after? I think we got it before.
Thats yr evtd. this morning wasnt it? Yes.
Bat havent you sd on am©ther occ. and sd you got it after you got the
22/2'SO? I dont know.
You can see you maybe mistaken about it, is that yr evid? Yes. 

30 You know the man Roger Vital! dont you? Yes.
And I sugg. to you tht it was you on yr own who got the sawn off
shotgun if I can call it that from Vitali, that right? No.
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Well is this another occ. that you say the accused McD. was with you 
when you got poss. of that weapon? Yes, he wanted to get it, he was 
the one, it was his friend he got it off.
You say he was with you at the time? Yes, I was with him at the time. 
Well if Mr V. gives evid. and says it was that came round and asked if 
you cd borrow his shotgun, wad that be true or false, you by yrself? 
It wd be false.
You did get some ammo for it didnt you? We got that at the same time 

5 as we picked up the gun.
And youve already conceded that live cartridge that was found on the 
ledge of bottom part of phone box is the same type of ammo that 
you had handed over to you by Mr Citali, that right? Same ones as the 
ones we got that day.
By looking at it youve sd that it seemed to be the same type, shape, 
thatwd fit the combination weapon, that right? It wd I think. 
If evid. is given that when you handed the weapon, you started fiddlim 
with it and handling it straightaway, the sawn off shotgun, is that 
correct if it is given?No it wdnt be. 
Did you flick the lever on top and break the gun? No. 
So if that evid. is given, that wd be incorrect you say? Yes. 
Did you load the gran on that occasion? No. 

.•g Well doesnt it follow though that you admit you came into poss. of
this gun and had some ammo, wdnt you see if the amo wd fit and see how 

• itworked? Rhats not what yr trying to say. 
Is that what you did? No. 
You didnt do it? No. 
Do we take it you wantedd the ammo so if nee. you cd fire the gun? I
wdrat say I wanted the ammo. I wdnt say I wantedd the gun.

90 Yr sugg. to the jyry that on this oec. you didnt want the ammo and it
just happ. to be handed over? Im saying I just didnt say that.
You capped all the ammo up in the 22/250, that for yr part you wanted
the ammo, doeant it follow? I sd it was wrapped up, doesnt say I wantec
it though.
Why wrap it up at all if you didnt want it? Thats where we put it. 

25 You put it there didnt you? Yes.
And it goes further than that bee. you had the 22/250 under yr bed,
correct? My b*d?
Yes»? Only one bed there.
You slept in it? Yes.
Have you described it as yr bed? I suupose.so.
That is the evid. youve given on another oec, that you put it under yr 

30 bed, yes or no? Yes.
You were the one who took the rifle later to Harris Rd, that right?
On Brians orders.
According to yr evidence and indeed you only one who ever went to Harr
Rd, to uplift items? Not sure if Brians been there or not.
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When weapon to be obtained you extracted it from Harris Rd?Yes I was 

1 told to pick it up.
You did it yrself ?Zes, told to.
Did you at some stage own a Cortina car? Yes.
Was there another time when you went to see Mr Vitali and you had a

rifle with telescopic sight on it in yr car which you took it and

showed it to him? No.
Have you ever been round to Mr V's place apart from when you got the

combination shotgun? Yeah, been there a few tmes.

So if he desribed a rifle with telescopic sight in Cortina, wd you

say his evid. is blantantly false about that? Yes.

And if he says that you told him that you had this part, rifle to shoo

rabits in b*lands earea, is that correct? No, false.

And if he says that you appeared to know something about fireamrs, 

10 is that correct or incorrect? False.
When you first came into possession of the 22/250, within short time

you had some ammo for it didnt you? Yeah.
And you sd this morning when giving evid. that was some ammo, that was

in yr car, the cortina? Yes.
And it went missing accord, to yr evid. out of yr car? Yes.

Did it go missing or had you been doing some practice and used all the 

** shells up? No, never required it.
These shells arent the sort of things you must mislay are they? No.

You saying they were stolen, how did you come to loose them? Idont

know, Brian had the ear just as much as Idid, he cd have lost them.

Yr evid. is the last time you saw them they were act. in yr car? Yes.

On the 30th June, youve already sd that you were at H/Hunter and 

20 decided to g© out with the Bloors, rightr? Yes.

How long hadyou know the Bloors for? About 6 mths I suppose.

And do you say you went to a hotel in Parnell, that you then went off

to White Horse Inn, that rightr? Yes.
You drive the car that time? Yes.
But you didnt used to drive the valiant very often did you? ffi used

to derive it a bdLt.
25 I sugg. to you tkt MeD. drove yr car bee. you didnt hold llicenxe at

the time, right? Did you have current licence as at 30th June? No I 

d&dtot but I fftill drove.
He uaed to discourage you from doing that didnt he? Not really. 

Youve spoken about an incident later that evening at the Parnell hotel 

and you punched someone there didnt you? Yes.

30 And was this the situation where someone upet upset you bee. they 

accidentally pumped you in the bar, you went back to where others 

seated, put down liquor and went and punched the person, that righr? 

No, wasnt just a nudge.
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Well this other person, had he punched pou? No, he abused me in sonu 

ways.
What did he say to you? I cant remember.

But he hadnt physically struck you had he? 2 of them were abusing m< 

in some way.
When you went back to the table, did the man have his back to you. 1 

How did you punch this man? With my fist. 

Did he retaliate in any way? No. 

5 And was it then one of his friends came over and raving over the

issue of what you did and one of the Bloors got up and punched him?

He didnt get up.
He was standing up already was he? No he was sitting down when he

did it.
That wasnt unusual that Sat. night? No.

And you were well able to handle yrself in this sit. as far as 
10 yr fists are cone? I suppose so.

This punching incident, did you jpunch the person on the back of th

head? No, on the jaw.
S© if e<vid. were given you punchedhim from behind, on back of head,

you say that wdnt be correct? No I hit him on the jaw.

Wat was the person doing when you struck him, looking towards you,

or what? Talking to his mates. 
15

Was he side on to you when you struck him? Yeah.

The person wdnt see the blow coming wd he? I dont know.

You threw the blow? He wd have seen it I suppose. 

Give him any warning that you were going to strike him? No I dont

think so.
Wefcnt expect him to. You say that later on that it was decided to 

20 go to the reapers pad? Yes.
Justso we u 1 stand chronogy, how much had you had to drink up to the

time you went to reapers pad? I wdnt know.

Wte»ll 5 bottles of beer or less than 5 bottlesof beer? I wdnt know.

You. know what you wd g© thro on Sat. night when at the phb for

an- ha: ©r so? We had been there for 4 or 5 hrs. 

25 Tell us how much yotn had to drink? I wdnt know.

Wd it have been more than 5 bottles of beer? Yeah, possibly.

And you say some gin bought for the accused? Yes.
Eff' •*£&.. is; g-iven n© g-in bought, plenty of liquor at reapers pad,

what wd you say to that? Gin was bought, I bought it.

Diid you drink some of this gin that you say you bought? Yeah I

think so. 
30 How many drinks of gin did you have? I dont know, dont like gin

much.
While at the reapers, did they have fire going on and music and

so on?Yes.
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And I sugg. to you that McD. didnt want to go with you to town,

that you and Speck were keen to go off to some nightclub? No.

What about this occasion, did you and Speck want to go into town

to a nightclub and did the accused not want to go? No.
He wanted to go.
Did you ask him? I dont know who bought up the subject of going int

town.
You dont know if he was keen or not? I dont even know if he wasthe 

5 one who suggested it.
Did you actually get out and go into the foundry when you droveinto

town? Ho.
You then went into Main St. Cabaret itself? Yes.
Its true isnt it there was the man Speck who was refused entry bee.

ofhis clothes? Yes. 
1Q He was the one with the group who was singled out by the boucner,

rlgfet? (bouncer)? Ys.
You had all gone there in a group hadnt you? Yes.
Did everyone seemed a bit cone, that one of yr friends not being

admitted into the cabaret? No, mostly Brian.
You were excited yrself? Whats there to get exiitedd about.

Were you excited about what had occurred? No. 
.J5 You were the one who ultimately went to the front and shuffled up

to the bouncer? I didnt shuffle up to him, I walked up to him/

The bouncer described you as shuffling towarfds him, did you do the

NO Iwalhed up to them.
You inviting him to come off the stairs at that stage? Not sure.

But havent you sd on another occ. when giving evid. you didnt say

anything to the man? I dont think so.
20 Did y©w ©r didnt you s>ay anything? Im not sure, dont XB think I die

You were the one trying to get him to come down off the steps, wd 

th»t be right or not? I dont think so.
AcGO'Ed. to yr evid. to the jury, you were just moving forward and 

d&da<fe have any par*, interest in what was going on? I was going to 

steer If' he was going to refuse us or not for sure, he was standing 

25 in the road on the stiars.
You; were trying to get him to come down off the stairs so you cd 

punch him like you did the man at the Parnell hotel, what do you Sc 

te© ateate? Might have if he came down. 
Bee. you we rent happy about Speck being refused admittance? Just a

code
But isnt thatpart of yr pxuB as it were that one of yr friends 

30 wasput upon, and you get tog. and sort it HJ»? Why dont you ask me 

who made up the code. '.• ^" •

Accord, to yr evid. you say it was accused who egging you on? He 

was the one yelling his head off.
You didnt need any egging on, it wd be a bit of a laugh? It wd be 

some fun for the evening? It wd have been if he came down. 
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You didnt need McD. to tell you to hit the man, yr quite capable
ofmaking up yr mind to do it for bit of fun? He was screaming off 

1 his k nut.
Yr now saying that McD. telling you to do it, not that it wd be
some fun if it had occurred? If it had occurred it wd hqave been a
bit of fun for me.
How far ahead of the others were you when you moved forward to
see what the bouncer was going to do? About, I dont know. 

5 You were a few feet ahead of the others? Yes, Graham stadning up
against the back wall, Brian was standing with Bruce in front of
the cashier.
Anyway, there was some sugg. about police being called and did you
all leave at that time? Yes.
I sugg. to you it was you who wanted to go to Harris Rd. then, what
do you say to that? No.
But its true you were the one who got the rifle out of Harris Rd.
Yes thats right_.
And did that rifel have ammo, wrapped up in it? I think so, las-t
time I saw the ammo it was. ~~
Yetfve given evid. before on this, didnt you say the gun had wrapped
up with it the ammo? Yes.
And as far as yr aware what ammo, wd that have been? 14 cartridges,
22/250 and some 22»s/
So that wd be ammo that wd have fitted the 22/250? Yaah .
Ammo to fit the sawn off shotgun? Yes.
i.e. the 22 and the shotgun part? yes.
Was that sawn off shotgun also at Harris Rd? No.
How do you say it came about you went in and got the gun yrself ? 

20 Mac indicatedd to me to go and get the thing.
And there wasnt anything else round there at that time.
Well did he say go and get that gMng or go and get the gun? I cant
remember what he sd, but he didnt say straight out the gun, knew
what he was talking about.
Some reluctance to talk about guns? Wasnt much sd at all that night. 

-_ You got the gun and broght it bak in and put in across yr laps in
the front of theewr? Yes.
Wtoat did you think gun required for at that time? Wasnt sure.
EXtd1 you think someone going rabbit shooting then? NO.
W*L1 yon g®* the gun, what did you think it wd be used for? To
seaie someone..
And who did you think the person was going to be that was going to 

30 be scared? The bouncer.
Hiad there been some disc .about that? No justthe way Bfian went on
about it, thought it wd be.
In yr evid. in chief, you sd no disc, about what was going to happer
that is what you sd? No, there wasnt any disc.
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So do we take it then you assumed that the gun was being ue€d to 
go and scare the bouncer in town? Yes.
This worry you at the time, bee. you had got the weapon? .Yeah. 
Did you refuse to get it? Never refuse Brian.
You some sort of robot where he is cone? Copped a few beans from hi 
Copped a few beatings from him.
You say yr not able to handle yrself in fist fight with him? I can 
with fist fights but not hen it comes to other tilings. 

5 You hadnt only been friends with him but you had bought aflat 
tog? Weve done lot of trans. in housing. 
Yousign a contract and put up some money? It was ours. 
Was there strong armed tactics to force you to buy the house? I nev 
had much say in anything/
Always associates with him did everything he wanted with him ? 
I wdnt call it an association.
You then went into town and during the trip in the car, where was 
the rifle? On our laps.
So that wd have been a cross yr lap and Specks lap? And Brians as 
well.
Wheih way was the butt facing? I cant be sure. 
You put the rifle in the vehicle didnt you? Yes.
Was the butt nearest you or furtherest away from you? Cant remembr 
Im sugg. to you that you were the one sugg. that someone shd be 
sea-red, what do you say to that and thats why you got the rifle? Nc 
You end up then do you not at the area you know as Poynton Tee, 
at the top of town off Greys Ave? I dont know where yr talking abov. 
Where you and Speck got out of the car to see if you cd look atthe 
Madn St. Cabaret? You mean where prian got out.

20 Wheare you got out,, what do you say to that? Where Brian got out. 
Driving down P/Tce? Down the alley? 
Yes? Accused driving the car? Yes. 
Rifle across yr laps? Yes. 
What do you say happ. there? Brian got out. 
Diid tetoe car stop? Yes, turned around, the car pting out, Brian got
out of the eax and was away for 5 mlns. 

25
Rifle left in the car? Yes.

Wbt about Speck did he get out of the car? No.
Y&Ui sdy ££ he sd he got omt and went to the toilet, wd that be rig* 
r wdtot be sure.
Yora were there, did he get out or not? I dbnt think so. 
You wdnt have any cause to touch the rifle? No.

30 In fact you wdnt have touching it? I was touching it, it was on my 

lap.
Put yr hand on it? No. 
You had no cause to fckx do that did you? No.
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Just turning back to when Speck got out, do we take it you were

nearest the drivers door bee. you got out on the last occ. to get

rifle? Yes.
Speck next to you? Yes .
And the accused ewas driving* Yes.
If Speck got out of the car, wdnt you remember bee. wdnt you get

out to let him out? Yeah, I think I wd have noticed. I got out the

drivers door. 
5 You say that the fifle left in the car across yr lap and Specks

and you say accused got out of the car? Yes.

If evid. given you andSpeck got out of the car, youd say that is

incorrectG Yes.
You had no reason for touching that^rifle apart from perhaps

brushing it as you sat in the car accord, to yr evid, rightr? Yes.

Isnt it right youve given evid. on another ace. and sd you unwrappe

it then? I dont know.
Think about it, it is imp. Have you given evid. on another occ.

and sd at that time you unwrapped the rifle? I dont know, I didnt

redid evid. to say that.
You had no cause for doing that? No.
Know reason why you shd unwrap the rifle if yr evid. is right? Yes. 

._ And there was no real reason for anyone to unwrap it was there?

I dont think so.
No reason for anyone to unwrap it at that time? I dont know about

reasons .
Was the rifle unwrapped then or not, yes or no? I dont know.

You see I sugg. to you, on prev. occ. when giving evid. you sd

this, Brian got out of the car firstly I unwrapped the gun a bit 

20 and then you didnt see him for 5 mins, that is recordedd, you

sd that on oath in this court? I unwrapped it.

It is recorded and that is what you sd, do you agree that is the

You say you made mistaken when you gave evid? Anyone can make

25 How ed you make mistake about saying thatyou unwrapped it a bit

at that time, not the thing you make mistake baout? I dont think

r sidi iit.
nf Ee*3©>rded you say now it cant be right? Things recordedd there

a>re net: exactly what I sd.
Yr not siagg. where it says I unwrapped the gun a bit? I dont think

I sd it. 
30 That is recorded when evid. being lead by you by Crown and no

alteration maded to it, you acceptthat is what you sd? Not sure.

Im just saying I dont remember saying that at all.
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If you did yr now saying it is incorrect? Im saying I dont know.
Do you jaccept then the propo. that you may have unwrapped the 

"1 rifle at that time? I dont know, you keep asking me.
Youve already sd no one else unwrapped it bee. no reason to do so,
thats right isnt ut? Yeah.
It was peuring with rain then? I dont know about pouring, it was
drizzling.
The car then driven down to bottom of Myers Park, right? Yes. 

g Where do you say the gun was then? Still on laps I think.
If Speck had the gun in back of the car during this time, wd you
say he is right or wrng? I dont knw.
Yr vague abot this arent you? He might have made ami stake.
YOU accept the gun may have been in the back or is yr evid. correct
and it was in the front? Ill say it was in the front.
Was it ye evid. that by the toilets, that- McD. told you to look 

10 omt for the pigs? Yes.
W&ere was Speck when that was sd to you? By the car.
He wd have heard that too wdnt he? I dont know, might not have.
Accord, to yr evid. that was last time you spke to accused before
yoti went off and accord, to yr evid. jogged home? Yeah.
Bow do you say that, how is it yr able to say accused was behind you
as you walkedup thro Myers Park? Bee. I cd hear him walking.
Gd you hear footsteps behind you? Yeah, it was wet.
We* at the time? Drizzing Drizzling.
How far behind you wd he be? Not sure.
You £say that MCD. took the rifle out of the car and was it then tha
he sd to you about looking out for the pigs? yes.
Youve given evid. about this part, matter before havent you? Yes. 

20 And in some evid. in chief taken at deps, did you say not sure if
rifle taken out of the car? Too scared to say it.
Bdad y.©« s<ay that? I did at first, but afterwards I told you truth.
I'n yr evid. ±n chief you sd you cdnt remember if rifle had been take
fna the car? Yes but when asked later/. 
W£t«n XXID did you say accused took it out? Yeah.
rs yr eaBpIaaastioa fer that diff. that you say notwithstanding you 

&o
had been off. police protection, too scared to say it? First time
I s*o©d up in box before anyone before.
So ffifecsit aeeount w&en you waoxt to say that you dont know if taken 
oaste oar nofe, that was lie on yr part for reasons you sd? What is 
yr eacplana-tion, *as it true or not? I told you at first I sd somethi 

diff.
30 That was a lie wasnt it? I sd I didnt know did I, read what is 

written out to me. 
Did you say in evid. in chief on this particular pt.
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(p. 71 )

"We arrived ..... Bruce and I didnt take it 1?? Yeah, I sd cant be 

1 sue, you asked me later and I told you, I was sure then. So that is

not a lie.
You were sure then, when you gave yr evid. in chief? What do you mei

by that.
Accord, to yr evid. you were sure that McD. took the rifle out of

the car when you gave yr evid. in chief? Yeah.

You sdin yr evid. in chitff now that youwerent sure and the reason

being that you were frighten at the time, that so? Yah. Yeah.

You concede you not telling truth about the matter in yr evid. in

chief? Im telling the truth in saying I cant remember.

I put it to you that it was you andSpeck who went off with the rifl

from Myers Prk, what do you say to that? I say it is wrong.

I put it to you it was McD. who stayed in the car, what do you say 

10 to that? Wrong.
This is not first time these matters put to you is it? No.

And I sugg. to you that you and Speck got yr heads tog. and both

had been prepared to pur jure yrself to save yr own skin? Nev3er had

chance to talk to Speck.
Dm putting it to you that, the accusedd took the magazine from the

rifle off you down in the carf that right? Dont think so. 

" You had bullets in yr pocket, what do you say to that? No, he

unwrapped the gun.
ThisTTsr significant, about you having let it slip out that you

unwrapped the gun, that is recorded in yr evid? Yr now saying you

cant remember about that? No.

Waht Itn putting to you is hat it was you andSpeck that went up 

20 outside Madn St. and eiter you or Spck shot the girl, that correct?

No.
Xf you didnt shoot her you were the one who dropped the cartridge

from combination 22 shotgun by the telephone box when you were

keeping a lookout, is that so? No.
^iaa see you say you had no chance to concoct story with Speck?Yes.

Before you taken inby the police you and Speck were at HHunter
25 tog? On Wed. yes.

it to you you had ample chance to get story sorted out to 

sa>ve yr own skin? I wdtit be running if I wantedd to do that, I wd 

hwve ad so then.
You werent offered immunity to start off were you or are you sayim 

now you were on the first occ? No.

30 I put it to you that yr story about jogging home is tissue of lies 

what do you say to that? Its, yr lying.

Im not giving evid? I put it to you that you...? It» what yr sayin> 

I put it to you you didnt jog horn, you went home with others in tlv 

veh, is that right? No.
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You went with the othersx? No I jogged home
If evid. is given it only took something round 50 mins. before 

1 there was arrival at H/Hunter, that means that yr veh. wd have been
back at H/Hunter before you arrived? Cd have come back and gone agaii
ed you tofck about hr and half to jog home, get wet that night? Yes.
Wet right thro? Not right thro.
Bee. you had been drinking that night? Yes.
You only had yr street shoes on? Training shoes as well.
What sort were they? Swayed rubber soled shoes.
They werent type of sandshoe were they? Yehh Id say they were, I use<
them for running and training.
And are you saying youpretty fit that night and made yr way home in
hr and half? Yeah, pretty fit.
Smoking at the time? Dont know, might have bene.
You do smoke dont you? Off and on at the time. 

10 Training with any part, person then? Ys.
If evid. given you werent very fit, youd say that is wrong? I was
fit.
I put it to you you in yr veh. when rifle dumped and clothing dumped
at Half Moon Bay, you say you know nothing abot that bee. you had
run home away from the scene? Yeah.
Aecod. to yr evid. you in Auckl. at the end of August, that so? Some 

15 time in Aug. when I left, not sure.
It was Sept. when police spoke to you in N/P? Not sure of dates.
That is correct date, you left Auckl. about 3 weeks befere that
you sd that this morning? Stop blabbing on and listen, I left from
the Friday after I been to court, Friday night I been to court for
receiving wine, thats the night I left. 

2Q 21st Sefep., that puts it to the end of August? I suupose so.
Yr capable of working that out? You know it all.
You say last time you saw Speck was when? About week after the
scooting.
About week after the shooting? Yes.
X put it to you that Speck was in Auckland for a longer period than
one week a<fter the shotting, that so? I dont know, never seen himm,

oc
only there about a week, not too sure.
As far as the issue cone, you not prepared to say anything until you 
had been told you not to be charged yrself? Not so much the immunity 
Tom knew you ±n dfcfr". position even accord, to the evid. youve given 
isiit that so? I suppose so. 
Firstly yr car was used, that right? Yeah.

3Q You had gone and got the gun from an address that you frequented, 
that rightx? Yes.
You knew that something was likely to be done bee. of the bouncer? 
Ididnt think anyone wd get their head knocked off. 
Even in that case you cd be in diff. sit. accord, to the law? Yes.
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Well, were you worried about that? No, not really.
Are you saying that hhis whole matter didnt cone, you at all? It
concerned me alright.
You not worried about it? More worried about it physically than
mentally.
Are you saying you were given a story to make up for when you had to
go to court if you did? Yeah.
And you say it was the accused who told you to at some stage say you 

5 had been picked up by someone in a Jap car? Yes.
You of course must have provided that information for anything like
thato to be sd? No, why.
Hhw was it that accused knew this if you didnt tell him? He told me

bee. there was Jap car outside Main St. at the time.
I put it to you that you and Speck got yr heads tog. and figured 

1Q out the firststory you cd tell and later got yr heads tog. to wrk
oat how you Gd get off the hook by falsely accusing Mcd, what do
you say to that? Lies.
When you left Auckland, evid. has been read that you absconded on
ball on receving charge? Yes.
Also the other man cone, with you bee. of the issue of yr car -
No it didnt worry me. 

15 Youve been asked about this before, do you agree, was one of
the considerations that you took into account beforelaving Auckland

for P/N, was that one of them? One of reasons I took off cd have
been I had no licence, lost my licence for 6 mths that day for
driving while disqu., just smashed the car up with stolen wine in

it as well, so that wd help.
One of the other matters that helped wd be the issue of a bullet 

9n hole in car? Mdnt look like one.
Did you know of existence of this hole in yr car? Yeah. 
H©w long »re you in P/N for before the police approached you, that* 
is- the case that they approached you? Yeah, about 3 weeks I think. 

And were the 2 D's who saw you persons who enquiring about Bell 
homicide? Yeah. 

25 And who were they? Me teal fe and Hastings.
When did the first issue as to immunity come up? It was quite a 
wfcile be'fore-it come up.
Bute do you agree thatbefore you made statement as to yr alleged 
pasEte iii< tfeis whole affair that you had it explained to you that 
prov. yr prepared to give evid. and say you didnt fire the gun,
you wd not be prosecuted? Yeah. 

on
And did you then u 1 stand yr position to be prov. you gave evid.
against McD. nothing wd happen to you? Cant be sure, never exactly 

trusted the law.
Regardless of what yr sit. was at the time youve now seen Itr. of 

imm. from s/general to say you wont be prosecuted or if you are 
that will be stayed, that right? The one I seen before first time 
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You u 1 stand your present position is,to stop anything happening to
you, it is necessary for you to actually give evidence? I suppose
so.
Youve read the letter from the S/General havent you? No.

COURT ADJ. AT 1.00 
COURT RES. AT 2.15

5 Prior to going to P/N, did you, had you been spoken to by the police 
on 5 or 6 occ. and asked questions about Bell homocide? Not 5 or 6, 

about 3 or I.
On those occ. you had the chance if you wished to give them the 
account youve given in this court, agree with that? I cd have. 

Did you give them account? No.
And dA you agreethe sit. was the police caught up with you, you 
didnt go to the police -and say you wanted to talk to thereabout 

smething did yQ^^go-
Youd agree you/on yr own evid. you were on the run from the law 

at that time? Yeah.
You also have yr revolver withyou then? Yes. 
Hand that weapon into the police after getting immunity? No.

•jc You now know the existenceof Itr. from S/General? Yea. 
(witness is referred to the Itr.) 
(letter passed around the jury members)
The Jury has had chance of reading the Itr, do you concede it is 

dated 12.12.79? Just look at it? Yeah.
And do you agree that that was obv. in existence prior to you givinc 
evid., at the taking of deps. in the M/Court at Auckland? Yes. 
Do you u 1 stand that doc. to mean that on the condition that you 
were prepaxed to give evid. in proceedings against the accused on 
charge of aaardfering Bell and that in course of giving that evid. you 
didnt refuse to answer questions on grounds of self/crimination 
and if proeeddings taken by the police or member of community, thost 
proceedings wd be stayed, i.e. there wd be barr to action taken

25 against yrself, you u'stand that to be the case? Ask me again. 
Did you u'staaad to simplify it that if you gave evid. in box, 
you w«tet ssfeasnd trial yrself for anything you might have done in 

connection with Bell homicide? Thats right.
Jtod tehats what that Itr. frm the S/Gen. is all about isnt it? I 

suppose it is, ydah.
And when you made statement to the police, do you agree before you

30 got on to the self BXXB incriminating bits, it was written into tha

doc. that you wdnt be charged? No, this is dated 12th. 

No, the statement you made to the police, not the Itr, going back t< 

the events at NP when police spoke to you and after period you mae 

made statement? Yes.
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In that document which was yr statement to the police, before you 
embarked upon any incriminating matters against yrself, the wording 

1 in the doc sd you wdnt be charged? No I told you what they sd before, 
I was only told if I didnt pull the trigger and didnt lie I wdnt be 
prosecuted, I even sd that in court then.
Listen to question, do you agree written into yr statement by the 
police words to the effect that if you didnt shoot the girl and prepaj 
to give evid. the proceedings wdnt be taken against you? Yeah 
And thats what you u'sand yr pos. to be now as you stand in the box 

5 before the jury isnt it? Yeah.
In other words, you were being told then, correct me if Im wrong,
that it didnt matter what you did, so long as youdidnt pull trigter
and 9ve evid. you wdnt yrself be prosecuted, that right? No.
Is it something different? Ifl I didnt play any part.
Thats not what you sd before, didnt you say providing you didnt shoot

.JQ the girl and told the truth, you wd not be prosecuted? Yes.
Now theres nothing there that says anything about the part you played
apart from yr pulling the trigger, right? Yeah.
Thats the sit. as far as the Itr. from the S/Gen. is concerned, thats
reall what that means is it? I suppose so, yeah.
Who was it that sugg. to you that prov. you talked to the police you
wdnt be charged, where did that come from? What do you mean?

15 Did you say to the police, 111 talk if I dont get charged, or did the 
police offer it to you? They offered it. 
Haxd you ever been offered that inducement before? No. 
On these 3 or 4 times you went to the P/Station, andtold you wdnt be 
pcos. if you didnt pull the trigger? The first time I never sd 
anything, they wdnt have bought it up if I wasnt going to talk about : 
But what Im asking you is, did the police ever say to you, so long 
as you didnt pull the trigger we wont charge you prior to event in 
NP? No they didnt.
Turning back to the morning of 1st July, when you say you made off 
up thro Myers Park and went down Queen St. and up Airdale St., was it 
raning raining at that time? No, dont think so. 
Ddid you rum up the hill or walk up the hill? Didnt start running unti:

25 I came to Symonds Street.
How wet were you when you arrived back at the flat at H/Hunter? Wasnt 
we* thro my leather jacket, but my pants were wet.
Itae* already put it to you - yhou in car left Myers Park and went to 
Ha*lf Moon Bay and then to Panmure Bridge, you say thats not true bee. 
you were walking and jogging home then, right? Yes.
So I put it to you there was an occ. when there were 5 of you at

30 H/Hunter, two Bloor brothers and the accused and you and Speck, you
lying in front of heater drying off yr jacket and clothes, what do 
you say to that? Not true.
That wd be completely inconsistent with version youve given to jury? 
What do you mean.
If it were correst? Its not corrett tho. 
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Is it yr evid . that you si say McD. had words to say to you later

you having been at home and gone to bed, that so? Yeah. .
1 li \ing

Where were you when that conv. took place? Out in the room.

Had you been in bed when woken up or awake still? Iwas in bed. 

How did it come about that the conv. took place in living room? I 

got out of bed when I heard them in living room. Speck was with 

Brian when this conv. took place.

Did the Bloors have holden car with them that night? Yeah I think s 

5 Did you go out in morning in yr valiant car and come back round 

about 11 o'clock? Cant remember. 

What did you do in the morning? I dont know.

You see I sugg. to you you and Speck had gone out that morning and 

came back and it was Speck who parrotted what had been on the radic 

what do you sayabout that? No, that was at about 9 or 10 o'clock

.| 0 thathe sd something about the girl getting shot.

If evid. were given that it was indeed Speck who parrotted that

out? What do you mean.
Wd that be correct if it was Sepck who did this? No it wd be wrong.

Was there a joking disc. bet. you and Speck about his eyesight and

firstly getting the wrong big? No.

Well its true that Speck hadnt got good eyesight? No he hasnt.

-jg You in habit of making joke about that hadnt you? No.

You saying you never remarked at him about poor eyesight? Not sayii 

I never remarked about it, Im saying I just didnt then, 

I put it to you that you were telling the accused what, as it were 

had come over the news, that it was then that Speck touched the 

accused on the shoulder and sd, thats the breaks mate? Touched

who.
20 Speck touched the accused on shoulder and sd, thats the breaks

mate? Nah, yve got it a bit twisted round.

Thats whats being put to you not only today but on other occ. 

that youve twisted it round and that you and he wre resp. for 

shooting Margaret? Thats what you keep saying.

I put it to you tahtyou and Speck got yr heads tog. to decide what 

25 you wd tell the police bee. you knew what you had been up to the 

preceding evening, that so? No.

You of course wd have handled at least some of those small 

shotgun cartridges which is designed specially for the sawnoff 

gun that youd ref. to in yr evid, thats right? Not designed spec, 

for any sawn off gun, they are 4/10 cartirdges.

Combination 22 4/10 gun is not to say the least common in this
30 country, agree? Dont know, never seen one before.

You agree that the make, the type of cart, is quite dissimilar to 

an ord. shotgun cart? I suppose, so.
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(witness referred to the shotgun cartridge - blue one Exb" 8) . 
You agree dont you that you wd have handled a shotgun cart, like 
that at some stage? Yeah.
Thats the cart, that can fit into the weapon that was shortened 
so you can hold it An one hand, that so? Yeah.
You now know dont you that on the morning of 1st July, at about 
7 a.m. someone picked that cartridge Exb. 8 from ledge at the bottom 
of phone booth just down from where Bell was shot, you know that? N< 

5 What Im putting to you is that it was you and Speck who left the 
car in Myers Park with the gun, travelled up thro the park, thro 
the back darkened alleys, and made yr way to the position in the 
Church where Bell was shot, but before doing that, youd been sent 
down to act as lookout and dropped the cart., yra in the course of 
yr lookout, what do you say to that? No. 

..Q Totally incorrect.
But you got pretty close to that fcoafch on yr own evid., when you
unwrapped it at Poynton Tee? You asked me about it but I still
reckon I didnt say it.
You knew didnt you that in covering of that gun was ammo that fitte<
sawnof f shotgun, right? Yeah .
I put it to you you had that piece of ammo on you that very nightr?

15 N0 -

REX MR GRIEVE

COURT

You put it to the witness he left the car and made his way to the
church, which gun?
MR

I meant the rifle.

EKX MR GRIEVE

Mr Hart asked you questions about what you sd in the M/Court and 
he pted out that when you. first gave evidence, yr evidence in chief 
there, you were talking about what happ. at the bottom of Myers Par] 

25 and he sugg. that at that stage you sd you dint know what happ. to 
the rifle, remember that? Yes.
Today when answering Mr Hart on that subject, you pted out that 
when he had XXD you in the M/Court, you told him what happened , 
remember that? Yes. 
While answering him today on thatquestion, you sd that you were
too scared in the M/Court to refer to what was being done with this

30 weapon, remember saying that? Yes.
What were you scared about when you gave evid. then? I was scared
of the way things were going.
What sort of things? I was sort of giving evid. but not saying
everything.
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You were also asked about whether or not you and Speck got yr heads 
1 tog. after the events of 30th June beforeyou were seen by the police, 

remember being ased asked that by Hart? Yes.
Youve told us that the police first spoke to you and Speck on the 
4th July at the unit at K/Hunter Ave, right? Yes, that was first time 
On thatparticular day, before the police arrived, didyou have any 

warning of their coming? No.
Was there anything that had occurred causing you to suspect they wd 

come that morning? No.
Up to that stage, what arrangements did you have as to what wd be sd 
to flae police? The first story that was told, about running home, Id 
get picked up by a Japanese car.on the trip. 
And who had you talked to about that? What do you mean by that.
Who was involved in discussing that story with you? What, detective 

10 When, when you were arranging the stories, before the police came, 
who was involved in these stories? Brian.
And having made or had this disc, with McD. about what to tell the 
police, on thatmorning, when they did arrive, what was the first 
the very first thing you knew about the fact they were there, the 

police i.e.? W&en they kicked in the door.

15 MR MORRIS RECALLS

LOUISE JANE LIPANOVICH ( Sworn)

COURT
Did the female staff at the cabaret wear any sort of uniform? Ues,
the girls upstairs wore them but they usually changed before going
home, it is black t-shirt with longish sleeves black skirt and black
stockings, that wd apply to the waitresses, it wd not apply to the

cashier, she has no uniform

MR MORRIS
Can you tell us how the door shuts and opens? The front doors have 
dead lock on them, someone opens them to go out and they close 
automatically but dont lock themselves, youlock the door when someone 

25 goes out the door.
How does a person from the outside then get in if locked from 
inside? The act. time yr talking about was after work, the cabaret 
was closed, door locked, anyone santing to go out has to inform the 
doorman, myelf or hush. We walk around unlock the door, let them 
out and lock the doer again after them, waitress staff also walk to 
their cars Anless in this case there is a taxi coming for them.

wv
As far as keys cone, how does person get back inside? They are not 
meant to come back inside, there is doorbell that they can ring, but 
only I open it at that time of night. At that time there were 3 keys 
out, I had one, hus. had one and Shane Bently had one.
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(photographs of deceased put in by consent)

1
MR MORRIS CALLS
BRUCE GRAHAM SPECK (Sworn)

I am living in Auckland at the pres. time, working as labourer
at the present time. I knowthe accused McDonald, Ive known him to:
a number of years, about 12 years in all.
That wd take you back to school days? Yes.
Mr 0'Connor the chap who gave evid. few mins. ago, how long have
you known him? 2 years.
I want to ask you about theevents of the night Miss Bell was shot
The night of Sat. 30th June 1979? Yes.
Prior to that period, for some maths, had you O 1 Connor and McD.
gone around together? Yes. 

10 On Saturday 30th June, did you to begin with early in evening to
to thewPanjure Hotel? Yes.
What time did you go there? About 7 o'clock.
Who were you with at that time? Meredith Nicol.
Were either O'Connor or either of the Bloor Brothers or Me D. witl
you at that time? No.
From the Panmure Hotel did you move to another one? Yes we walke< 

15 over to the P'ranga Hotel.
Again at that hotel, who were you with? When we walked in, my
brother, Gary Cole, Graham Swindower and a few other people there,
we sat down with then.
How many in all in the group? About 6 or 7 I think.
Yr girlfriend Meredith Nicol with you thatnight was she? Yes. 

2Q Just to get it right in yr mind, the Bloor brothers, McD. or
O'Conoor, were they with you at this time in this hotel that
night? No.
Wfoile you were there with yr friends, did you see anything of
O'Coopor MeD. or either of the BlooF lifothers?' Well Gary O'C 
and ©ae of the Bloor brothers come in, Graham I think it was,
they wanted me to go into town with them. —— ' oc .———————•————————————.———————————————•——" ~*
You hapj>y about that or not? No I told them I didnt want to go.
3& what happ? So they left, I went into the other bar with the 
gjcou-p of people I had just met.
Wditb yr girrlifriend Meredith Nicol? Yes, only there for a short 
while and then MeD. come in, someone sd McD. was there, I tried 
to hide away^ from him f I turned around and was punched in the jaw 

30 by 'McDonald^ " ————
Prior to him punching you did he say anything to you? He started 
calling me a fucking arsehole, cunt, started going off his head a 
bit.
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Bit of a scuffle there.

What was the nature of the scuffle? I think he was still trying 

to punch me and I think I grabbed his arms and he sort of came 

back towards the main door of the hotel, and as we got to the doo 

the bouncer come up and told him to leave me alone, and McD. told 

him to fuck off, I says to the bouncer, its alright, 111 handle 

him, the bouncer was a bit drunk and kept telling Mac to lave me 

alone and he told him to fuck off. McD. reached for a bottle on 

the cig. machine by the door and he threatened to use it, if I 

didnt come outside with him, I sd I would just so he wd put the 

bottle down, the bouncer kept interfering, I told him to leave it 

alone, MacD. says 111 do the both of you here if I didnt come out 

side with him, so I told the bouncer to go, it was alright, and 

then I went outside with him.

•|0 &td Met), five you any reason for this behavieur on his part,

I m*an youve known him for 12 years? I cant remember.

Did he say why he was doing this that night? Maybe bee. I didnt

go into town, bee. he sent O' Connor to come and get me or it cd

have been bee. of the people I was drinking with.

Why do you say that? He's always calling my brother and Gary

Cole policemen. 
15 As matter of fact are they policemen? No.

Mo policemen in yr family? No.

Did you go outside the hotel, and where did you go to then?

Mac was still carrying on, told me to go to the car, told me to

get into the car, I got in, he hopped in, then I didnt know whert

we w»re going to, he started driving, we ended up in Parnell, 

9n down the road from the Alexander Hotel, it is in the main Street

In Pamell. He parked the car down a side street down from the

h©<fewl, I asked him whats going to happen now, bee. I didnt know

eacaetly what was going on.
Wfao had been with you and he in the car on the way back from

P''£anga. Into Paojmell? No o-ne, just us two.

Jta&t the 2 of you-? Yfeah. 

25 Any talk between you as to what had happ. when you got to the

A&eacatnd'er Tavern? Sfeill calling me a fucking cunt, kept asking

wtig? r wa& wfcfeh those policemen, I was just a green whatever he

was; saying.
Tffisnjk get to the Alexander Tavern and who did you find there? Two

B'loors and Gary O 1 Connor.
And did you and McD. join them? Yes.

Apart from the 2 Bloors and O'C, anyone else in the group? There

was a girl, the one on the stagi, Ididnt know who she was, she

just latched on to one of the Bloors.
What time wd it have been when you got to the Alex? Im sorry

I cant tellyou.
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What time did you leave? Just on closing time when we started to 
leave.

1 While in the hotel, that hotel, the Alexander, you notice any dispute 
or fight bet. any of yr party? Yes, a scuffle at the bar one part of 
it, didnt know exactly what happ. then. 
Who was involved? O 1 Connor.
Anyone else get involved in it at all? O*Connor come back to the tabl 
we were sitting at, mumbled something about this guy being stroppy 

c at the bar, and then another guy comeup to our table, one of the 
Bloors hit him, told him to fuck off, and come back again and got 
hit again.
Did things quieten down after that? Yes.
So far this evening, was it a pretty well on a par for the course, 
was this normal for yr Sat. night? Yeah you cd say that.
Come closing time, did you take any liquor with you? Not that I know 

of, no, I didnt.
What of the others? I cant be sure, dont think so. 
Where did you go? Well, he sd - McD. sent O 1 Conner down to get the 
car where it was parked bee. it was raining outside, O'C. come back 
with the car, we all hopped in, McD. took the wheel, down to Grim 
Reppers pad.
Where was that pad? In St. Lukes, at the shopping centre. 
5 of you went round there? Yes. 
What happ. at the reapers pad? Nothing much.
How long were you there? Dont think it was for very long, perhaps 
an hr or so.
How did you pass the time? Had couple of drinks and we just left ther 
Whre did you go to? Back into town.

20 How did you get there? In Valiant car, O 1 Connor's. 
Who was driving? McDonald.
Where did you go? We went to the Main St. Cabaret. 
Whose idea was it to go there? Not too sure. Cdnt say. 
Know when the sugg. was first brought up to go into Main Street? 
No I cant.
YOU come down to - where did you park? Just down the road, on side 

&5
road, just down from Main St.
Then what happ? We walked up from the car to the cabaret,walked in tt 
foyer there, bouncer come up and says to me I wasnt allowed in bee. 
of the way r was dressed, I sd, oh, something like I dont think we 
are going to be here that long, he says, sorry you cant go in but tht 
rest of yr friends can go in bee. they were pretty decently dressed, 

30 What reaction did that bring? Well MfcD. started getting off his
had", getting upset, telling me to deal to him, calling this guy an
arsehole, telling me to deal with him.
What does to deal to him mean? It cd^mean a few things.
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Coming from McD. it cd mean few things, it cd mean to hurt him 

in some way, physically.

When you reed those instductions what did you do? I walked towards 

tKeTbouncer, I didnt want to hit him. 

Why was that? I dT3ht see any reason to really, I suggested that

we gohome. someone t-alcg m*» hr>mo and change and come Back or" go

g How long in all did you £tay in that area, in the foyer of the 

cabaret? For 10 mins, cdnt say.

What caused you to leave? Well, one, I wanted to get out of ther 

bee. I didiit want any tou trouble, covered in tatooes, T~wd have 

been the first ̂ ay~thef]po lice wdThave-been told about, !?~any 

trouble occurred, it wd be me who was picked out bee. Im heavily

tatooed, right up my arms, it wd have stuck in the bouncers
10 mind or anyone elses.

Kssy action taken by the cabaret staff that you saw? I think when 

all the screaming was going on, I think I heard a woman mention 

about ringing the police and we left soon after that. 

You decided to scarper, right? Yeah.

What about the other fellows, did they leave? Yes, we all walked 

out the door together. Mc.D. was yelling out I was weak mug for 

not hitting this guy.

Where were you when he was saying this? Just out by the door. 

ODt on the street? Yeah, by the foyer, he was calling me a weak 

•y mug all the way out the door.

You remain the vicinity of the cabaret for long? No not eally, 

couple of minutes Id say.

20 Then where did you go? Back down tovvrds the car, got into the 

ear, MteD.. was driving, we left there, went to Mt. Wellington, 

Weve been told you went to house at Harris Rd? Yes. 

Wfcis tha* all 5 of you that went there? Yes. 

You; remember where everyone seatedin the car on the trip to 

Baaasfcs aa?r MteD. was driving, not sure, think I was in the middle

0'C. on the pass, side door and the 2 Bloors were in the back. 
25 What happ. at Harris Rd? McD. says to O 1 Connor something like,

you know whease it is , go and get it . I hopped out of the car , 

©'G . hopped out and disappeared into this house and come back 

a cample of minutes later.

H'ave anything with him when he came back? Yes, aam an object 

or something wrapped in a quilt.

30 Apart from something wrapped in quilt, what did it appear to 

you from length or size? It was quite long.

Had you been aware that the rifle was stored at this house at 

Harris Rd? No.
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O'C. gets back to the car I take it, can you remember now where the 

object he had was put? I think it was put in the back on the floor. 

Who was in the back? The two Bloors, they were asleep by this time, 

I think they were, looked like it to me. 
Where did you then go? Back towards town, to the City. 
I take it McD. was still driving? Yes.
When you got back into town, which part of the city did you go to? 

Down K'Rd and down into Queen St., driving down trowards the 

5 Town Hall.
Did you go fess past the cabaret? Yes, we went down past there.
Once you had gone past the cabaret where did you go? Went to some

street, I dont know the name of, it was a back street, pulled up

there. Me Donald got out, so I got out and Gary got out, I went to

the toilet, hopped back in, McD. had disappeared by now, Gary got

back in, few mins. passed and then McD. came back.
This object in the quilt you saw, where was that at this stage?

As far as I can recll still on the back of the floor.
Anyone take it out of the car then? No I dont think so.
After everyone had got back in, where did the car go? To Myers Park.

Who drove? McDonald.
And whereabouts in Myers Park did McD. drive to? Down the bottom

N^_ _________ _ _______ -
. _ end, 55 you firsr driye_ j.nro_jLt.' ~—————1

Wha€~~happened down there? Well Me D. was under the seat, dont know 

t what he was doing, he reachedover the back, got the gun out from the 

back and sd, lets go. So we all got out of the car and pmkk Tir_ pted 

up towards the park JWent up thro there, about halfway thro the park 

Who is we? Myself CrConnor and Mcdonald, the Bloors were asleep.

What happ. then? Halfway thro the park, McD. told us to stop, he 

20 sd something to O'Connor, and pted towards Queen St. way and sd to 

me, come on leas go.
Where did you and he go? Well we kept going thro the park, up the 

back street, into some courts, 
What kind of eotarts? Tennis courts. Got to one corner of the court

and he told me to wait there, he disappeared, I was looking around 

25 for him bee. I didnt know exactlywhat was going on, thought I was 

being set up, then I heard a bang, and a flash down the alleyway, 

I just put my head down and ran back thro the court.
where you were did you see Queen Street? I cd see lights at 

the end of the alleyway,
And the cabaret, cd you see that? No. 
Have you been back to this area since? Yes.

30 i wonder if you can help us. Look at Exb.2, the photographs, youll 

see numbers at the bottom, look at Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23. 

Just look at them so you can familiarise yrself with the place.
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Just looking at 20, see the courts yr talking about? Yes, they are
over in the far corner.
Can you show us the area as best you can by looking ataf the photos
where you stood when you saw this flash? Just here by a bit of shrub
here are steps there.
Towards the end of the path going up the lefthand side of the photo?
Yes.
Dd you see the flash? Yes I saw it.

5 From what area did that come? I think it came - or I saw it in the 
alley, it lit everything up.
You see there is tree against church pillar and a bush there, see 
thatin the photo, in relation to those approx. where did you see the 
flash? I cdnt say for sure, but just around this area here. 
How long had McD. been away from you before you saw the flash? Cdnt 
say for sure, few minutes, 5 mins. maybe.
And had you seen anything of O'C since you left him behind? No. 
What was the weather like? Raining heavily. 
It was quite cold.
After McDonald left and beforeyou heard the flash did you try to see 
where he had gone? Yeah I was looking around, I cant see too well, 
Ive got poor eyesight.
This area dark or lit, where you were stopped? Inthat alleyway it 
was quite dark, there was light behind me in the far* corner, and 
the lights that I cd see on Queen St.
You told us you took off after you saw the flash, when did you first 
see McO. after running away? He come up behind me when I was still 
going thro the courts. 
Let me go back a bit, when you got out of the car at the bottom of

20 Myers Park, did you see who had the rifle? McDonald.
After you had run down back to the car, did you see who had the rifl« 
then ? McD. had it, I juwped in the passenger side door, he threw me 
the gun a<nd I threw it over the b^ck. ~~ 
Whesre did the car go then? McD. hopped in the drivers side and drov e 
ou*r. o€ Myers park up towards the University to the turn up near or

25 before Symonds St, up to Symonds St. and along the motorway.
And you drove along the Motorway to where? To Panmure. 
To the Bridge,» the Panmure Bridge. We stopped the car in the middle 
of -the bridge, or about the middle, McD. reached over in and got the 
gum and told me to throw it over, I threw it over, the quilt and the 
clothes he started passing out to me were rolled up, just bundle 
wrapped up so I threw those top.

30 After you had thrown those over the bridge did you get back into the 
car and did you go on to Glen Innes? Yes we went to the end of the 
bridge, turned round and went on to Glen Innes.
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Hhen you opt back to H/Hunter having disposed of those articles 
you mentioned, how many of you were in the car? Just the 4 of us. 

1 You, accused and the two Bloors? Yes. 
Did you all go into H/Hunter unit? Yes.
Did the Bloors remain there for a while or not? I think they got intc 
their own car which was parked there and they went home, or "they 
left the unit anyway.
O'Connor, from what youve told us, you hadnt seen him since you left 
him »mewhere up the park? Yes.
Was he at home when you arrivedback at H/Hunter at that time on that 
occasion? No I didnt see him at all.

COURT ADJ. AT 3.30 
COURT RES. AT 3.45

10 Just prior to adjournment, you went back to H/Hunter, you mentioned 
O'C.wasnt there. Did you remain fir any length of time there? I been 
there for while, McD. told me to change my clothes which I did, 
I cdnt say how long we were there, maybe 10 mins. or quarter of an h: 
Then where did you go after you changed yr clothes? Bent into the 
car, McD. we both left, McD. and I, went out to Half Moon Bay,_ 
I was told to throw my clothes away which I did, and then we come

15 back to H/Hunter.
How long in alf do you think you had been away on that trip? From 
H/Hunter, dumping the clothes and back? Quarter of an hr to 10 mins, 
not sure.
When you got back had O'C. got back? I think he was back bee. McD. 
went into the room and I cd hear them talking. I stayed in the loun<

2Q You stay up for the rest of the night or go to bed? I slept on the 
coueh.
And whafembout McD. he stay the night? Just, he left after a while, 
dent know where he went.
Did he come back in the morning? Yeah later on he did. 
What time? Round 9 or 10 r think, cant be too sure. 
Think back, when did you first hear that a 17 year old girl had been

25 shot? McD. come back later on in the morning, told O'C. and I to get 
©tast -fee the car a>rod listen to the news on the radio. 
Bsfcd you hear £t over the radio? Yes. 
What was yr reaction feo that news? I was shocked. 
Did you say anything to McD. about that? We both went into the 
unit, dont know if it was me or Gary, cant be sure, about the

3Q 17 year old girl being shot and he sd something like, thats the
breaks, or words to that effect, then he sd to me, it shd have been 
my blue, and started swearing and carrying on, didnt take much notic 
of him.
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Know what he meant when he sd, it should have XHH been yr blue? 
1 NO, I thought he meant about the girl being shot.

The Bloors were not there then were they? No, I saw them later on in 
the day I think, McD. told us to go over and see them and to say who 
was in the car was as guilty as the next person, that we were all 
guilty as the people in the car at the time.
He toldyou or the Bloors that? He told me to tell the Bloors. 
What? That whoever was in the car is guilty of the shooting bee. we 
were all there.
Was there any talk between you and McD.,you O'C. and McD., about 
the police possibly catching up with you? Yes, he sd if we got picket 
up first thing is to say nothing, tht we want a laywer, no comment, 
and if they knew that we were round any places, that night, to say 
well he hit me in the P'ranga and some Maori guys broke it up and I

10 went with them and I didnt go with McD. or 0'Connor, he was telling 
me this. Next thing was that if they still had more information 
about us to say there was a contract, that someone came into the 
pub and whoever got picked up fof it, to say there was a contract. 
You have a sister? I got 3 sisters.
Any mention made of yr sister? This is when the Maoris jdropped me 
off, to say I went to my sister in laws, she wasnt home so I slept ii

15 hr garage all that night.
Slid, were you present when any similar instructions given to O'C? 
I dont think so, cant remember.
Pew days after though the shotting, we were asleep, O*Connor and I 
in the unit, D'sc ame around and we got arrested for having possessic 
of camnabis. They took us to the P/Station, went to court in the

2Q morning, McD. was up the court, I pleaded guilty to it, sdit was
mind, I got fined, we left the court with McD. and he asked us what 
the polie had sd to us, r told them about the Maori jokers, I went 
with them,O'C. mentioned that he went to a nightclub and then McD. 
knocked his head and called him a fucking mug, and XBXK swore at 
him, I gather this bee. they had made up a story that Gary wasnt 
supposed to say that or something.

25 you wd n© doubt have heard of the initial annoucement of this girl 
being shot, following subs, events in the paper? Yes I saw them. 
Did you ever speak to MteD. about the police inquiries as they were 
being recorded in thePaper? Some mention of Valiant car that they 
were looking for that was seen outside the cabaret at the time of 
the shooting.

«« Did you disc, that part, thing with McD? Yes cant remember who heard 
or saw it in the paper, we mentioned the Valiant car, and that was 
a completely diff. Valiant car to 0'Connors and he wd laught about 
it.
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How long after the shooting did you remain in Auckland? Not very lone 
I was arrested on 4th for cannabis. It was just a few days after this 
And then where did you go? To Rotorua.

And in Rotorua, were you picked up by the police? Yes. 
What was the first warning you had that the police were going to pic> 
you up? When they come round. 
Round where? To where I stayed in Rotorua.
I was on my way to see a solr. myself when they came round. 

g Was their arrival unexpec-ted as far as you were concerned? Yes. 
You go with the police into Rotorua? Yes to the P/Station there. 
Tell us what happ. there? Well, got to the P/Station, I think it 
was mentioned that they know what I was there for, I sd Ive got nothi 
to say, I wanted a solr., then asked why I wanted a solr. I replied 
because certain legal things I wanted to get sorted out before I 
sd anything to them.
Did you see a solr? No, D/Kruger explained to me different criminal 
things that I cd be charged with and ml cdnt be charged with, 
like if I was in a car and didnt know it was converted and I was 
picked up in the car, I cdnt be charged with anything bee. I didnt 
know, it was out of mind that the car was stolen, I still wasnt sure 
if I s.hd say anything, he asked me if I wanted to speak to someone 
else, I sd, yeah, he sd, wd you speak to D/Rowe, I sd, yeah. So we

I3
waited until he got down from Auckland.
You knew from yr own know, that Rowe was the D/Inspector in chargedof 
this homicide inquiry? Yeah.
He came down, he sd, explained about different things, more or less 
what Kruger had sd to me, I told him then a verbal statement about 
what had happened on that night, bee. in my mind I was quite happy 

20 baout that, he also sd to me if I didnt pull the trigger and told the 
truth there was no way anything cd happen to me. 
And subsequently did you make written statement to the policeax± 
outlineing the events? Yes, later on. 
Did you come back to Auckland? Yes, with the police. 
Did' you show them the tfyers Park a-rea? Yes.

__ Did you also go out to the Panmure Bridge and show them where they &o
found the rifle? Yes thats right. f
Had y©>ia seen anything of O'Conmor from the time you left Auckland? 
N©> up t2® when?
Up till the police saw you? No.
I s-aw him onee just before the deps. at Central P/Station but he 
was with 3 or 4 or 4 or 5 police. 

30 When you say deps. are you x££f referring to lower court? Yes.
Apart from that occ. you see O'Cfrom the time you left Auckland aftej 
you left Auckland up* until you gave evidence? No.
And prior to yr leaving Auckland after that cannab-is charge, if it 
were sugg. you and 0*Conor had put yr heads tog. and jacked up this 
story about McDonald, what do you sayabout that? Not true.
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Dont know if yr aware of this, but yr aware now theres been an

indemnity given you from prosecution signed by the S/General? I
believe so. (witness is referred to immunity Itr) .
Have you had anything whatever to do with the obtaining of that
indemnity? What do you mean.
You anything to do with obtaining that indemnity? none
When did you first see it? Last Tuesday.

5 XXD MR HART

Youve sd that you had known the accused for what, 12 or 13 years?
Somthing like that yes.
And you had gone to the same school had you? Yes.
And you spoke of seeing the accused and O'C during a period in
1979, thats right isnt it? Yes $hats right. 

10 Did you regard yrself as being a good friend with McD. and O'C? Yes

Wd you go out socially from time to time? I dont know about socially

Well going to the pubs is socially, wd you go out with them? Yeah.

And wd you at times go round to the address at H/Hunter and visa
versa? Yes thats right.
You have any tnspt fa of yr own? 100E one part of it that McD. had
got for me. 

ig Were you aware that the unit that O'C and McDonald had owned had

been bought by them? Thats right.
What time did you start working on the 30th June? drinking? Just

after 7 o'clock.
How much do you say you had to drink before ending up at the hotel
in Parnell? 2 bottles I think.
Who do you say it was who approachedyou while with yr brother and
girlfriend in the hotel when asked to go back to parnell, who asked

you that? O 1 Connor and Graham Bloor.
They both came into the hotel did they? Thats right.
How much money did you have on you that part, night? $2, not sure. 

Well wd you say few dollars, what do you mean, $5 $3 or $2, how

nraeto? $'3 or $'4 I suupose. 
25 You owe McD. money for work he did on a car for you? I cant remembe:

that, not that I know of.
r. put it to you; tebasts why you tried to sculk out of the way bee.

when McD. turnedup you didnt have the money to pay him? Not true.
Got out of bis way bee. I knw what he is like.

You only had $3 on yr own admission? Yes.
So you cdnt have given McD. any money? I didnt think I owed him

30 any money.
Did you know the bouncer who was on duty at the hotel that you were 

at, the White Horse Inn? I know him - I dont know him by name - 

I drink there quite often.
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Did you tell the bouncer to leave it, 111 be able to handle it? meanin 

you can handle the sit. that had dev? I sd, 111 handle it. 

Whatever reason, is that the evid. youve given to the court, i.e. 

you sd to the bouncer, leave it 111 be able to handle it? Yes. 

So by that were you telling the bouncer that you didnt need assistance 

andthat you wd settle it yrself? Yes

And you say that you grabbed hold of McD. at one stage, bit of scuffle 

and endedd up outside, is that right? Yes.

5 And indeed you did really fix it up bee. you went in car with McD. to 

otherhotel in Parnell? Only bee. he wd do me there and then if I didn't 

go with him, as he put it.
Are you sugg. to the jury are you that you didnt want the assisstance 

of bouncer, you were inside the hotel, you were telling him you cd 

handle it yrself and then you say that you just had to go off with 

McD. not withstanding wfeat bouncer sd to you? I saw McD. reach into 

pocket, knew he hd knife, thats what I was worried about. 

I thought you sd you had McD. reaching and picking up bottle of a 

machine? Yes, and he put it back down and reached into his pocket. 

You were able to handle yrself werent you? I dont know, suppose I cd. 

As I recall evid. led from you it was par of course that you wd have 

punch up,receiving it or puching someone else, it was par for the

course? Ive never been punched by him before in my life, it happ. 
15

all beforehand.
Listen to question, didnt you agree in answer to question led by the

com cornw crown solr. that punching peopke and being involved in

XHK scuffles that you were used to on Sat. nights and youagreed to

that? Yes.
So if you say youve never been punched by McD. before do we take it 

20 youve done yr share with punching and being in brawls around the town

Tn the past yes. 
Th*ts yr evid? Yes.
You end up at the hotel in Parnell, did you act. see the incident bet

O'G aaad seme other person at the bar? No saw scuffle, didnt know what

was happing and then O'G. came back from the bar. 

2_ H©w much did you have to drink at that particular hotel? 2 or 3 bottl

Wdnt be much more.
That was in. addition to what you had at the other pub? Yes.

you then leave the hotel and go to grim reapers? Thats right, 

you know the persons at the reapers pad? Yes I know few of them,

couple of them.
Was there later a sugg. that you go on to a city nightclub and did 

30 you all head off for that? Yes, I just went along with them, they

suggested it.
You have anything to drink at the reapers pad? Might have had bottle

or 2, cant be sure.
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What was O'C drinking at the parnell hotel? Dont know.

Beer or spirits? Cant remember.

Was any liquor bought at the hotel to take to the reapers? I dont

remember, no.
Is the sit. at the reapers they have their own bar open there and

you can go in and buy the liqucr? Yeah.

And normally fairly well stocked up? I dont know.

Been there before? Been a few bottles at the bar, cdnt say how much, 

5 spent a few dollars at the bar.

Finally ended up at the Main St. Cabaret? Yes.

And of course you were the one who was refused admittance? Yes.

NO sugg. that the other ones werent going to be able to get in? No.

And no doubt you were little excited about that, you had clean jeans

accord, to yr evid. and you were told you cdnt get in? Nothing to get 

._ excited about no.

Wd you describe yr demeanour as being calm and cool as a cucumber? Yea

you cd put it that way.

We take it that this incident where you were being refused entry

wasnt worrying you at all? No wasnt worrying me at all.

And do you say that it was accused who was getting excited about it?

Yes thats right. 

..g Wd you descfibe the sit. as everyone getting excited? Well I wasnt

getting excited.

Think about it? I am, I was more nervous, McD. getting excitedd, I cdn

say about the rest.

If I sugg. to you that you sd on a prev. occ. when giving evid. that

everyone was getting ex <kted? Not everyone, people were getting exciti

yeah. 
2® Everyone and that included yrself? Thats right.

I put it to you that if you sd that prev. that everyone was getting

excited, wd you accept you sd that? I prob. did, cant remember.

Following on that from that, does it then appear you are now recoiling

from that evid. from saying you didnt get excited and that everyone

didnt get excited ? r was nervouse, McD. telling me to hit him, 

25 the bouncer was getting excited, and everyone was yelling about gett-r

the police, that is the exctotoement I was talking about.

Why did Speck on a pjeev. oec. when giving evid. (evid. in chief)

wd you describe the sit. of everyone was getting ex d.ted,thats yr

ev±d., why describe it like that? I dont know.

Do you accept that that was yr evid. or do you say you didnt say it 

(p.91 4th line)? Im not saying I didnt say it no. 

3" But you agree whatyouve just sd is in conflict with it, yr now saying

that everyone wasnt getting esxcited? Im not saying no one was

excited, I just sd, people were getting excited prob. more from

nervouseness.
You described it properly when you sd everyone got excited including

yrself? Nervouse yes. 

35 Nervous and not excited?.Yeah I was nervous.
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You say it was McDonald of course that was telling you to hit him, 
.. meaning the boucer? Yes.

Inthe course of Sat. night incidents which you agreedd to, that wdnt
be out of the ordinary to punch someone? This is going back, you mean
Ive bean doing it for couple of years, you just dont do it now, those
were theold days.
In answer to question from Crown counsel you sd, well I suppose it
was par for the course that someone got punched and you agreed with 

5 thatproposition? Yes.

Bn now sugg. to you the proposition of punching the bouncer that
night was nthing out of the ord, agree with that? I didnt punch him.
It wasnt anything unusual if it was sugg. you punch the fellow? No.
Did you hear O'C say anythingto the bouncer when he was on stairs? No
cant say I did. 

IQ Wasnt O'C the one trying to egg on bouncer to comedown the stairs so
he cd punch him? No saw him moving towards -the bouncer and M cD.
behind me.
I put it to you that you were the one doing the egging, you involved
in what was going on bee. you were cone, at being turned out? No that
is wrong.
Did you try and stop O'C from going forward, he was leading the advance 

15 then? No .
You told the jury all you wanted to do was go home and change and come
back again? Thats right.
That wd be a bit of nuisance for you, you tujrned up in the morning
and then you had to go home and get changed before you cd get in? I
jsut wanted to get away, didnt want to go into town first place, I was
more or less forced to go into town. 

20
Others forcinf you as well were they? No.
You say you were forced, you didnt have money to get in so obv. others 
buying drinks? Probabaly.
Who paid to get into nightclub? Someone had to bee. I cdnt. All I 
wanted was to hightail it home.
After you left the nightclub, did you then end up at Harris Rd? Yes. 

25 And you saw something brought out by O'C wrapped in quilt, a rifle or 
something? Thats right.
S'o you knew then that O'C had gone into the house and come out with 
wfeafe appeared to you to be a rifle ?Thats right.
Where- do you say he put the rifle? Into the back as far as I know. 
Did he put it in the back? I think so. Cant be sure.
Well if it had been in font seat you wd have seen it bee. you sat there 

30
Yes thats right.
Well was it in the front seat? No.
Mr O'C had the fifle across the 3 of yr knees on the front seat, whose 
evid. is right, yrs or O'C's on thatpt? I dont know, as far as I rememk 
and feats going back a while, it was on the back on the floor.
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Youd agree you both codnt be right about it, it cdnt be in yr laps 

in the front seat and in the back at the same time? I dont know what 
O'C sd but as far as I know it was in the back.
If in the front seat you wd remember it, you cdnt miss that? Probabl; 
You later drove back into town, which part of tar were you sitting 
in in the front? I think I was in the middle, again I cdnt be sure. 
And you ended up in an area down a side streetu speak called 
Poynton Tee? I do now.
Did you get out of the car then? Yes I got out and wentto toilet. 
0'Conner get out? I think he did. 
You sd he did in yr evid. in chief? Yeah.

COURT ADJ. AT 4.30

30
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COURT RESUMEF AT 10.00 on 29.4.80
XXD MR HART CONTINUED 

1
Yesterday we got to the stage where you were in Poynton Tee and had
got out of the car to go to the toilet, right? Yes.
Which part of the car did you get out, drivers or. pass's side? Pass
engers side.
Being, you being fcfc in centre of vehicle? Yes.
That wd mean that 0'Connor wd nee. have to get out to let you out?
Thats right.
And youve given evid. to the jury that yr recollection was he got
out ofthe car as well? Yes.
And for the reasons y put to you, that wd follow on, i.e. he had
to get out to let you out? Yes, as far as my memory goes.
O'C. has given evid. and sd his recollection was that neither you 

10 nor he got out of the vehicle, what do you say to that, is that
correct? He cd be right, bee. as far as I know in my mind I went
out to go to the toilet and to let me out he wd have to get out too.
Is yr evid. correct? Id say my evidence is correct.
I put it to you that it was you and O 1 Connor who left the car to
reconnoiter to see if you cd get view of the Main St. Cabaret,
that right? No. 

15 And I sugg. to you that when you came back, you sd to the accused
who was still in the car, not having <jot out of the car that you
cdnt get thro to Main St? No, McD. got out of the car and went
away and not me or 0'Conor.
When you got out of the veh. where do you say was the rifle that
had come from Harris Rd?Still on the floor in the back. 

2Q Again, asking you about that, if the rifle had been across yr lap
you wd have been aware of it when you got out to get to the toilet?
Wot sure I wd.
As far as yr evid. and that of "Connor, you say yr version is
correct and O'C. is wrong? Not saying he is wrong, I Jjust know what
I knew, that the gun wa-s at the back on the floor.
The ±fle cdnt have been in 2 places at onee, i.e. front seat across 

25 yr laps and in the back seat? Im not saying it was in 2 places at
once.
Pees it nee. follow then that one of you must be mistaken? Cd be
mistaken yeah.
Well you accept you cd be mistaken when you say it was in the back
and O'C. says it was in the front? It cd be but to my mind Im not. 

g0 Sou not too clear as to what went on thatnight? I know what went on
alright.
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Is it yr evid. that you really didnt know Jrhat had been obt. from 

Karris Rd. or did you knowtt was rifle when O'C. bought it out? 

1 1 guessed it was a rifle, didnt see it then.

I put it to you why you want rifle in back seat is bee. you yrself 

wanted to be as far away from the rifle as you wanted to be? I didnt 

want it put there,to my know, it was put on the floor in the back 

seat, Id rather not have it there at all, I didnt want it there. 

Of course O'C's evid. is that it was across yr lap, you cdnt get 

_ much closer to the rifle if you wanted to, if his version is right? 

Thats right.
Taking you back to the time when you left Harris Rd.l sugg. to you 

that when you left Harris Rd. there was some comment made about 

the vehicle not having suff. petrol, hear any comment about that? 

Not that I can recall. 
Did O'C. suggest that you shd go back to H/Hunter to fuel up the

'0 car? Not that I can remember, no.

I put it to you that the veh. wentback to H/Hunter and the veh. was

filled up with petrol that was kept at the address, that right? I

dont know.
Wellyou accept it may have happ. but yr not fairly clear on that?

It may have happ. but I cant remember.

If evid. is given that the veh. was there for about 10 mins. and

the Bleor brothers still in back of the car, remember that? Yeah

they were in the back.
Sou accept they were in back of the car for most of the evening? Yes

I put it to you Jou put clothes into the car from H/Hunter at that

stage? I cant remember.
You may have done that alth© you cant remembr? I dont rememberputtii

20 *** clothes in the ear at all.
Xaxd You def. didnt or you cant remember? I def. didnt.

Is< it correct that on the way to, back to the city, there was a tinw

when you made fist of right hand and punched it into the palm of yr

left: hand? No.
Bf ewid. is given that that is what you did, is it correct/ Be

mistaken bee. I didnt.
25 Thats not the sort of thing you ever do? No I dont whack my hand

into my other hand.
Never done- that before? Not that I remember no.

r past it to you you did that at a time when indicating to the accusi 

not to say much bee. you didnt want the Bloors to be in on what you 

hadin mind? As far as I was cone, they were alsepp so I had no 

30 reason to do that.
I sugg. to you it was O'C. who directed the accused to the service 

lane, P/Tce? No, bee. no one doing much talking.
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He was just driving, MCDonald that is.

I put it to you that having got into P/Tce after you cme back from 
the car you were soaking wet? I wasnt soaking wet, I was getting wet 
when I came back to toilet, and got back into the car. 
You sd you didnt go off with O'C to sass out the situation? O'C. 
didnt leaveeither.
You then ended up in Myers Park, right? Yes.
And again I put it to you it was O'C giving directions at thattime, 

5 what do you say to that? Wrong, no one was giving directions.
I put it to you having arr. at toilets at Myers Park, you and O'C 
got out of the car and sorted out what the 2 of you wd do, that 
right? Completely wrong.
When you cme back, I put it to you that O'C leaned over the back 
andpulled over the rifle? McD. leaned over the back and pulled over
the rifle. 

10
Of course thats the sort of thing you cdnt get wrong, is it, i.e.
bee. it is subs, so important, i.e. you say it was McD. who took_ the 
rifle *rom the back seat? Yes, why it is so imp. bee. it was the

T ^^p

first chance I got to know there was a rifle there.
Youve already sd you thought it was a rifle somewhere back at Harris
Rd? No, when McD. pulled it out from the floor at the back, it 

.._ wasnt covered then.
So as far as y-r evid. is concerned on thatpt. youve got KK clear
picture, be sure of this, of McD. leaning over the back and taking
rifle from the back, what unwrapping it? I dont know about unwrappir
it, it was unwrapped when it come over.
Where was O'C. at this time?Still in the front.
I suppose you had gone over in yr mind many times this part, 

20 incidentr being a forerunner of what occurred later? Dont know what
you mean.
Torave thought about it so youvegot clear picture that it was McD.
piked picked the gun up from the back? I dont have to go thro it
a*Ll the time.
E smgg. to you on prev. occ. of giving evid. on this subejct you 

25 sd, when we got to Myers Park the quilt was brought over from the
baek, Mac or Gary brought!t over, I dont know but it wasnt me? It 

MeD. who brought It out. 
agsreethat thatfes the evid. you gave on oath on a prev. oec?

ca ycm read it again.
)p.9-2) . When you eay cd be, dont you remember giving it bee. it is
diff. to what yr saying to the jury now, right? NO. 

30 Well, youve just sd it was McD. who you had clear picture of taking
rifle from back seat? Yes.
If on a prev. occasion you sd Mac or Gary brought it over, I dont
know but it wasnt me, that sugg. doesnt it you just didnt know, it
was one or other of them? I know it was McD. now.
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What Im sugg. to you Mr Speck is that you have changed yr evid.

from what you sd before and bee. it suits you youve got accused 

1 taking rifle from back but prev. you didnt know whether it was he

or O'C, agree with that? I know it was McD.

Do you agree youve changed yr evid? Yeah o.k.

Can you therefore explain to the jury how it now comes yr now so

certain when mths ago when giving evid. you werent sure as to who

brought the rifle from the back seat? I dont know, I know it was McD

who did bring it over, in my mind.

When you tell the jury youve always had clear picture of McD bringing

it over, that stteraent by you is justnot true, agree? True to certain

extent maybe, but its not lies either.

How can you poss. sy its always been true when you sd before at the

deps? I didnt say it wasnt McD. did I.

You sd Mae or Gary brought it over? McD. def.did. 

10 I dont know, but it wasnt me, you agree you sd there that at that time

you just werent sure, yo u didnt know but it was one of them? I was

sure. 
Well if you were sure at the *ime, why did you say, Mac or Gary brougl

it over, I dont know but it wasnt me? Bee. when giving evid. then I

was pretty frightened. I was frightened all the time, I sd that in

evid. too. 

15 When you gve evid. at deps. was that a situation when the evid. was

being led by Crown SoIr. Mr Grieve? I dont know who it was.

After you had given yr evid. was it read over to you? Yes.

Was it taken down on typewriter? Yes.

Did you have the chance to make any alterations or corrections if you

wanted to? I think so yeah. 

20 So at that time, if you hd so wished you cd say, the res a mistake

there? I didnt say it was mistake.

Did you have ehMnee to change it if you wanted to? Yes.

Did you initial the bottom of each page and sign it at the end? Yes.'if 
You ajgree those deps. were taken in December? Yes somewhere there.

Much eioser to the event than the evid. youve given today? Yes.

And do you agree that in the course of yr evid. in chief you sd that
oe
" on that oec. you saw the accused go off with rifle and you were up the 

alley and s-aw flash and 90 on? Thats right.

find1 you agiree that that is evid. you; gave in yr evid. in chief? Yes. 

Having given that evid. why do you say that you were scared to say he 

got the rifle when you later went on to say that you saw him carrying 

it and going up alleyway? Bee. he was inside and I was on the street

gg stll, I know his mates, and what they can do.

You dont follow my proposition, ±B listen to this, you told the jury 

today as second approach you didnt tell the truth on first occ. about 

Me D. and the rifle bee. you were frightened? I didnt say I lied. 

It's incosnistent with what you sd today? Yeah. 

You telling the jury you were frightened to tell truth about what

occured? I was frighten the whole time, taats the main thing, when he 
35
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had the gun and did the shooting, tht cd have been me. 
.. The pt. is what Im putting to you so you u'stand it, is this, are

you telling the jyry you were frightened to give evid. that MX
HcD. got the rifle from back of the car, rightr? Yes.
Yet in the same evid. taken at deps. you had McD. walking up thro
the park with the rifle going up thro the alleay and you saw a flash
and so on? Yes.
You not too frightened to give that evid? Course I was but still hat 

5 to give it, in the car is not very imporan important to me.
Not very imp. then why shd you be frightened? The whole thing that
frightened me, the main part was when he went up the path with the
gun, that was more imp. Thatwas what I remember.
I put it to you youve lied in giving evid. to the jury and youve beer
caught out again lying? Im not lying.

-JQ Ive already put it to you that you and O'C went out of the car for 
about 15 mins, you say thats incorrect? Yes.
You see if evid. is given that it was O'C who took the rifle from 
the back, wd you say that evid. wdnt be -right? Thats right yeah. 
Of course that goes back to the matter just discussed, you sd you 
we*rwat sure if it was O'C or accused? I know now it was McD. who 
got the gun from the back, Iwasnt lying about it.

•J5 You werent lying about it? No.
T

Thats a mtter for the jyry, it was O'C. I put it to you, who leaned 
over the back, unwrapped the rifle from blanket and removed mag. 
from the gun, you see that occur ?JJp.
I put it to you that it was O'C who loaded the magazine with bullets 
from his leather jacket, took bullets .from his pocket? I never ever
saw a mag. I never heard of the mag. 20 —
At that stage, I sragg. to you that McD. sd, what the hells going on
and you sd, I was Just going to scare somebody? Thats a lot of bull. 
Thats what you intended to do initially, scare someone? No, I intende 
t© go home to bed, I didnt intend to do anything. 
I ptat it to y©iia it was then that accused Me DT"put the mag., took 
fche mag. off O'C, right?;_ r tpld you I didnt see any mag. at ail, 

25 dont knowif the rifle has magazine?, Im not fam. with rifles.
Ira pat-ting it to you a bit of tension dev. in the car bee. you two 
wa>nted to go off aind d© something? Tension in the car all night, 
tiren I first met them.
Toia at that time with O'C went off with the rifle didnt you? no. 
Accord, to yr evid. what did you u 1 stand yr function was when you
tell the jury you were walking up thro Myers Park, behind Me D.,

30
what did you u 1 stand you were to do? I wasnt at the back of McD.
he was to the side of me, I thought I was being set up. 
For the whole time bet. the walk from the car up to the back of the 
church, thro the tennis courts, that you were in front of McD? Yes, 
till we got to the corner and he told me to wait,
How did you know where to go? Bee. he was gesturing which way to go. 
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How cd he do this if he was behind you? He was to the side of me. 
When did O'C. leave the scene? About half way thro the park. 

"•Halfway thro the park when instructions given to O'C as to what he 
was to do? Yeah, Me D. gestured to me, dont know exact words, but you 
go that way or something.
Again there is variation bet. yr evid. and O'C bee. he sd he was told 
to go and look out for the -igs back xxA at the car and didnt speak 
to He D. again? I dont know what he sd, saw McD. gesturing him to go

-that way, away from us.o
He was close to McD. at that stage wasnt he, H'C i.e. ? I dont know. 
Accord, to yr evid. you end up round the side of the courts by the

church, that so? At the ednd of the cours on the steps yeah.
No doubt youve been back to the scene havent you with the police? yes.
Agree with proposition that distance to where you say where you were
to Queen St. itself isnt very long? No not really. 

'"where you say you saw McD. last or sugg. he was on the corner of the
church by the trees? I sd he went off that way, didntknow where he was,
I didnt see him.
Well you agree you cd see some lights shining from Queen St? Yes, some
bright lights. 
And the area you were in was fairly dark aeea? Yes.
And wd you agree that from where you were you had a clear view out to
Queen St. than anyone wd looking back in? I dont know.
Doesnt it foil, with lights on in Queen St. and yr looking out, wdnt you
agree with that? Suppose so, I dont know.
So at that time, accord, to yr evid. you cd have just left the scene? No
bee. I didng know wshere he was, to me I was getting set up that night
by McD and O'C. I cant see very well, dont know where he went, dont know 

20 where anyone was. Worried about myself.
You dreaming up this setting up as an explanation so you cdnt admit
you were in the place you were? No, no dream.
Why ddelint you just run off if you were scared? Bee. Me D. had a rifle,
he sd to s>tand there and I was standing there.
YOU had various chances to Leave the group that night didnt you? Not 

25 really.
Tr not sugg. McD. was standing over you when urinating back in P/Tce

see him, didnt know where he was. 
But the gum was in the car? He carries a knife, didnt know where he was. 
Yr so seared of the man that wherever he is, yr just petrified? Yes. 
And This is a man youve been a friend with, accord, to yr evid. for 

13 years? Yes.
301 sugg. to you that this is what happ. that y«m firstly got out of the 

car «ith O'C and did reconnoiter to see where was best place to get view 

of Main St? Not true.
Spent about 15 mins from the car, came back, then O'C got the rifle frc 

back of the car, loaded up the mag, right? Untrue.
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McD. took the mag. from O'C bee. he wanted no part of that? Untrue 

1 again.
Bit of an argument that you sd you were just going to scafe 

scare someone? All wrong.

You and O'C then went off with the rifle and made yr way up thro 

the route youve described up into the alleyway and that you took 

up a position opp. the main street cabaret? Thats all wrong, thats 

the man over there who did the shooting not me (indicates accused) 

5 Either you or O'C fired the fatal shot? Untrue.

You know dont you that a shotgun cartr."""found at thebase of the 

phone box which just so happ. to be down the road from main st. 

cabaret? I heard it, dont know anything about it. 

You know about it dont you? Not really.

Cd you look at Exb.8 now shown to you, that, evid. has been given 

1Q that thats the type of shotgun cart, that wd fit a 22 combination 

410 weapon that O'C admitted he had in his possession? I dont kno\ 

nothing aboyt it sorry, about bullets or rifles. 

You can see fbryrself itis diff. from ord. shotgun cart? Suppose 

so. I know what a shotgun cart, looks like. It is bigger. 

Evid. was given that was found on mornign of the shooting outside 

the phone box on a ledge ? I dont know.

•J5 I put it to you that it was prob. O'C who drpped that shotgun 

carg. when keeping lookout for you before youdid the shooting?

Wrong, dont know where McD. or O'C. was until he come in behind 

me.
Well can you give any explanation as to how that came to be 

found there that morning? I cant help you there sorry.

It was either you orO'C who dropped the 22/250 bullet
20 on the fire escape at the back of Martins store off P/Ce? I dont

know where it is.
Know anything of bullet being fouund there? No I dont. 

N© one has told you about it? No I dont think so. 

Y©uv* handled guns before yrself?Shotgun thats all. 

Tfeats why you know the diff. bet. shotgun 9 cart, and the one 

25 youve looked at? Yeah, I didnt even know it was shotgun cart.

Bwer see O'C with combination 22 4/10 shotgun? No, dont know what 

fcte is.
You can hold it in one hand, see him with that? I seen McD and 

O'C with a sawn off, cut down, something - dont know what it is. 

Youve had pleantyof chance to get yr heads tog. with O'C to make

up the story youve told the court? No
30 You havent? Thats right.

Firstly, when the police arrived on morning of 4th July you 

two were tog? Yes.
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And you were later arrested by the police? Yes.

Share a cell tog. at the P/Station? No, sep. cells. 

1 You had ample chance to talk to each other before appearingatthe

Mag Court? I dont think so, there were police line ups to go thro,

O'C went thro them, I didnt, he disappeared and next time I saw him

was on the truck.
You say that shortly after the 4th July you left Auckland and didnt

come back and so you had no chance to talk to O'C? Yes. 

- If evid. is called that you were seen with O'C on 2 or 3 occasions

well after the events that you speak of, is that incorrect? Id say

they are mistaken or lying.
Not much room for doubt, either telling the truth or lying? Yeah.

So of course if you were tog. then that wd mean that yr evid. wd

be totally false when you say you hadnt retd to Auckland and spoken

to 0'G.?tinr» Thats right. 
"* I didnt come back until the police brought me back.

Is it yr evid. that you werent in Auclandand,if dates and places wei

put to you youd say that is not correct bee. you and he not in

Auckland during this period. I was in Rot. all the time

Anyone who says you were in Auckland that wd be incorrect bee. you

wwrent in Auckland at all? Thats right.
(Objection by Mr Morris)
Ive already just put to you it was either you or O'C who shot Bell

and you say you didnt? Im saying its that guy there (indicates

accused:! Can I finish?
Y©u sd it wasmt you? Thats right. Me D, did the shooting, I didnt

do the shooting, as far as I know O'C didnt do it.

I put it to you youve told tissue of ±s lies to save yr own skin, 

20 what do you say to tht? Untrue.
I jaasfc it, to you you came back to the car, you were tense and

eaceited? I was very tense.
Excited? Worried.
Yoia feold MSiaT to get out of there pretty quicklY? Ididnt say

nothing, nothing sd..
0'C in the car then and directed the accused where to go? Wasnt

even tbeze.
T-hstts yr ve»sion isnt it? Thats the true story.
Bss it yr evdld., that O'G wa®nt with you after those events? Yes.

r put it to you there were 5 of you then that went to the Panmure

Bridge where you dumped the rifle at yr own instigation? Not "true.

I dumped the rifle under McD's instructions. "~*" 

30 Wiped, you wiped it down before throwing over the bridge? No I jut

just threw it. 
And that you then drove off to Half Moon Bay? No.
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It was then that O'C asked where the magazine was? O;C wasnt the_re.

I put it to you that McD. indicated that it was on the top of the

dash board and that O'C then wrapped bits andpis pieces tog. and

you were changing yr clothes in back of the car? I just sd O'C

wasnt there at all, its all wrong.

But when »you got to Half Moon Hay, obv. O'C then got rid of the

clothing, you say he still wasnt there? Yes.

You then went back to H=Hunter Ave? No. 

5 Bloors still with you at the time? No.

What happ. to the Bloors accord, to yr evid? yr talking about O'C

in the car, thats all wrong bee. O'C wasnt in the car at all.

What about theBloors, they were there? Yes, after we dumped the rifle

wewent back to H/Hunter and the Bloors went home from there.

You see them go home? I didntsee them act. leaving, saw them get 

...g out of the valiant and they werent there then.

They stayed at H/Hunter for sometime before they went? How long is

some time, they cd have stayed 10 mins. or 15 mins, not much longer

than that.
Agree that they came into the house? Cd have, I sd they were in the

valiant car and then left.
You just sd they cd have stayed 10 mins? Inside the car. 

•J5 Didnt come into the house? Dont know, I didnt see them into the house.

I put it to you they came into the house, stayed for a while and

then they left? Cd have, I was told to get changed and was prob.

changing then.
Was there a time when O'C lying in front of hater on the floor with

his good clothes on? Hewasnt there at all-/

YOU knew he was home you sd bee. you heard him speaking with McD?

That was later on.
That is first you knew O'C was in the unit? When we got backfrom

H/M©©n Bay, yeah. 
Was the sit. you say that McD. went into the bedroom, O'C didnt

eome out? Yeah, they were talking, I was on the couch.

You hopped on the e©;u©h? Yeah. 

25 Well what is yr evid. you say he came out of the room or stayed

th«ce? I didnt see him come out of the room, he cd have, 

conv. bet. he asnd MeD. took place in bedroom? Yea. 

s*iys the conv.took place in the living room-? Cd be but I didnt

see them, I was on the eouch asleep.
I put it to you that MeD. stayed, went to sleep at the house on the

settee, correct? No. I was on there.
30 I put it to you that the next morning you came back with O'C in the

valiant, you went out and came back again? He told us to go and see

the Bloors, after he come back.
You saw the Bloors later on? I dont know *at you mean or the time.
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I sugg. to you it was about 11 o'clock that you and O'C came into the 

1 room and that you repeated like in parrot like fashion the news
that a 17 year old girl had been shot at main street at about
3.30 that morning, did you say that to McD? McD. says to me and Garj
to go out and listen to the news on the radio, we did that, and
came back and told him a 17 year old girl shot at main st.
Never any disc, about McD. telling you to go out and Is ten to the
nes, you just came in and reported what had gone on the news, 

5 like a confession of what had happ? No, not right.
you just stood there and came up to accused, touchedhin on shoulder
and sd, thats the breaks mate? No, he sd that, he sd it shd have
been ray blue.
I put it to you that while it shd have been yr blue, it was yr
blue? Completely untrue. 

•JO Later I sugg. you sd you had better go and visit the Bloors? No,
I went there on McD's instructions.
Later you and O'C worked out yr alibi and McD sd he wanted to be
left right out of that, what do you say to that? No.
You got trouble with yr eyesight havent you? Yeah.
Wear glasses? New and again, when I can afford them.
You had a bit of a joke about it that morning, aparently you got 

15 the wrong big. to start off with, remember disc, that with O'C? No.
So O''C. used to often laugh* about yr eyesight? Everyone did, McD
started it off tho.
Also say you were going out with people to disc, something of a
story with them? No, I went to sleep there that night, Terese,
they are friends of mine.

see I put it to ywu that you and O'C put tog. this story
20 bee. you see it was obv. that there was someone who cd put O'C

as being the roan who uplifted the rifle from Harris Rd, the 
©ceu,pa>nt? NO, bee. it didnt happen that way.
Well, a«s it turns out accord, to the evid. given, that the Smiths 
w&© lived at that add. were aware that night that a rifle had been 
taOcen from Harris Rd, follow that? I dont know nothing about it. 

25 O'C knew he cd be ID by them as being the man who uplifted high
powered rifle so he had to go with this story as far as uplifiting 
EdifQie: and' going a>sr far as-, he- did and you madeup yr story about how 
fax you went bee. you thought the Bloors wd be able to obv. confirm 
ycra tossed the rifle out over the Panmurw Bridge? No thats wrong. 
Both of you knew that there wadspowerful evid. pting to you respect
one of you having crot the rifle and the other one having disposed 

30
of it? Dont u'sand you.
I put it to you that you had yrself falsely made up with Me D. and 
going with hi-=m, you knew that? I didnt make up any story. 
You knew evid. cd be given you threw the rifle over the bridge ? I 
admit doing it on his instdudtions, I admit that.
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There wd be evid. showing that O'C got the rifle and you disposed 

1 of it, just question of you 2 putting yr heads tog. and working 

out what had occurred in bet. so you falsely accuse McD. to get 

out of the case yrself? No, that is falae.

You agree that it was only when the police offered you immunity 

by saying if you didnt pull the trigger and shofct her you wdnt 

be prosecuted and you gave them account of what happ? I had 

already given statement, the word immunity wasnt even used at 

5 that stage.
W&s the situation that before you made written statement to the 

policeyou knew that prov. you sd that you didnt shoot her, i.e. 

pull trigter, you wdnt be charged? Told the truth, I didnt pull 

the trigger and I cdnt be prosecuted. 

After that time, you were - up to then you didnt want to say

•jg anything to polce? I was going to speak to solr. and go to the 

police that morning, I threw the rifle away, so as far as I was 

cone. I must be involved, McD. sd we were all guilty if in the 

car .
The police caught up with you, you didnt go to the station? I 

was just leaving. 
Jus-t coicidence then? Yeah.

15 The police just happen to pick you up in Rotorua -of allplaces? 

Yes thats fight.
Ybuve been spoken to by the police on 4 or 5 occ. about the 

Bell shooting? Twice or 3 times, maybe, cant be sure* 

But ©n each occasion the police int. in any part you played in 

the Bell homicide, any part they thought you played? They asked 

me about it and I was s-aying nothing.
These are the opportunities to tell them wht you ultimael 

ultimately told them, if you wanted to? Yes, after I had a few 

things explained.
When you were first spoken to by the police, the police officer 

was telling y-ou about where you had been that night and sugg. 

t© y©« that obv. they were on to you knowing, as it were, where

25 you had been and what you had done that night? That wasnt until 

I had given a verbal statement.
You spying you told them where you had been and they turned arour 

aasd %©3!d you where yen had been, it wdnt make sense wd it? They 

e©aCii3Red it, they sd we knew you had been there, after giving 

statement they had known about it even before they had 

me according to them.
30 You knew the game was up and you decided tospeak against McD?

NO, it wasnt planned at all, I wasnt arrested, I cd have got a 

solr, I cd have walked out of the P /Station if I wanted to, 

you know that.
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At that stage you had been more or less told no way you cd be

charged for any part you had played? Yes. 

.. After I asked them yeah.
You satisfied that yr position alright and prepared to give the

police a story? No I wanted to tell the truth before fl> went there,

I wanted to know what I cd be or cdnt be charged with, bee. as far

as I knew, McD. told us we were all guilty of murder bee. we were

all in the car, bee. I had thrown the rifle away.

You had weeks and weeks -to take legal adv. you still didnt know 

5 what yr legal sit. was? Thats right.

You seen the Itr. of immunity from the S/Gen? Showed to me yest.

(witness referred to Itr. of immunity from S/General). 

That was a Itr. dated 12.12.79 and that Itr. was signed by the

S/General and was avail, beforeyou gave evid. at the taking of

daps? I dont know, saw it only last week.

.JQ You concede you didnt give evid. yrself until after the 12th Dec 

Cant remember the date.
It is a matter of record. You u'sand that doc. to mean that prov.

you give evid. against the accused and prov. that whengfiving evid.

you dont refuse to answer Q's on self incriminating grounds, that

in effect no acgion will be taken by the police against you? Yes.

If any other person like private person shd charge you with murder 

15 of Bell, any action will be stayed, it will be lifted above,

you u'stand that to be the case? Yes.

That is powerful inducement or character to give evid. against the

accused? I seen this only last week, dont know nothing about it.

That is powerful character to get you to give evid? If it was

yeah but it wasnt.
You knew that you as it were told the police about yr part, if 

20 you told them yr part, you alleged that occured, they wdnt charge

you? They sd if I told the truth and didnt pull trigger. 

The-Ee was statement to that effect in yr statement? Yes. 

First thing that was in the statement? Yes, I asked for it. 

You teuew that yeud be req. to give evid. in due course? Yeah. 

Quite willing to.
25 Police didnt just want to have friendly chat? No, I was quite 

willing to.
But yoiad agree that Itr. of imm. goes further, it means realy 

yew had teo give evid? I didnt know I had to.

I had already given evid. before I saw this so I didnt know I had 

to at all.
It happ, to be coincidence that doc. in existence prior to yr 

30 giving evid. in M/Court, that was signed and in poss. of police

before you and O'C gave evid? Yeah, but Ididnt see it.

You relied on assurance from the police you wdnt be charged? Yes.

You had that assurance from officer in charge of case? Yes.
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Hed came from Auckland to Rot? Yes, at my request. 

1 Turning back to the events back at the H/Hunter unit what version do

you say McD. told you to say if you were picked up by the police at

sme stage? Couple different versions, first one was to say nothing,

if picked up, to say nothing, you wanted a solr, no commetit, second

was he wasnt - half of that story was true being at P'ranga and

punching meand then I went off with the Maoris who broke it up

and the third was if we got pcked up and the police had enough evid.

there was to be a contract, a guy met me in the pub and there was

a contract, it was drug related.

What I sugg. to you is that when you speak of this contract and it

being drug related, thats the first time youve given evid. of fcat

JCBIMI topic? Yeah,
You sd earlier on in yr evid. in chief about contract? Yes, same 

10 thing I sd.
And that story was important one in the course of events? Dont know

what you mean.
Matter of imp. if you got picked up and told the police? Yeah, McD

told us to say that. at deps>

Did you give that part, piece of evid. ka the pai±KK2 I cant really

remember. 
15 If I sugg. you didnt wd you accept it? I just cant remember.

Refresh yr memory about that.? I think it is in my initial statement

to the police.
(witness referred to deps. at p.94 and halfway down p.95) (line 17)

Just look at the doc. now shown to you, just read it to yrself.

read from there down to the end of p.95. Theres nothing there about 

9n any contract and it being drug related? Yea I agree with that.

You say you told that to the police when you first spoke to them?

Yes I think I did.
Give that vession to the police on these 3w or 4 times? No .

What about the first time you spoke to them? No thats the story

I gave about the Maori guys who broke up the fight.

Y©ia were asked by my friend in evid. in chief about an incident 

25 about diseusssing a blue valiant car the police were describing i n

the papers? Yes.
asnd5 <m-d you ]!a>ugih about that, tshink it was bit of a joke? We all

laughed, thought it was a bit of a joke.

Was that on the basis that they sd it was blue and O'C's car was

white? Yeah I think so.
When you first went to Rotorua, where did you live down there? With

a relation, of a girl I know, her uncles place.

Be more specific? Reeves Road.
When did you first go there? Not long after the shotting.
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We know you were spoken to by the police on 4th July, the shooting

ocaured on 1st, how long after the 4th did you go to Rotorua? Perhaps 

1 a week, I dont know, cant be sure now, wasnt that long.

Cd it have been 2 weeks? Cd well have been, cant remember.

Cd it have been longer? Dont think so.

Who did you stay with on yr first arrival in Rotorua? Went to uncles

place of this girls, Reeves Rd.
Reeves Rd Rotorua? Yes.

Got a number? 3. 

5 Who was the person you stayed with? Bill Savage.

How many persons were living at the address? Abhout 6 maybe 8.

Wteo owned the house? Bill Savage.

You stay with him the whole time you were there? Mo, I got a flat.

How long after staying with Savage did you get a flat? I cant be

sure of the time. 

•JO Think about it? I cant be sure of the time, if I cant remember I cant

remember.
Try harder, was it matter of days or weeks? Weeks.

How many weeks? I cant be sure, cd be 3 or 4.

Have a rent book when you took the flat over? Yes.

Who was yr landlord? or landlady? Mrs Maloney, something like that.

Did you stay at that flat until you came back to Auckland? Yes. 

15 What was the add. of this flat? I cant remember the name now.

How much rent did you pay? $30 I think it was.

Were you paying board when staing staying with Savage? No.

You any tnspt while there? The girl I was with, her car.

It was a viva.
Where were you when the police finally caught up with you in Rotorua?

Jus»tpaeked my bags, just going out the door when I aaw them pull up

s© I walked out.
Packed yr bags, where wer3eyou going to? See the solr. and up to the

P/Staition.
Pack yr bags to go and see the solr? I didnt know exactly where I was

going, knew I wd get pulled in somewhere so got clothes ready.

Yoti- were g©<ing to sheto shoot thro and get going again? No. 

25 Just dreamed up this story about seeing solr. bee. police picked

you up there and then? No, we had disc, it with the lady at the flat,

she was the one who gave me the solrs. name and phone number.

Yfe.<u had weeks to see a solr. tho hadnt you? Yeah.

Did you know the police were on to you? I heard they were looking foi

me yes.
How long before they turnedcup did you know they were on yr trail? 

30
I dont know, I just had it in my mind all the time they wd be loikinc

forme.
How long before they arr. did you kow know they were act. on yr tria] 

trail? I dont know, in my mind all the time, knew they wanted to 

speak to me sooner or later.
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You sugg. then that you didnt spec, know but gen. knew they were 

after you? Yeah.
And had you been in communication with yr friends in Auckland at 

all? No I dont think so.

What about Terese, ever rung her? I didnt say she was my friend, but 

yeah, I did ring her.

COURT ADJ. AT 11.30 
COURT RES. AT 11.45 

5
You told the jury that one of the versions you wd be giving the

police involved you staying at yr sister in laws place and you

sleeping in the garage? Yes thats right.

And that was bee. she wasnt home that night? No, she wasnt home,

thats right.
Well McD. wdht know she wasnt home that weekend? Y£ah I told him.

This story was yr own version, you were participating in it? Not

re-ally.
You just sd MOD. didnt know about her being away, you must have told

him? I did tell him
Yr saying tht McD. made up the stories? Yes, bee. I was going to
sleep there anyway, trying to find place in P'rang, I had rung her. 

•15 Youve adm. to the jury now that you hadnt told McD. that before the
story was raadeup had you? No I dont think so, cant remember.
So therefore doesnt it foil, you at least to that extent must have
assisted in the concoction of the story, that so? Cd be right yeah.
I asked you questions earlier on, the subject of Mr Morris' raising
a matter, I want to put questions to you about you being in Auck.
on a spec., date, do you say that after you went to Auckland, which 

20 was a few days or a week after 4th July, that you stayed in Rot.
and didnt some back to Auck. until with the police in Sept? Yes,
when I got to Rot. I" never left there.
So that anyone who cd testify to you being in Auck. during that
period, wd' you say that evid. wd have to be a pack of lies? or a

mdrstealce?? Y'es- thats right. 
25 You know someone called Christine Anne Koraine? Yes.

Thats the Rorane you spoke of earlier today? Yes thats right.
Jfind1 etees sfee live at 1.7 M/Rd, Panraure? Dont think she is now, whe

wa>st then.
Was sihe living there with Lesley Koraine? Yes, her husband,
If she were to give evid. that on 4th August 1979 she was at home
and a babysitter also pres. with the children and someone came roun

AA

to see her and it was Bruce Speck, wd that be Jiou? Thats right, 

Im Bruce Speck.
On the basis that she was living then at this address in Panmure, 

cd you think of any reason why she had you on 4th Aug. visiting her 

at her add? She is mistaken about the dates, I was in Rot. 

You know something of this incident, wasnt it then sugg. you had 
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I think that was in July as far as I remember.
Youjsay you didnt go round there in connection with truck you
watned to leave there, did you go there to make some enquiries
about that? Yes, McD. wanted this not me.
Was it a white bedford truck? I dont know.
You u'stand O'C had hired that truck? Dont know where it come from
they just asked me if I knew a plac e to put a truck.
You then went round to the address of the Koranes to see if you
cd leave the truck there? Thats right. 

5 And was the trfuck taken to the add. on the Sat? I dont know.
You know more about this, what happ. about that? I dont know, I
wasnt there when the truck was taken anywhere, I didnt see it.
Can we take it the req. made to leave truck there bee. there was
stuff on which was a bit hot? Yes, cd be right.
So if she gives evid. about the truck that arrfved on the Sat. 

._ wd that be yr ustanding that was the truck you had adked to leave
there? Yeah cd have been, didnt see it, I wasnt there.
And if she speaks about someone else being with you, didnt know
his name, but heard him called Gary, wd that be Gary O 1 Connor?
That on the Sat. or when?
Did you go there with Gary O 1 Connor? Thats right.
I take it that wdnt be 4th July bee. you were arrested by the 

^g police that day? Thats right.
When do you say you went round to the Koraines add. to arrange to
leave that truck? Wasnt long after the 4th, cant be sure of the
date, as far as I remember.
No doubt you wd have seen the K's after this event? Dont think so.
You know they went to court about that? No.
Never spoken to them about their part in this wine? No.

20 When did you last see them? Mths ago, cdnt be sure.
I now they have shiftedd, been shifted for a while. 
Did you know the wine involved on the truck came from Cooks Wnes? 
Dont know where it came from
You knew it was of s<uff. quantity that truck wd be req. to uplift 
them and leave around at this add? I probably did, didnt know 

25 how much it was or what it was, didnt have much to do with it. 
So wd you agree then that whenever it was that there was an 
aa-cangement about leaving truck with wine at the add. that was the 
t±n» you went there with Gary? It was the truck, didnt know of the 
wine. I/a^fed if they knew where a truck cd be put for a few 
dyas, they asked me this, I sd I might be able to help, and it
was at the Koranes, I wasnt bothered about what was on the truck,

30 I didnt know, didnt want to know anything about it.

If evid. given by Mrs K. that it was round about 4th August, weeks 
after you were arrested, -obv. you were in Auckland? I dont think 
it was.
After all the mths yr memory is not too good as to when it was 
you left Auck and went to Rot. and that it was towards end of July 
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I cant accept it bee. I dont really know, I just know that it 
was in July as far as I remember.

1 What part of July wd you fix it at? First 2 weeks I suppose.
First couple of weeks, so at least on that occ. you were associat 
ing with O'C? With O'C and McD. until I left.
So really when you sugg. to jury you whipped off for Auckland few 
days after 4th July and didnt see O'C that is not correct, now 
I have you up to 2 weeks after 4th July still in Auckland, thats

e on yr own ad? Yes.
You had ample chance <;o get yr heads tog. and concoct story?No,
bee. McD. was there too.
We didnt have to put our heads tog.
No sugg. that McD. went round to the Koraines about the truck
when Obv. O'C. was there at the time? Yes, so were the K's/
Here was a chance to get yr heads tog? I suppose so. 

10

COflRT ADJ. AT 12.00 
COEERT RES. AT 12.05

You recall last year at about November at the request of the 
police being seen by a person about yr eyes? Yes I think I do. 
That was a fellow you went to see to get yr eyes checked to see 
how good or bad yr eyesight was? Yes thats right. 
Was that man a Mr F.T. Hogden? I dont know his name. 
Did you go to see him at an add. at 255 Symonds St? Yes 
And were you seen on Nov. 15th last year by him? Dont know the 

date.
If evid. is given that that is the date youd accept it?Yes. 

20 You gen. u 1 stand yr situation with yr eyesight to be you are 
miotic meaning shortsighted? Yeah. 
You see objects less clearly when near? Yes. 
Diid he take you thro few tests, look at charts and so on while

Thats right.
hd yr eyes cheeked before? Yeah few times. 

Have you ever been given the results? I been given glasses as a 

result.
ta'"Sifeand that yr colour perception is defective? Yes. 

ddrluted or pa»tel colours? I dont know what that means, 
eaaat feell bet. red brown greens and blues.
You have diff. in distinguishing bet. dark colours, red and 
brown especially in poor light? Yeah.

30 All depends on the shades, not just reds and browns, diff. shades 
of blue and purposes, get mixed up with blue and purple. 
Wd it follow that accord.to yr evid. that you never touched that 
rifle, you never held or lookedthro it or had anything to do with 

it apart from seeing it? Yes.
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Ive already put prep, to you about you going up thro the parf 
in the middle of the night up thro tennis courts along the alley 

1 and taking up pos. and firing the shot, and you sd it wasnt you 
and that McD. was the man, right? Yes.
If evid. is given that that rifle was checked by the man called 
Hogden, when given to him by the police and the setting for the 
telescopic sight -is set for a short sighted person? I dont know 
about that sorry, dont know anything about t/sights .

c While in the box, yr not sugg. the accused is s/sighted? Idont 
know.
You are? Yes.
I put it to you that that aspect of circumstantial evidence . . . 
(OBJECTION BY MR MORRIS)
All this is matter for the jury but you see what Im really putting 
feoyou is this; that the man checked at the req. of the police

™ the t/sight and he was shown it, and he u 1 stood the eye piece
st in the position it was found, it was pulled out of the river,
described it as being "screwed right in" this position wd be
clearest for person who was s/sighted altho . . . reasonably sharp
at pts other than settinf for the normal vision? Dont u 1 stand what
that means .
From evid. if given is simply that the setting of rifle was in the
pos. most favourable for a person who is s/sighted what you just
happen to be? I know nothing abotit it, no km nothing about
t/s«sopic sights, how to set them.
You ahd no exp. with shotguns? Not with t/sights.
I put it to you that not only did you set uj) yrself in pos. with
perha-s O'C down the road having dropped his cart, to look thro

20 the t/s*ght and adjust it to pos. most favourable to you and then 
you S'het Bell in cold blood, what do you say to that? It is 
completely wrong.

MR MORRIS

gd;ve>n evid . in lower court? .Yes .
That rifle was prod, in the lower court? Yes.

25 Youve given evid. here have you nt? Yes.
tsM.s stage of the trial, has that last question ever been 

feo y©tt about t/s&ghts ?No I dont think so .
other matter, on the Sat. evening until you got a punch in the 

ja*w f"Eoro McD. what were yr plans for Sat. night? I had girl with 
me, looking for a place to crash for the night, both of us . 

30 Any talk of going to cabaret^ No, didnt want to go into ttown.
Youve been asked or XXD by Mr Hart about who took the rifle from 
the car at the bottom of Myers Park? Yes I remmber.
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Recall being in'viewed by the police at Rotorua? Yes.

Dont think there is argument of the dte, was it 1st OKtober? Yes/ 

•j You made a written statement did you nt telling the police about

what had happ. on the Sat. night? Thats right.

Look please at the documents now being shown to you, the last

page particularly, is that yr signature there? Yes.

That the statement you made on 1st Oxtober? Yes.

Look at px2k p.7 and I direct you particularly to the first para.

commencing at the top of the page, just read that to yrself. In

that part Ive asked you about, did you tell the police about who
took the rifle from the car at the bottom of Myers Park? Yes, McD.
Is what you sd in that statement about who took the rifle out of
the car, that is McD. in any way diff. from what you told the jury
today? No.

In relation to yr movements after the shooting of Margaret Bell, 
10 youve told us that you went to Rotorua and stayed at some place

there? Yes.
Did you go directly to Rotorua or was there any other area you wen1
to? Cd have been Ngaruawahiaon the way to Rotorua, bee. the girl
I was with her parents live there.
Ever at Ngaruawahia, if there how long did you stay there? I
dont think it was long. 

15 When you were at Ngaruawahia as distinct from when at Rotorua,
how long - dont guess? I cant be sure.

MR MORRIS CALLS

T1RENCE EDWARD______DOBSON (Sworn)

I am Detective Sergeant in GIB at Auckland.
_n ©n 4th July were you on duty? Yes.

And were you involvedin any matter regarding O 1 Connor and Speck? 
I wa-s.
Tell us about that? I was in charge of a scene of approx. 5 D's 
who executed a s/warrant at about 7 a.m. that morning at Unit No.l 
53 B/Bujiter Ave.. Glen Innes. The purpose was to locate the accused 
McDonald and the witness 0'Connor. X Iwent to the rear door of the

25 mit.
Jtet tehat stage, were you at all int. in locating Speck? No, I went 
fe© the: E«ax (feor o-f the uj nit and Count it to be insecure, we 
bwcst inside a«d surprised occupants, thistumed out to be witness 
O'C and Speck, they were both alseep on the floor of the lounge 
each wrapped in a blanket. They were imm. separated and each was
guarded closely, a search of the flat was then commenced. A short 

30
while later, I removed the 2 of them to the Auckland Central
P/S where they were taken to sep. of ices. During the time they wer 
in my com. they were not allowed to comunicate with each other and 
nor did they attempt to try. At the station I spoke to the witness
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O 1 Connor and later they were both arrested for poss. of cannabis at that

address. 
1 You have anything to do with taking them down to the M/Court? No.

NO XXD

MR MORRIS CALLS
I AN FRANCIS ______ HASTINGS (Sworn) 

g I am Detective Sen. Sergeant attached to the CIB at Auckland.

Have you been associated with the Bell Homicide enquiry. Yes, since 

1st July Ive been second in chargedof the Bell Homicide enquiry. 

Did you at any time interview either of the witnesses O 1 Connor or 

Speck? Yes, on the 21st September 1979, I went with D.S. Metcalfe 

to New Plymouth.
He has already given evidence to the jury? I went to NP with Metcalfe 

The purpose of going there was to try and locate the previous witness

as we had information that he was in this area. We carried 

out enquiries in NP and on the Sat. morning the 22nd I went with 

Metcalfe to add. at 49 Young St. NP where we located O' Connor asleep 

on the couch.
Why were you looking for O'C. then? The main reason was because alth 

he had prev. been spoken to on 3 occasions during the enquiry, IDn 

each of these occasions Me D. had also been present ait at the station 
We now knew that O'C. was not with McD. and we wanted to speak to him 

again underthes e circumstances and also because we had reed 

information regarding both these person having had in their posses sio 

a Remington 22/2'50rif le .
Ahho you didnt have a rifle had you had the report of Margaret's 

20 death? Yes.
In the light of that information was a 22/250 in the list of prioriti 

autd the people who might own it on list of priorities? That calibre 

of rifle consistent with having caused the injuries on Bell. 

Wtoat ddLd you do down there? We took O'Connoer back to the NP P/Statio 

Give a>ny warning of yr being there before you arrived? He had no 

knowledge of our arrival whatsoever.
&w

OB a-rartval back at the station, I spoke to O 1 Connor in the presence 

o€ MiBt©ail'fe, r teld O 1 Connor that we didnt believe his story that he 

bad p>r«v. given to us about his movements on the night of the murder, 

I told him that I was convinced that both he and McDonald were 

involved with the murder of Margaret Bell altho I did not know to 

what degree, I told him that no tas matter how long it took us we 
30 were going to get to the bottom of this matter and find out the truth 

I told him that he now had an opportunity to decide which side of the 

fence he was going to be on, I also told him that we knew he had made 

a breakaway from his associate McDonald and this could be his best 

or last opportunity in which to tell us the truth.
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I then discussed with O 1 Connor the fact that we believed he maybe 

frightened of telling us the truth and I outlined to him what steps 

we cd take for his own protection if he was prepared to tell us the 

truth. I then informed 0'Connor that provided he didnt fire the rifle 

that killed Margaret Bell and told me the truth about the matter today

that I cd guarantee that he wd not be charged with any crime in 

relation to the murder of Margaret Bell.

Thereafter did he tell you wht he has told the jury? Not immediately. 

5 I gained the impression that he was frightened and I askedhim if he 

wd like to speak to any person, some pesson who wasnt a police officer 

to try and get his head straight. He suggested the name of a female 

named Wendy Hanham and on obtaining her address from him, I arranged 

for Metcalfe to go and pick her up from an address in NP. On his retui 

I spoke to the female and asked her to speak to O' Connor and try and

get him to tell us the truth. Hanham then spoke with O'Connorwithout
10 anyone else being present for a period of about 30 minutes. She then

came out and after speaking with me I went in and spoke again to 

O'Connor and tried to convince him that we cd protect him if he told 

us the truth. I then let the female Hanham speak to him again and 

on her own, and about 10 mins. later, she came out and on speaking to 

O'Conor, he then told me a story which I later took down on a

typewriter in statement form. 
i D

We know that Mr O'C. is serving sentence of imprisonment? Yes I know

that.
And the matterfis unrelated to this? Yes.

As matter of int. what steps did you take to protect him? O 1 Connor 

was kept in the police cells at NP after being charged on a warrant 

for failing to appear on the wine charges, on the Monday morning he

20 appearedd at the NP M/Court and was remanded to appear at Auckland 

in a weeks time and I arranged for a specific req. to be made to 

the Magistrate that the remand be in police custody and not in a 

prison. This remand was granted and O'Connor over the next 3 weeks 

was kept in the police cells in NP, Auckland and then back in NP. 

Subsequent to that 3 weeks? After that, O 1 Connor was granted bail

og aaad I then arranged for him to return to his parents address in 

Mateamata where he lived for a period of time,during this time, 

r had police offiee>rs in Masteamata keeping daily contact with O 1 Connor 

hnd a»t a la*ear dafee I aanramfftd for O'Connor to be relocated at an 

address in Tauranga and a Detective in Tauranga was also required to 

keep daily contact with him and this continued right up until the 

time that O'C convicted in the S/Court on the receiving of the wine

30 charge.
You aware that immunity from prosecution been granted by the S/Gen? 

Yes I am.
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Was the consideration of that matter a matter for the law office 
of the Crown as distinct from the police? Yes.
In any way have you tried to e.g. step into that prosecttion result- 

1 ing in conviction? I specifically told O 1 Connor that in no way cd
we do anything for him on any other matters not related to the Bell 
murder.

XXD MR HART

When you went down to NP, did the police havein their possession 
g O'C's valiant car a white one? Yes.

Ask him questions about a hole that was in that car when you went 
to NP? No, not when I went to NP.
Were you aware that O 1 Connor had a 38 revolver with him in NP? 
Not when I went down there, but he told us about it down there. 
And I suppose you wd have charged him with that, having unlawful 
weapon on him? The weapon has never been recovered and I only have 
0'Connors statement that he had it in his possession in NP. 
Isnt it true that you not very cone, with that, if you discovered 
anything else he had been up to you werent going to charge him with 
that? I was cone, with all things, main cone, was going to NP to 
solve the Bell murder, I discussed a large number of other things 
with O'C on our return to Auckland and I obtained some 12tistatements
from him rlating to other events which had occurred, bet. McD. and

15 O'C while the 2 have been together.
Long and short of it that he hasnt been charged with anthing else 
apart from what was outstanding when he obsconded from Auckland ? 
Notbeen charged with any other offence.
As a matter of interest, what was the date when O'C was alleged 
t© have reed the wine and jury convicted him, what date did he 

20 receive the^ wine? I d©nt know exact date, but it was after the Bell 
murder.
Was it somewhere round the beg. of August that there was an allegati 
that he reed the wine? You were at the trial? Yes Iwas at the trial. 
Youd agojee wdnt you officer that in effect you gave an assurance to 
©^"€ ttoarfe he. wdint fee charged with anything in connection to Bell 
nraiEder so long as he didnt pull the trigger before you had statement

4b3

from him giving his account? Yes that was my evidence. 
AimeL d&d - you got yr instructions from Rowe about offering of the 
iuBau<n>ity fi-ora prosecution:? After having spoken to O'C for some time 
asfe NP pystafeion, the impression I gained from his answers, I decided 
to ring D/I/Rowe and inform him of the action I proposed to take, 
regarding the offering of immunity. D/I/Rowe gave his approval for 

30 me to take this action.
And do the police have some rule of thumb as to how they decide 
to give immunity as opposed to the S/Gen? Every case has to be 
looked at in its own perspective.
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/

And there are many difficulties, not impossibilities, in trying to 
get an immunity from the Attorney/Gen, at the time yr interviewing 

1 a person, when you need it right at that moment.
But you wd have madedit quite clear to O'C that Inspector Rowe was 
confirming that you were able to say, if you didnt pull the trigger 
you wont be charged, in effect? I told O 1 Connor that provided he 
didnt pull triggerfand provd. he told us the truth about the matter^ 
today, he wd not be charged with anything in relation to Bell Murder 
Bow long did you speak to him for before seeking approval from Rowe 
to give him immunity? About one hour.
How many occasions had O 1 Conner been spoken to by the police in 
Auckland prior to yr visit to NP about the Bell murder? Both O'C 
and McD. had been spoken to on 3 occasions, I can <f*ER* you dates, 
What were they? 4th July, 10th July and 10th August. 
Of course those persons wd have been spoken to separately at the 

10 P/Staton, dont make habit of lining them up and asking them question 
together? Yes, they were spoken to separately.

REX MR MORRIS
You were asked why you didnt take some action - how long you been
in the police force? 18 years.
Your present ranking? Det. Sen. Sergeant, been that for 5 years. 

15 Over those years, I take it that youve had exp. in interviewing larg
number of possible witnesses and accused persons who subs, are
charged? Yes I have.
Was there any doubt in yr mind as to the importance between poss .
possession of revolve and the bell homicide? yes, great deal of
difference, solving of the Bell murder was by far the more important 

20 matter and to reach a conclusion.

GAELS
CEBRIC PAUL _______ KRETG1K (Swom) 
I live in Mairangi Bay.
In July/August of last year, were you an officer of the police 
fbasce? Yes, I was a detective. 

25 wre you engaged on the Bell murder enquiry? Yes.
In connection with that enquiry, did you have occasion to see
the witness Speck? Yes I did.
Tell us about that please? On the 1st October 1979 I was in Rotorua,
and I located the prev. witness Bruce Speck at a flat in Rotorua.
I had a discussion with him in which I told him that I believed he

,A knew more abot the Bell shooting at Main Street than what he had JU
already told us. I told him that we were aware that he had been to
the Main Street cabaret on the night of the shooting.
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That he had seen the accused McDonald at the P'ranga hotel, that 

he had been with a group of people at the Alexandra Tavern, had 
1 later gone to an address HUE near St. Lukes where he and the group 

he was with had been drinking. I didnt go into any further detail. 
I told Mr Speck that our concern was to find the person who had 

pulled the trigger in the shooting and that we were also interested 
in recovering the firearm. Mr Speck appeared concerned about his 
legal position and after a further discussion with him, I saw 
another person at the Rotorua Police Station from whom I obtained

9
a piece of paper on which were written two names. My enquiries 
indicated that these names were of two localRotorua solrs. I contin- 

uedmy discussion with Speck who was still concerned about his own 
legal position and I tried to explain to him hypothetical cases 
illustrating liability of parties to an offence or accessories. 

We also had a discussion about some warrants for non payment of

10 fines which were then in existence for him. I told him that there
was no way we wd waive the payment of the fines but that arrnagement 

cd be made for them to be paid in Rotorua rather than in Auckland. 
I told Mr Speck that I was in no position to offer him any guarantee 

that he wd not be prosecuted but I then had a further discussion wit 
him about the liability of parties and accessories and told him that 

if he had not pulled the trigger and that if his actions did not
'** render him a party to the offence, I cd not see how he cd be charged 

After further discussion, I contacted D/I/Rowe by phone in Auckland 

and he arrived at Rotorua at approx. 12.20. He spoke with the 
witness Speck and at the conclusion of his interview, I commenced 
taking a statement from Mr Speck at 1.50 p.m. 
Were you pres. during Rowes discussion with the witness? Yes.

20 That evening, I retd with the witness Speck to Auckland.
Were you aware that at the -time you were speaking to Speck the 

prev. witness O 1 Connor had already been seen bythe police? Yes I 
was aware that O 1 Connor had been interviewed and that a statement 

had beedH taken from him. During my discussions and interview with 
Speck, there was n© stage when any information from any other persor

statement both written and verbal with one exception was shown to
25 him. The exception relates to a paragraph incorporated in both the

Sifeatemen-t ©f O rC©nn©r and Speck, the part from O'C's statement 

be-ing sihown to B^rmee Speefc which basically says that if the witness 
did not pull the trigger, of the shot that killed Miss Bell, and 
providing that his«tatement and what he had told the police was the 

full truth, then he wd not be prosecuted.
3Q So that when you spoke to Speck, you showed him thatportion of 

O 1 Connors statement which contained that u 1 taking? Yes.
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Add can we assume that at least Speck knew that O 1 Connor had been
seen by the police? Yes. 

1 Youve sd you went back with Speck to Auckland on the following day,
on 2nd October, with other officers, did you go with Speck to varioc

locations in the city including Poynton Tee? Yes.
Myers Park? Yes.
The old Panmure bridge!?-Yes.
And Half Moon Bay? Yes. 

c And did you also go with him behind some bigs, on the western side
of Queen St. opposite the Main St. Cabaret? Yes.
Thats in the Poynton Tee area? Thats behind Poynton Tee, its actuall

off Queen St.

XXD MR CONWAY

YOU go round to the premises where Speck was at in Rotorua?Yes. 
You have cause to inspect these premises? Do you mean were they 

searched?
Yes? We went inside yes.
Have suti suitcases there? I cant remember.
Cant recall if he was packed up? We got there, I recall he had to 
get dressed, he didnt bring anthing with him to the P/Station, 

I cant recall any travelling gear or bags.
What time of the morning did you go there? I cant be too definite, 

wd have to estimate it at approx. 9 a.m.
You say he had to get up, was he in pyjamas? I was second inside 

the flat, when I went in he was getting dressed. 
Sitting on edge of bed? No, on chair in lounge when I walked in. 
I take it that you were with him going back to the P.oto P/Station.? 

20 Yes.
Was it back a±. the Rot. P/Station that the first disc, about a solr. 

was raised? Yes.
And did you or some other officer supply him with a list with two 

names on? No. 
W&o did that? He told me that Savage had piece of paper on which
were written the names of a solr. or solrs. Katie Savage had also

25 retd with us to the P/S but in sep. office. I left Speck and obtain*

from Miss Savage this piece of paper on which were two names which 

T eot. were local solrs.
Was this lady Savage present at his home add. when Jiou went to pick 

himup? Thats right.

30 NO REX
COURT
When you obtained statement from Speck, had you mentioned to him 
that round of ammo found on the fire escape? No, I cant be sure, 
prior to taking statement that sort of detail wd not have been 
divulted to me, I think during one of our many interfviews torith him

this fact wd have been mentioned bee. we wished to obtain clarifica 
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tion of the parties.
When you say one of the many interviews, was that one beforethe

statement was made? No subsequent.

COURT ADJ. AT 1.00 

COUP. T RES. AT 2.15

MR GRIEVE CALLS 

5 WENDY DIANNE HANHAM

(EVIDENCE READ TO JURY BY CONSENT)

MR GRIEVE CALLS

NICHOLAS JOHN DEANE (Sworn)

I live at -

10
MR GRIEVE CALLS

TREVOR WILLIAM SMITH (Sworn)

I live at 21 Harris Rd. Mt. Wellington, sub contractor by occupatior

I hnow the accused McDondld, known him about 10 mths. 
What about a Bruce Speck, know him? Yes, known him for about 8 yrs. 

And Gary O"Connor? Yes, known him - met him last Xmas. 

•J5 How did you come to meet accused and O 1 Connor? Thro Bruee Speck.

When you aay last Xmas, the one past or the one before? One before,

1978.
How long you beanliving at Harris Rd? On and off since I was about

II years old, that is my family home.
Some time in 1979, were you involved in making an arrangement where'

some people cd use a room at Harris Rd. to store things? Yes. 

Firstly with whom was that arrangement made and when was that?

Not sure when it was but it was made with Brian.

Brian who? Brian McDonald.
And where was the arrangement made, tell us about that? The

arrangement was Brian living at Panorama Rd. Penrose at the time

a«nd it was made there, at Panorama Pd. 
25 What did he ask, what did he want? Just a place he wanted for

storing aertain things, there was spare room at my honse and we

made the arrangement.
Snd d'±d y©)U agree that the house or room in the house cd be used

by him to store things? Yes.
Yr aware arent you that Margaret Bell was killed on the 1st July

1979? Yes. 
30 How long prior to that was it that you made this arrangement with

accused whereby he cd store things at yr house, how many nights?

At least 4 mths.
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Once the arrangement had been agreed to, did he in fact take you up

on yr offer? Yes. 
1 How frequently did you see him in connection with using the room

for storing things? Round about 2 mths, 3 mths.

My question was, how often? In - he never used to come to the house,

Gary O'Connor came to the house, stored the stuff and take it away,

but I seen Brian quite frequently then.

Did you ever see any of the items stored in the room? Yes.

On the night of Sat.30th June 1979, whereabouts were you? I was at

home.
What happened that night? I was watching telethon that night" at

about 2 in morning Gary O'C came into the house, knocked on the

door, answered by sister not me, he sd he just come to pick up some

stuff, didnt tell me what it was, he went into spare room came wout

with blanket in arms, and in the blacket was rifle, saw the stock 

1;0 of it, I didnt know it was there, asked him what it was doing there,

he sd, it had just been stored and that they were taking it away,

that was the last I saw of it.
Did you see how he had got to yr house? Yes, they had come by car.

You mentioned that Gary O 1 Conor used to come and pick things up and

so on from this room, and you sd at the same time you were seeing

the accused McD. on and off, right? Yes. 

15 At any time when you saw McD. ever had a discussion with him about

what was being stored in the spare room at yr house? The only thing

to be stored there was cannabis, we kept that in the room, nothing

about firearms or anything.
So the first you knew about this weapon here was when you ssrw a

weapon on that part, night when O 1 Connor arrived? Yes thats right.

20
XXO MR HART

How often wd O'Connor come around to the address? Once a week on 

average.
And did he ever give money to yr mother for keeping things there? 

Net sure.
Did he ever give her any money that you know of? I think he did yes. 

25 And was that in connection with the use of the room? Use of the rooir

How often wd he go to the address and uplift things that you knew 

about? On average about once a week.
Is it right that accused had never even been inside the house at all 

as far as you know? Correct.
30 You say that O'C. on other hand was quite fam. with the house, nt 

all the house? He was fam. with the front drawer in the room. 

And did you tell O'C not to bring the rifle back? Yes.
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Was the situation that the blanket didnt cover the whole rifle 
.. bee. of ifes length or what? Badly wrapped I think.

So it was obv. to you from where you were that it was gun he had 
and he.was taking it from the house? Yes.

REX MR GRIEVE

Who was it who made arrangement for use of the room as storeroom? 
Brian and myself.

5 When that arrangement was made was O 1 Connor present? I dont think so. 
Ive known McDonald more than 10 mths, I first met him in Xmas 1978 
and thats when I first met him, so I made a mistake before.

MR GRIEVE CALLS

NICHOLAS JOHN DEANE (Sworn) 
•JQ I live at 22 Rd. Grey Lynn, linesman for the post office by

occupation. In July of 1976 I purchased from a firm in Auckland
named Sportsways Firm a 22/250 Remington Rifle.
You seen the rifle that is in court before, look at it (Exb.17)?
is that the one you purchased? Yes.
When you bought it did it have the t/sight? No I bought it separately
when I bought the rifle, I bought the t/sght in Hamilton, about 

15 2 or 3 mths after this.
Is the weapon designed to have a magazine which fits in underneath?
Yeah.
Can it be fired without the mag? Yes it can be fired without the mag
with one round in the barrel.
So that altho the mag isnt fitted now, it cd be loaded with the
right ammo and a shot fired? One shot only.
How many shots did the mag. hold? 3 rounds, plus one for the chamber
And was it the situation that with the mag. upon ejecting a fired
cartridge, another one automatically springs into position and
pulled forward by the bolt?, Yes that is the case.
When you purchased the weapon did you also otai obtain thro the
police a cert, of regn. under the Arms Act? Yes. 

25 Is that the cert, of regn. you obtained? Yes it is. I prod, that
as Exb.16 (Exb.16).
Subsequently did you sell the weapon? I sold the weapon after it
was reg<3 yeah.
How many years did you have it for? For approx. 2 to 3 years.
To whom did you sell it? Im not sure I sold it in the presence of
two people, Brian McDonald and I dont know what the other guys name 

30
is.his last name.
PHX You know the other guys name? Gary, dont know his last name. 
How did it come about you BXK sold the weapon in this way? I learned 
from mark Prendergast, I was short of money, planning to go to Aust. 
and the money situation wasnt too good.
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How did Prendergast come into it? He knew these guys who might be
int. in buying a rifle.
So having spoken to Prendergast, what did you do about it? I told
Mark that Id like to meet these guys and arranged a meeting to see
if they were interested in buying it.
And did you meet them? I did eventually yes.
Whereabouts? This was in 56 or 54 H/Hunter Ave. in Glen Innes.
How did you get round there? Car.
With whom? With Mark Prendergast. 

5 When you went round there, who was there? Both Gary and Brian were
present.
What happened? We talked a bit, I asked the questions, are you guys
int. in buying a rifle and they sd they might be so I gave them
description of the rifle, what it was used for etc. and they sd they
wd. like to see it at a later date. 

10 What did you say about the rifle to them? I just sd it was high
velocity rifle mainly used for goat shooting.
It was, I sd it was equipped with t/sight and it was virtually brand
new, not many rounds had been fired thro the barrel.
Is it the situation you didnt have the weapon with you on that
first meeting? We just talked and discussed and described the rifle.
Mnn what happened then? We arranged to meet another time and we 

.jc or eventually I bought the rifle the second time to them, just when
Gary and Brian were home.
How long after yr first visit was it thatyou took the weapon round
to show to them? It wasnt that long, less than a mth.
Where were - where did you take it to on this occ? Same place, H/Hunl
By yrself this time? Still with Prendergast.
What happened on that occasion? On that occasion, Gary and Brian 

20 viwwed the rifle, Ididnt bring it into the big, had coffee in the
fit, told them it was in the car and wd they loke to see it, $hey
sd they were int. so I bought the rifle into the flat.
After they had seen it? After they saw it, they handled it and
discussed its merits,
Hh© handled it? Both, not sure which party was more interested in 

25 the actual buying, I odnt name a particularperson, I know they both
viewed it and weze both interest.
Tbeoa what h-append? They asked me if I wanted to sell it, I says yes
M like feo sell it for $180.
Whatprice was agreed on? $180 was agreed on.
And what happ. about payment? Payment of the rifle was made ,' I cannt
remember who paid it over but know it was in $20 notes, cant say

on
whether Gary or Brian paid me the money, I cannot remember.
So you were handed this money, then what happened? I was handed the
money, rifle left in their poss. and we leeft H/Hunter Ave.
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Was yr friend Mr Prendergast present when the money was handed over? 
Yeah he was.
Did you hand over the cert, of reng. which you have prod, when you 
reed the money and handed over the rifle? No I kept the reng. of the 
rifle (regn) mainly bee. I didnt have it on me at that particular 
time, I wanted the reng. anyway in case the police checked up to see 
if Istill had the rifle in my possession.
Well, later on, did you receive enquiries about the regn. certificate 
Yeah, I rec - Constable Eserah came round to make enquiries, he wante 

5 to see the regn. of all my rifles.
What about either McDonald or Gary, did they enquire of you as to 
hrheraabouts of the cert, for the rifle they bought from you? Gary 
and Brian, or one of them asked me second time, the third time 
actually, if they cd have the regn and I still cdnt find my wallet, 
I had lost my wallet, bee. the regn. was in my wallet.

10 What about ammunition for the weapon, any discussion between you and 
accused and Gary about ammunition? The ammunition, that discussion 
came up between Gary Brian and I and I sd I had some ammo at home 
and some cases which they cd poss. get later on, emtpy cases which 
they cd reload and I gave the ammo over the third time I met them 
So far youve told us about meeting them twice? Yes. 
When was the third time? The third time was at M. Prendergast

.jg place at Orakei, Takitimu St.
How long after you had paid, had been paid, for the rifle was this
third occasion? I cant say accurately, it was a fair while, I cant
say how long.
In relation to the Bell murder, bfore or after that? Before, before
the enquiries began.
Did you meet them again? Together, after the third time?

*" Yes? No Ididnt meet them tog. I met them separately, at H/Hunter Ave. 
I thought at the time it was - I wanted to see Gary but it turned out 
to be Brian.
Tell us about that? Well I - sorry I got it all wrong there, when 
they were asking about the regn certs. Mark and I went -to flat in 
H/Hunter Ave. to see if they wereenquiring about it bee. I wanted

25 to take it to the police station.
Yr talking about a fourth occasion on which you met the accused 
MelXsnald, rsfcgfot? No.' r just sd r met McD - I didnt say I had met 
hian, I was on the way to the flat.
Just a minute ago, you sd you went to the flat wanting to see Gary 
but Brian was there? Yes, but I started again and I sd that Mark and 
I going to the flat in H/Hunter Ave. and on getting there no one was

30 there.
Well what happened? I was getting pretty desperate by then, I sd to 
Constable E. that I wd give them the name of the person supposed to 
be fixing rifel, that was an abibi for absence of rifle.
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These events that yr now telling us about, were they before or after 
the Bell homicide? They were after.

.j You have mentioned a Constable E. coming round to enquire about 
weapons and their regn? Yes.
When he first came to see you was that before or after the Bell 
homicide? After.
And was he enquiring about the weherabouts of this .22/250 rifle 
regd. in yr name? They were enquiring about every person who ever 
owned a 22/250 gun.

* As far as yr cone, he was enquiring about this weapon? He was enquirn< 
about that weapon.
From police records, he knew that you had weapon like that regd in yr 
name? I had the regn. for that weapn.
Was he anxious to see where the weapon was? He wanted to view the 
rifle to make sure I had it in my possesison hea.

•(0 When he came and made that enquiry of you, what did you tell him 
about whereabouts of weapon? I told him I didnt have it, I was - 
friend of mine doing stock modifcations to the rifle. I told him that 
X wd give the name and add. of the person and hand it into the 
P/Station.
So ineffeet you gave him an explanation as to why weapon not in yr 
possesson at that time, right? Yes.

15 And the explanation involved you in locating the weapon and handing 
it to the police? Yeah.
What did you do then about finding the weapon, you knowing of course 
you had sold it to accused and Gary? Well I had to - the police at 
the P/Station had to view it, thats when I went with Mark P. and went 
to H/Hunter and no one was there.
Then what did you do? I went back, after that, approx. a week later

20 after I found no one home, went back there with M. Prendergast
Back to H/Hunter Ave$ Yes. Mark wasnt in the car at the time I arr. 
a<tthe flat, I dl?©pped him at the shops to get cigs' 
Weo was at the flat? I was after Gary, I called Gary by name, nbec. 
I knew him, r didn't know him that well and got him mixed up"* knew 
Brian was staying at the flat. 

25 So the accused was there, right? Yeah.
So what happ. then, when you spoke to him? We had brief discussion 
©tuts+ide in driveway, explained my circum. and asked whether he still 
had the rifle.
Whemyou say youexplained circum., tell us what you told him? I told 
him police enquiring about the Bell homcide and wanted to view my
22/250 rifle, I told him that - who I thought was gary but was Brian

30 that I needed to know, I gave, I wanted his address so the police cd
check up and see that Gary had the rifle in his poss. as an alibi.
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What did McD. say to you after saying this to him? Firstly he didnt
recog. me at first, after discussion we went inside and I, we tried 

1 to figure out a way to get over the problem bee. the rifle wasnt ink
the flat.
Well, how did you figure it out? We had to fabricate a story
saying that, using an address in Mt. Eden, Edenvale Road, saying that
the rifle was in a certain flat and that it was stolen from the flat,
I was to give the add. of the flat in Mt. Eden to Constable E.
So this solution that you worked out involved you ingoing back to 

* the P/Contable and giving him false story? No, he came back - he
didnt hear from me for a period of days and he came back a second
time, Constable E.
Whether you went to him or he came back, it involved you giving him
a false story? Yes.
Firstly, when you went to the flat, were you anxious to find the rifle 

10 itself if you cd? I was.
Had it been there what wd you hvedone with it? Taken it to the P.Stat:
if Gary wd allow me the rifle, I wd let the police view it and then
hand it back to the sd parties.
It wd have solved it all? Yes it wd have.
Did you ask McDonald where the weapon was? He just sd the weapon wasni
in the premises. 

15 Youve sd that you fabricated this story about the flat in Mt. Eden
being burgled and the rifle was gone, right? Yes.
Who sugg. that, who made tha Suggestion? Brian gave me the address of
the flat.
What was the address? 35 Edenvale Tee or Rd.
But who thought up the story about this ficticious add. and burglary,
whose idea was that, yrs or McDonald's? Well after, while we had
a discussion to fabricate a story, we cdnt come up, I cdnt come up wi
any reasonable story so Brian mentioned, gave me a fww ideas about
this flat.
Was the occupant of this flat, was he named? No, it was just a friend
a girlfriend or something that Brian or Gary once knew and she had
stayed there, the guy was supposed to - worry it was Gary Larson, 

25 a ficticious non de plume.
Who »u§rg. that name? Brian suggested we make up name like Gary Lason

or somebody.
Was any further arrangement made between you and McD. to contact each
other again after you had seen him at H/Hunter? When making up the
story, I gave Brian my phone number and he was to ring to see how
I got on when I reported therifle stolen.
At whose sugg. did you do that? That I givemy number to Brian?
Yes? I cant say, I dont remember.
In any event, after you had been to the flat and disc, the matters
with the accused did you speak to Constable E. again?
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No. After he came the second time to my home, I didnt see him again.

After youd been to H/Hunter and discussed this false story with McD.

did you see the police constable again? Yeah I did sorry, I did see 

1 hm again.
What did you tell him when he asked you to account for the weapon?
I just sd the person who was in the flat, he checked up the add.

he went to the flat in Edenvale Rd. or somewhere and he found no one

there matching description I gave of Gary Larson, he came back and

sd that the person Gary Lason is not there. 
g You gave him the story of Edenvale Rd. and Gary Larson, did you tell

him of the burglary and the weapon being stolen too? Yes I did.
So the constable went away and checked it up? Its party of his duty.

Then he came back and talked to you again? Second time is it, yeah!

Apart from Constable E. before you gave evid. in the M/Court at the

deposition hearing, in this matter, did any other people or persons

ring you up making enquiries about this weapon? Policeman did ring
me up, the police did, I knew about the Bell homicide by now and

I was contacted by the police concerning the rifle.

I think I sd, apart from the police,? Yeah, Mr Hart rang me up.
Mr Hart rang did he? When was that? After I knew that my rifle

involved in the homicide.
Want did he want? To talk to me.
Tell you what about? Just about Brian and a case in general.

15 Did he go into other detail about what he wanted to speak to you

about? No, he just wanted to know if he cd see me at some particular

time.
Any mention of the weapon-? I cannot say. I cant remember that either.

XXD MR HART 
20 When you realised police enquiring into this, did you want to go

round to this address to see Gary? Thats what I sd in my statement. 

Ira just asking you, you were going to H/Hunter to get hold of Gary 

? I was - I only met them 2 or 3 times prev. and Im sure of the 

names, which names were for which person. 
Thafes what y©u sd in yr evid. in chief, he was the one you wanted to

talk to, right? Thats what I sd first yeah. 
25

Was that because you thought he was the man who was in possession of

the rifle? I t&©*agfot that he was the party who was more interested 
You wd have got that impression from dealing with him with the rifle 

thatyouve told us about, that so? Yeah.
Youve spoken about speaking to the accused round at H/Hunter, and 

you sd he didnt redcog. recogn. you at first? Yea.
30 I suppose you were getting littie anxious about yr pos. that you dx 

had sold the rifle without going thro legal formalities? It amted to 

that. not
You had sold the rifle and/handed over the papers, permit had not 

been procured? From Gary or Brian no.
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The Police were wanting to act. physically sight the firearm? Yes. 

And the accused told you Gary wasnt there that day, when you sd you 

•j wanted to see him? Yes.

And you then explained to accused that you were worried about yr 

position as far as the police cone, in relation to the firearm? Yes* 

And did you tell him you were anxios to get the rifle back so you 

cd physically hand it over to the police?Thats what I sd. 

Did accused explain to you O'C. wasnt avail, then, i.e. Gary wasnt 

around just at that time? Brian told me that there was trouble with 

a wine burgaary ro something and Gary wasnt there bee. of that. 

And is it right you then outlined to Brian McD. the position you were 

in D far as the police and enquiries they wre making were cone? I did. 

And when it appeared to you that you cdnt get rifle back, did you try 

to work out what you od do to sort the sit. out? Yes, thats true. 

And in discussing the matter bet. the 2 of you, did it come out that

10 it cd be sugg. you cdht get hold of the fellowup u had given -be rifle 

to, in course of discussing things, was it thrown around you cdnt 

get it back from person you first gave it to and you wd say this to 

the police? I cdnt see why I cdnt get the rifle to the police. 

But when you u's-tood youcdnt get it back as it were there and then 

you were anxious to work out some sort of storyyou knew you wdhave 

to tell the police about in due course? Yeah.

15 was this xz the sit. where you both sat down over cup of tea and 

suggested what could occur? Tossed a few ideas around yes . 

Both of you? Yes.
Youve already sd that Ga-ry was the nan who seemed to be more int. 

in the rifle, did you say that in yr evid., he was more int. in the 

rifle, this man ©airy? Bothparties were , I cdnt say which was more

2« interested than the other .

Havent you already ad in yr evid. thatyou went to see Gary but accord. 

to you he was the more interested in the firearm? He was the only pesor 

there, only person I cd talk to.

When you had yr initial disc, about selling the firearm, he is the 

erne who appeared to be more irateredsted? Yes thats true.

He stuek in yr mind? True . 
25

REX MR GRIEVE

Wtien G©tts*ra-ble E. came round and asked you about where the weapon was, 

wfey (iMsa* you j'ratet tell him tshe truth? Why?

Wes? I dldn-t know - d$dirt tell the truth bee. it is unlawful for nersoi 

to havejurisd. of rifle without the regd owners permission etc. 

3Q I panicked, lets just put it that way, just cdnt tell the truth bee. 

I thought there wd be complications .

COURT
Youve had fair bit to do with rifles have you? I know something of the 

Yr interested in them and had a few at the time? Yes.

When you sell a regd firearm are you supposed to do something? Bueyer 
35 j-n gat- rioi-m-i +• fT-ntn P /Station. ______________ ____________________
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You supposed to notify the police when you sell the rifle?Yes.
When you sold this rifle to these 2 men, did you think there 

1 was anything dubious about it? Didnt think anything wrongwith
it, just 2 people who wanted to buy rifle.
Did you tell the police you sold it? Not until the enquiries were
made.
You used the rifle at all? It was mine, I have sighted a few
times with it.
Was it accurate? Prov. t/sghts aligned with barrel it was
accurate, any minor bumps wd throw it out of align.
When you handdd it over to these 2 men was the sight alligned
with the barrel? Roughly, in transit anything cd happen.
Just have a look at the rifle now, is that stock adjustable to
the eyesight of person using them? For the magnification,
from 3 power to 9 power. 

10 Can you alter it to suit the eyesight of person using it, say if
he was long sighted or short sighted? That wd work in same
manner, prov. you only adjust it to small degree.
You make small adjustment? If long sighed sighted, it wdnt really
matter bee. you might have, see things slightly diff . to the
natural persons eyesight and it wdnt change things that much.
We know that that rifle has been under water for a period? Yes. 

15 Just woader if you wd look thro the e/scope and see if it was
in the same sort of repair as it was when you handed it over?
The t/sights are sealed, gassed, and I cant say it wd be the
same condition as when I did have it, it has to be spotlessly
clean for shooting.
Is it a® clear now as when you handed it over? It wdnt be as clea
Finally, is that a sight you can use at night? At night time
it is a sight you can use at dusk, across here is slightly
eliminated, infra red, you can see better at dusk than you wd
with ordinary black lights.
Wd it be worse than or better than open sight at night time? Id
say it wd be worse.
Whether the target was illuminated or not? No, it wd apply with 

25 good illumination, possum shooting at niljht with powerful
spotlight you cd see target clearly.
As; 3i©ng as target is illuminated? Yes .

MR (gRIEVE CALLS

M&RK JOSEPH PRENDERGAST ( Sworn)
I live at 11 Takitimu Street, Drake i.
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I an unemployed carpenter. I know the prev. witness Deane.

Did you know him last year? Yes. 
•\ From yr acquaintance with him, did you know he was the owner of

some firearms and in particular a .22/250 rifle? I did.
Had you seen that weapon yrself? I had before yes.
Look at the one now shown to you, is that the one youve seen?
Yeah thats it.
In June of last year, did you know the accused McDonald? I did.
How long hadyou known him at that time? For about 3 mths I suppos
or prob. a bit less.
And a man named Gary O'Connor, know him back in June? Yes
How long had you known him? About the same time.
How did you first come to meet them? Thro a friend of theirs
called Stevens.
Were you involved in introducing Nicholas Deane to those two 

10 people, MeD. and O'Connor? I was.
Jufct tell ms how it came about? I did some carpentry work for
Brian and Gary round at their flat and Gary mentioned to me he
was int. in buying firearm, I sd I knew someone who had a firearr
and from there I introduced Deane to Brian and Gary, on Monday
or Tuesday night at 7 p.m.
9A Were you present when Deane met the accused and O'Connor? Iw? 

15 When was that first occasion? Wd have been about March I think,
in March of that year. Notpretty sure when.
What was discussed? Just the price of firearm, thats all.
Who was pres. while this weapon discussed? Brian Gary and Nick.
Was the weapon there on this first occasion? It was only the tinw
when I went in, introduced Nick to Gary and Brian, the weapon was 

90 in the ear that time .
Was it referred to during this discussion? yes.
After talking about it what happ? Nick went to the sdE* car, got
the rifle and bought it in and showed it to them, they just
had a look at it, Gary sighted the sights, Brian had a look at il
aoad then they smarted discussing the price.
You say the accused had a small look, what does that mean? Gary 

25 showed more interest in it than Brain did at the time. Then they
bofeh, Saury asked how much it was, and Nick sd $200, Brian got
hsfta dtowrr — they/ s<feaasteed haggling as to the price of the weapon.
Both of them' were haggling, Gary and Brian.
Then what happ? Dropped it down to $180 and they accepted it at
that.

,ft And rhen what happened? Biian pulled $20 bills out of his jacket ol)
poclet and paid Nick for it.
Whathapp. then? Tthat was it, not too sure, that was the end of
the transaction and we just left.
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When you left what happ. to weapon/ It was put into one of the 

1 bedrooms.

Later on, did you ever go round to that add. again with Deane?

Yes, but I didnt go inside.

What did you do? I went to the shop.

T«?hen was that, can you remember? That wd have been just after the

murder itself. About week or so after.

5
XXD MR HART

During course of negotiations, was it sugg. by someone the rifle

shd be put into someone elses name? No. That was sugg. after when

I went to the flat afterwards.

Did you go round on subsequent occasion with Deane? No, not v/ith

Deane. By myself. 
10 was there an occ. when O'C. told you not to come round to the flat

atall? Yes.
Whe n was that, that before or after the Bell murder? Just before.

How long before? Not too sure.
guve sd it was O'C who first expressed int. in getting firearm?

Ces.
He looked thro the t/scope didnt he? Yes. 

^ What sort of jacket was the money taken out of? It had pockets,

green. Just a fabric jacket. Not leather.

If I sugg. to you that O'C. handed over the money what wd you say

to feat? Id say he didnt.
Sure of that? Im very sure, I dont mistake someone taking out a

wad of $20 OiU-t of the back of jacket. 

20 Somewhat irregular about this transac-tion, having introduced the

parties concerned, did you think it irregular? Not really.

Did you u's'tand from nature of discssions that legal owner wd

be handing over the documents and purchser wd be duly registering

the firearm with the police? At one pt.'of time yes.

Bute dsid y.©;u Learn subs., that that didnt appear to be the case?

Yes, neither of the 2 of them had permit.
25 Deane anxious to dispose of his rifle? Oh yes, suppose so.

What <3© y©u s-avy acoiused wearing that day, the first time when the 

i»sta« o£r ra©>i*ey eaaae up? Green jacket, just jeans with soled shoes 

on.
Ybu say the money came from some other jacket? No I sd from the 

green jacket, same one he had on.
30 What was O'C wearing? I think he was wearing a white jacket - 

no, not white, cant remember. He had jacket on too. 

Did you see him hand over payment for this rifle? No. 

NO REX
COURT ADJ. AT 3.30 

COURT RES. AT 3.45
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30

MR GREIVE CALLS

MARK JEFFREY MILLER (Sworn)
I am at the moment an inmate serving term of imprisonment.
In Jan. last year, were you living in B'head? Yes.
Do you know the accused McDonald? I do.
How long have you known fcim?Approx. from Jan. last ydar.
What about Gary 0*Connor/ Him also, round about the same time
After meeting them how much did you see of them? Gradually got
more as I got to know them, prob. 2 or 3 times a week.
Yoia have any knowledge of firearms? Yes I do.
What is yr background there? National Service, tour overseas.
Things like 3 mths commercial deer hunting in S/Island, just gen.
game hutning in normal life.
En the course of yr getting to know the accused and 0'Connor, did
you visit a unit at Howard Hunter Ave? Yes.
And did you meet O'C. and McD. there on an occasion? Yes.
DM you g*ee any fxax firearms there? Yes I did on sev. occasions.
What sort did you see? a 4/10, .22 over and under shotgun, that
was cut down to be able to be held by one hand, looks sim. to old
dualing pistol.
When did you first see that? I think round about mid May.
Wereyou familiar with the sort of ammo that wfl fit the shotgun part
of it? Yes.
You see any ammunition there? Yes, the shotgun ammo, it was long
think and maybe blue cart, case and for the 22 part of it, just
22: araraunition, standard 22 issue.
Who first shewed you that weapon? That was shown to me, well it was
just sitting on the tafele in the unit.
Did you see any other weapons there? No I didnt.
Was there a time when the accused and 0'Connor with some others
iaaeludfeg yrself went to B'lands in Auckland? Thats right yes.
When was that? That wd be late May, yeah late May of 1979.
Haw StM fit erase asbtaratfe you west out to B 1 lands and what happ? The
aieeia'sed picked me up from my add. in B'head, from there we went over
to H/Kuuter Ave, his address.

e-Effle was theme? W&h fey the name of Ross Gracie, Shaun Kernie 
aaad M6a?k HSaadescsffln'., Ws arrived there and Gary was away at

tdiHie, however,

And so what happ. then? The defendant and Kernie drove off in the 
one of the other cars, Corolla I think, and Gary and myself and Grac 
and Henderson in valiant, we proceeded round to an add. in Mt. Well. 
21 Harris Street, and there Gary went inside and came out with a 
blanket, rifle covered by blanket.
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Therifle was shown to me and with arms know. I recog. it was Remingtor
22/250, it was printed on the bottom of the magazine. There was no
ammo for it so we went into Panmure where Gary went in and bought some
ammunition, when he retd, I cd obv. tell by just locking at what he
bought was the wrong one, he bought normal .22 ammunition.
What was required for thisweapon? 22/250 ammunition, it is quite a bit
larger.
First of all, whereabouts did you first have a chance to see the 

e weapon that was collected from Harris Rd? In the car.
And did you examine it closely? Yeah, reasonably close.
What sort of conditionwas the rifle in? Good condition, very good
condition. It looked like it had been used but it was well looked aftei
You mentioned a magazine, you see that? Yes, it was in the rifle itself
In position? .Yes.
The weapon you saw, had it any other extras? Yes, it also had t/sight.
Fairly common make but cant remember it from memory.
Wd you look at the weapon produced in court, now shown to you, how does
that comare compare with the one you saw in the car outside Harris Rd?
Its slightly in worse condition but exactly the same.
The magazine, none there.
BBXXXX Does it appear to be the same one? Yes it does.
You sd that the standard 22 calibre ammo wd not fit that? No its too
small.
Look at another shell that is now shown to you (Exb.Sfc 15) , that a
22/250 round? Yes it is.
So at Panmure O'C. came back with the wrong ammo, what happ. then? We
then proceeded to Howick where I sd Id go in and buy the correct
ammunition, we stopped, Gary g»ve me seme money, from memory I thin! 

20 price of sheftls was $9, proceeded into the Howick gun shop, I myself
went into the sh©f> and purchased the correct ammunition, it was in a
green box 34n. wid* by about Tin-, long, the bullets on polystirine tra^
Did you Load the w«af>on? Yeah, I sort of proved to Gary that the bulle-
did it, and that it was the correct ammo.
Them what did yera dfe? We then went out towaxds B' lands.
When you got to R'laiuds, where exactly did you go to? To an address
in B*lands, n®t familiar with the street no*.
Who was th*re>? The defendant, Reumde, myself, Henderson and Gracie.
Wn-avt happ. fee tsfis fiiareaaaa ©m<t tsn«*?e? When we got there, we hopped out

of the cars,

15

25

301 went in and put the rifle on the floor, in the lounge.
What happ. then? Any other weapon there? The 4/10 shotgun was there al 
XB that is all from memory.
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FdY

1 At the time of theseevents youve just told us about had you met a 

man named SpecJ? Ive known him for number of years tho not well, we 

both come from basically the same area of town, Im orig. from Howick 

and he was from Panmure, I knew him at the time, I hadnt seen him 

forquite a few years, I knew of him. 

You sd that you met O 1 Connor and the accused early in 1979 and got

to know them during that period that followed? Yes. 
o

During thatperiod that you were getting to know them, see anyting

of Speck? After the F'lands incident, just before I got busted, I 

seen him twice, he was round at the defendants place. 

What was the relationship between O'Connor and the accused from what 

you cd see? The defendant dominated the scene entirely, anything that 

he sd or wanted done was done by Gary or - Ive never seen him do it 

10 to Bruce, but when he sd jump, you know they jumped, he wass the boaa 

and that was it, they were the under dogs, I think O'C. was scared 

of the accused.

XXD MR HART

This last matter you were asked about, were you recently asked

questions about that matter by the police, a few days ago? No, always 

''** an attitude Ive assumed and watched.

You taken out of Mt. Eden jail not long ago by the police. Explain

by not so long ago.

I u*stood yr still in jail? Yes.

Mt. Eden jail? Yes.

If say withia the last week you been taken from the jail by police 

20 t° talk to temem? No only today.

Who brought you here, the prison or police? Police.

•Else, you afreethat it was you who fitted a 22/250 bullet into the

mag. under the breach when demonstrating to O'C how bullet fitted

in?? Yes I did.

And you were the one who carried that rifle into this address you

spoke of at B'laadw? Tfeafcs right.
25 When you arrived at B 1 lands, was Shaun and accused there? Yes-

W&afe was t&eaas afetdrfeaste: towards you? Clarify that. 

Bid they epreet, you o>ir say where you had been-? Theyasked where we 

had been.
Displeased bee. you had taken so long? Displeased with us yes. 

You see I sugg, to you you sd on prev. occ. they were pleased to 

30 see you, you sd that before, that they were pleased to see me? I 

presumed that displeased and pleassed, they wd have beenpleasedd 

to see uf for turning up but displeased for being late. 

On a prev. occ. you sd, they were pleased to see me, meaning Brian 

and Shaun? From memory No.
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Look at p.117 of the deps. to refresh yr .memory.(bottom of 116 

.. and top of p.117) So I did.
And was that evid. you gave at the taking of deps. sore mths ago/ 

Yes.
™as that evid. taken down on typewriter? Yes. 

And was it read over to you after you had given it? Yes. 

And you were then given chance to make alterations and corrections 

Yes.
5 And when you had been given that opp. did you sign yr name as 

being true and correct? Thats right I did.
So yr now conceding that on that occ. you sd they were pleased 
to see me? That is figure of speech, they were glad to see us 
but at the feame time they were annoyed that we had been so late.
(OBJECTON BY MKR MR GRIEVE) 

•in What Im sugg. to you is you never sd anything there about him

gong going off his head at you or O'C then did you, nothing about 
that? No not at the time but upon thinking yes. 
More than that, you sd they were pleased to see me and then sd 
Brian wanted to know where Id been and what had taken so long? 
What are you trying to prove. 
Houve changed yr story, thats what Im saying?

15 You say being pleased to see you and then just enquiring about 
where you had been and whf it took so long amounts to total 
displeasure to you? Lets say he wasnt too pleased kxx at being

late.
You didnt say that at deps. that he went off his head at me? No
figure of speech, but he was very displeased.
You didnt say it at all? No, not in those terms.
You saying you did at deps say he went out of his head? No Ididnt
Did you know whether or not there was a permit in existence for
fi'C. to have that rifle in his possession, whether he Had it
lawfully or not? No I dont.
Who sugg. you go off and buy the ammo?Gary doesnt know much about
rigles or guns in gen. as far as I know, he aptly demonstrated 

25 that to me when he bought the wrong ammo. Maybe he wantedd to go

hunting,
Think he mentioned thai: to you as reason for havingthe gun? No

that is suppostion.
That particualr bullet is capable of doing some damage, quite
some daamage if they strike an object? That is what they are for,
for the purnose of killincr animals. 

30
COURT ADJ. AT 4.20

35
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COURT RESUMED AT 4.30

1
I was askingyou questions about O'C and the rifle, did you jact

see the rifle when uplifted from Harris Rd? On the car or as

O'C approached. 
Did you see him bring it out of the house and put it into the

car? Yes it was under a blanekt, didnt see the rifle.

Before taking off, did you see it then or later on? I looked at 

*> it then, Gary was driving so the guys in the back seat Gracie

Hendesson, Just Henderson and Gracie in back seat and myself

and Gary in front seat.
Was blanket right round rifle when you saw it? Yes.

Obv. to you it was rifle even tho it was wrapped up? Yes.

You were asked Q. about seeing some ammunition at H/Hunter? Yes. 

•JQ What sortof ammo did you see there? The 4/10 ammo and the 22 ammc

22 ammo, is that the same as 22 normal. There is slight diff.

The Hornet ammo, has faster velocity.

Does the ord. 22 have a 22 lead? Yes.

Does the 22 hornet have slightly bigger cart? Yes.

So the 22/2^0 that is larger version but the same calibre

projectile? Yes. 
15 You say you saw some 22 calibre hornet ammo at H/Hunter? Yes.

Wd you lookat Exb.8, is that the type of cart, that fits one

of these combination 4/10 22, combination shotgun rifle? Yes.

You ever fired one of those yrself? Yes I have. 

And the one you saw, was that cut down was it? Yes, barrel and

stock .
just explain to the jfcry how long it wd have been when cut down?

Bet. 16 and 18 inches. Hid like so, about 16 to 18 inc.

Sort of weapon you can hold in one hand like feistol? I wdnt

like to fire it with one hand, but yes.

After you finisteedat B 1 lands that day, where did you take the 

25 .22/250 weapon? Back to the Glen Innes area, I wdnt have a clue 

of tshe add. as it was dark when we got back there, but it was 

a house on cojme^E, Gracie deposited the rifle inside with some 

one who lived' fefeere, I dont know who lived there. 

That was somewhere diff. from the Harris Rd. add? Yes. 

You were asked about or describe the 4/10 weapon that was cut 

down, 111 show you a photograph here/8r the same weapop. Just 

look at this please, does that, how does that compare xvith the 

cut down weapon you saw? Very similar.
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And was the weapon in that form when it was out that house, what 
in yr exp. is the effect oc cutting down a weapon like that? It 
basically increases velocity of shot but over long range it 
decreases, it basically is short range weapon, good for hiding 
under yr coat or whatever, in bag, something like that you know. 
What effect does cutting it down have on the spread when the shotgv 
is fired? Well, the spread occurs lot earlier than if it was with 
the long barrel, spreads over greater area faster, in so many feet, 
basically just a short range weapon in that form 
How lethal is it within that short range? Very letah lethal. 
I prod. that photograph.

COURT
Did you have a good look at that rifle? Yes.
Look thro the sights? I did. 

1" How did you find the sights? The aghts were obv. been in water,
the cross had swollen with water intake, they were not like that
when I saw it on the B 1 lands excursion.
Did you have good look thro it at B 1 Lands? Yes I did.
You say that now the sights are diff. from what they were then?
Not different, just a little more battered round which is to be
expected bee. they had been in the sea, in salt water for time.
They are now swollen you say, the cross? yes.
Any difference in vision thro the telescope? Have smother look
at it if you want? Yes I will, there is no diff. in vision thro
the sight itself. Cross slightly swollen, not much but I wd notice
something like that.
Bhe difference bet. the ordinary 22 calibre cartridge and the one 

20 we have here, the high velocity weapon, is that one is
and the other is centre fired cart? Yes .
Wd person who didn't know anything about firearms mistake one for
the cfeher just looking at it? If they didnt know anything about guns
no I dent think they wd, maybe the smaller the ordinary 22, the
diff. bet. the hornet and the 22/250 bullet, altho it is different,
some people/assume wd notknow the difference. 

25

CALLS

JEAN RAPANA (Sworn) 
I live »t 2 Chorlton Cres, Glen Innes. 
Were you livng there in May 1979? Yes. 
Do you have a brother? Yes. 

30 Whats his name? Peter Kovich.
In 1979, did you meet a friend of yr brothers named Gracie? Yes, h<
been friend for years, his Christian name is Ross.
Where were they living early in 1979, brother and Cracie? With me.
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You recall an occ. when Cracie arr. home one night in May very 

late? Yes.

What time was it he got home? I think about 4, dor.t know, I just 

was awake anyway.

He have anything with him? Yes he had a bundle. 

What sort of bundle? A long one.

Bundle of what? I dont know, just wrapped up in a rug. 

T«7hat was it that was long? I dont know, I didnt ask, just asked hi: 

5 to teke it out.

What did he do when you asked him to take it out? He went into

his room and went to bed, I went back to bed.

What did he do in his room? I went back to bed and he went.

Did you see this bundle again at all? No,.

How long did h- continue staying at yr house after that occ? Not

very long bee. I think he got arrested after that. 
10

NO XXD 

NO REX

MR GRIEVE CALLS 

MEREDITH NICOL (Sworn)

I live at 18 B. Rd, clerk by occupation. 
15

Do you know man named Bruce Speck? Yes.

How long have you known him? For about a year and a half.

You remember the night of Sat. 30th June last year? Yes.

Where were you that night? Well we started off at rugby league

game, then we walked up, got a lift to Panmure, walked to the

Panmure hotel. 

20 Pause there, when you say we, who were you with? Bruce Speck my

friend and we left the Panmure hotel and walked down to the White

Horse Inn.
What time didyou arrive there? About 7 o'clock. We were in the

public bar first, with some of bruces other friends, I went into

lounge to talk to one of my friends there, we stayed in public 

25 bar for about an hr, and then we all went into the lounge bar,

and we wd have been there for about three quarters of an hr or

half an hr and someone came up to Bruce and sd something, I dont

know what it was, I didnt hear it properly, I thought I heard

something about McDoald, and then some guy came to Bruce and hit

him in the face, and ...

You sd someone came up to him, Bruce, and you thought you heard 

30 mention of the word McD? Before the person hit Bruce, Bruce was

talking to one of the other guys with ns, thought I heard someone

say McD. I didnt hear properly what was sd.

Then you ;pd someone came up and hit bruce, that right? Yes.

Howmuch time wass there bet. those two incidents? About 10 second

at the most. 
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So what was Bruce doing when he was hit? We were just standing ther

like a long sort of table thing, we were all standing there, he 

1 tried to, I saw him talking to Graham and he moved back towards

me, this is Bruced I mean, and then the guy hit him.

And then what happ? The guy hit him on the side of the face and

Bruce turned round and sd hi to this person first and then he got

hit, he told Bruce to get outside.
Pause there, had you seen this person that hit Bruce before? I

heard mention - must have been when I first met Bruce, Ive met

him once.
You see that person in court today? Yes.
Where is he? (indicates accused) with white coat on.

Youve mentioned going outside, who sd that? That guy that hit Bruci

The accused, what happened then? Well he was pushing Bruce and

went outside with him, I cdnt see bee. lot of people there, Bruce 

10 didnt come back and I asked one of the other guys with him to go

otside to see him.
You didnt see him again thatnight? No I didnt.
What timewas it that you last saw Bruce that night? Prob. be about

9 oclcok or bit after.
What had you planned to do? When in Panmure we went to a girls

place he knows, we were to stay the night there, she wasnt there 

15 so we went to the P'ranga, kexhad

XXD MR HART 

NO questions.

NO REX

20
COURT ADJ. AT 5.00

25

30
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COURT PPSUXED A7 10.00 on 30.4.80

1 HR MORRIS CALLS

RORY SHANAHAN (Sworn)

I aa«Master of Science degree from Auckland, University, scientist 

on the staff of chemistry division of the DSIR at Auckland. 

Have you over the past decade been assted with the police in the 

investigations of violence, deaths, which have req. assessment 

of balistics etc? Yes.

The 1st July last year, did you go to Main St. Cabaret? Yes. 

Tell us when you got there, what you did? (permission given to 

refer to nates made at the time) I arrived at the cabaret at about 

10 o'clock on 1.7.79, on the carpet on top of the steps inside the 

or by the entrance to the cabaret there was a heavy extensive 

deposit of blood, I noticed blood stains and body tissue on the

10 ceiling above this bload stained capet, on the weit wallwhich is 

on the Queen St. side of the entrance and on the north wall just 

inside entrance which is wall looking down Queen St.two marks were 

shown to me on the carpet, marked as Dl and D2. 

Look at the plan we have prod, as Exb.lA

On the right hand side of this paan is shown plan of entrance foyei 

of the Main St. Cabaret and just by that silhouette of body on the

15 floor you can see D2 and D3 marked as well as Dl which I will not 

be discussing. And the north wall I refer to is the wall on the lei 

hand side of that plan. I found that D2 was 2.25 meters from that 

north wall and D3 was 1.27 meters from the north wall. I placed a 

stand on these positions, one at a time, I marked a height from th« 

stand of 1.575 meters, this was the height that I calculated from

2Q iafb-rraation given to me of the wound in the head of the deceased 

when she was standing up. I placed another stand outside in Queen 

S'tre-t and piat a mark on this stand of 1.14 meters above the steps 

of ttee road, between the marks on these two stands I stretched 

a S'tring, 1 positioned the stand on position D2 and adjusted the 

s<fea>ad out ©n Q.ueen St.: so that the string was just touching the 

neartto side of the door frame, now this is the frame Im referring

25 to on the plan - on the plan is written "doors and glass" showing 

hew tehe door swings out, Tm referring to where the two meet, 

te&ast iis- tshie* door frame Im talking about, so with the stringsteetchu 

feet., the 2 stands and jmstj^i touching the north frame of the 

entrance doox and with the string projected to meet the far kerb 

of Queen St.it met the kerb of Queen St. 4 meters above Scotia

__ Place which is a small street across the road from the cabaret

and down Queen St. a little. With the stand now placed on positioi 

B2 D3, and the string just touching the door opened out at right 

angles to the entrance , the string projected across to the far ker! 

of Queen St. met the kerb 34 meters above Scotia Place.
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This evidence Ive given in rel. to the last string is slightly 

different to what I gave in depositions, In the deps. I sd that 
the string touched the south frame of the door. It shd have read 
it touched the door fully opened out.
The importance of strings is what? I found that the, for 
other measurements I took and calculated later, I found that the 
strings intersected at an angle of 50 degrees and that if the 
deceased was standing between positions D2 and D3, and if the 

5 projectile that struck her came from outside the big, the paft 
of this proj. wd have lain within that sector.
Look at No. 19 of Exb.2?It doesnt demonstrate it very well but it 
shows on righthand side of No.19 a string is stretching across 
Queen Street.
That the string we see from, coming up almost the parking line 
on the righthand side on righthand bottom? Yes that is right. 
That is consistent with a string attached to a stand when position 
on D2 and just touching south side of the door frame of the 
entrance of the cabaeet.
Just looking at that area of the church in the photo, there, 
is it yr conclusion, is it consistent with shot having been fired 
from the church grounds shown there? The sector I told you of

^c includes all the church grounds.
If we come back to the road map for a minute, plan Exb.lA, cd 
you just mark for us on that exhibit copy if you can the range, 
the limits, and then show it to the jury? Cd you give the lower 
and upper regions? I can give an estimate (witness marks plan) 
Have you yeed various material from the police in relation to the 
homicide quite apart from anything you yrself saw or picked up fro

20 the scene? Yes.
Ill get you to refer to them as we go along. Just tell us what 
you got particularly on 2nd July when you got items from Gibson? 
I reed a blood sample, several - 3 pieces of metal fragments, 
another piece of metal. 
Give Mm ExJbs. 9, 13, 1.1 asxd 10. Cd you check and make sure these

25 are the right ones as yr numbers are different from the court
numbers? Those are the 4 metal fragments I just referred to that 
I reed.
B&d you also receive from Gibson what we know as Exb.50? Yes sir. 
And d&d you also receive what we know as Exbs. 14 and 12? I did 
receive them but finding it difficult to find my notes on them. 
Yes I have them now.

3" Did you also receive what we know as Exb.18? Yes.
Did you also receive the rifle which we have here, Exb.17? Yes.
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Dealing, tell us what each exhit was, some were metal fragments? 

Exbs. 9, 13 and 11 were metal fragments, firstly dealing with No.9 

1 Exb.9 contained 5 metal fragments, they weighed 119 milligrams. 

They were consistent in appearance with coming from a bullet, 

from bullet lead, and one of these fragments was consistent in 

appearance with being part of a bullet jacket. I cd not determne 

whether or not the bullet facjjet fragment had been fired bee. 

there were no rifle marks or landing marks present on this. 

g The bullet jacket fragment weighed 12 milligrams. Exb.13 contains 

1 metal fragment that weighed 142 milligrams and it was consistent 

in app. from coming from bullet lead. Exb.ll was one metal fragmen 

weighing 91 milligrams and consistent in appearance with being 

part of a bullet jacket, no land marks or fifle marks were present 

on this piece of jacket. Exb.10 contained one metal fragment 

and it weighed 111 milligrams. It was consistent in app. with bein 

'** part of a bullet jacket and the fragment was badly damaged and

distorted. Part of the fragment had folded on itself and beneath 

this fold cd be seen part of a bullet cannelure, a groove running 

round the bullet and also in this groove were some ridges running 

across the cannelure, I cd see two ridges.I opened up the fold 

by filing along the back of the crease and I cd see then all the 

cannelure present on this fragment and a total of 6 ridges running 

across this cannelure. There are some photographs there. 

You taken photos, of this and thro a comparison microscope? Yes. 

Whats the importance, what were you looking for in the cannelure, 

land marks and so on? Ill c^rry on further before describing the 

photographs. When I opened up the damaged fragment, I cd also see 

damaged land marks present and this showed that the jacket was 

20 part of a fired bullet. At this stage I cd describe it. Referring 

to photo. 1 of this booklet of photos, Nos. 1 and 2 shows both 

sides of the metal fragment before I opened it, i.e. the fragment 

as it was when I reed it. On these photos, it is shown clearly on 

No.2, on lefthand side of picture you can see these two marks, the 

oracles are 5 millimeters apart, havent worked out the magnificatioi

It wd be of the order of approx. 15 times Id estimate. In fact 
25 the ledge at the back, on the back cover is a piece of paper whicl

sfo©.ws the magnification of approx. 18 times, (ledger). Photo. No.: 

shews the inside of that jacket after I had opened it and this 

mark running across here is the, where the crease from which the 

jacket folded is. And looking at this photo, now you can clearly 

see the bullet cannelure, hnd running across it in this direction 

30 are 6 ridges which I referred to. Also on No.3 there are land 

marks which I referred to, there is one in this area here and 

at the top, there is one there (witness demonstrates)
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What are these land marks? Rifles have in their barrels spiral 

grooves cut so that when a bullet is fired, the bullet rips into 

1 the grooves and it imparts a spin to the bullet which stablises

the bullet-in flight after it has left the barrel. When the bullet 

rips into these grooves, corresponding marks are left on the 

bullet. The raised parts remaining in the barrel after these have 

been cut are called the lands and these lands impart to the bullet 

grooves which we call the land marks on the bullet. 

- What assists you in determining or linking up or excluding a

part, rifle firing a part, bullet or remains of bullet found in 

body on scene of homicide? The number of lands cut into a barrel 

varies and also the width of the land varies so that by examining 

land marks left on a fired bullet, I can narrow down the weapon 

which might have fired the bullet and if within the land marks on 

the bullet, there are a lot of fine scratches, these scratches can

10 characterise a part, rifle as firing the bullet to the exclusion

of all other weapons and this is how land marks assist in deciding 

the weapon that may have fired the bullet and sometimes to only 

weapon which cd have fired the bullet.
It maybe poss. from land marks to totally exclude a rifle? Yes, 

that also happens of course, land marks cd exclude rifles or 

weapons.
Lets just carry on with the photo. You were looking at Photo. No.3. 

Just carry on from there? Referring to No.3 again, by observing 

that bullet cannelure and the ridges in the cannelure and measurin 

cannelure width and other features about the ridges, and comparing 

these observations and measurements with bullets, jacketed bullets 

from various gun shops in Auckland, I came to the conclusion that

20 this fragment cd have come from the bullet contained in a cartridg 

a rifle cart;, called a 22/250 Remington manufactured by Remington. 

Then examining the land marks on this fragment there were 2 land 

marks, they had a righthand twist, rifling in barrels can have 

a rigihthand twist when you look up the barrel or spirall in 
clocrkwise direction or lefthand twist, or when you look up the 

barrel in antic close wise direction, so they had righthand twist. 

I compared these land marks with those on damaged jacket fragments

•recovered from bullets I testfired in the rifle before the court. 

TJiese examinations showed that this jacket cd have been fired froir

•ten-a* rifle but because there was lack of fine detail within the 

land marks on the recovered bullets, I cd not exclude the possibi 

lity that this bullet fragment, Exb.10, cd have been fired in 

30 other rifles with similar rifling in the barrel. Going to Photo. 

No.4, this shows a comparison conducted thro an instrucment called 

a comparison microscope, on the bottom half of the picture, I thir 

you can see a horizontal line running across approx. the middle of 

that photo.
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The bottom half shows the 2 land marks on Exb.10 and the top half 
shows two land marks on the fragment of a bullet jacket from a 

.| bullet fired in the rifle before the court. This showed the agmt,
between the land marks on Exb.10 and those on the test fired 

fragments above it. ... 
Yr investigations and examinations consisting af pieces of bullets 
youve looked at coming from a 22/250 rifle? Yes. 
That bullet having been fired from a cart? Yes it cd have been 
fired thro that rifle.

5 I want you to now look at Exb.15, where did you get that from? I 
reed this from D/C/ Gibson.
What is it? Exb.15 is a rifle cartridge, it had a head stand(stamp) 
22/250 Rem. R/P, this indicates that the c'ridge is a 22/250 Reming 
ton c'ridge and that it is manufactured by the Remington company. 
I want you to look now at Exb.20, you havent told us about this one

IQ yet, is that a fired c'ridge case? Yes.
I want you to tell the jury where you got that from? I got this
fired c'ridge case from the rifle before the court when I first
examined it, when I worked the bolt mechanism this c'ridge case
was ejected from the chamber of the rifle.
What is the nature of that c'ridge case? The c'ridge case Exb.20
is a fired c'ridge case, it is a 22/250 Remington fired c'ridge case

15 and it is manufactured by Remington.
Were pieces of bullet you find consistent with having come from that 
c'ridge? Well it cd have come in that this is taken before the rifle 
before the court but I've no way of saying so definitely. 
How does Exb.20 compare with Exb.17? If it had been in its complete 
state i.e.? I examined the, well firstly the head stamp wd be the 
same, on Exb.20, the fired c'ridge case. It is the same as that 
of the cartridge Exb.15. I also examined the primer, this is the 
separate portion on the head of the c'ridge case, that part which 
is stuck by firing pin initiating - ignites the pellet when fired. 
From other 22/250 Rem. c'ridges, manufactured by Remington, I found 
that the primer size or diameter varied, I found that the primer 
dia. - ®n B5cb.,2'0 and that on the c'ridge Exb.15 - were in agmt.

25 in their size and appearance. I also examined the fire from the
250 on the head stamp and found there was agmt. in the appearance 
between that on this fired c'ridge case and the c'ridge, as opposed 
to ©the*r e'rl'dsges I had' examined, similar c 1 ridges manufactured by 
Remington, I concluded that the Aired c'ridge case taken from the 
rifle before the court and the c'ridge Exb.15 cd have come from the
same batch. 

30
Taken photos of this? Yes, if you refer to the booket of photos.
on No.5 it shows the, again taken with comparison microscope, and 
thesephotos. were, we are comparing always 2 things, looking at 2 
objects side by side. No.5 and No.6 photos, show the primers, that 
on bottom portion of each photo, is the primer on the fired c'ridge 
case taken from the rifle before the court. 
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And that on the top part of the photo, is that on Exb.15 which is 
the complete c 1 ridge.Now photo. No. 5 when I talk about appearance 

1 of a primer, the primer is this circle part here, that is what Im 
comparing, the, you can see that the second part of primer is flat 
and rounds off at the shoulder shown by ligher part, this is where 
diff. in app. to other c*ridges manuf. by Remington and size or 
diameter of primer illustrated in Photo. 6, you can see that the 
diameters of the 2 primers are the same or there is no signficant 
difference in them. 
COURT
Explain why the lower one looks like a poached egg? The lower one 
had diff. appearance of course bee. this is a fired c 1 ridge case 
and this is the firing pin impression yr looking at in the primer. 
MORRIS 
I wnt to ask you about Exb.20, the fired c 1 ridge case from this

10 rifle. Did you examine that? Yes I did.I examined Exb.20, a separate 
examination of the firing pin impression, and I also examined for 
what we call breeach faee marks which are sometimes pres. on heads 
of c 1 ridge cases fired from fires, the purpose was to show that it 
had been fired in rifle before the court, compared firing picj 
pin impressions and the IB? taken from the rifle with sim. 
marks on fired c*ridge cases that I test fired from the rifle before

15 the court. My conclusion was that Exb.20 had indeed been fired from 
the rifle before the court. Turning to Nos. 9 and 10, again in No.9 
you have the 2 primers, each has a firing pin impression and the 
breech face marks I ref. to are the concentric circles you can see 
on the primer and also on the c 1 ridge case here, they are much 
eiea-rex in top part of the photo. of No. 9.

2Q I want you now to turn and examine Exb.17, the rifle, tell us the
condition, state, and so on. Give us the general description of the 
rifle and what it fires a-nd so on and then the state it was in when 
you get it and what you did to it? Firstly the f± rifle is a 
Remington model 788 rifle, the serial no. is 6189258, this rifle 
is chambered to fire the 22/250 Remington c 1 ridge. When I first 
examined the rifle, it was consistent with having been in sea water.

25 fflhere was tidal mud on various parts of the rifle, the smell of JE±X 
tidfeiL mud and: some marine growth. The safety catch which is this 

on the side, was forward in the firing position, when the
catch is moved back, you cannot fire the rifle. I extracted 

from the chamber of the rifle the fired c'ridge case Exb.20. 
I stripped the rifle down and also the t'scopic sight you can see

on on it and cleaned them before I cd reassemble the rafle to be
functioning a part hadto be replaced bee. it had corroded away bee. 
of immersion in seajc water, it was alloid com. around the trigger 
mechanism.
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After I had cleaned the t'scopic sight, taken it apart and 

reassembled it, I reassembled it to its origingal stoppings. 

I test fired the rifle over a range of 23 meters which is 25 yds" 

and found that the bullets were hitting the target 1.7 inches to 

the right and 5.5 inches high. Because I had nulled the t'scopic 

sight apart and reassembled it, and also in the process I had 

broken the cross wires and hd to insert another set of cross wires, 

I cannot say whether or not the rifle was firing in this manner 

before I reed it. Im referring only to where the bullets stright 

5 strike a target at 25 yrds.

Assuming that it was fired that way, slightly high and to the right 

yr aware Bell struck in right temple area? Yes. 

Where wd the aiming pt. have been? The aiming pt. wd have been 

5.5 inches below the wound in the temple below it and to the left, 

which wd be in this direction (indicates chin) That wd be at a

..Q range of 25 yds, wd be 5.5 inches low and 1.7 inches in towards 

the chin, or face.
Apart from testing in that range, did you firei at any other ranges 

Yes, I fired at ranges of up to 400 yds, to try and recoverfbullets 

in tact, this type of rifle fires a bullet at a very high velocity 

and normal method of trapping the bullet fails to catch or trap 

any signficant part of a bullet, completely fragments, so part of

•je the testing of firing up to 400 yrds was so that the bullet

velocity wd have drfopped significantly before hitting a trap 

and I hoped then to gain more complete bullets. 

On each of those firings and the other test firing to which you 

ref. earlier, did you fire the rifle using the t'scopic sight? Yes, 

What was the setting of the sights.? I believe the setting when I

fired the rifle using the sights, the settino was not significant!' 
20 " diff. to when I reed it.

You have any trouble sighting thro that t'scopic sight at the time' 

MO.
Anything wrong with yr eyes? I dont believe so.

I might add here that a policeman, Smeath, also took part in these 

teat firings, if that assists you. 

25 I asked you moments ago about the aiming pt. at 25 yds. We are

cone, with little further than that, approx twice that distance. 

Can you gi«e us idea of what the aiming pt. wd be for that fange? 

1m not esearteain, I thirak at that range the bullet wd be in the 

rising part of its flight and it might be higher still at a range 

of 50 yds but I didnt check that pt. out, when you are below that

you allow for a significant fall. 
30

XXD MR HART

Yr familiar with the scene of the shooting arent you in that

you took measurements? Yes.
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Look at the photograph which shows the area of the church, No.20, 

just presupposing the shot was fired somewhere in the cicinity of 

1 the base of the spire to the church, how many yds wd you say approx 

wd it be from there to where Bell was standing when she was struck 

down thatmorning? Well Miss, this position marked D2 and D2 were 

approx. 27 meters from the far kerb of Queen Street which vd prob. 

be about 28 yds I suppose so AiJcH distance from this kerb 
wd be approaching somewhere in be vicinity of 50 yds.

Does this mean that when you speak of the way in which the rifle 
o

was firing a little to the right, that so? Yes.
And somewhat higher? Yes.
Do you say you didnt act. check that position from 50 yds away, 

what the result of firing the rifle from 50 yds wd be in other 

words? Yes, Id anticipate at 50 yds it wd move more to right, the 

aiming pt. but cdnt express clear view of whether the bullet wd

1;0 still be rising at that time.
Wd that be a relative signficant diff. bet. the two positions? 

I think it wd be signifi cant on how far it was firing to the right 

but I cannot assess, without referring to other tables, of the 

singificance of the height, whether there wd be any signficicnt 

diffeeance. Put another way, there wd be a difference but not sure 

which wdy it wd go.
'** Follows that if 2 people standing close to each other, one person 

cd aim at the other and the other cd get shot? I dont think it wd 

be wide enough for that bee. we are talking of someone standing 

beside you, we are talking now of the aming pt. being so much to 

the right for 25 yds, over 50 yds, the same thing wd probably 

double, so actually it moves more intowards Bell actually.

20 If someone standing closer than person firing, cd the person 

behind have been hit? Oh certainly.
To be accurate abot that, you have to know exactly wheee people are 

standing to come to a firm conclusion about that? Yes I wd. 

Youve told us the condition of the rifle when taken out of the 

Panama-re Esstury, did you u'stand that the rifle was in the conditior

it was in when taken out of the sea, it was taken out and handed
25 to you and in the condition when pulledout? I got requefct to go to

ttte P/svfea<tion, they had just found the rifle, I u*stood it was 

taken from the tide somewhere then, so they wanted me to view it 

be-fore it was changed, r went to the P/Station bet. 8.15 and 9.15 

of the evening of 4th October, that was my first viewing of the rif 

Did you u'sand that wasxg the condition it had been in when taken 

30 from the sea? I asked them not to play with it until I arrived, 

it wasnt touuched when I arr. at the station.
Wd you therefore have before you, before you pulled it apart, notec 

the various position e.g. the bolt was in? Yes I did.
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The fact that when you opened the bolt, the c'ridge ejected? Yes. 

The position about the safety catch, i.e. that it was in firing 

•j position? Yes.
And did you also note the position regarding the scope and so on? Y

when I say, in that position, it was attached to the rifle, and

heavily - it had growth attached to it, no close examination, that

was later.
Before you pulled it apart wd you notice where the settings of the

rifle were before you pulled it apart? Nothing to note on the rifle

really.
The scope has settings on it? With the scope, I realised that to

use that scope, it wd have to be stripped down and cleaned and so

I noted settings on it before I took it apart.

And do yr notes disclose what the setting of the scope was prior

to yr pulling it apart? Yes they do.
10 Cd you refer to yr notes and tell us what they disclose? The onfy

really, one relevant setting really, and that is the setting on the 

focusing lens at the back of the scape, there is a similar one in 

court. This is the same type of t'scopic lens that is on this 

rifle, firstly it has a zoom lens, in other words, the magnificatic 

varies when looking thro the sight, this is marked on this part 

here going from 3 up to 9, so firstly, when I first examined the

15 rifle, this zoom setting set on 3 times magn. which is the lowest 

setting this t'scopic sight gives. But I dont think this is imp. 

to yr question. This rear part which is called a focusing elements, 

the focusing lens in this tube and you focus the sight by just 

screwing this round, when you come to the setting you want it 

this is the locking ring and you lock it in the pos. that suits

2Q however y©u want it, you lock it in there. When I first examined 

the sight, this locking mech. was in such a position that if you 

moved it, outwards, y©u can qauite clearly see how far its exact 

pos. bee. ©•£ tshe corrosion and other matter from the sea water, 

1 had to take this off to clean it, it comes right away, it is 

easy to mark exact pos. of locking ring, if you had E your 

focusing elements back in same position.

" The eye piece was set in pos. and then screwed as far as it cd go 

Yes OK up to the locking ring, that was not operative. 

When r tafee this focusing arrangement apart, the lens elements 

i&A inside aa?e in fixed position so you cannot alter that, the 

only other variable is the lens element in the front part, this is, 

there is a ring which holds it in place inside here and that can

QQ vary so I measured how far down that was so Id have the correct 

setting for this part.
The internal zoom part, lens inside here, which moves up and down 

the tube when you turn this sleeve, had no effect, bee. I c dnt 

get at it.
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Aa far as the zoom lens is cone, were you able to say what positior 

the zoom lens were in when you first viewed it? Yes, it was set 

1 at 3 which is 3 times vauof magnification when you view it thro the 

sights, that is when I first viewed the rifle.

Take it from the position of firstly 25 ydd, v?hat effect if any 

wd that have? 3 times magnification, it means that everything you 

see is 3 times its apparent size, if you view a 1ft. rule on the 

desk there, it will appear 3 times longer at 25 yds, but it also 

has of course, it allows you to see it from shadows, this is its 

big adv. They are binoculars for looking in the shadows. 

COURT
Will you set it at 3 times? Yes it is set there now. 

I want the jury to look at it. 
HART 
Wd it make diff. bet. 25 yds and 50 yds when at 3 times its

10 magnification? Yes, all the time, it is 3 times its size.

Was that the max. magnification you can get from that scope? No,

the max. magnification is 9.
Does that mean that/rufther away you are from something, the grete:

magnification you need? You cd use it this way yes.

I shd pt. out that those t'scopic sights the jury has doesnt

have the cross wires in, I used them to replace the ones I broke

" on the scope of the rifle before the coutt.

When you were at the DSIR, were you there with a Mr , the 

optomitrist and looked at the rifle in pres. of police officer? Yei 

When was that? Yes, on 22.11.79.
If he gave evid. that theposition, the eye piece was set in, wd 

be clearest for person who was short sighted, you know anything

20 about that? I cdnt comment on that, I cdnt even say what happ. tha- 

day.
He did some tests in yr presence? Yes.
He came into my laboratory with two policemen who were present and 

what he did was he used the rifle and the scope before the court 

and we pted it at a bteiek wall outside the big. and he placed

various lens behind' the, between our eyes and the fc'scopic sights.
25 I cannot talk for the liens as to what they were, but when I viewed

fefero the sights, the-re wasno significant diff. to what I saw thro 

trhei sights, put aKOtfter: way, the brick wall on big. about 30 yds 

away, if I wait-teed to h-M a part, brick on that big. I wd have no 

trouble with hirt-ing it the way they weee.
This rifle is allegedto have been fired at 3.30 a.m. in darkness 

30 and the tests you did were in daylight? Yes, but I ustand that 

altho in darkness then which it must have been, the target area 

well lit, and with t'scopic sight it wd make no diff. 

Youve no know, yrself asto the effect that sit. wd have on short 

sighted person? No.
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I prob. had my eyes tested about 10 years ago. But I think a 
person who views the sight on the rifle now, they cd see themselves 

•j What is the position of the t'sconic sight now, what is the setting 
feEfarS the scope now before the court? The setting is now at 3 time 
magnification on the zoom part and the back part on the focusing 
lens, you see me turning it, I cannot comment on that setting, when 
I used that, that was hard up against the locking pin, it is not 
hard up there now. (puts it to hard up position) It is prob. now 
a millimeter away from this order, but from experiments I did there 
isno significant diff. to what you see. 
This is on basis that youve got normal vision? Yds. 
And youd agree you didnt do experiements testing either the rifle 
and scope at night time in the obv. conditions that prevailed at 
3.30 on morning of 1st July? There was a test fired at night time 
from church grounds there but that is all, dont think it wd help

10 you very much, test firing carried out at night.
Do you concede that that scope illuminated hairs or cross pieces?
It doesnt have those, it has cross - when you view it you can see
cross hairs, but more imp. you have illuminated target.
A witness sd something cd be illuminated? No use have illuminating
cross if yr fiarget cannot be seen
If cross pieces are illuminated you can focus them? No, this cert.

15 is not. Just cross wires.

COURT ADJ. S 11.30 

COURT RES. AT 11.45

I was asking you before, you had - youve got a t 1 sight before 

2Q you, what range of scope has that? It is a Japanese Elliott made 

in Japan,Eliot.
You sd that when you came to pull apart the scope on the rifle 

before the court that you damaged both crosses or stone? Very fine, 
they were both broken I believe.
Did you put ±± in exactly the same crosses as before? You cant do 

that, I transferred the one from this demonstration one and replace 

25 those in the sight on the rifle before the cour.
Is it possible to get a scope such as the one before the court, 

the type of cross hairs that are illuminated at night? I cant answe 

that question, I dont know.
Does it foil, from that you cant be sure whether or not the cross 
hairs in the rifle was illuminated in any way for the night shootir. 

20 Thats right I cant be sure.
I was asking you questions about how ling it had been since yr 

eyes were tested, how old are you? 38 next birthday. 
And is the pos, that at np time you were asked to go thro and look 
t 1 sight on the rifle in the position opp. the main street cabaret 

Thats right.
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At night time? Thats right.

I havent looked thro the scope before you, do we take it there are 

no cross hairs on that scope? Thats right yes.

NO REX 

COURT
VThen, the cross wires in this particular t* sight, are they actual 

hairs or makked on piece of glass? Very fine wires, they are, if you 

5 imagine a circular ring, two diameters on that ring, and this ring 

unscrews from one.
Having removed the original cross wires, the broken one?, and replaced 

them with new ones wd you have to resight the rifle to get it accurate 

I wdnt be surprised, there are 2 steps which I havent carried out test 

but Iwddnt be surprised if replacing the cross wires and also taking 

the 6/scopic sight off the rifle whether this wd upset the aiming pt. 

This is why I dont know how it was fired before I reed it. 

In other words, the fact that the rifle was firing high and to the 

right when you tested it, does not necessarily mean it was firing 

high and to the right before it went into the water? 3CHt Thats right. 

This rifle fires which differs substantiall from the ord. .22 

or pee rifle, any idea of the muzle velocity of this rifle? It is abox: 

3900 ft. per second, to put that into perspective, yr 22 rifle used 

for shooting rabits with has muzzel vel. of about 1030 ft. per second 

at lower range but you can get new c'ridges on the market which are 

up to 1507 ft. per second, this is high velocity bullet. 

Same rifle as the pee rifle? It is the same, the diameter is almost 

the same but bullet is diff. It has diff. weight, heavier, and 

jacket bullet, the jacket is harder metaland the jacket is a nictle

20 alloy, pretty hard, so the bullet will rip and get the spin, if you 

tried an ordinary lead bullet it wd just spin in the barrel, it wd 

rip the bullet.
You told us that you test fired it at 400 yds or fired into a trap 

at 400 yds, wd this weapon be accurate up to 400 yds? Yes, but remembi 

I was handicapped in tests in that I didnt have t*sights when I reed

25 it so I had to make adj. to fall of the bullet over a range. Once you 

set this into any given range you can fire it very very accurately. 

Is feha-t t 1 sight then adjustable for range? Yes, on the top of these 

sights you have a fine, you can hear it clicking, you wind it, this 

says tip if I want to raise the sights, you turn it in anti clockwise 

direction, if lower you fcurn it the other way, so they are adjustable/ 

What you do is you go to range, select whatever range you want to sigl

30 therifle at, say 100yds, you simply fire away - you adjust it 

acordingly.
Suppose you wanted to shoot tart 400 yds away, is there any setting 

on that sight to set it for 400 yds? No.
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Iwanted to ask about the noise this rifle makes when discharged, 

is it comparable with the 22 p. rifle? Much louder, more comparable 

1 to 303 rifle which most people know of, all these rifles lie in the 

range of what Id call high powered rifle whereas 22 is not high 

powered rifle.

Very hard to describe sound and loudness, but you wd compare it 

in loudness with ? Yes, without taking into account the subtlty 

of shortness of duration or sharpness, it has a very sharp crack 

to it where as the 303 tends to have a slightly longer noise, but 

in intent it is approx the same.

Wd it be so intense as to almost hurt ones ears if fired close to 

one? I find it depends if yr the shooter or the person standing 

beside you, when Im shooting weapon I dont notice it, but if standii 

beside a person I usually cover my ear, you dont notice it when 

yr firing it, when this was being fired, I was blocking my ear

10 closest to the weapon, when test fired by other persons.

Does the bullet itself, the sort of vel. youre been describing, 

make a RBK noiae of some sort? These bullets travel faster than 

speed of sound, about 1100 ft. per second, this is what Ive read. 

This travels at about 3900 and accomp. part of the bullet, you get 

crack as it passes you and I believe I did experience this when I 

was in the range years ago, marking targets at 100 yds behind the

15 gun buts when 303 's texxHd being fired, it is given in the books 

as being well known phenomenon with high vel. guns. 

Youve not had the experience of this sound then? Its not a position 

I get into v ery often.

MR MCIPltES CALLS

2Q l^CHME&S ADRTMT PPJAT (Sworn)

I am member of the New Zealand Police Diving Squad based at

Wellington.
©is Thursday 4th October 1979, were you req. to go to Auckland? We

we-re req. ©>n the Wed. before, we arr. that night and comm. the

next morning.
you go to tfee area of the Panmure Est. in the vicinity of

Hook a.% Pfeo%0. N©..28 of Bxb.2, as result of information youd been 

given did you eomm. search of the est.fbr a rifle, bullets and 

some male clothing? Yes .
Give us idea of how you do a search of this nature? The Fst. is 

a tidal one, in order to do search of this, we lay a grid pack, 

on that being ropes with weights on each end, laid on the floor of th 

est. and a team of 4 or 5 divers go down and follow the ropes. 

Once that pattern has been done, the rope is simply moved out and 

the same thing is done again.
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VThen searching in tidal est. like this, any particularproblems? 
Yes unfort. we ran up against tidal problems it being there about 

1 5 knots, cdnt maitanin our station bee. it was tooswift, being 
swept out.
How did you get on? We started at 0800 hrs on Thurs. 4, by ropes 
being lain parallel to the bridge on the seawadd side. On No.28 
the side yr looking at is the seaward side.We laid the ropes and 
coiran. to dive, we did I think 3 patterns directly below the middle 
span of the bridge. That took us about 2 and a half hrs, or 2 and 
a quarter hrs, by then the tide had turned and starting to get too 
swift for us to maitain stations on the rope so until the tide was 
slackened we had to stop. About 1700 the same day, we commenced 
searching again on a slack tide, we had done 2jjatterns I think and 
on third one coming back I located a rifle with t 1 sight . 
Give us idea of what the light was under the water, was it clear?

10 No visibility whatsoever, it was black as night with no stars, pitch 
black, we did it by touch alone, i.e. the first search, groping 
along the bottom very close tog. The search we did at 1700 hrs we 
required I think 4 or 5 lights which gave us about 5 to 6inches 
visibility. The depth there is about 35ft. at low tide and about 
45 at high tide. 
L©ok please at the rifle now shown to you (Exb.17) is that the

15 one you found? Yes thats the one.
And if we look at photos, and in particular 29 can we see the area 
that you obtained that rifle? Yes, bouy marking the spot where I 
came up when I found the rifle, it wd be in the vicinity of 5ft. 
of the float at the time. 
If we flick back to No.28 can we see the bouy also in thatphoto.

2Q to the right? Yes thats the one.
The condition of the rifle when I found it, it was covered in a fine 
layer of silt, I noticed that there was algie starting to form on th 
wood stock of the rifle.
You able to form opinion yrself from this as to how long it might 
have been down there? Id say longer than 2 mths, and it wdnt be 
any more than a year, very hard to tell bee. of the growth in the

25 area.
T«ll us what you did with it? I found it on the bottom, my coll. 

fndisfeed pafefeeim off1,. I brought the rifle back up to our tender boat 
wteieh we h«ve above us, I there brought it back to shore, placed it 
in police car and travelled with it to Auckland Central Station. 
I took it out of the car, took it up to the 4<jhfloor of homicide

3Q room, and then I took it down to the photography section where
McManus photographed the rifle, took it back up tothe homicide room 
and formally handed it over to Mr Shanahan of the DSIR.
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You done this part, police work for long? Yes, 4 years.
How did you place yr chances of finding anything? VTell we pride 

1 outselves with the fact that if it is there we will find it.
Once-the rifle was found, I finished, my friends finished off that
pattern and continued searching for 2 days when fide permitted,
but we didnt find anything.
With the current flowing, did that surprise you, making yr find?
No, the current, well it depends when the rifle and bullets were
thrown over, just how far it went from that spot, it wdnt really 

** affect the bullets or the rifle, it wd affect the clothing though.

NO XXD 

NO REX

MR GJETEVE CALLS

10 RffSfELL .MURRAY GIBBON (Sworn)
I asm Detective Constable attached to the Auckland Criminal Investigatic 
Branch. On Sunday 1st July 1979, I commenced duty on the Margaret Bell 
horn, investigation, on that date I was appted officer in charge of the 
exhibits, this duty included the recording of each exhibit, the 
movement of that exhibit, the storing and safety of it. For this I 
compiled a<n Exb. register. I made this from a loose leaf folder with

15 each exhibit being given one page which was numbered.
On that page you can record the movements of each exhibit after you
had reed it and when e.g. an exhibit was given to the DSIR for
examination? Yes.
I thteikin totak youve recorded 204 exhibits in the register? Yes.
YJou ©f course wd have been pres. at the cabaret on the morning-of
Sianxiay 1st July aad on the next 2 days when the scene there was
th©>£oughly searched, that right? Yes.
KttS. weve heard some description from prev. witness about how that was
done , you divided the area, I think, into groups with some string
aaad each group was thoroughly searched by yrself and other officess?
Ytes.
As items were found was there (their) position noted and marked and

25 then did you record the item in the register? I did yes.
And d© you confirm that various items came into yr possession and then 
pajswed on to Shanafoan of the DSIR for his examination? Yes.

iff necessary yr register showed what happ. to any part, exhibit? Ye

30

NO XXD

NO REH
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MR GRIEVE CALLS 

PAVID OWEN BEPDOE (Sworn)

1 I am Detective attached to the Auckland Criminal Investigation 

Branch. At 7 a.m. on the 4th July Wednesday, 1979, I went with 

other detectives to 71 Pilkington Rd. Panmure to executed a 

search warrant.

COURT ADJ. AT 12.40

COURT RES. AT 2.00 5 ——————————————

at that address. At the address I spoke $o the accused Brian Ronal 

MeD. (indicates accused) with brown pullover, at that time accused 

was still in bed and I took him from his bedroom to the lounge whe 

he sat down. I then asked the accused a series of questions and 

I notedhis replies. A short time later, I recorded these into my

.ID ntebook and I now seek permission from the court to refer to these 

notes for the purpose of refreshing my memory (permission granted) 

I sd, can you tell me where you were on Sat. night. The accused, 

I dont want to say anything, I know I dont have to say anything, 

I wd rather remain silent, I know it is my right. I sd, that is 

fair enough but surely if you were not involved and were not 

involved or in Queen Street when the girl was shot then you may

•J5 as well tell us where you were. That wd save us "a lot of time and 

yrsedlf. The accused, the only way I will tell you anything is 

with my solr. if I need one. I sd, fair enough, what sort of work 

have you been doing? Accused sd, just fixing cars and trying to 

make a few bob, Im working for myself. I sd, is the Valiant 

O'Coraaaor's car? Accused, yes. I sd, how come that you have it?

Accused, T usually drive it. I sd, why is that? Hasnt he got a
20 licence? Accused, no. I sd, when did you last drive it? The

accused made no reply. I sd, well did you drive it yesterday? 

The accused sd, I dont want to say anything. I sd, what do you 

think of the situation of the killing of the girl? The accused 

»d, r d©mt know her, I sd, you must have some ideas. Accused, 

rao I havent, I wdnt have a clue, it must be something. Following 

25 this conversation I left with the accused and other detectives

and went to the 6th floor at Auckland Central P/Station arriving 

bfeere aare 8'..20' a.m. I sd to the accused, you are a suspect for the 

iwacdfer of Margaret Bell of the Main St. Cabaret on Sunday, do you 

u*stand that? Accused, if you say so. I told you before I have the 

right to remain silent. I sd, that is true, however, all Im asking

from you is to tell me yr movements on Sat. 30th June and on the
30 early hrs of the 1st July. Accused, no comment, Im not going to

say anything until my solr. arrives. I sd, all I want to know is 

where you were on Sunday morning at about 3 a.m.Accused made no 

reply.
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Foil, these questions I sat with the accused until the arrival of his 
^ solr. His solr. a Mr Brown arrived at s. 2.30 p.m. and spoke to the 

accused and I wasnt present during this conversation. Folloxving the 
conversation I again spoke to the accused, and I sd, you have spoken 
to Mr Brown yr solr. Accused, yes, and Im not going to say anything 
at all.

XXD MR HAP.T 
5 You had been at the P.Station about, what 5 hrs before his solr. turnec

up? The accused arr. at central at 8.20 a.m.
And the solr. accord to yr evid. turned up at 2.30? Yes.
From yr evid. in chief does it appear that accused asked for a solr.
shortly after 8.2-0 an arr. at station? He didnt make a specific
request for a solr. 

IQ But doesnt it follow that accord, to yr evid. at 8.20 you spoke to the
accused at the P/Station? Yes.
And accord, to yr evid. you say the accused sd, no comment to a cues tic
Im not going to say anything until my solr. foil? Yes.
He must have made a request then otherwise how is solr. to turn up?
I communicated with superiors and made arr. for them to contact a solr.
bee. I wanted to clear the matter up. 

•J5 What time did you contact yr superiors and say that they shd get
solr. for accused? Dont recall exactly what time. It wd not be long
after I arrived at central bearing in mind that it was fairly early in
the morning at that stage.
Did you actually try and ring Mr Brown yrself from the central station!
NO I didnt.
Plenty of phones there? Plenty at central.
I made no effort at all to contact a solr.
Do you knw why it took so long for Brown to arr? I cant comment, I
u'stand there was a delay on Browns behalf, for what reason I dont knov
And during this period, you still asking questions of the accused or
did you just sit tog. for hrs waiting for solr. to arr? As can be seen
by my evid. he didiit wi»h to aanwwr my questions, obv. I didnt sit thei 

25 for 3 or 4 hrs and say nothing, we disc, matters in gen. not relevant
to this inqury.
Td agree fcha>t a>GCU«ed was- easecc-is-ing his legal right not to say anyth-r
Yea.
And mada it clear to you at one stage he wasnt saying anything to you
until he had a solr. pres?At one time accused sd he wd make statement
outlining his movements on arr. of~solr7~'ETKrc~~t~s~ what"! was interested

QQ ___ — _ _ _ ^ ^ _ __ _ _^_____

in., and as far as I was cone, the^sooner that cd take place the~~Fetter. 
Did you make enquiries during this time you chatted with accused to 
see when solr. coming? I u'stood there was some diff. either on behalf 
of the police in contacting Brown, if not that he was for some reason 
dealayed, not aware of reason.
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In any case he Hart the chance to take legal adv. from solr. 
and after this he wasnt saying anything to you, right? Yes.

1 MO REX

MR MORRIS CALLS
HAROLD VALENTINE COOP (Sworn)

I am duly qualified regd. med. practitioner, I am eye specialist.
I asm fellow of royal college of surgeons in England.
Diploma of ? I am consulting eye specialist at Aucland Hospital ,
Ive been specialising in this field for about 14 years.
Did you examine Bruce Speck? I did.
was that done at the request of the police? Yes.
When was that? Few weeks ago, can I refer to my notes? My
examination was on 4th February.
On exaarination what did you find? He had a mild degree of short 

10 sighting. This was more so in the left eye than in the ight.
The right eye saw little over 3 lines out of 7 on the eye chart,
without glasses. But with glasses, he saw the normal bottom line
with each eye. He was also colour blind to a fairly high degree.
Is that serious disability? Not for most purposes, he wd see
colours like red or green but not any finer shades .
Are you able to produce by means of lens the disability of which 

'" Speck was suffering? Yes I can. I can make myself short sighted
to the same degree that he is, so that I can see the same number
of Itrs. on the eye chart, this is done by placing a lens in fron
of my eye, that is recognised procedure.
You were aware, were you not, that the police were interested in
the firing of the shot allegedly from the area of the church 

20 at the top of upper queen street towards cabaeet on other side?
I was.
DM you vdst that area? I did.

that in the company of D.S. Hastings*? Correct. 
was that? (witness refers to notes) This was on the evening

o€ lues. 2'5%h Maa-erh.
What time of the evening? About 9 p.m.
W*s it dmsk, dark or what? It was dark.

wa<s> tfea asirea tha* you wont to - look at Exb.2 the book of 
pfemtographs , No. 20 in particular - can you see the area that 
teha>t you visdrted? Yes.
Which area was it? I stood on the path on left of picture, at 
the level of the church.

30 And from there were you able to see across to the cabaret that 
you see in the next photo? I was .
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Incidentally the lights were turned on for us that night, the 
lights of the cabaret. ~ ~~ "~"
And were you supplied with a t'scopic sight the Japanese Eliot 
model, was it sim. to the one there on the desk? (demonstfation 
t'scope) Correct.
What was the purpose of that visit that night? The purpose was 
to see what level of vision could be obtained of the well lit 
foyer across the road, and especially to see whether the eye 

5 defect which Speck had wd materially affect the view thro that 
t'scopic sight.
You went out there, did you carry out test usingthe lens proceduj 
to simulate Speck's eyesight? I did.
And having done that, did you come to any conclusion as to 
ihether Speck cd see across using that t'scopic sight? Yes, I 
came to the conclusion that the amt. of short sight he had wd 
not materially affect the view thro that t'scopic sight. 
Does that t'scopic sight have various degrees of magnification? 
It does.
And what is the purpose of that? The purpose is to increase or 
decrease the size of the object which is the target but converse] 
it decreases or increases the area of view.
/

Is there any material difference that you can make by movement oJ 
the various pieces of the lens? The^e are minor, apart from the 
icaaia size as just described, magnification, also minor adjust 
ments which maybe made for a persons error of focus, long or 
short sightedT
W&alt"is the>'"significant difference in those 2 ranges? It is very little.. ~~'"""•'•- ——- ————---••

*0 HOW do you mean very little? I think it wd not materially affect 
tke view ffer m©st purposes whichever way it was adjusted, 

yrself tried it out? I have tried out the various
both with my own vision and mimicking Speck's vision, 

And nsrae ©f these changes made any material difference in my vie\ 
Jtes* looking at the t r'se©pic sight, the Jap. one, can you show us

25 by usinf that the adj. for the long and for the short sight that 
is reep3E»d? The eye piece may be screwed forwards or back but as 
yona? ©mm: a«e>, a faster mamber of turns are made to make the adjust 
ment, it is not something which one just does quickly, 
rt wd tend t© be set and then locked by a locking ring. 
At a rangeatending to on the night you visited the upper queen 
street area in March, did these varyingraanges make any diff.

™ at all in yr opinion? No I thought they were really immaterial.

XXD MS HART

Whereabouts do you say you stood when you looked thro the 
scope, looking now at No.20 of the photos and just indicate where 
you say you stood in respect of the church there? 
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I stood at the path at the level of the church. 
V7as it raining that night? No.

As far as the visibility was concerned, the weather conditions wd 
nake some difference wc"nt they? Yes, but not a great deal unless it 
was really raining.
Well when you say that, you mean pelting down? Yes. 

On the basis that the scope has that end piece to look thro turned 
as hard as you can to the right wd you agreethat wd be the most 

5 favourable position for a short sighted person? It wd be a little 
better.
You agree that it is not easy to duplicate the exact weather 
conditions that of course - the condition of the person cone. such 

as if you had alcohol cd be another influence? Yes. 

What about the situation of as it were, looking thro the scope in
an area of darkness out from an anea of licrhtness, wd that make 

10
diff. as far as the eyes concerned? Not really.
So youve sd that wd be turning the scope as far in as possible wd 

be optimum sit. for shortsighted person. Which wd be the p reverse? 

Turning it in opposite direction, a peso person who was even long 

or short sighted with it, cd see well thro it in either direction. 
Yr basic opinion must of course be coloured by the conditions which

., prevailed when you sawit and looked thro it, in other words, it 
15

wasnt raining at the time, right? They do not colour my opinion
about the change of the adjustment depending on the eyesight of the

peson. They only change or qualify my opinion about what can be seer

thro the scope.
Ive already sugg. to you that if person had been drinking that
can affect the persons vision generally to lesser or greater degree? 

20 Yes it can affect him in cons, number of ways, but does not alter
his focus of the eye.
But of course if someone who was shortsighted wanted the optimum
visibility thro the scope, turning it hard to the right wd be tbe
best position to put it in? That is right.
On the basis that it was pelting down at the time, that in itself 

2g wd be another factor i.e. the issue of the rain against the backgrc
of the light and so on? Rain cd make for difficulty in several ways
it wd make the view Less clear, it cd also - rain cd get on the
t'scopic sight.
Cd that have the apparent effect of changing yr focus in any way?
Not materially.
What yr saying is that it generally lessens visibility? Yes. 

30 was the purpose of yr checking Specks eyesight and then going on
to this area in Queen St. to be able to ascertain whether or not
bee. of his eyesight he was cpable of having, as it were, wound up
the rifle and havina it fired from that oosition? Yes.
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And youve already told the jury that bee. of his shortsightedness 

that wdnt prev. hin from looking thro the scope and using the rifle 

1 fron thatposition? ^hatis true.

Wd it be correct to say that his shortsightedness is, what, pild, 

ormoderate or, how wd you describe it? It is mild. 

Thinking back to the area where you stood that night, looking at 

No.20 of the photos, there is alleyway running just down behind the 

church, and you prob. noted it that night you were therw? Yes. 

g Jufct if you can imagine this situation, you have a person with

s/sightedness of Speck and he is standing at the end of stps at the 

end of that alleyway he having walked up with someone else who 

proceeded him and that other person is somewhere in the allevay 

perhaps where you were standigg, wd you agree that mans s/sightedness 

wd not be suf'f. to stop that person being seen? He wd certainly see 

someone else standing somewhre on that path.

'" Is it correct tht Speck also has stigmatism, one eye stronge r or 

weaker than the other? Yes.

What about that aspect, wd that affec-t issue of focus? Not materially 

Does this mean that looking thro the t'scopic sight with one eye- 

one eye wd be -stronger than the other? Hardly any diff. bee. it 

makes such huge magnification that minor degrees of error are 

of very little signficance.
And what about the issue of colour blindness, what effect if any 

wd that have on the subject matter bearing in mind that it was a dark 

area, looking thro a lighted up area? I do not think that wd have any 

materal effect bee. it has no effec-t on the definition, only on the 

colour. The definition across the road with the lights on was very 

clear and I think wd have been very clear for a person either long

20 or short sighted.
And as far as the issue of alcohol is cone, is that subject matter 

that comes under some other specialist as to the effect that wd have 

on a mans ability to gen. see depending on how much he had to drink? 

Yes, a level of alchol alcohol wd have to be high to materialy affect 

the actual vision, its what the mind does with the alcohol afterwards

which is more effective. 
25

NO SIX 

COETRT

Yr eyes quite normal? Im slightly long sighted, the opp. way fro m 

Speck.
Did you look thro that t 1 scope with the focusing device turned as 

30 far as it cd go to the right for a short sighted person? I did. 

Did you use any other lens? I did.
And in those circum. what sort of view did you get thro that t 1 scope 

into lighted foyer? I still got a good view.
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MP HART

Do I take it you didnt actually look yrself thro the t'scopic sight
on the zzHkJc rifle in court, you used another one? Correct.

MP MORRIS CALLS 

GAVIN R0vg g JONES (Sworn)

I am Detective in the Auckland CIE. I an currently stationed at 
Newmarket. At aboutk 10.30 p.m. on the evening of Friday 10th 

c August 1979 I spoke to the accused Brian Ronald McDonald (indicates 
accused) in brown pullover next to prison officer. I had the 
following conversationwith the accused. I sd, Brian, you wdnt be 
here now - sorry - I sd, Brian, if you had told us where you weee 
on the evening of the telthon you wdnt be here now. The accused 
made no comment. I sd, we are not going to let the matter rest here
Again the accused made no comment. I sd, listen Brian, one way or

10IU the other we are going to be able to account for yr movements on th<
night of the telthon. telethon. The accused made no comment. 
On Friday 28th December, on instructioas of Hastings, did you 
accompany the witness O 1 Connor on foot from Myers Park in city to 
53 Howard Hunter Ave. Glen Innds? Yes.
You bit of an athlete? I keep reasonably fit, I did this to 
reconstruct his movements on the morning of Sunday 1st July 1?79, 
I was going to run the route that he took and time it. 
Did you travel from Myers Park to the corner of Airdale and Sgmonds 
Street? Yesx
How long did that take? Haveyou got yr notes there? Mo, that took 
10 mins. and 12 seconds.
Then did you go on to 53 H/Hunter Ave. Glen Innes? Yes. 

20 Go along Gracfton Rd, Parnell, Dryden, Sho re, Orakei, Remuera and 
Johns Roads? Yes.
How long did that take? 1 hr and 14 mins.
How fit was O 1 Connor? He was not particularly fit, he was running ii 
fits and starts, by that I mean he wd jog or sprint 200 mtrs and 
then walk and then jog again.

25
XXD MR COMWAY

You told us your fairly fit yrself, that right? Yes. 
Go otet jogging yrself? Yes.
Do I take it that you adjusted yrself to Mr O'Connors pace? Yes. 

And do I also take it that you came to the conclusion that he was 
not particularly fit bee. you had to run a bit slower? No, he was 

30 running at his best capacity for a distance which is roughly 2/300 
meters and then stopped bee . he was out of wind . 
Number of hills on this route arent there? Yes. 
Very steep ones?
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\

Did he run up these hills? Most of the steep hills he walkedup. 

Run up some of the other hills? Yes.
Were you running - what type of clothing were you in? Track suit 
and t-shirt.
What about 0"Connor? He was in shorts, pr of casual shoes and a 
t-shirt.
When you say casual shoes, you look at then yrself? Yes. 
What sort of shoes were they, leather, sudde? Known as D-jays, 

c self soled casual shoe.
This run was taken on at 10 a.m.? 10.15, not at night. 
It wasnt raining? No.
I take it that O'C hadnt been taken out by the police and got drun]< 
first? Mo.
And I u 1 stand it took almost one and a half hrs, the whole course? 
Yes.
You recall jogging along Remuera Rd? I recall walking along Remuere 
Road.
Running some parts and jogging others? Yes.
Just to duplicate the run, was there a stage where you jumped 
behind some bushes? No, however there were times when we stopped 

where he himself thought he may have stopped on the evening in 

question, we didnt actually jump behind the bushes this time. 
How long were these stops for? Just *or a short period, a period 

which was determined by him, he was setting the pace. 
How often did this happen in Remuera Rd? It wdnt have been too oft* 

along Rem. Rd. bee. as I recall Rem. Pd. joins with St. Johns Rd. 

shortly after Orakei Rd. and the distance isnt too great. 
St. Johns Rd. starts at M'bank? Right.

20 It wd be about 3 miles of roadway? No, I dont think so. 
How far wd you say it was then? Approx. one mile. 

A mile? At a guess.
Whereabouts in Remueaa Rd. did you stop, can you recall? No. 

Were these just ord. stops bee. heran out of breath? Yes. 
HOW many occasions did he do that? I cdnt give you an accurate
number but he was runnign spells of 2 or 300 meters at a time, 

25
so over the 6 mile distance this wd work out to be quite a number

I suppose.
KNOW whether he smoked before or after running the course? I know

that he does sm&ke.
Was he fairly tired at the end of the run? Yes.

30 NO REX
COURT

You did both arrive at the same time? Yes.
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MR MORRIS CALLS 

BP-.YAN JOHN ROT'TE (Svrorn) 

1 I am Detective Inspector in the Auckland GIB.

On the 1st July 1979, I was ins true te cby my superiors to take charge 

of inqurieis into the death of Margaret Bell who had been shot dead 

at the Main St. Cabaret at about 3.30 a.m. that morning. I subsequentl 

directed all police enquiries into her death. On the 20th Sjbtember 

1979, 20th, I instructed D.S.S. Hastings and D.S. Metcalfe to travel

to NP with a view to locating and interviewing the previous witness 
o

Gary Keith O' Connor. At that stage, of the enquiry, I was aware that

the accused Brian Ronald McDonald sefcted in court (indicates accused) 

and O' Connor had, prior to the murder, possession of 2 firearms, 

a 22/250 rifle and a 4/10 under and over gun which is a combination 

shotgun and 22 rifel. Of course I was also aware at that stage that 

a live 22/250 bullet had been found on the stairs at the rear of

10 Martins Toy shop and also that a live 4/10 cartridge had been found 

in the telephone box in Queen Street down from the cabaret. Both 

ofthese types of ammunition are in themselves unusual and a combinati 

of them thoroughly unusual. On the 22nd September, I reed a telephone 

call from Hastings and as a result of a discussion with, him, I 

instructed him that he cd tell 0-Connor that as long as he didnt 

shoot Margaret Bell and as long as he told the truth, he wd not be

" prosecuted for any offence in relation to her death. On the 24th

September, i.e. 2 days later, I interviewed the accused Brian Roanld 

McDonald at the Auckland Central P/Station. I cautioned him. 

Pause there, you sd the 20 or 22nd? He was seen on the 22wnd at NP. 

Now telling us about the 24th? Yes. . . jj 

Betw-een that date, those two dates, you were aware of /O' Connor?

20 Yes, prior to interviewing McD. I had read a 5 page closed typed

McD. acknow. during the interfview knowing O; Connor, the prev witness 

Speck, the Bloor brothers and the prev. witness Trevor Smith. I put 

to the accused . . .
Did you tell him you wanted to speak to him about the muder murder 

of Bell? Yes, and I put to him series of questions based on the

allegations made by O 1 Connor
25 Concerning his movements at the time Bell was shot? Yes. To all of

these questions the accused sd, no comment and he indicated that he 

wd not a-nswer any of these questions until he had spoken to his 

counsel Mr Hart.
At that stage you Had in yr poss. a statement of O'C and all the 

other material from police enquiries? Yes. 

30 Nothing from McDonald, correct? Yes .
Did you at that time explain to McD. that you had located Speck?No. 

But no doubt as result of what o'C told you you were anxious to 
get in touch with Speck? Yes I was anxious to do a few things after 

hearing what O'C had to say, one was to put allegations to the 

accused and the other to put or to find Speck and to see what he had

t0
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about his movements on the nicrht of the murder.
nid you then cause enquiries to be rr.ade in respect of Speck? Yes, 

1 throughout NZ to locate Speck and that resulted in rny sending the 
prev. witnesses Kruger, who was then Det. Kruger and Det. Jones to 
P.otorua to locate and interview Speck.
On the 1st October as a result of a t'phone call from Knuger from 
Rotorua, I travelled to Rotorua and. spoke to Mr Speck at the 
Rotorua P/Station. I explained to him the basics of crimianl offendin
and the various categories of offenders. As a result of that, he o
then indicated he was prepared to tell us what he knew about the
murder of Margaret Bell. I did offer him a solr. of his choiee if he 
wanted to check on what I had sd, but he declined that offer. He then 
gave a verbal account of the movements of himself and Me Donald and 
O'Connor on the night of the murder, he then agreed to make a written 
statement about this,prior to him doing so, I told, him that included

10 in his statement wd be a paragraph identical to that included in a
statement by O 1 Connor namely that if he didnt shoot Margaret Bell and
was telling the truth he wd not be prosecuted for any offence in
relation to her death. I then left Mr Speck with D.Kruger and I retd.
to Auckland.
How long have you been in the force? 18 years.
D/Inspector fo how long? 3 years.

15 I take it youve been in that period, of time in the force involved 
in some fairly serious investigations in connection with this case? 
Yes, I have, been detective for 18 of those 18 years, Ive worked on 
numerous enquiries, many homicides and Ive also in recent years been 
in charge of a number of homicide enquiries. 
Its a pretty serious step to give an u 1 taking to Speck and O 1 Connor?

20 Yes onestarts these type .of enquiries with object of finding suff. 
evid. to ID and prosecute all persons criminally involved, sometimes 
that is not always possible and one has to modify that objective 
and settle for perhaps only the principal offender. 
And in yr opinion why did you decide on this part, course in this 
case?
Subsequently were you aware an indem. given by S/General not to

25'*' prosecute? Yes.
Was that handled by yrself or by officers of the Crown? Law offices 
of the Ce©wn, quite independent of the Police.
We had evidence of steps taken by the police to protect O'Connoer 
subsequent to his making statenrnt to you, any sim. u 1 taking given to 
Speck? Yes, Specks whereabouts were kept a secret and on any occasion 

o0 thatit was nee. to bring him to Auckland he was kept under police
protection. In fact I think if you read the deps youll find he didnt 
disclose his current add. at the lower=court, dont know if he did 
in this court.
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Subsequent to yr ats obtaining the statement off Speck flic1 you again

speak to McDonald? Yes.

"as he then arrested? Yes. That was on 2nd October.

On the 4th October, did you take poss. of t 1 sight fror? the exhibit

rifle? Yes I did this at Auclland central a^ter the exhibit rifle had

been brought there by the previous v.-itness Constable Praat. I kept

that scope in my possession and had it examined for f'prints by the

senior fprint technician at Auckland, Mr D. There were no fprints

impressons found on it, the rest of the rifle considered totally
5 unsuitable for f'printincr. On 8th October I delivered the scope to the

« 
prev. witness Mr Shanahan.
Have you made any testsas to timing and so on involving movements of 

Speck and O'C? Yes I instructed that a timing exercising be carried 

out with the prev. witness O'Connor. This was done quite some time 

before the lower court hearing. The purpose was to get some idea of

.,_ the time involved in his movements and the time he wd have reached 

H/Hunter Ave.
What about Speck? Yes, because of certain matters raised by the 
defence at the lower court hearing, mainly an allegation that O;C 

didnt run home, I did a timing exercise with the previous witness 

Speck on the night of the 3rd February 1980. This was a Sunday night, 

the exercise commenced with a sprint from the Latter Day Saints Church

•jg down thro Myers Park to the bottom where it had been indicated the 

vehicle involved was parked, on the night -of the murder. That run 

took one minute and 30 seconds. I then drove a police car on a route 

described to me by Speck and at a speed indicated to me by Speck, this 

being the route alleged by him to have been traversed after the nurder 

This route went from Myers Park on to Mayoral Drive, left down Queen 

Street, thro Rutland St. on to Wellesley St.k right up Wellesley St. 

into Princes Street, a u-turn from Princes Street and then up on to 

Symonds St. along Symonds St. to the turn off on the southern motorwah 

along the sthern motorway to the Ellerslie/Panmure turroff and then 

along the Ellerslie/Panmure Highway to the old bridge over the Tamaki 

Estuary. This was a Sunday night I commenced that trip at 11.29 p.m.. 

and traffic was minimum, alaost zero. That time was chosen as feKBB?

25 best possible to coincide with anticipated traffic movement on the

night of the murder, the timing for that journey (refers to notes made 

a* the time) was 16 minutes. The next step was to travel to the end 

of that bridge, a u-turn and then back to H/Hunter Ave. via in the 

main Tripoli Rd. and Merton Rd. , in fact the route taken fcsxfeR was 
that taken by the bus on Tuesday morning from the flats in H/Kunter 

Ave. to the bridge, that trip took a further 6 mins. The next trip was 

from the flats at H/Hunter Ave. to Half Moon Bay ~ that took 15 mins. 

And then there was the return journey back to the units at H/Hunter 

Ave, which took a further 14 mins.
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This gave a total travel tine in the police car of 51 minutes 

.j and the run thro Myers Park added on a further 1 and^a half irdns. 
giving total of 52 and a half mins. Travel time only. 

In reproducing these movements of Speck, did you make, any 
note of the time spent on the Panamure bridge or time spent at 
H/Hunteror time spent at Half "oon Hay? No allowance made for 

that, it was actual travel time only.
Yr aware of the photos, the jury have seen of the church? Yes. 

5 Yr aware they visited there prior to the trial. Can you tell us 

is there any material diff. in the vegetation growth around the 
church compared to what it was at the time in question? Yes the 

is slightly more growth there now than what there was at the time 
of the shooting which was virtually mid winter. 
I take it during the course of the police enquiries there were

•JQ in addition to the witness been called numerous other peson

persons interviewed by the police? Yes, there were many 100's 
interviewed.
Have you made available to the defence names and address of 

persons who were at the scene and. who were not called? Yes, the 
persons who were thought maybe of some assistance to the defence, 

their names and addresses were supplied.

15 Did that include names and address of the Bloor brothers? Yes.

XXD MR HART

On that last pt. were the name of a man called Francis Hogbson 

an opt. who saw Speck on the 22nd, sorry, 15th November, was that 
a name supplied to the defence at any time prior to commencement

of this trial? No and I dont really see there was any pt. quite 
20

frankly in supplying his name.
I u'stood you to say anything that might be relevant to the 

defence was supplied, you didnt see that to be relevant in shape 
or form to the defence? Yes andnlll explain why. I had those 

experiements carried out by Mr H. with a view to seeing if there 

was any possibility of excluding the possibility of Speck having 

25 fired the murder weapon on the settings as found by Shanahan.

I took part in experiments with Mr H. These involved the use of 

a lens so as to give a person with normal sight the sight of 

Mr Speck. I found and so did Kruger that there was a wide range 
of various settings on the t'scopic sight where Speck's vision 

wd have been ample if he Ait had wanted to use the weapon and
indeLed the same observaton applied to my own eyesight and that 

30 of Kruger and Shanahan. However, in addition, there was the
obvious factor that no one was in a position to say exactly the 
setting of the scope at the time of the shooting and in addition 
there were the complicating factors of the inclement weather at 

the time
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for example rain coming over the scope, the effect of tiredness 

1 because I think there is ar.ple evid. before the court that the shootin

took place at 3.30 a.m. and also the effect of the consumption of

alcohol which the accused Speck and O'C. had bbv . consumed that night.

All in all in my opinion the matter was so complicated that I dont

think it wd have been poss. to illiminate any person from having used

therifle.
You made yr mind up that this wd be of no assistance to the defence

or are you saying you passed it over to the Crown? That was my

opinionand the document rela-ting to Mr H's examinations and tests

was placed on the police file.

At what stage was that handed to the Crown solr. for his consideratior

The BSX crown solr. wd have seen the file prior to the lower court

hearing. 
10 YOU were aware that part of subject matter of his reportk that

he sd the"DSIR ...... short sighted" you knew about that? Yes, cd

you read the rest of it.

Well you knew about that? Be fair, read the rest of it.

You knew about that piece? Yes.

It goes on to say "although .... for normal vision"? Yes the concludir

piece "although the cross .... other than .... normal vision" which is 

15 I think what Ice sd.

Did you also u'stand it to mean that obv. the setting was at optimum.

position for someone who was s/sighted? That was Mr H's opinion, I

based my actions on my own observaton s and thoseof others who also

tested the scope.
Leaving aside Mr H., we turn to Mr Harold Coop, he saw Mr Speck on 

20 25th March at yr instigation? Yes.

COURT ADJ. AT 3.30

COURT RES. AT 3.45

Its correct isnt it that Mr H. saw Bruce Speck on Nov. 15th and

then communicated with member of yr team on the 29th November 
25

1979? Yes.
And youd agree both those dates preceeded the taking of the deps? Yes 

Do you agree that at the very taking of the deps it was made clear 

no obligation on Speck, that either he or O'C. had fired the fatal 

shot? I wasnt aware of that until I had in fact read the deps. 

sometime early this year.
30 Having read the deps. at least at that stage you still say it didmt 

occur to you or anyone else that the subject mattef of the report mig 

be material to the flefence in view of the allegations put? Yes I stil 

mtained that the whole issue is so much without solid foundation, the 

only foundation you can have in this matter is a guarantee of the 

exact pos. the scope was in at the time of the shooting and we dont

have that evid. 
35__
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That is besides all the other matters Ive mentioned. 
But clidnt you consider that that might be matter that accuseds 

•j advisors mir-ht like to consider, as to what use if any they cd 
make of it, if any tests shd be carried out as result of these 
factors? I bel. Speck gave evid. at dens, of this s/sightedness, 
the weapon is always avail, to the defence to carry out tests 
if you so desire, you know that.
What Im sugg. is you took it upon yrself to hold back this 
information preferring to act as yr own jury so to speak, what 
do you say to that? I say no Mr Hart.
And do you agree that when matter further explored by you, 
when Speck seen By Coop, who is an eye specialist, that any of 
the information reed from him was again not made avail. to the 
defence until the last minute? What specific information are 
you ref. to?

10 You can see there was indeed a Itr. written to you following 
Speck being examined on the 2Bth March which (25th) which is 
foil, by report dated 26th March, just over a nth ago? From my 
recollection, I dont think Coop added, anything to what Mr H. 
had added, the purpose of having Coop eaamine Speck was that 
it had been decided to call evid. at the trial that there wd 
be evid. from a specialist who was independent completely of

15 the police, Mr H. is employed by a firm and part of their work 
is to examine police officers periodically.
So what yr saying is, when its led from the crown solr. that 
names and add. of anyone who they cons, might be of assistance,
what that means that any information that the police or crown

s 
considers important he makes the decision and that is the

9O inforamtion handed over, is that right? As I u'stand the law 
and I think you are very well aware of it, thats pretty near 
exactly what P/Council laid down, onus of the prosecutor after 
deps. to supply to the defence those particular names, what has 
been done is in accotfd. with that decision as I see it, someone 
has to make the decision. 
Foil, on then *?d you go on to say yo u wd supply any information

25 to the defence? Im not surprised, it doesnt cone, me that the
information has been made avail, to you bee. I dont see it takes
us anywhere at all.
Dosnt take the prosecution anywhere? I didnt say that.
You spoke in some detail about the t'scopic scope being checked
for f'prints, thats so isntit? I mentioned it had been checked

2Q for fprints.
Was the blue c'ridge Exb.8, was that checked for fprints do 
you know?
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VTO to the best of my recollection no, this type of surface 

wd be unsuitable for fprinting and the brass part has an 
indentation/s on it and altho Iir. not f print expert, I think 
I know enough about them to say you wdnt get an identifiable 
print off that and bearing in mind the history of that particulc 
c'ridge, it had been found outside on a night of torrential 
rain and it had been in the possession of Mr Shipten borne days 
before it was handed to the police, it had certainly been veil 
handled by him. 

5 But wdnt it be fair to say that you went so far as to check
the scope when in tide for mths, no harm wd be done if you checl 
the c'ridge to see if there were f'pringimpressions on it? If 
surface is unsuitable yr wasitng yr time.
The other exhibit, the bullet found in that area down in Poyntor 
Tee, on fire escape, was it checked for f'printsjs? To the best

in of my know, again, no, not sure, if you want exact answer Id
have to check the file for that, but again that had been hand.lec 
by at least 2 civilians, Mrs Witherford and Mr Anderson I think 

are their names.
On the issue of the steps you took to, as it were, reanact the 
alleged course that Speck took in the vehicle, you have given 
an account of the movements of the man from the area by the

•jg church down to the car and you told the jury just how long that 

took? yes .
Is the position of course that when that, whatever time that 
was started from, that O'C. was already well on his way before 
as it were there was any shot fired? No, I think with the evid. 
of D Jones you will find he did a timing of O;C from a position!
in Queen St. to the position here, (indicates on map) at the

20 top of Airdale St. and from then another timing and from there
until into H/Hunter Ave., that time as I u;stand it was one hr 
and 14 mins, so my timing exercise was built to coincide with 
the timing exercise of O'Conners, i.e. when he left Airdale St. 
allegedly, and I left the latter day saints church. 
Yr saying you worked it on the basis that as faras 0' Connors 

25 time is cone, from the time he heard the bang, from then onward; 

Yes.
You know how long it wd have taken to walk or jog off from 
Quen St. up to the top of Airdale St. where it joins with S. 
Street? For the matter to be of any relevance, o'c.'s saying 
of the time ittook him to do it is of no relevance.

REX MP MORRIS

Had accused explained - He has always had no comment to that 

part, night. 
Accused every 
(OBJECTION fiS TO LEADING)
Has accused ever claimed that 0'Connor fired the rifle which 

35_______shot Miss Bell? No.______________________________________
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Has the accused ever claimed to you that Speck fired the 
rifle that shot Miss Bell - has he or has he not claimed 
that Speck fired the rifle? The answer to both questions 

is no.
With your knowledge of this overall investigation from the 
tirrre this lass was shot, has it ever been part of the crowns 
case that Speck, because of an eye defect cd not have fired 
the rifle? No

EVIDENCE FOR THE CROWN 

COURT ADJ. Am 4.10

10

15

20

25

30
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AT 2. n.ri. on 1.5.80

MR HART QPFMS A?TT> CftLLS
P-RIATI RONALD SR McDONALD (Sworn)
Where vere you formerly living? 71 n. °d . Panmure, Pilhington Re
it is my parentsaddress. I had financial interest in block of
units at H/Hunter Ave. with Mr (V Connor.
When did you and O" Connor buy them? I think aout about March 

5 1979.
Whatwas the situation, you ever live in one? I stay there
occasionally but I didnt act. live there.
We know there were 2 units, what happ. to the other? Given to
the person who rented it before we bought them. Rented to him.
Youve spoken of O 1 Conner, youve known him for sometime? Yes I 

10 met him in August iSfi 1976.
After first meeting him did you and he become friends? Yes, very
good friends.
You also know Bruce Speck? Yes. I met Speck first when at
intermediate school 17 years ago.
You also good friend of his? Yes.
In 1979, how often wd you see Speck? Once a week or what? Yes, 

15 prob. about once or twice a week, for part of 197? he lived in
Chch and he retd to Auckland in about June.
In June 1979, you see him about once a week? More frequently,
prob. 3 or 4 times a week.
What about O 1 Connor, how often did you see him? About the same,
when Speck came back from Chch he lived at the unit with O;C
How long did Speck stay at the unit for? If you cant remember
s-ayso? A matter of weeks .
How did Speck and O'C get on tog? Very well, orig. when I met
O'C I was introduced to him by Speck.
So apart from seeing him from time to time wd you go out sociall:
with O'C. and Speck? Yes, frequently.
What sort of place did you go to? Hotels generally, night clubs, 

25 Gary O'C. and I often played football and we were in a boxing
clufe tog. as well.
Yr saying tefeat Spek was living with 0;C., did you used to go
to teheir place which was really yr place? Yes.
At about June 1979, did O'C. own a car? Yes, a 1969 white Valianl
4 door model.
Did he also at some time own a cortina vehicle? Yes., it was 30
about a 1964 model, blue car.
Did you have tnspt of yr own then? No, not then,
What about Spck, how was he off for tnspt? He had a car but he
had written it off in an accident.
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Did you ever drive the white valiant that belonged to O'C? Yes 

I drove it frequently.

Any part, reason why you shd drive it freq? Gary didnt hase a 

licence at that time.

Did you also about this time know 2 persons calledthe Floor 

brothers? Yes, I mt fci them in Dec. 1978. 

Were you still friendly with them in 1979? Yes. 

Did they ever go out with you Speck and O'C? Yes.

5 About June 1979, what sort of work were you doing? I was workinc 

on cars, Melf employed.

Doing alright at that? Yes, Im auto electrician by trade. 

What about the Floor brothers, they have car of their own? Ti7ayn« 

B. had mark 4 zephyr, off the road, Graham had 1964 EH Holden. 

Was there a time when it was decided that you and Gary O'C 

._ and the two Bloor brothers wd go out one night? Yes, it was one 

day, Sat. 30th June when Gary O'C and I retd from B 1 lands, 

called in to see Bloors and arranted to see them later that 

evening at H/Hunter Ave.

Where were you planning to go that night? To a hotel first and 

then around to St. Lukes Rd. 

Did the Eloor brothers come around to H/Funter Ave address? Yes

-c they arrived at about 7 o'clock.

What had you done earlier that day? Earlier that day I had come 

thro from B 1 lands and called in to see the Bloors, and then 

it was later that night that we met them.
You had anything to drink before the Bloors turned up? Not then 

What time did the Bloors arrive at H/Hunter? About 7 p.m.

Were you and Gary there then Tfes I was in the shower at the tim< 
on

So after you got out of the shower, who did you speak with?

I get changed in bedroom, I came out into the lounge, Gary talk 

ing to the Bloors, I was wering near leather jacket I bought 

few days before and pr. of new leather dress boots and there 

was some joking amongst the 4 of us about my new clothes. 

kx What of O'C? He had a new jacket he bought at the same time. 

25 Where had you bought the brown leather jacket from? Shop in 

Queen Street.
So joking about new clothes, did you then leave and go to the 

Alex. Tav. Hotel in Pamell? Yes we did.
Did you go in Garys car, the white Valiant? Yes, the 4 of us 

went in his car and I drove.
Take it the Bloor brothers were with you as well I take it? Yes

30*" What did you do once £ou got to hotel? Drinking for half an hr

or an hr and then there wad disc, about Spck and that he cd be 

at the P'ranga Hotel, during this discussion it was sugg. the 

4 of us go to the P'ranga hotel, but bee. of Bloor brothers 

drinking there and Wayne Bloor had knee injured in league that 

afternoon, and he had diff. walking 
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Did you know where Speck was that evening? No I didnt. 
T<7ell did Gary O 1 Connor and one of the Bloor brothers go to the 
White Horse Inn to try and find him? Yes, f-raham and Gary. 
Was that a place that Speck vrd often frequent? Yes, he frequent* 
that hotel and the Panmure Hotel .
Row did it cone about that those 2 went off to see i f they cd 
find Speck? Just the general decision amongst the 4 of us, 
Wayne Bloor didnt want to go. 

5 What sortof alcohol were you drinking at that stage? Steinlager,

COURT ADJ. AT 3.30 

COURT RES. AT 3.45

How many steinlagers did you have kup to that s;ta'ge? Prob. 
1Q about 2.

Youve sd that both O'C and kfcH one Bloor Brothers went to
whit dborse inn, did they come back? Yes.
Did they indicate if Speck was there? When they arr. back in 
the bar, I was up at the bar buying round of drinks, when I got 
back to the table, thats when I found Speck hadnt come back 
with them.

-c Did you ultimately yrself go and speak to Speak? Yes I did.
How did that come about? I took the car keyes and drove to the
P ' ranga Hotel .
By yrself? Yes, by myself.
So you arr. at the P 'ranga hotel, see Speck there? Yes, standinc
adjacent to the bar in the lounge .
Was there anything you wanted with Speck? Yes I was interested 

on
*u in getting some money off him. He owed me some money.

How nmeh money did he owe you 7 $4 5. 
What was that for? Car repairs, car parts.
So you arr. at the hotel, saw Speck, then what did you say to 
him? I told him to come outside, there was a punch thrown, I 
threw puueh at him in the bar and I told him to come outside. 

25 Did he come outside ?Yes hedid.
Bid anything else happen before going out? Yes, as we going out 
Wm door, large islander and doorman there, grabbed holdx»BX* 
ofine and pushed me up against one of the walls. 
You fighting with him? No I wasnt fighting with him, he just 
had his hands on me, Speck was telling him it was o.k. that he
cd handle it.

30 You heard the evid. of Speck who talked about you going and
picking bottle up, did that occur? Mo.
How strong is Speck himself? Quite physically strong person.
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As far as yr cone, is he able to handle himself? He is well ableto
handle himself. 

1 Vou were talking about this fellow grabbing hold of you, any
disc. bet. you and Speck about that? No there wasnt.
Did this man appear to have been drinking? He was quite drunk,
appeared to be spoiling for a fight, I didnt particularly want to
fight with him.
Talk about this money, you say anything to Speck about the money? Ye:
he told hn me he didnt have it.
Did Speck then go off with you in the car? Yes.
Was that the white valiant? Yes .
How did it come about thathe went off with you? Well when we were
otrtside the hotel, I asked him about the money, he told me he didnt
have it, I sd he cd have avoided the sit. that had happ. if he had
met me the prev. night like we had arranged. 

10 Had there been some prev. arr. to meet him? Yes. •
What was it about, money? Yes it was.
What had the prev. arr. been? I was to meet him. at 6 on Friday
night at the Panmure tavern but he didnt show up.
How did it come about that Speck went off with you in the car? When
I told him I was leaving he sd he was going to come to bee . he wd
feel a fool at going back into the bar after what had just happened. 

15 so you headed off in the car, what was yr relationship at that stage:
It was back to normal .
Did you then arrive back at the Parnell hotel? Yes.
Was that the Alexandra? Yes it was.
Who was there when you arrived? The two Bloor brothers and Gary O'C.
Where was O'C. when you arrived back at thatparticular hotel? 

20 Still sitting at the same table, they were.
Did you see any incident occurring bet, O'C and soiaeone else there?
Yes.
What did you see happen? O'C at the bar getting a round of drinks,
and he retd to the table we were drinking at and put bottles on the
tale table, he then turned and walked away and walked back to the
corner of the bar when 2 men were standing there . He punched one of

25 the men.
Wh«t sort of puaach was it he threw at this other man? It was a blind

W&at position was tehis other man in in relation to O'C when he threw 
the blind fepunch? Sideion.
Did O'C then come back to the table ?Yes he did. 

30 Tell you what it was about? He sd the guy made him feel small.
Did he say why? Apparently bee. he hadnt got out of the way when O'C 
was carrying the drinks back to the tabel .
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what about O'C himself, is be ahle to handle himself in a fight? Yes

he is.
So O'C involved in this incident, did sop.eoned else approach the

group? Yes another man cane and approached Wayne Bloor.

And what happ. then? He was wanting Wayne to come outside with him.

Inviting Wayne to come outside with him?Yds.

What did Wayne do? Re punched him.

Was there any retaliation? The guy was knocked back a few feet and

retd and had the same conv. again and Wayne punched him again. 

5 So he punched him twice? Yes.

Did you stay there until closing time? Yes we did.

You sd you were drinking steinlager, what about now, what did you

drnk? Still drinking steinlager, we were.

You mean Bloor brothers and Gary O'C? Yes, the group of 5 of us.

How many steinlagers wd you have consumed after you retd and before 

1Q leaving the hotel? Prob. 2 or 3 more.

How was everyone getting on then, thats bet. the 5 of you? Getting on

quite well.
Did you leave the bar at closing time? Yes we left at 11 o'clock.

What time do you say approx. wd you yrself have left to go $o the

white horse inn? About 8.30 I think.

How long had you been away before returning? Prob. half an hr. 

15 Wh'en you left the hotel, where yereyou planning to go to? St. Lukes R<

Know the people who live there? Yes,the grim reapers.

Are they some sott of motor cycle group? Yes, motor cycle glub.

Did you know some of the members there? Yes I did.

What aboti$ the others in group, they know them? Yes, we all knew a

few of the gripreape-rs.

Before you left tfee hotel what were the weather conditions? When we
20 left the hotel it was raining very heavily.

Had it been raining earlier in the evening? Yes, but dont think it 

had beed»raining that nea<vily. 

Who_went_ off; .tQ.gedt.the car? Gary O'C. didy 

¥fh© dcove? I did.
And dsid you then go ©at to St. Lukes to grim reapers place? Yes we di 

25 You heaxd the evid. of Gary O'C. who sd something about Buying bottle 

ofgln fto>r you, bee. you unhappy, did that happen? No, no reason 

bee. they h-a<ve a bar ait the grim reapers which is always open and 

y©iu can bra^ it fe&eEe-.

Wiist going back to hotel in parnell, you able to say personally 

what, if anything, Bruce Speck had to drink while he was there,

you sd you had 2 ateinlagers? Each time someone wd buy round it
30 wd be a round of 5 bottles, so we wd be drinking roughly the same.

What about when you yrr. at grimreapers? We drank larger bottles of

beer.
Any disc, about who shd drive the car, before getting to reapers?

Yes, I got trapped into driving the car.
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T7hy was that? rhen we left the Alexander hotel, it was raining

very heavily and no volunteers to go and get the car, and KKXsxH

the 4 of us standing outside a yawning which I thinkis a garden
bar and each sugg. reasons why someone shd get the car, prob.
after 10 mins. of this I stnuck up the deal with Gary that he wd
get the car if I drove.
Going back now to the premises at St. Lukes how long did you stay
there for? I think about 20 past 1 or 1.30.
What were you doing while you were there? I was in the main part

or lounge part where the par is, the 4 others that were with me
were in the games room.

(It was raining heavily, it had been raining when we arr. 
and left the Alex. hotel, and also the bar was open and I was 
having quite a good conv. with a friend of mine, log fire going 

10 at the time, and it was beter place to drinly, with the log fire 

going.
Was it suggested that someone that you shd go to mainstreet, 
very generally? Yes.

15

20

25

30

What was the sugg., that you go into town or club or what? Yes, it 

was to go to main street.
How interested were you in going to main street at about 1 in 
morning? I expressed doubt as to whether we wd get in or not. 
Main St. fairly popular place at that time of the morning? If 
yr not there before closing of hotels it is fairly hard to get 

into most night clubs. 
Did you agree to go? Yes.

Who drove the car that tine? I did.
Able to say what weather conditions like? Yes, raining heavily.

Where did you park the car at main street? Coming down from Queen

St. on the right, in a car park.
Did y©u walk up to main street together? I locked the car, the oth

4 went up as a group and I was foil, few yds behind.
You all arrived at main street, just befor e/ou got there what was
the situation that you saw? Doorman was going at speck that he

cdnt come in bee. of his jeans.
Had you act. got in thro the door then? Yes.
And where was the doorman? the bouncer, where was he in relation

to Speck at that time? He was just standing right in front of him.

In towards the main door= Yes.
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"hat was going on? Doorr.ar saying the others in croup cd ccr^e in 

but that ?peck cdnt tec. of his clothing.

£nd what was the reaction to that? Firstly Ppeck started telling 

him that his clothes were o.k. and started describing the doorirans 

clothes, not being very suitable either.

T-'as there a time when you moved frm one area right up to the area 

where you turn right and go u'stairs? Yes.

Eow did that come about? As I recall it, the doorman sd, if. thats 

yr attitude Im going to call in the heavies and Bar y sd, well 

5 we are going anyway.

Whefe was O'C in relationship to doomen then? He had walked past

him up toward the stairs.

What was Speck doing while O'C was speaking to the doorman? Standin

there or saying anything? Yes he was saying something, up by the

stairs or where?

He had moved up the stairs by now? Yes..

Before that, where do you say the initial disc, took place, tell

us in yr own words and before you moved fo»ward? Within 10 yds of

the glass doors and going in towards the cabaret on the righthand

side, the side the cashier box is on, somewhere near where it is

situated.

Wa% the movement towards the stairs on the right? Yes.

... Youve spoken about Speck debating or arguing with bouncer about 
I o

his clothes, did Speck have anything to say when the grup moved

forward? No I wdnt think so.

You heard the evid. of Speck who says that you were the one that

was obstructing O'C. (instructing) and urging hm on to hit the

bouncer, is that right? No it is not correct.

Had you wanted to go to main street thatnight? No I hadnt. 

20 you heard the evid. of O'C and Speck who put you as the one who

wasurgtng the others on, is that corresrt? No it isnt.

Either Speck and O'C. the type to need anyone to urge their mnds

on when they had made up their minds about something? No not at al]

You see what O'C doing while he was below and bouncer upstairs?

Efe was shuffling towards the boucer, I thought he did throw a 

OK punch, as O'C walked up towards the stairs, bouncer overtook him,

walked past him and went towards the stairs,! thought something

had gene on then.

You talked afeomt some boxing earlier on in yr evid. you ever done

boxing with O'C ? Yes.

What kind of boxing was that? Sparring, been in the same boxing

club tog. 

30 Where is that club?Howick.

Was there an occasion when something sd about the police being

called? Yes.
what occurred then? Speck and O'C. left very quickly, Floors and

myself went out slowly after them.
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recall the eviri. of "alsh, the cashier vho sd that - 

whats yr recollection of where you were when the cashier speaks 

of seeing the 5 of you together? In not exactly sure where the 

cashiers box is from memory but I was up fairly close to the stairs, 

tht is the ones leading up to the cabaret.

At this time, can you explain to the jury what you wore that night 

and what Gary O'C. wore thatnight? I wore brown leather jacket 

and blue and red striped shirt, dress jeans, pr of casual shoes. 

I had earlier been wearing boots but as they were new they were 

quite uncomfortable and when I drove out to white horse inn I change' 

into shoes.
What about Gary O'C., what did he wear? He was wearing brown leather 

jacket, the same type as mine, not sure what sort of trousers he 

was wearing but he Had on casual shoes.

Did any of the others in the group have brown leather jackets? I 

think Graham Bloor was wearing a brown leather jacket but of a 

different type.
As far as yr physical character is concerned, did O'C have a beard 

ormoustach? Yes, we both had similar hairstyles and both had small 

beards.
Before you left the cabarethat night, you give any particular look 

to be cashier that you recall? No I dont even recall having seen the 

cashier until the deps. hearing.

You saying you don$ recall having seen her before prior to her givin 

evid. at the deps? Yes thats right.

So if you left the main street - you left then did you? Yes. 

Did you all then go off in the car? Yes. 

Just the 5 of you? Yes.

Who was driving at that time? I was drivjng.

Were the Bloor brothers still there? Yes, they were in the car. 

Did you travel from where you parked yr car ultimately to Harris Pd? 

Yes we did.

25

30

What did he say about travelling there? We were act. travelling to 

tfel ___
•_____ ___^^^^^^^^^^^f^m

was UP.

went to Smiths place, and what happened there? The lights 

were on and the house lights were on.

What time wd it be by then? Frob. shortly after 2, not later than 

2.15.
Did O'C go into the house? Yes he did. 

At whose instigation was that? At his own. 

As far as the veh., were you driving? Yes. 

Where was Speck? He was sitting in the front on the pass. door.
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0'Connor was sitting in the middle.
Gloor brothers still in the back? Yes. 

1 So he went into the house, did he have anything with him when he caire
back? Yes he did.
What was it? The rifle wrapped in a blanket.
Is that the rifle that has been produced to the court? Yes I think so,
In what way was it wrapped up in the blanket? Its hard to describe,
the rifle was - had been laying across the blanket when open and
just rolledup in the blahket. Id seen it before.
When was last time you saw it prior to this night? At B'lands.
WhenO'C brought it out in blanket, did you see it was a rifle? Yes.
Did you say anything to him about it then? O'C got back into the
car and put the rifle in the back seat, I asked him why he had the
rifle.
What did he say about that? He sd B 1 lands. 

10 What did you u 1 stand him to mean by that? We had been there earlier
that day, intending to return theee and I know on other occ. he has
tken the rifle out to B 1 lands, I just presumed that was what he was
going to do.
Just on this issue of the rifle, you sd. you had seen it at B'lands,
as far as you were concerned, whose rifle was that? Gary O'Connor's/
Do you know how he came into possession of that rifle? Yes I do. 

" Can you tell the jury the circumstances surrounding the acquisition of
the ifle? Early in 1979, about March I believe, when we first bought
the unit, we met a chap by the nameof Mark Prendergast, he was puting
a petition in the lounge of the unit, Gary has an interest in firearms
and it came up in conversation that Prendergast knew someone selling a
firearm. 

20 Did he make an arrangement for the owner of a firearm to come around
and talk to who? Talk to Bary about it.
Did he come around with the firearm? Yes he came on a Monday or Tuesda
night.
What sort of firearm did he have with him? The firearm before the
eoiart.
Well did he sell the firearm? Yes, sold for $180.

25 Who bougtthe firearm as far as you were cone? Gary bought the firearm
as far as I was cone. 
Wh© paid for it? ©axy O'Gnnor.
You heard Prendergast who sd when money was handed over it came out 
of the tokp pocket of yr jacket, that right? No.
He sd - O'C. has interest in firearm you sd, what other interest in 

30 fireamrs did he have? He had. the 4/10 over and under combination 
shotgun. 
T-7as that combination 22 4/10 shotgun? Yes.
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You know where he got that particular wearpon from? Borrowed it

from Roger ^itali. 
1 Did O'C. have any aimunition for the weapon? Yes.

Did you know where he kept this weapon? Oria. he kept the 22/250
under his bed.
Is that the bed at F/Hunter? Yes.
And what about the other combination weapon, where was that kept?
Im not sure, but believe it was kept at Harris Rd.
You mentioned those 2, know if he had any other weapons? He had
a revolver I belive.
You knw if he had ammunition for that? Yes I think he did have.
Did O'C. appear to know anything about firearms in gen? Well he
professed to know about them
Why do you say that? Quite often he spoke to people about them,
I remember the night that Nicholas Deane bought the 22/250 around 

10 they had talked about firearms for some time.
We now go back to the situation where the rifle had been obtained1.,
you were still in the car I take it? Yes.
Whathapp. to the rifle? It went into the back seat on to the floor.
Still in its blanket? Yes.
And were the 2 Bloor brothers in the back? Yes they were.
And who was driving the car at that stage? I was still driving the 

15

Did you make any comment to the others at about that time? Yes I 
sd that we may need some petrol.
Was the car short of petrol at that stage? Yes. We continued on to 

» H/Hunter Ave.
••} 'For what reason? Orig. it had been for Speck to get some clothes, 

20 / and then I noticed when in Mt. Well, we didnt have much petrol so 
the reasons were 2-fold.
There was petrol at H/Hunter? Yes we stored it in 4 gall* tins. 
What did you do at H/Hunter? I backed the car up the drive,"Speck 
and O'C. went into the unit, I tried to jpyphon some of the petrol 
from the 4 gall, drums into the car, I got a mouthfull of petrol.
What happ. then? I explained to Gary that I cdnt get the petrol

25 —— 
under the car without getting m'fuls so he took over the job.
Wfoat abeniit the Bloor broters, wfere were they at this time? At the 
back of the car and Speck was inside the unit at this time. 
Did he bring anything out from the unit? Yes bundle of clothes. 
What did he do with them? When he got into the car he put them on 
the dashboard on the passengers side.

30 While you were trying unsuccessfully to get some petro}., where was 
Speck and O'C. at that stage? Inside the unit.
How xxd cd you tell? Id seen them walk in, door to the unit was 
open and you can see right thro the lopnge into kitchen. 
Speck put clothes in the car, what about O-C? They got in at the 
same time, O'C. sat in middle next to me and Speck by pass. door.
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Any sugg. made as to where you shd go at that tine? By the clothes, 

by the trip to H/Hunter for the clothes, it was decided we were going 

to go back into town to the night club, bee. Speck had to change 

his clothes, I was driving the car at that stage. 
Did you then driveinto town? Yes we did.

What occurred when you were in the vicinity of the Main St. cabaret? 

I drove down Queen Street and I intended to turn right into the same 

parking place down from main street. 
Same place you parked before?

hanq
Explain to us just how that was done? (demonstrated punching fist

of one hand into the other)
So where did you drive off to then? To the service lane behind K'Rd.

From what route did you get to go there? Left into Mayoral Drive

and then left into Greays Ave. and then into the service lane, it was

O'Connors idea to drive up there.
So you drove down the service lane did you? Yes.

What were the weather conditions like firstly from Harris Rd. to H/

Hunter? I dont believe it stopped raining, it was continuous all the

time, still raining when we pulled the car up in the service land,
I J)

Poynton Tee. I wasnt farailiar with that area.
So did you drive down P/Tce and stop? I turned the car around and

stopped.
Did someone get out of the car then? Yes both Speck and O'C left the

car.
Take anything with them? Not that I recall. 

20 And was it still raining then? Yes, still raining heavily.

How long were they away for? About 10 mins.

And when they retd to the car, what did they look like? They were

absolutely soaked.
Was anything sd to you on their return? Yes, there was comment made

that tfeey had not been able to get thro.. 

__ And where were you then directed to go? Down Myers Park.

Still driving the car then? Y*s I was.
da:±ve the ear down Gfeeys Ave. down under the underpass into 

Fa?rk and stop by some toilets there? Yes, when I first drove in

r dte©Te the car straight in so that it was, the front of the car was

facing towards Queen Street.
Drove in, turned around and faced back out again? Not at that stage. 

30 Did you get out of the car then? No I didnt.
What of Speck and O'C., what did they do? They left the car and were

away for about 15 mins.
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So you were in the car, that right? Yes.

Speck and O'C. had left? Yes.

And what about the 2 Bloor brothers? Still in the car they were.

Did O'C and Speck come back? Yes they did.

How long had they been away for you say? About 15 mins.
Did they get back into the car? As they car.e back, I heard then

coning=before I act. saw them, they were talking among themselves

and they came in and Speck sat in the middle, O'C. got into the car 

5 but left the passengers door open.
Was it still raining then? Yes.
What did O'C. do? Reached over into the back and took the rifle out
from the back seat and placed it between his legs.
What did he do with the fifle then? Unwrapped it and removed Jbhe
macfazine and then started to load the magazine and bullets fromJhis

leather jacket pocket. 
What did you say to him when he was loading up the mag. with bullets?

I asked him what the hell was going on.
Did anyone reply to that? Speck made a reply, he sd, we are just going
to scare somebody.
What did you then do? I asked why O'C. was loading the rifle_.
And? And I told him to give me the magazine, when I asked why O'C 

..g was loading the fifle, Speck made a signal to be quiet and pted~ to the

back seat again.
Did you act. get the magazine from O'C.? Yes, there was a short period
of tension in the car and then O'C threw the mag. on to the floor^bf

the car.
What did you do with it? I didnt handlfe it at that stage. O'C. and

Speck both left the car.
Why did you insist on getting the mag. so to speak? Well, just what

Ive always beentaught about firearms.
When they left the car, the magazine was there, did you know there

were bulfets still in the gun? No I didnt.
What did you do with the magazine and the bullets on the floor? I pick
itup from floor and put it on d 1 board, had piece of faite cloth 

25 used to wipe windows down in the car, I jammed the magazine in with

the piece of cloth so it wdnt move around,
So at that time, as far as you were cone, was that the rifle -
when O'C. and Speckwent off was the rffle in a position to be fired?

No.
So how long were you in the car for - did they return? Yes, about
another 15 mins. after, this time they came running back to the car.

30 You were in the car and the other 2 had gone off, what had happ. to

the Bloor brothers? They were still in the car yes, both - Speck and 

O'C. when they were away the second time I turned the car around so 

thatthe back of itwas facing Queen St.
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What were the 2 Bloor brothers <?oing in the hack while you in the

back? ^raham B. was asleep. 

1 VThat about the other one, what was he doing? I had made comment to

him about the weather as I was backing the car.

Just how nuch was it raining at that time? Really heavily.

You sd about 15 mins. - a further 15 mins. went by, see Spck and O'C

then? Yes, tey they came running back to the car, they opend the

passengers door, the rifle was - Speck - O'C. got into the car first

and afle passed over the back seat and it went on the floor again.

Did they say anhthing when they came back? They were urging me to dri\

off.
How did the 2 of them appear to be to you, firstly were they vet?

They were soaked, breathing very heavily and very tense and excited,

their movements were really quick.
anything sd as to where you shd go then, any directions given? Not 

10 initially, drove out of there and went to turn left into Mayoral Drive

back towards Queen St.
I just wsantx> to go back, youve heard the evid. of both Speck and

O'Connor, thats right isnt it? Yes.

And both of them have sd that it was yr idea to firstly drive up to

this alleyway in P/Tce? No it wasnt my idea. Yes that is what they ha\

sd. 
15 Was it yr idea? No it wasnt my idea.

You heard both of them say that you were the one that got out of the

car in that alleyway and that they remained behind? Its not so.

Is it true? Mo its not.
You further heard them say it was yr idea to drive down to Myers ^ark'

Thats not true. 
„_ And that in Myers Park you got the rifle and that you directed O'C

to go out and look for the pigs? That isnt true.

Did you get out of the car at all in Myers Park? No I didnt get out

of the car at all.
You heard the evid. of O'C who says that he went off up towards

Queen St. and then made his way off, so he sd he didnt come back a

to the car, is he correct about that? No he is not correct. 

25 Further heard the evid. of Speck who says that you went with them

th.ro the park and directed himto stand in alleyway and then he says

t&ere was a bang and a flash and you came running back and caught

him up, is that tru«? No that is not true.

Did you shoot Margaret Bell? No I did not.

When you left in the car, who do you say was in that car when it left

Myers Park? The same 5 people, myself, the 2 Bloors, Speck and O'C.

O'C. sd that he jogged and ran and so on back to HRunter, is his

evid. correct/ No it is not correct.
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'•That do you say aboyt the evid. of Speck when he says you were the 

one that shot Margaret Bell? It is all lies.
t'?hen you left Myers Park which route did you talte thereafter? T-Te 

got on the motorway, in the city, I think it is Cook St. entrance, 

You know where you wee going at that stage? No.

Where did you travel from there? Drove down the southern motorway, 

and again left the motorway at Ellerslie. 

Did you travel along the motorway? Yes.

5 Where"did you go from there? To the Panmure Bridge from the Mt. Well/ 
Ellerslie Highway^.
At this stage did you know anyone had been shot? No Ididnt. 

What occurred when you got to the bridge? As we drove past the 

panmure basin, Speck took the rifle from the back of thejcar. 

Was it still in the back of the car then? Yes.

Carry on? Hd started to wipe it down using the wrapping.10 ~~~
What did he do with it? As I drove across the Panmure bridge, J?peck

indicated to me to slow down and then as we neared the_P' 

ranga side of the bridge he told me to stop.^ 

You stopped the car, did he get out? Yes.^ 
Did he have the rifle with him at that time? Yes he did. 

Did you see what he did with the rifle? No I only saw him take it 

._ from the car.
1D

Did he then get back into the car? Yes.
How did he do that? He was running, he ran back to the car and go

got back into the car and we drove out to Half Moon Say.

O'C. in the car then? Yesaright next to me. Not familiar with that

area, out that ways, it is all built up now_..

Did you then drive to an area known as Half Moon Bay? Yes I did. 

20 What did O'C. say to you then, did he enquire anything of you? He

asked me where the magazine was, it was still on the d'board he^ld

witeh the piece of rag then^.
What did O'C. do with that? Placed the rag on his lap, placed the

magazine inside the rag and then started tat ing bullets from his

jacket pocket and placing them in a rag and making abundle_of it 

25 and tying up the__edges.
Did you notice what Speck was doing then? Yes he was changing his

clothes to the ones that were on top of the d 1 board,.

Yfcru then reached Half Moon Bay? Yes.
Is there a mariner at Half Moon Bay? Yes there is.

Is there some sort of carpark there? Yes.
Did you stop there? Yes I stopped in the carpark and again Speck left 

30 the car taking the clothes.
How long was he away for? £bout 5 mirjs.
What about O'C., what had. happ. to the bundle he wrapped up? He had

passed it to Speck.
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So Speck cane back to the cr, where c*idjzou drive to then? Back to 

R/Runter to the unit.

1 T'7hile all this was going on, what about the Floors, they still in 

the back of thecar? Yes they were. 
Did you then arrive at H/Hunter? Yes. 
Went inside? Yes, we all went inside, 
vou O'C. Speck and the 2 Bloor brothers? Yes.
How long did they stay at the unit for? For about 3 quarters of an hr 

What about O'C., know what he did back at the unit? Yes, after a whil 

he lay on the floor in the lounge in front of the heater. 

What about the new jacket that you had spofeen of earlier, what happ. 

to that? It was ruined.
VThat condition was yrs in? The same condition as when I bought it. 

What baout txhe rest of O'C's clothing? He was completely soaked thro 

What did you do after the Bloors had gone? I fell asleep on couch. 

10 What time did you wake up-? About 10 or 11 the next morning.

You mentioned the weather conditions up till the time you were at 

Myers Park, pretty much the same from there from Panmurebridge to 

Half Moon Bay? Yes. 
Pretty miserable night was it? Yes.
You fell asleep on the couch, what time did you wake up next morning? 

About 10 or 11 o'clock.
15 When you woke up was Speck and O'C. there? No they werent in the unit 

When did you first see them the next morning? Shortly after I woke 

up, I was in the kitchen making a cup of tea and heard the valiant 

in the drive, and Speck and O'C. came inside to talk to me. 

Did you actually see the valiant arrive or did you just hear it? 

Yes you can see from the kitchen itself.
20 Did Speck and O'C. come into the room where you were? Yes they did. 

Did Spck have something to say to you then? Yes.
What did he s-ay? He sd at 3.30 a.m.this morning, a 17 year old. girl 

wassliot and died instantly.
What did you feel about that? I was completely shocked. 

Did y©u say anything at that stage? No I didnt say anything at all. 

Till that time did you have any inclination or gleaning that anyone 

25 had been shot at main street? No, not at all.
What did ffig«ek fene® dto to you? He touched me on the shoulder, this 

is afSMf maybe 2 mains, all been stairing at each other, Im not sure 

b\afe it asppe»red they were watching me for a reaction. (staring) 

What did he say to you? Thats the breaks mate.
What did you feel about that? I just cdnt comprehend what was 

30 happening at all, I went into the lounge.

COUPT ADJ. AT 5.00
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COURT RESUMED AT 10.00 on 2.5.80 

BRIAN ROANLD MeDONALD (Resworn) 

-, EVIDENCE-IN-CHIEF COKTINUED

Last evening we got to the stage where Speck had sd to you,

thats the breaks mate, and I asked you how you felt at the

time and you sd that you just cdnt comprehend what was happ.
at all and thenyou went into the lounge? Yes.
How were you feeling gen. at that time? Feeling very confused 

5 and very shocked.
Bow did the other 2- appear to you, i.e. Speck and 0*Connor?

They appeared to be quite worried.
What did you do after that? Later that afternoon, we droped

- O'C. and I dropped Speck off in Panmure.
Did either of those two discuss what they were proposing todo 

•JQ or say about the events? Yes that afternoon, they both sitting

in the lounge at dining room table going over the stories that

they were going to give to the police.
Were you involved in those stories that they were going to give

to the police? No I wasnt.
You heard the evid. of Speck and O'C. who sd that you were the

one that was allegedly providing them with the sort of story 

15 that they were going to tell at some later stage? No that is

not correct.
What did you say to them at the time when they were concocting
up some stories to tell? When they began to involve me in these
stories, I told them to leave me out of it. I also told them
that rather than lie, they wd be better to contact a solr.
EttLdyou want to be involved in what they had been involved in 

20 so to speak? No I didnt.
You of course had driven the car hadnt you? Yes I had. 
And were you cone, also about yr own position? Yvs I was. 
Yew heard the evid. of Speck who sd that you sugg. that he 
g® uotmd Bind talk to the Bloor brothers because all wd be 
involved', to to speak, is that right/ No that is not correct,

25 I did maike a comment that they wd end up getting us all in the 
canst at one stage.
YSwwe- already ad that you drove the car and the otherswere 
iriv the eatr, i:.e. the Bloocs, that so? Yes.
The* sfeoxy that\ <*C sd he was proposing to tell he sd involved 
a Japanese car, you say anything to O'C. about the presence or 
otherwise at any time of a Jap. car that he got lift in, got 
dropped of and then made his way home? Sometime alter he gave 
that story to the police there was an adv. in the paper cone. 
Jap. car, I asked him about it then and he sd there had been 
one there.
His evid. was that you discussed that matter with him prior to 

his being seen by the police, is that correctq No it is not.
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Were you later seen by the police on 4th July? Yes I was.
And it is correct you werent prepared to say anything to them unless
a solr. was pres? Yes.
What time was it that the police turned up to see you on the morning

of 4th July? 7 a.m. in the morning.
What addresswere you at that morning? 71 Pilkington Rd. Panjure, 
my parents home.
Were you taken to the police station? Yes. 

5 What time did you arrive at the P/Station? After 8 o'clock.
Did you ultimately get the opportunity to speak to a solr., Mr 

Brown? Yes I did.
Was that some time after 2 o'clock? Yes it was. 
Did you make a request to see a solr. at some stage? Yes. 
When was that first made? Fairly early in the morning.
And as a result of that, did you make no further comment to the 

10 police at that stage? Yes, I made no further comment.
And that - only after taking legal advice on the matter? Yes.

Were you also seen by the police on other occ. that the jury have
been told about? Yes, seen on 4 or 5 other occasions.
And on each occasion, did you tell the police you not prepared to
say anything? Yes I did.
Did you want to have a solr. present on those occasions? .Yes I did.

And finally were you spoken to at some stage Inspector Rowe? Yes.
And was the similar situation prevailing there? Yes it was.
And finally do you - were you charged with the murder of M. Bell? Ye

I was.
Youve heard the evid. of both Speck and 0'Connor, firstly from
Speck, when he sd that he left Auckland, first he sd a matter of 

20 days and then prepared to concede it may be 10 days or so after
4th July, taking it to the 14-th or middle of July, and he says that
he left Auckland and went to Rotorua and didnt come back to Auckland
until he was brought back by the police, sometime towards the end of
September, you heard that evidence? Yes I did.
And he further went on to say that during that period he didnt see
associate with or in any way converse with 0* Connor/ That is not
correct.
You say that is not correct, why do you say that? On the 8th July
O'G. amd I took Sped t* a farm in Ngaruawahia, we left phone No.
for one of us to contact him, when we didnt contact him he came to
Auckland and from then he stayed in Auckland until the 9th August.
How can you fix the date as being 9th Aug? Bee. on 10th August 

30 I was interviewed by the police about my movements and it wd be
the day before that I saw him.
During that period yr talking about, where was Speck wtaying and
with him? Mostly at H/Hunter Ave. with O'C
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Were there times then tht you say O'C. and Speck were tog. when 
you werent pres. during this time? Yes, quite a lot of times. 

1 What do you say then about the truth of MX their respective 
evid. when they say on oath they never had the chance to get 
their heads tog. apart from the earlier stages bee. they were 
physically separated? That is completely untrue.
From the 1st July to the 4th July, the date that Speck and 

O'C. weee also taken in by the police, where was Speck living 
g then? On the Sunday night he stayed at an add. in Panmure, the 

peoples name are Koraine, on the Mon. and Tnes. night he stayed 
at the unit at H/Hunter Ave. with O 1 Connor, 
And what about after the 4th July, the date that he and O'C 
and yrself were taken in by the police, where and who was Speck 
staying with during thattime? With O'C. at the unit. I was 
living at my parents address at Pilkington Road.

10 I stayed with my girlfriend as well.
Just how friendly were O'C/ and Speck firstly up till the mornin
of 1st July, how friendly were they together? Best of friends.
Up till that time, did they spend any time together when you
werent there? Yes.
Youve already mentioned them being tog. after the events? Yes.
The shooting? Yes that is right.
Often see them tog? Yes.
So did you see them tog. on more than one occ. say after the
4th July to 9th August? Yes, many times they were together.
And youve sd that during that period Speck lived for most of the
time at H/Hunter with 0*Connor? Yes.
Youve heard the evidence of both Speck and O'Connor who say that

20 you were the one that organised things on the evening of the
shooting and morning of shooting and they gave a diff. account
as to what happ. compared to the evid. youve given on oath in
this court, that is true isnt it? Yes that is true.
Whose evid. is correct? My evidence is correct.
And' as far as yr concerned, what have they done in giving evid.
against you, what or how - what have they done about their
evid? They are trying to sve their own skins.
The police ever offered you any form of immunity if yr prepared
to give evid? No s*ir.

XXD MR MORRIS 
How old are you? 27 years.

30 Just before I go on to other matters, just want to ask you these 
questions. Turn to p.291 of the notes, you remember yesterday 
afternoon telling the court that it wasnt until round about 
11 o'clock on the morning, Sunday morning, that you had any 
inclination of being near Main Street? Yes.
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You stick by that do you? Yes I do.

And didyou glean that information from what Speck sd to you? 

at that time? What information is that?

That someone had been shot at main street? Yes I first knew 

when Speck told me.
Pardon? I first knew when Speck told me. 

Thatsemeone had been shot at Main Street? Yes.

5 Do you recall what you told the jury yest. in answer to questio: 

from counsel as to what Speck told you? Yes I do. 

What did he sayto you? Words to the effect that a 17 year old 

girl had been shot and killed at 3.30 a.m. thatmorning at 

Main Street.
The record we have of yesterdays matter made no mention of him 

saying anything about Main Street. Im going to ask you again, 

when he spoke to you, at llq o'clock on the Sunday morning, do 

you new tell the jury that he used the words "at main street* 

Yes I do.
So yesterday did you get it wrong when you tl.22) "he sd 

at 3,30 a.m. this morning a 17 year old girl was shot and died 

instantly" was that wrong? It wasnt complete. 

Bee. of course if he hadnt made that mention of main street, 

then you wd have known about it all along to come to the 

conclusion you did, if he made no mention of main streetat 

11 a.m. you wd have known what he was talking about wdnt you? 

I dont really u 1 stand you.
X wnt to ask you some preliminary matters. Im going to ask you 

aibout things others have sd and just get yr comment, u'stand?

20 Yes.
I want to ask you first about the P'ranga incident. You know 

the «vid. of all the witnesses was taken down, it is taken dowi 

OB the typewriter? Yea.
Meredith Nicol giving evid? Yws. 

told us about the incident at P'ranga involving you and

2_ Speefc? Yes thats right.
£ uester to notes p. 173 Be was asked what happ. and she sd 

t-hdist "the gray hit h±m ...... arod then he got hit"

ITst tehmt or fcs that not am accurate account of what happ. at 

P'rang*? Whether s hit Speck or not?

Whattstoe sd there namely "the guy him him on the side of the 

face .... and then he got hit", is that or is that not an

30 accurate account? It is accurate that I hit Speck on the side 

of the face.
Is it correct that you hit him after he turned round and sd 

Hi? I dont recall him saying hi.
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You will remember Speck told us about that incident didnt he? Yes.
And he told us of a sudden smack in the face from you? Yes. 

1 Without warning from you, that not correct? I dont know if he sd
it was without warning.
What warning did you give him? I touched him on shoulder and he
turend around and as res. of teat happ. I punched him*
You had come from the hotel in Parnell? Yes.
And that had been from a group comprising yrself O* Connor and the 

g 2 Blooor brothers, right? Yes.
And there had been no sugg. that Speck was to make up the 5 at that
stage, initially? At the Alex. hotel there had been that sugg.
When the 4 of you went along there, what - it wasnt intended that
Speck wd join you? No, not until his name came up in conv.
When his name came up in conversation, did you arrange for O'C
and one of the Bloor brothers to go and ask him to join you? No
1 didnt arrange for that. 
They just happ. to go? It was gen. decision, at first we were all

going to go to the P'ranga hotel.
And were you cone, that Speck wd come back or not? I was interested
inseeing him about the money.
Were you int. in him coming back? Yes I was.
Tense 2 went out, got the mess, from Speck he didnt want *mm to
come back and they come back and tell you, right? Yes.

did you feel about that? I asked O'C. if Speck had given him 
anything for me.
How did you feel about it, he was a man you had asked to join you 
and he didnt come? I felt indifferent about that. 
Indiff. enough to go out on this wet night to drive to the hotel

20 and smack fellow in face without warning? That is concerning the 
money.
You sd few moments ago you were indiff. about him coming to the 
hotel in parnell? To join us socially but I was int. in getting the 
money off him.
Is- that why you went out in the rain on yr own after you had been 
tld he wasnt coming walked into other hotel and smacled him in the 
face? Not without warning, I went there to get the money. 
BetCbxe yon hit him, you say you gave himw arning? He was turned 
atcotmd fully racing fee,
What excuse did that give you to hit a man drinking with his 
friends in the face? Just as a result of wiat happ. I threw a punch. 
What Im going to sugg. to you is that you were pretty annoyed that

30 Speck wdnt come back to see you at the hotel, is that or is that 
not correct- No it is not correct.
You see O'Connor (p.89) sd this "I walked back inside .... get 
him himself"... went to thewhite horse inn", I ask you again, 
wrent you displeased at him not coming? Thatevid. is not true.
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Speck he referred to the incident as well (p. 114) he sd "you called

him a fucking arsehole .... head a bit" in other words you were

pretty annoyed about it, is that or is that not right? Not correct.

When you are not annoyed, can we take it you see nothing unusual in

hitting a fellow without warning? I didnt hit him without warning.

Can we take it then that when yr perfectly calm yr still prepared to

hit people? No that is not true.
Pretty even tempered kind of fellwo? Reasonably. 

5 This was a friend of yrs of pretty long standing, this man you hit,

wasnt he? Yes.
Friends since almost childhood? Yes.
If a fellow who is not friend of yrs, what kind of things do you do

to him? I dont know hat you mean.
Lets take the doorman, the boucer at the cabaret, were you upst at 

10 all at the fact you cdnt get into the cabaret? Yes I was upset with

Speck and O'C.
Upset with Speck and O'C ? Yes.
Werent upset at the bouncer? No, not particularly. 

When you say not particularity, what do you mean? Everyone was

little annoyed about it but my annoyance mainly centered on O'C

bee it was his idea to go there and he had indicated we cd get in. 

15 I want to ask you about evid. of the witness Walsh, the cashier,

remember her ?Yes I do.
Youve never seen her before that night? I dont think Id seen her

before deps.
So far as yr cone, she had no reason to come along when yr facing

charge of murder and make things up about what happ.? No not at all/

She says this at p.50 "5 men came in and they started .... of 

*® themselves", is that description, correct one, of the 5 of you? Yes.

Agree you were causing some trouble when you arr. there? No, not

really, not initially.
Do you agree with her description, "started to cause bit of trouble"

Ye* we did.
Allan the doorman "told them they cdnt come in and they got quite 

25 nasty about it", were you involved in that nastiness? No I dont

think I was.
Any reason why she and sugg. all 5 of you, and standing by doing

nefeh&ng? T bel. it was Speck who was told he cdnt come in.

Sine, has get it wrong when she says all 5 got nasty about it? No I

wdnt say so.
I wonder what were you doing to have made her feel that all 5 

"0 were getting quite nasty, what wd you be doing? At what stage is ,

that?
"5 men came in and they started to causebit ..... nuisance of

themselves, Alien the doorman ..... nasty about it", earlier on

I wd sugg? Never sugg. I cdnt enter the cabaret, only person refuse-

adm. was Speck.
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"They sort of staked themselves .... passage way" she was asked what

she meant and she sd "..They .... covered the area, yes", did you 

1 in fact join in thatstaking out so as you covered the area? I wdnt

act. call it staking out, but we were spaced out, Speck and O'C. towar

the front and me and Bloors further down passageway-.

Speck and O'C by the stairs and you futher down frftn-that? Yes.

Bloors where? Standing with me I think.

Then there was the incident with the bouncer, now a police officer, 

_ and as result you had to go, didnt you, you and yr mates? Well, I

dont really think we had to get out.

Didnt stick around when you got the mess, the police called? Firstly

when sugg. police coming, Speck left quickly, O'C. foil, him and the

Bloors and me confused as to what was going on, we meandered out slowl

after them.
You will remember, I take it from that you wd have been in that foyer 

10 after Speck and O'C. had gone? Well, no I wdnt say so. Id say they

walked out and we foil, them ouut.

Mrs Walsto you see has sd that one of them (p. 50) was very angry about

it, HI never forget it as long as I live, it was really terrible,

and -«he idenfcied you as being really angry about this thing, were

you in fact angdkry about it? Mo sir.

Were- you annoyed about it? Yes.
Annoyed about being turned away? Annoyed about Speck and 0* Connor.

You mean that having left the hot burning log fire back at the

reapers pad and going all the way into queen st. on this wet night

you were/S&noyed, not annoyed, at the man for turning you away? Speck

had been turned away, not me.
Why didnt you go in then? When there was mention of police, Speck and 

20 O'C. left and me and the Bloorsf bl lowed.

You say this Walsb has got it all wrong that you wre the fellow who

was very angry? I }us*tthink she made a mistake sir,

You- see the evid. of Mr Byers, the doormanwas also recorded? Yes.

I remember him 
And he. (ip.45) sd that there were 3 of the 5 who were actively

involved, remember that? Yes I remember him saying that.
25 Picked out Speck and O'C, remember that? Yes.

wecei the th&Bd of that let:?" Earlier he described the third person 

as< beding shcost arad' fadarlly thin..
H±s> evid. is "Ive no idea . ....over there" and he indicated you, 

remember that? Yes .
You say he is like the girl, the cashier, wrong in I Ding youas 

30 taking active part in this incident" I dont believe he ID me.

That is the effect of his evid., do you say that he like the cashier 

is entirely wrong? Mo sir I dont say that.
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I dont say that the cashier is entirely wrong.

Can I take it then that you did give to the cashier a look 

1 of tremendous annoyance? No sir.

Can I take it then that you now concede you were involved in

the disc, with the bouncer? Id say we were all involved.

All 5 of you? Yes.
So in other words from the stake out position, had all 16

5 of you grouped around the bouncer ? No sir.

The sequence of events after leaving the cabaret on that

occasion, was out to Harris Rd? yes.

Pick up firearm? Yes thats right.

And back eventually into town? After returning to H/Hunter yes

And then back to town? Yes thats right.

You did all the driving of the car? Yes I did.

And you were aware certainly after leaving Harris Rd there 

10 was a 22/250 t'acopic rifle with ammo, in back of car? I knew

there was rifle in the car, didnt know about ammo.

Yr not sugg. that O'C. was going to take out rifle that he

had gone out to Harris Rd. to get and there wasnt to be any

ammo, are you? Not sugg. anything, only that I didnt know ther

was ammo there.
You see this B'lands was the place that Mr Miller went to? Yes 

15 it is the same area.
That was an area which accord, to Miller you had gone out to?

Yes, it wd be in about late May.

Group of 6 of you? Yes I think it was 6.

In 2 cars? Yes 2 cavs.

With that rifle we have here, the 22/250? Yes that was taken 

2Q in one ear, yes.
That was taken in the car which Miller travelled in? Yes. 

Taking also this shotgun, the shotgun, shortened barrel

shotgun, is that right? Repeat that.

Was the cut down shotgun also on that expedition? Yes it was.

That was in the car in which you travelledin? Yes thats right.

That rifle that we have here had been picked up from Harris 

25 Rd. on that occasion by O'C? I believe so.

Well, we* heard from Mr Miller that this expedition was under

yjr charge-, remember him saying that? I remember him saying

You say that he has told the jury an untruth in that regatd?

I think he must be little confused about it.

If you werent in charge who was? I dont bel. anyone was.

_n Just happ. 2 cars had firearm in each veh. and group of 6t 
<JU

men happ. to go toan add. in B 1 lands having all gathered 

tog. at H/Hunter Ave. before leaving, that right? It was 

organised.
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Who organised it? Just gen. organisation among the people prese
Varies people wd have made diff. arrangements.
Are you aware that Miller got the impression thatyou were in
charge of it? HOW did he get that feeling? I cant tell you.
I did pick him up.
When was that arr. made that you wd pick him up? The day before
I belive. The arr. wasnt that I wd pick him up but that O'C.
wd pick him up.
But you did pick him up? Yes. 

5 He sd you then went over to H/Hunter Ave? Yes thats right.
And he told us that when he got there with -you Gary O'C. wasnt
there, that rightr? No he wasnt there.
Was he supposed to be there when you got there? We had arr.
to meet him there, I think we arr. for the whole group to meet
there. 

1Q Miller told us that you went off at him bee. he was late in
gettingthere, at O'C? No that is not true, easy to say to go
off at somebody but I wd say that I did ask him where he had
been and why he was late, there is a cwmplete diff. bet. that.
Kind of request that the leader of group wd make, where the
hell have you been and why are you late? Not really sir.
You see he told us that, (p. 166) you sd to him "look yr suppose* 

15 ... short time ago*, is that correct? I sd probably that we
were all supposed to be at B*lands.
And then later on when you got to B*lands, you had gotthere
first in yr car with shotgun and the other car arrived bit
late, right? Yes.
Accord, to Miller, you went crasy again at Gary for being late,
is that or is that not correct? No that is not correct.20 And so - remember he was asked about rel. bet. you and O'C
and he sd, if you sd, jump O'C. O'C. wd jump, is ttiat fair 
assessment of yr rel. with O'C? I wdnt agree with that. 
So this witness also is incorrect on the number of items which 
Em» just put to you, his evidence is incorrect? Yes. 
©am you tell the court why he shd be wrong in all those particu- 

25 lacs'? No I cant.
ttMBf are only minor particulars, different manner of speaking. 
Wtoy d© you say they are minor particulars when you did or did 

go off at a man who was late? Asking a person why he is late 
someone else describing it as having gone off at him are 

2 diff. things.
This is quite apart from Speck and O;C. I want to turn now to30 another young man and just ask you about some of the things he
sd. and Im referring now to the facts surroundingfhe purchase 
of this rifle. Are you endeavouring to give to the court the 
impression that you didnt have much to do with buying it? I wd 
agree with the 2 witnesses pres. beside O'Connor.
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But really it was a matter of complete indiff . to you whether 
this 22/250 was bought by yr friend O'C. or by you and O'C? 
Complete indifference.
Werent you interested to know something about these rifles,? 
After B'C. had bought it m I was.
You see we have heard from one young man that you helped him 
cook up a story to the police? I suggested an address that he 
cd use, I think he had already cooked the story up when he 

5 arrived there.
You mean he came round to see you to make sureyou wd go along 
wdtth his sfeory? No he cane round looking for O* Connor.
Wall lets look and say what these 2 young men had to say. 
One of them, Mr Prendergast sd, you paid for the rifle, 
E MI ember that? Ye* I do.
Th&a flat at H/Hunter, is not a big place is it? I dont know. 
Yom Slitting in the lounge? No I dont think I was.

wtbvtehe transaction done? In the lounge .
not a- big lounge i» it? No.
wetat loose ssight of anything in there? Net at all.
told us that you paid for the rifle, is that or is that 

not eoiEEeet? Is It correct that I paid for the rifle? 
Hss ad y©iu padid for the rrifle, you paid hint for the rifle? I

TO
dtttdntt -pay him for the rifle.

us and r read it to you (p. 161 and 165) there was 
d&se. atoout the price, the haggling "dropped it down 

.... they accepted it ait that", did you accept that price? 
0<"e:. ai0e$«feed that price .

hwgipy afcouit fehe- price? I wasnt purchasing the gun sir. 
edtot htKve ca>Bed; less; if he paid $200 or $500 for it, that 
sit®;Ey? That I cdnt c&re less what he paid? 
Ne I dont really think I wd have eared. 

And he ad this "Brian pulled ..... paid Nick for it" , you 
say that he is; quite wrong? Yes I do.
Bto&v spu see he sd this, (p. 165) "Im very sure .... out of the 

25 basek &£ jacket", remember him saying that? Yes I do.
aaey he is gjuite mistaken on that? Yes. 
yon in the hatei-t of having large sums of cash on yr person*

In wads of $20 notes? Occessionally.
How about 0' Connor, he a wealthy man, wad of $20 notes? Yes
occasional ly .
YOU see we have heard not only from Prendergast but we also
heard from you will remember the other young man called Deane.
And he sd you both appeared interested in the hpurchase" you
say that is incorrect? Id say I showed an interest.
Handle the rifle? Not then.
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You know much about rifles yrself? No sir. ~i?'3~2
Ive learnt prob. wee bits during this trial. 

1 Prior to trial you didnt know much about them? No just safety
precautions and things like that.
Not how to wokk the mechanism efficiently? No.
Know how to load that rifle? I think I cd load it now.
I take it from that answer you wdnt know much about t'scopic sights?
on rifles? Just what anyone wd know I guess.
Have you had occasion to use t'scopic sights in rifles? No but Ive
looked thro this one.
Since this ease? Not since this case, when Gary purchased a rifle.
I take it you wd be rally fam. with mech. of a rifle? No.
Mech. of t'scopic sight? No.
You wdnt know how to adjust it for eyesight? I wd now.
At that tin*? No. 

10 When you looked in the t'scopic sight, get a good picture? Only in
tbeanit, it was very distorted so I didnt see much at all.
I want to moire on to yr movements after you left the cabaret on the
1st July, remember that?Yes.
I wamt to ask you particularly about what you knew of what was
going on, understand that? Yes.
By the time you drove down queen street and drove past the cabaret 

5 whose you or- were you not aware that a rifle was in the car? Yes I
was aware. ~""
Were you or were you not aware at that time that the rifle was
in working ocder? I wasnt really aware of that.
Eve® the it had been to B*' lands prev? Yes but Id never operated it.
Y*mv seosiousil'y telling the jury you werent aware if that rifle was 

20 in- wa^dasg o&dex when taken from Harris Rd. on this particula might?
Was; T not aware?
Tea:? Sir^I just didntiptenow.
Were you aware there was anno in the car? Not at that stage.
And at that stage you went past - when you went past you were

ng to park in the vicinity of the cabaret? Yes in the same
carpark I packed in earlier.

25 On the night of yr group - what does a sign like you claim Speck
madei mean? A fight sir.
rt means: yr- going to gert somebody doesnt it? It means he is going tc 
have afight sir.
By fight you mean with fists or what? Yes.
Well thatnight as you drove down there with the rifle and poss. 

30 with c* ridges and b-ullets and saw this sign being made, and you hac 
gone past where you were going to go, what did you think was on? I 
thought there was going ito be a fight.
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Happ to go along with that? I was indifferent.

Well did you voice yr indiff. to the others in the car? When theu 

1 explained to me what was happening, there wasnt anything more sd at

that stage, when they guessed it as to what was happening, apart

from moving from there to anotherarea, there was nothing else sd.

You mean there was no disc, at all at this stage as to where the

fi$ht was going to be or what wd happ? When we stopped to turn right

into carpark thats when the disc, was held.

Just past the cabaret? Yes.
Thats when the disc, took place? Yes. Bet. the 3 of us.

What was- sd there-? Well, the gist is that O'C. mmA made, and then

my qiue&tion, then...
Yr question? Yes, as to why we were turning right, why he wanted me

tocontinue down the street and not to turn right.I asked ...

What did you ask? Asked why we werent going into the carpark. 

10 I follow th-at, but wbat - did he tell you where you were going and

what was going to happen? No sir.
You. tell us that he; sd nothing? Only about the car number plates.

What abeut the car number plates? Wd you like me to give the

conv. as; it happ.
r want to know- what happ? I went to turn right into carpark, O-C

neddged me and- Indicated *own queen street, when I asked why Speck 

15 made indication with his fist and pted back to the cabaret. He also

made a s&epn indicating that I shd keep quiet.

Lets getthis rigfct, he makes a sdgn which you know is going to

cause' trouble fbar someone? Fight yes.
And; he p*» back to/ the cabaret? Yes.
X Sfusjsg;.. tie: D. ,Jcn©wing yr friends, you knew that someone in the 

2Q cabarerfe was* gwdmg to get it? (Set. into a fight yes...

You cd have: diriven home, that so? Yes. I cd have.

G'd! have; got oast &f the ear at that stage? Yes I cd have.

Or you cd have tried to get into the cabaret bee. you proer

properly dfeeased? We cd all have.
r featee* 1st- fsom tehegact yoxi diidnt do any of these things you were

qmite happy to go along with it? With a fight yes. 

25 NOW do you aagjEee- youthen drove that car up into this area behind

the; toy steep*?' Yes*..
You say you, slrayedt in the car waiting there while the other 2

headed off in thesir directions? Yes.
Net exactly the place to go for a punch up, better places than that'

Yes sir, I asked them why.
What did they say to you? O'C. sd the car was regd in his name. 

30
The car was regd in his name? Yes
Is that why you were going so far away from the cabaret? Number 

plates.
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you thought fight still on? Ys. 

You quite happy to let them go on and carry on with the fight? Ye 

1 Did you drive back down to the bottom of Myers Park? Yws after 

we turned the car, I asked what happ. and they sd they hadnt 

been able to get thro.

Down at Myers Park at some time you became aware of the fact thai 

it wasnt just a fight that was on? I became concerned sir. 

Im putting it to you that even on yr story, you knew perfectly 

well at one stage at bottom of Myers Park that more than a 

fight wasinvolved? I just began cone, when they began to load 

the f ireajaa.
Did that indicate a good deal more than a fight? To my mind it d: 

So thast even if we accept yr story, you are down there sitting 

in the cax with yr mates, and a firearm fitted with sight is 

being loaded up, that right? Magazine had been loaded «_ 

TO The magv was obv. to go into the rifle? Yes .

Juwt to get it right, you well aware at the bottom of Myers Park 

that there was going to be trouble at the cabaret involving a 

meatier of the- staff there- No I j;ust became cone, when they 

b*gam to load the magazine.
•**:•• . .__jW"

Le>ts go back. You told me that when you were back coming down 

qraeen street, got the stgn and pted to cabaret and you knew 

15 thenre was; to be trouble at the cabaret? The indication was there 

was to be a fight.
The object of that fight was obv., someone in the cabarettoas 

was going to get it? Yes. 

Wtt® did you think It was? 1 presumed it was going to be the

2Q Kite, the) bottom? of Myers Park, there had been no alteration to 

the ssofg. that the plan be altered? The plan hadnt been act. 

d^Ssctkstsed, It wais- just am indication.

fiaor as you were cone, the doorman at the cabaret was still 

to get in when you were in Myers Park? No that is not

Tfb&t had happened, what had O'C. or Sopcck sd that madeyou 

25 change yr mind to think . . . ? Nothing at all , the indication 

wast thece was< going to be a fight.

EX9wn> ait the bottom of Myers Park you were aware were you not 

even accepting what you say that there was trouble in store 

for the doorm at the cabaret? It was going to be a fight yes. 

And at that stage, this rifle was being loaded? Yes. 

2Q A magaxine.
For putting into the rifle? Yes.

You dont use that kind of a rifle with loaded mag. in a fight 

do you? No.
Im putting it bluntly to you that then, down in Myers Park, 

«en accepting what you say, you knew that the rifle and bullets 

were to be used in some way or another on a staff member at 

/yi>myft+:? NO I was cone, and thats why I took the mag.
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You claim to have taken this magazine? I asked for it and it was

thrown on the floor of the car. 
1 But you tell us do you not these other 2 went away for a while form

the car and came back 10 or 15 mins. later? Yes, 15 minutes later.
Down to Myers Park ? Yes .
When they came back did you ask how the punch np had gone? They
were arguing the first time they came back.
Did you ask them how the punch up had gone? Not then.
Werent you interested to know whether the object of what you tell
us was carriedout? Yes, but as events happ. it was quickly that
they wee back in the car, rifle back in backseat andmag. loaded.
Ha;d youtumed the car in direction to get away by now? No I hadnt.
What did you say to theft, what do you claim to say to them when they

1ft the caar with rifle? I didnt get chance to say anything.

You had adready smacked one of them in the face earlier that night, 

10 do yen. tell us you sd nothing to them at all when they left with
that rifle? Before they left with the rifle I did sir.
&nd; in fiaet after they left with rifle, did you turn the car round?

Yes I! d&dU
Ptdiitg in the direction you have to go to get away from the seen? 

tuirvning the ca r rotund'.
in d&Eection you wd have to go to get away? Pting towards the 

1 5 eoeiat .
So tehat if there was trouble up there, there wdnt be hassal about 

the car round when- they came back? If there wasnt trouble
there wd still be no trouble in turning it axound.
Why g® to all the tortible oftuming it around? It was easier for whe 
weweore going to leave . 

2Q Accocdv to yr story, they came back some time later? This is econd

had heasrd nothing? Noting ast all. 
Not at s&ote— or aasy/thing like that? NO .

!.. to yr story, they cane back and you drove them all the way

up the street? Yes thats correct.
25 j^a do you, on yr oath, tell this court: that you made no enquiry of 

them aisi t© wbait had happened at the cabaret? I asked sev. times what

how many times1? Prob. 3 of 4 times. 
What did you say? what did they say? They didnt want to tak about 
it, mostly cone, about my driving and getting away from that area. 

3fl Cone, about yr driving, I dont u 1 stand that, why were they cone, 
about yr driving? When I drove out from thatpart. area Iwent to 
turn left into May. Drive and O'C. grabbed at the wheel and sd, 
dont go that way, and to go to Cook St. at the m'way entrance there 
At this stage I had asked them what had happ. and finally the answe: 
was just keep cool mate.
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Just keep cool, when therifle was disposed of over the bridge? 
Yes.
Are you really saying to us that you saw or heard nothing that 
night that was at all out of the ordinary? No Im not saying that 
at all.
When these 2 fellows refused to tell you what had happened, over 
a matter where you had really gone against yr wishes, driving 
around town? No sir, it wasnt against my wishes really. 

5 I thought you wanted to stay by the log fire? You mean originally 
going to main street, yes I didnt want togo. 
Quite happy to go back that second time tho were you? Yes. 
When that rifle got fchrown over the bridge, did you ask them 
about what happ? At that stage tension and ex dtment in the car 
was thick and when Speck threw the rifle down, I then thought
they must have used it to hit someone. 

10 -When you say that, in what way are you using the word "hit"? As
with a piece of wood sir.
You telling this court that you. thought that they threw away this 
weapon which had cost $180, just under $200, bee. they might have 
used it to hit someone as like with a piece of wood or something?

When you were seen by the police on the 4th July, did you know that
it)

Speck and O'C. had been seen by the police? Yes I did.
And at that stage, accord, to you, you were aware they were cookinc
up some story? No I wasnt aware at that stage.
You told us you were shocked by the girls death? Yes.
Weare you; shocked by the fact that a 17 year old had been killed?
Y'ies I' was. 

20 Wetre you anxious- to assist in the catching and punishing of the
nraarctereor? That was- part of the confusion I was feeling that day.
Thatwas at 11 a.ra, on the Sunday, by the time you saw the police,
you wd still be shocked by the news of her death? No.
Bust. you. wd be- anxious wdnt you that the murderer shd be brought
to justice-? That wa»s: the part that was playing heavily on my mind, 

2g and it was a decision I had to make, and in making that decision I
had to consider all the years Id know those 2 men.
HOw does; that contpasre with this 17 year old being shot? I just
decided I wdnt say anything at all.
I wdnt help them in any way.
In September, when you were seen by the police, they told you that
they had spoken to O 1 Connor did they not? Im not sure if they told 

30 me that but I was seen by them in Sept.
You were aware of it? Not really sir.
So can I take it then from what youve told us that you wd prefer t(
keep quiet even at the initial stages of the police enquiries when
you asked simple question to tell of yr movements on that night?
What I dec. to do was to seek legal advice, but Id also decided
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Not to support the stories that Speck and 0' Connor had told the 

•j police, I didnt intend to lie for them.

COURT ADJ. AT 11.30 

COURT RES. AT 11.45

Ive asked you about witnesses, remember the witness Man Smith? Yes 

Is it correct that he sd you were the person that made the arr. 

5 cone, the hiring of the room at Harris Rd? Yes.
Prior to the adj . I had asked you about yr interview with the 

police on 24th September (p. 197) the one you had with Rowe? Yes. 

This is the interview and you remember I asked you if they tfcld 

you or if you knew what the allegations that O'C was making? Yes. 

A* that interview, was it made plain to you by the police that

10 ©'"ComBor was, or had told them, what generally he told the jury 

the either day? It may have bean dont recall, but what O'C. has 

told the Jury was put to me.
At that stage you knew, you realised, did you not, that what yr 

saying to us in fact was O'C. was setting you up? I think so sir. 

Buck on the 4th July, when you were seen by the policeyou told us 

yom wed-g-hed up loyalty of friends against helping the police to

15 find Margarets killer? Yes.
When you were speaking to Rowe, it was plain to you wanst it, 

that one of these friends who you say you were protecting, was 

in ffeet putting the blame on to you for a killing of which you 

weose* pact o>£? Yes that is correct. 
And i*» it ooBxeet that Rowe says to all of the questions you simp]

2Q aid! ne< eoBBxesit and dtdwt want to say anything until yr solr . there* 

correct, until I had legal advice .
And you knew you were perfectly entitled to do that if you so

wdisthed d&ftot you? Yes I did, very serious allegations, I felt

I needed to have legal advice .
knew you were perf . entitled to say nothing and to make not

if you dee. to do that, yr aware of that? Repeat that. 

25 You weose aware you. cd say nothing or no comment if you wanted

t©>? 'Sea? I' waw..
A&soawaKe you cd have told them what you tell the jury? If I was

legally avi advised to do so yes. All I was doing was requiring

legal advice.
There has been mention of a phrase "thats the breaks mate". 

30 You say one of the others used it and they say you used it? Yes

thats right.
Is thata phrase you use? I think we wd all use it quite frequentl

The 2 Bloor brothers in the back of the car, how long have you

known thenm? About 7 mths, at that time.
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How old are they? In their 20' s I believe.

We have from O'C. and Speck that they were both asleep at the time, 

1 is that yr impression? Yes, most of the time.

In the drive back from Myers Park to the bridge, was it yr impression

they were asleep? Yes I wd believe so.
Speck was quite concerned not to wake them up.

You see what yr sugg. is that O'C. didnt run all the way home arent

you? Im not sugg. that, I know that he didnt run all the way home.

Of course if one of these brothers happened to be awake, he cd blow

O'C. story sky high cdnt he? I suppose so yes.

So really pretty silly sugg. for O'C. to make, not telling the truth?

Very silly to not tell the truth sir.
Yr aware that yr solrs. have got their names and address? Yes I

think so.

10 REX MR H&RT

You know whether or not the crown or Solr. General gave immunity

to Moor Brothers? No they werent given immunity, nor was I, not at

a-11.
Wa>s it offered to you by the police? No.

CCT31CT 
15 Before the l»t July you used to go out a lot with Spck and O'C

and the Bilor Brother? Not as feeq. with Bloors but with Speck and

O'C. yes.
And in their eon. did you get into a few fights? Ocassinally yes.

And I' u' stand from yr avid, that: you had a raongst you an accepted

signal that theaee was to be a fight? I want to make an e.g . , at the 

20 cabaret, 0"C. was. approaching the doorman, that wd be known by the

rewfc of us theaie wd be a fight.
This; gesture with the fist, that was signal for fight? Yes, perhas

perhaps in game of football., there was a part, player on the other

s&de who needed to be sorted out, that sign wd be made.

he wd" bei so>rted out? Ys/ 
giving him' a hiding? Not nee. EWereight tackle him very hard.

25 So th-at when you drove down to P/Tee, when you drove them to P/Tce,

yr uateaKrdding was theose was going to be a fight? Yes . 

And the figtet was going to be at the main street: cabaret? Yes. 

So thatsomeone at the main street cabaret was going to get beaten 

up? Or going to be involved in a fight.
Why didnt you go up with yr mates to help them? Because I sugg. that 

30 - kta^sugg. I go up but they told me to wait in the car. 

You offered to go up? Yes, at P/Tce. 
Youve done some boxing? Yes. 
So had one of the other fellow too? Yes.
And you say you off. to go up but theydidnt want you to come? Yes, 

they sd they cd handle it.
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And then when they came back w-th the rifle and got into the 

car,you drove them away, was it yr belief that they had used the

1 rifle at the club? Not then, not until it was thrown away. 

And it had been wiped.
Was it yr u 1 standing they hadnt used the rifle at all? I wasnt 

sure what had act. happ. but it was my u'standing they hadnt used 

the rifle at all, until it was actually thrown from the bridge. 

And then you thought it had been used as a club? Yes, when it was

5 wiped, I thought they were wiping it for blood stains or something.

MR CONWAY GAELS

TBKJSSA MARGARET SKELLY (Sworn)

I live at 80a Franklyn Rd, Preemans Bay, I know the accused Me Dona

I arise know Gar? 0*Connor and Bruce Speck.
Cast yr mind back to the rath of July 1979? Yes.

Yr aware of the events at the main street cabaret? Yes.
yon been seen these 3 men at about this time? Yes. 

Weaee? you good friends with them before 1st July? Xnx No. 

ffboit about after 1st July? Yes.
Did you see any of them after 1st July? Yes I saw the 3 of them. 

D&di you see them- individually or tog., any 2 of them or 3 of them?

15
For how long did you see them in a situation where 2 or 3 of them

were together? From when I met them, right thro until about 2nd

week in August.
Cam- you recall am. occurrence in respect of yr motor vehicle about

the first: week in Augius*:? Yes.
ftaff there something wrong with yr vehicle at that time? It had 

20 been borrowed and the back window had been broken,.
Wfeo' had borrowed it? It was just taken, it was a communal vehicle.

Wfeere were you living; at that time? 53 Howard Hunter Ave.

Who else was living there? Gary 0'Connor, Brian used to stay

ocxsasduwially and' B&uee was staying there qndte a bit of the time,

from July and- August. 
-_ Wferafe s*>rt of ear do you have? A Mitzubitzi Galant.
&w

Can' you recall one evening in particular when that vehicle was 

ueedi? Test, borrowed, by the boys, the 3 of: them, and one other. 

One»other person? Yes. 
KN©w who that other person is? Yes. 
Whats his name? John Richardson.
Can you recall when yr motor vehicle was borrowed? I think it was 

30 taken oat once in the evening and then later at about 1.30 to 

2 the next morning.
On the first occasion who borrowed it, the first occasion in the 

evening? I think Gary went out on it just to the shop and it 

took longer.

.25
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Did he go out alone? When he left the unit i.e.? From memory I 

think so, yes.
What about when he retd, have anyone with him? Thats when he brough 

Bruce, I think, came back with him.
What about later in the evening? He went out again, but it wasnt 

my car.
Youve told us the events about the particular evening, can you 

remember when this was? On the night of 31st July and the morning 

5 of 1st August.
low do you relate that particular event to that particular event 

the foil morning? My mother came up to stay with me and I had to 

pdick her up in my car.
When the car or when the fellows that were there later in the 

evening, whose car did they use then? Valiant, Gary's valiant. 

Wfeo went out in it? X think only Gary but Im not sure, Bruce and 

Brian stayed at home I think.
When was the next time you saw these fellows after they left? 

An- hr later they came back with John and stayed, the rest of the 

evening thro.
Did they stay the night? Yes they did.
What about the next morn'ing, did they go out? They woke at about 

iR 1.3*0 and went out, at about 2 they had something to eat.
TO

What did they have to eat? Tea and toast, I made it for them. 

Did you see any of these fellows leave the house on this occ. or 

did you go to bed? I didnt go to bed, I just played cards while 

they were sleeping.
And who left when they left;, who actually left the house? Gary, 

Btaaeet,. J&hra- and Brian.
20 4, o€ them- lesft? Yea.

Ywxve- tO'M us yr mother came to visit you shortly after, you seen 

aoay o£ these men on subsequent occasions during August? By mother 

cane for a couple of days, she went back, I saw them quite feqgulax 

BtEuee- borrowed my car before- I sold it, I sold it in August, they 

dtfcd1 teheir rounds staying at the unit, I took him to work a few

25 tdteew.
Ytoai fenow where he worked at that time? I took him once out to Half 

Moon Bay, r cdtat tell yow; exactly where> he had a bricklaying job 

these, I knew he had an interview one day.
Where did you take him to to that interview? Out to the bricklayer? 

place at Half Moon Bay, I stayed in the car and waited for him.

So you dont know what name of man who interviewed him? No. 
30

XXD MR MORRIS

I want to ask if you can assist us in giving us any help as to

McDonalds knowledge of firearms.



You know a man called Graham Williams? Yes I do. X ̂ j
And had you actually been living with him for some time? Yes. 

1 Was that at an address in Milford? Yas.
Mr Williams have an interest in firearms? Yes he did.
How many firearms in all did he own? 2.
What nature were they? One was a shotgun and one was a rifle.
The rifle, how did it compare in size generally speaking with the
exhibit rifle here in court? Yes.
About the same size? Yes.
Was it a full length shotgun? Yes. 
When you were with Mr Williams staying at his place, can you recall
any occasion when McDonald came over and there was some talk about
guns? Gary and Brian came over actually, yes I can.
And were they both interested in having a look at these shotguns?
They didnt bring up the conversation. I brought them out. 

10 Unusual for lady to bring out firearms? They had mentioned the
firearm as you cd see it from the bedoom, I showed in the end both
of then to both of them.
Cam you tell me when that was in relation to the night Bell was
shot? in July, beginning of July? It was about 2nd week in July/
Quite apart from that occasion, have you been at H/Hunter Ave. when
there have been some firearms there? Yes. 

'° And when wd that have been in relation to the beginning of July?
It was more into August.
At that stage had you moved out of Mr Williams house to someone
elses? I had yes.
Who were you living with then? I was living at H/Hunter tith Gary
0'Conor. 

20 Didyou ever see a small looking firearm like a revolver? Not in full
no,
Not in fusil view*? No.
What part of a revolver did you see? Just the end part, the butt.,
the hand part...
Who had: it, wben you saw it? No one had it, it was hidden under a
jacket.

25 Whose was the jacket? well it was Gary - not really quite sure - I
thought it w»as; Brian, Brian wore it occasionally. 
Dusting the course of police investigation into Miss Bells shooting 
did you make s*tatement to the police? Yes.
Wd you look and see the 4 pages Im showing you here, have they got 
yr name and signature on the bottom of each page? Yes.

30 Wd you look please at the second para, on p.2k 2, just read it to 
yrself and 111 ask you about it.
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I did say "under the jacket"
What do you say you saw there? A butt, the handle. 
You say you saw butt of small gun sticking out of brians jacket 
pocket which you had thrown on the couch? Yes.
Is that in fact what you saw? I did say, Iremember saying to the 
police it was under brians jacket. 
Not sticking out? Sticking out but underneath. 
Pocket? No. 

5 Yr 23 arent you? Yeah.
Been manageress of playboy mansion sauna and massage parlour? Yes. 
Youve been around a bit havent you? No not really, yes I suppose so 
call it around.
You read this thro after the police had made it? I was in a hurry, 
the police wanted me to stay around for 5 hrs, Iwas in hurry, it 
took them half an hr to get it back to me, my girlfriend waiting 
forme there.
Move on to anotherpart of the statement, have you ever been in a 
car with Gaxy and Mac when they went to the reapers pad, there some 
sugg. about going in and getting a firearm then? Yes. 
Look at the bottom fo p. 2 of yr statementand then 111 ask you about 
who was involved. See the bit about ending up at grim reapers pad? 
Didyou - thats a week night in early August is it not firstly? Yes. 

know, is it.
Well just look at the beg. of the para. "I remember an incident",
thinking back on it, is this something that happ. in early Aguust?
Dates Im not sure of, prob. be middle of August.
Did you tell the police on the way to grim reapers pad not far from
thece Gasry leaned over the front seat to speak to Brian, sd somethi: 

20 lie-, aore- you goding to go and get it and Mac replied yes, is that
what h?a@£>? Ysv
We stopped outside the pad, gary went in .... cdnt get the 38 there
was only the long one left, did gary say that? Yes.
Wbatt d&d! you ustand them to be talking about by a 38? A gun.
Asmd the long one, anothergun? Yes . 

25 A rifle? Iddidnt think about it, I was seared.
then you- say "Brian sd, go back and get that,", that right? 

I canst see it at the- moment. 
Seed it there now? Yes*.
Is that what Brian sd? Yeah well he sd, get that yeah. 
Did Gary then go back as res. of that order, come back to the car 
and say, Ive got the 38? Yes.

30 Having got that 38, that was a small revolver kind of thing? I dont 
know, never saw it.
Did you go out and put the wind in the car that night? Yes we did. 
And didyou pick up a man called Wally? Yes.
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Was Wally in bit of trouble with Mac and Gary? Yes. 
The sugg. being that Wally had somehow or other ripped them off ,
taken some money? I imagine, yes.
Were Gary and Mac pretty annoyed about that? Yes I suppose so. 
And to punish Wally did Mac and Gary start playing a game of 
russian roulette using the 38 revolver? Yes they did. 
And did this kind of thing - was this kind of thing sd - Brian wd 
say, little lie or big lie, 2nd then Gary wd have to hit Wally or 
pull the trigger? Yes, sort of rignt, Gary wd have to guess if 
bi$ xor little lie.
Depending on whether it was a big or little lie... 
(OBJECTION BY MR BART AS TO WARNING GIVEN TO WITESS WITNESS) 
(WARNING OF SELF INCRIMINATfflON GIVEN TO WITNESS) 
Yr quite happy to answer the questions and help us? No. 
I want to ask you about yr relationship with Mac, and Gary, how 
they 90* OB tog? They were o.k., good, they were friends. 
Who was the boss? There was no boss - as in boss. 
Gary stand up to Brian when told to do something he didnt want to 
dso? It wasnt in his personality, hd wd chuck things about, take it 
out on the wall or his head.

nt
wanted

never used to push anyone around. 
3d "Gaxy wd never ......way around"? Yeah, thats true.

N© BBX

MR' H&RT CALLS

25

30

VITA-LI (Sworn.)

I live at 15 Valley Rd, Browns Bay, fitter by occupation. 
Yfctt knew the accused McDonald? Yes I do. 
Ybms tenow someone called Gacy 0* Connor? Yes I do. 
In May E9>79V did Gary O * Connor call round to see you? Yes . 
And what was the purpose of his visit to see you? He knew that I 
had a sawn off shotgun and he asked if he cd borrow 1*22/420 
Canyou descfribe this weapon, was it combination 4/10/shotgun, 
it had shortened barrel and stock? Yes.
Have ammo, with it? I gave him box of 4/10 and a box of 22 for the 
rifle.
Where were you when you gave O'C. the weapon? I was am my add. in 
Onehunga, he called rou-d to see me, asked if he cd borrow it.
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By himself at the time? Yes.
When you gave Gary thisweapon, what did he do with it? I gave it to him, 
1 he took it out to the car, he foled it down, put a cartridge in, he 

broke it open, loaded it with 4/10 and 22, he closed it again, put 
it up, got the feel of it. 
Sighted thro it did he? Yes.
What else did he do with it? Then he broke it open again, took the 
c'ridges out, pulled back the hammer, and felt the trigger, just got
the gen. feel of the gun. 

o
Did he do anything with the shells he put into the weapon? Yes he
releaded them.
Bid that part, shotgun have a trigger on it? Yes.
It gets the pin going? Yes.
Did he do anytying with the grigger at all? He squeezed it, there is
little knob on the side changing it from 22 to shotgun, he moved it 

10 up and down, he played with it and got the feel of the whole gun.
This was yr gun wasnt it? Yes.
And from what you saw did O'C. appear to know what he was doing when
handling it? He broken it open and got the firing thing going, he
knew what he was doing.
Did he pay for it? No I lent it to him.
Was this during the day? Early evening, just on dusk. 

'* What sort of car- did he have when he came round? Valiant, no, no,
Id say a blue cortina at that time.
Was he there long? No, he just picked the gun m up and left.
He seemed to be in a hurry.
Did you ever get the gun back? No I asked for it back, but he sd it
was hot, in hdiding at the time and he wd bring it back to me when he cc 

20 When he told you it was hot what did you u 1 stand that to mean? That
someone WAS looking for that gun in relation to something, that he
was; in a bad place and he didnt want to be seen with the gun.
Was there another time when you saw O'C. «k again, he came to see you
about something? Yes, this was early June when it happened, and he
had something for me, it was in the car, I went out to the car to pick

25 *"**
Pause there, was O'C. on his own this time? Yes.
And in the> course of you seeing him there, did he show you anything? 
T went to the- car, I noticed on the back seat an objectwrapped in a 
blanket, I iram. knew what it was.
Quite evident was it? Yes, I sd, give us a look mate, can you show us 
the tifle, he sd sure, so I opendd the back door of the car, and pullet 

30 itout, it was wrapped up in old blanket, I unraveled up, also wrapped 
up in sheet with oiled sheet to keep the gun in good condition. 
In what condition was this gun that you speak of? Good condition, well 
oiled.
Wha£ sort of sights did it have? Telescopic. 
Did O'C. tell you what he used it for? Shooting rabbits.



Say where he used to shoto rabbits? Howick, B 1 lands area. 
., Give you indication of what it was like to fire? Yes he sd it

was pretty accurate.
Indicate whose gun it was? He sd it was his.
He was by himself on that occ.? Yes.
Has this old or new gun? It eas a modern gun. 
Did you ever look thro the gun yrself? Yes I handled it, I looked

thro the scope. 
5 What was it like? Seemed quite a nice gun to handle.

Wd you look at the rifle now shown to you - it has been inthe tide
for couple of mths - how wd that rifle before you compare in size
and scope and so on? Its the same gun, same strap.
He say where he got the gun from? No.
Whose gun did he say itwas? His. 

.JQ Did you ever see the accused and O'C. out tog. on occasions? Yes.
Ever see them socially? Yes.
How wd you yrself describe the rel. bet. the 2 of them? They wee
were good friends.
If it was sugg. to you that O'C. - that McD. was the leader, what
wd yr comment be to that, someone is the general and the other
is the led. tenant, what wd you say to that? No, they were friends, 

15 they did things tog.
And in situations that you saw, did O'C. appear to handle himself?
He was very good with his fists, he used to like fights.
As far as firearms are cone, what impression id you get fromspeakir
to O'C. as to his part, interest in firearms? O'C., he liked
firearms. He was, he had quite an obsession with guns.
Bow did you come to that conclusion that he had BJD an obsecession 20
w4th guns1? On the 2. times I saw him with firearms, he went into

detail explaining things to me, he used to like to talk about
and shooting experiences. 

As. far as the gun thathe showed you and you say it is same as the 
orae in court., did he indicated to you that he had used the rifle? 
Yfes, he used to tell me about when he was shooting rabbits. 

25 What was that in rex. to, with which gun? With the 22.
Whast did he say about that? One time there , the time I saw the gun 
there, he went into great detail about how he used to shoot rabbits 
in P'sonby, one thing that got me, sometimes when you get a good 
head shot, he used to like to see the rabbits head explode, I thoug 
it was a bit funny.
You know anyone called Bruce Speck? Not very well. I knew of him. 30
You know about the Bell shooting that took place on 1st JuJ. y
did you know O'C. and MacD. prior to then? Yes.
The two had gone out tog. you say, how often wd you see the 2 of 
them or been in contact with them prior to that? On aveage onee 
a mth.
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On social occasions, we used to have drinks tog. 

What about after, still see each other then? Yes.

How often? About the same I think, sometimes saw them twice, after 

the shooting, 2 or 3 times.

On the occasions that you saw O'C. after the shooting, how did 

O'C. appear to be to you compared with how you saw him beforehand? 

He seemed jumpty, on edge, nervous, always looking around. 

Youve been in trouble with the police havent you? Yes. 

5 And have you been to jail for a period? Yes. 

How long was that for? 6 years.

And have you been in trouble for other matters as well? Yes. 

Have you paid yr debt to society by going to jail? Yes.

XXD MR MORRIS 
ig I take it you were shocked by the shooting of this young girl. Yes

During the course of the police enquiries did they come to see

you? Yes they did.
They want written statement from you? No.

Want some information from you? Well, the police came to see me

concerning the sawn off gun.

You prepared to give them written statement about that? No. 

15 They sd that I maybe charged with possession of the gun but if I

was to give evid. I wd not be charged.

And you not prepared to give them written statement? No.

Youve been asked about yr conviction and you told us you been to

jail for number of years? I was sentenced to 6 years and spent

4- years in jail.
That arise over an incident when you in the main burst into a

20 persons house armed with butcher and crowbar? We were rotorcycle

gang members
Did you break into their house with knife and crowbar? Yes. 

You took to this person while he was in bed? Shat person had a 

22 rifle right down there and he pulled it up. 

Took to him while he was in his bed? No out of his bed and he 

25 picked up the rifle.
rn the result did, was he quite badly injured? Yes. 

That was € years ago was it? Yes. 

1974? Correct.
Do I take it fx if you did 4 years you wd come out in 1978? Yes. 

Tn 1978 were you involved in another incidentq Yes.

And in addition to that assault were you charged with carrying
30 an offensive weapon? Not to that assault.

No, another matter altog? Yes.
Charged with off. weapon? Yes, pocket knife.
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That is within the category of off. weapon ?Yes, I pleaded not 
guilty. 

1 Did you go to jail for that? No sentenced to 6 mths P.D.
And if we move up to 1979, you were again involved in some sort 
of charge? Stealing this time wasnt it? Yes.
How long have you know MacDonald the accused? 5, 6, 7 years, 
something like that.

5 REX MR HART

The matters that Morris seemed to be interested in, were these
matters arising out of assaults and acts of violence on yr part?
Yes.
Was tjat opposed to any charges for dishonesty so to speak? Yes.
How long ago were those? Close on 18 mths.
You told the truth in thi s case? Yes I have told the truth. 

10

COURT
Y*>u ever go out to B 1 lands with O'C. to shoot rabbi tsj No.
You dont know where he shot the rabbits? He told me he did.

MKT. AT 1. 0'O

BBS:. AT 2.1515 ————————————— 
CALLS

PRMIOS HOUSTON (Sworn)

I am an optomltrist by occupation, I live at 20 Tawa Rd, Te Atatu.
Ive been in practice as optomistist in firm of Messrs Martin & Co.
who ©peat operate from 255 Symonds Street, been partner in that
ffrw fear some time. 

20 YTOU bad & total of 29 years exp . as optomitrist? Yes .
Cam yom briefly explain to the jury what yr occupation as opt.
involves)? We examine eyes, measure - if eye is out of Tmtff^
fberast, prescribing lens and spectacles.
Yrr; fodtoedipalyy cone . with correct errors for those peple who dont
have normal sight? Yes. 

25 You examine someone and make cert, recommendations for glasses?

Go® ]15ifeh- Noveffiber last year, a<t the request of the police, D/Kruger 
dd*d you examdme a man by the name of Bruce Speck at the Auckland 
Central P/S;t»tion? At my rooms. 
And that was at Symonds St?Yes.
You there carried out the normal test to ascertain the visual 

30 capabilities of the man? Yes.
j

Did you first tesfeys by shining light in both eyes? Yes. 
And from that test can an exp. person tell quite quickly and 
clearly when a person is shortsighted? Yes.
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And from that initial examination, did it appear that Bruce Speck
was s/sighted? Yes. 

' Did you then u'take series of tests using diff. lens to ultimately
determine the normal sight? Yes.
Was this done by completely tests involving reading of series of
Itrs. on charts? Yes.
Are they the normal charts used for testing eyesight? Yes.
That known as the Itr. vision? Yes. 

c And wd the results of those tests, did they show that Specks unaided
vision in right eye was 6/21 plus? Thats right.
And in his left eye 6./21? Yes.
What exactly does that mean? It means that he requires at that distanc
about 20ft. Itrs. a little over 3 times as large was wd be readable
for person with normal sight, bee. of the blur, a little larger
to be able to be read by him, about 3 times larger. 

0 What else can you tell the court of tests you did, about Specks
eyesight? As well as the vision test and the fraction which is
measuring strength of lens reg. for max. vision I also did colour
tests,
Carried out the normal tests and did some colour tests did you? Y«s.
Just before that, is the situation that from Itr. chart that you
put up for Speck, cd he read the first few lines and 2 Itrs of the 

15 *th line. Yes.
What was the sdt. about colour, test? He can pick coloured lights,
spectrum colour lights quite readily, some hesitation with some
colors, with pastal colours he tended to confuse reds and greens.
So having done all these tests, normal and colour tests, what
conclusion d&d you come to? Hte was s/sighted moderately, slight 

20 colour defect, his vision was such that in the nonmal day like
circtnn. he: wa>gnt_too badly handicapped, his vision was such that
he wd readily be better- driving with spectacles to bring him to
normal sttamdard.
Any specific requirement when you get licence as to how good yr
eyeadgtot is? Yes.
How was his unaided vision, how did it comply with normal standard 

25 requirements? Just outside, he wdnt get his licence wthout glasses,
or he s&dnt get it.
T take it you havent had dealings with Speck before? Id made him 
glasses some years before.
But, the request that was made came as res. of enq. the police made/ 
Yes,

30 Yr firm, quite often as it were did opinions for the police or do 
tests for them? Yes, visial tests for recruits and for the medical 
vis&al examination.
On 22nd November, did you go to the DSIR? andwere you shown a rifle 
with t'scopic sight fiteed with the eyepiece in the position which 
you u;stood was teeposition it was found ill? Yes.
Just tell us what you saw when you arrived there? 
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I was presented with a rifle on which was mounted a t'scopic sight, the 

1 rear eye piece was mounted on a slow thread which was also locked

with locking ring/ this and the eye piece were forward, screwed

right in as far as they cd do .
Wd that position be in the optimum or best position for s/sighted

person? Yes.
Did you do a test using a lens with the approx. vision of Speck? Yes.

And what did you find? The lens over the eyepiece, the image

quality was improved.
Meaning what? That the vision thro the sight is set, it was quite

sharp over the range, but the vision improved slightly by putting

the lens over the eyepiece,
The test you did was carried out during the daylight? Yes.

So that any of yr dealings relates to testing during the daylight 

10 and not during the hrs of darkness? As far as the sight goes.

As far as you were concerned, what assignment were you being asked to

do by the police, what was yr basic function as you u* stood it to be?

To determine the type of vision that Speck had and to give some

opinion about the setting of the sight.

By that do you. mean check Specks eyesight and se e whether bee . of

Ms a«ight defect he wd be able to look thro the rifle and fire it, 

15 that the position? True yes.
And again during the daylight test ing_jgfaat^ did you find? That the

sight as get^wd be quite suitable fpraerson^who was s/sighted and

a^OBettnder_ateout 35 really. 
Wfeen you say someone under 35, what range is that - is 35 normal? 

I mean 35 yeacs .
on Wtere yom. ever asked to carry oat a test at night time? No. fM

And when you lLook thro the t'scopic sight itself, do you see thro 

the sight on the rifle yrself, during the day? Yes, quite clearly. 

No difficulties there? No, none
A person who was I/ sighed wd the reverse procedure be correct, i.e. 

wd the" pos . most favourable to I/ sigh ted person be screwed right in 

as oppposed to be screwed right in? Yes, go thro the trouble of

25 unlocking thering and moving the lens out.

Specks, vision, I put this to you., assuming Speck was with

, it is ndght time, early hrs of the morning, travelled up 

febro Myers ParJt, they come to the end of that alleyway which you are 

ram. with at the church, you know the alleyway or path by the cburch? 

It is a street yes.
,n Look at photo. 20 of Exb.2, in lefthand portion of photo. 20, you can
wU

see a path running down the side of the church cant you? Yes. 

Try and visualise in yr mind a situation when it is dark, say the 

early hrs of the morning, a man standing at the end of that alleway 

or path and hes got - he as s/sighted like Speck without glasses, 

now the person was somewhere on that path, light <bn other side of 

the road, wd Specks vision be so bad that he wdnt see that other 

35 — *_.^»j^ T «.t,i*i*v nnt- <->n<» fftn -iudae stars and bigs.



As far as seeing at night time with his degree of s/sightedness, 
what degree of disability wd he be under compared with any one

^ else? Fine details wd be more blurred, he wdnt be able to distingu 
ish fine details .
As far as looking thro the t'scopic sight at night time is concerni 
wd there be a greater blur looking thro the scope in its position 
most favourable to s/sighted person, at night time itself? I wd 
expect so, the nearest pupil being larger. 
It is larger at night time? Yes, generally.

5 so in short, do you concede that any testings you did were on the 
basis of daylight and not during the hours of darkness, so you 
qualify yr comments to that extent? As far as the sight goes.

XXD MR MORRIS

Weve had another scope prod, here, the rather new one ( Exb.28), 
•JQ just look at that, we have been told it is the same as the one

on the rifle, haveyou had a chance of considering the mechanism
of that scope (Exb.28)? It appears to be similar to the one on the
rifle, it is in different condition of course.
And is that one you can make movements with various pieces of the
lens? Pew adjustments, one for magnification, it is a zoom sight,
the magnification can be varied, it has numbers on, the rear eye 

15 piece is fcfc adjustable so it can be set up to suit different
visions, to some extent.
So far as the ranges are concerned, either got it right in, the
back piece or right back? Any pt. in between.
We have heard from Coop previously, he known to you? Yes.
And he was asked what was the significant diff. in ranges and he
sd there was very little, you agree with that? Yes, bee. it is
a fadtrly fine adjustment.
And then hewas aisifced how did he mean very little and he sd
"T think it wd not- mat. affect the view for most purposes whichevei
way it was turned" agree with that? Yes, bee. considerable
magnification is involved.
He was asked "Wave you prself tried it out" and he sd "Ive tried 

25 the various .... Speck's vision", you done that? Yes.
Be std, "And none of these changes made any mat. diff. in his view"
wd you agree wiLth that conclusion? There are differences but not
gross differences.
He says "no material diff" you agree with that? Yes, used as a
t'scopic sight.
Im interrsted in a comment you made concerning - what were you 30
getting at? Well, person under the age of 35 wd have suff.
accomm. i.e. focusing vision to be able to see quite clearly for 
a sight set as it was found.
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Correct me if Im wrong on that aspect, all of us have got musscles 

and so in in the eye? Yes.

And thro all the ages whether child or an adult, you can get 

s/sightedness or 1/sightedness? Yes.

And there are prob. some of us walking around today who have 

got s/sightedness that Speck had? Yes, quite well be. 

As we grow older, like other parts of the body, muscles in the eye 

arent quite so ready to operate, is that the situation? Yes. 

5 So that are you saying that up until about say 35, the muscles of 

a persons eye are automatically offsetting any minor defects? 

Yes, but the light emerging from t»sight as set was slightly 

divergant which is exactly the same as light coming off object 

2 feet away, anyone under 35 can see clearly that distance. 

Bee. eyes are automatically adjusting and allowing for what a

...Q doctor may describe as a mild defect? Yes.

You havent had the priv. of examining McDonalds eyesight? I have

not.
Coming back to the test you did on that scope, I want to get this

right, by using these various lens, are you able to obtain similar

sightings to a person whoses eyes you are presently considering?

Yes.
15 And I take it that quite apart from the lens that you had to 

enable you to see the sitame\ision as Speck, you wd have had 

in yr set of lens lens for persons who may have had a slight 

long sight defect? Yes that wd be so.

Youve told us you used yr lens that gave you the same s/sightednes 

as Speck, as matter of interest, had you/£a*K§fi any testing using

a lens on the 1/sightedness test? No. 
20

REX MR HART

Yr evid. relates simply to tests carried out during daylight hrs? 

As far as the sights are cone. yes.

Did that tend to be pretty much the optimum amt. of light that 

came into the sight that you looked into? Yes, I examined the 

25 sight in DSIR room and it wdnt be as bright as outdoors but it 

was daylight.
You sd younever looked thro the t'scopic sight in darkness or 

daring the evening? No.

COURT ADJ. AT 2.50

COURT RES. AT 3.45 30 —————————————
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COURT RESUMED AT 4.05

MR HART CALLS

ANTHONY T8EVOR MORRIS (Sworn)

I live at 1 Seaview Rd f Remuera, duly qualified and regd medical

practitioner, specialising as eye specialist.

Tell the court yr qualifications? Qualifed in 1966, been engaged

in the field of specialist in eyes since 1968, been in private

prac. sinee 1976.
Apart from ord. qualificat-on any special one? Fellow B€ Royal

Co* leg OK f London and Austral isia, been qualified for 13 years

in private prac. as eye specialist for 5 years and 8 years

been associated with this field.
At the request of the police on behalf of the accused, the defence

1 0 did you examine McDonald in cells at Court yefcterday at 2 o'clock? 

¥es (prmlssion given to refer to notes)
What did you do and what were yr finding? At the time of examinati 

the vision that McDonald cd see was 606 in each eye which I wd 

regard as normal, able to get this vision even when I put plus 

lens in front of hx± his eyes, he was still able to achieve 
6/6, this indicated to me he was I/sighted, I also checked this 

finding by doing a refraction, using a JEB retina scope and this 

also confirmed that he was long sighted, the degree of longsighted 

ness - being a mild long sight and he wd not need glasaes to see
i, _> •• "" "~ ~ ' ——— — • — ———————— — - —— — —— — — — — — —— "™

in normal daylight.
US?"- —— ' ——— ,i-~——— ̂-w-,: ———— - ———————— -

Beding 10ng<sdigtofeed what wd this mean when looking into distance? 

KBRre. to feems ssEightly more than the ord. person. He wd also 

20 have to ffoeus more than the average person.
Jtee you awace as to the degree of s/sightedness of man called 

Speck? I am in disc, with collegue Mr Coop wlubfc has given evid. 

and he informed me that Speck wa s m±& mildly s/sighted. 

Flo-Ether at the request of the defence did you last evening 

ait aibemt 7.30 go to the main stredt cabaret in queen St? Yes I di< 

And did you there look at a rifle with t'scopic sight and did you 

also look at a t'seopic sight identical to the one on the rifle

the eouart? Yfes .
Book avt the rdifle now shown to you, is that the rifle that was 

initially in the custody of the registrar of the court and were 

you able to handle it and look thro the sights? Yes I was.

Did you look at the newer scope now shown to you, was that the 

30 other one you were able to look thro last evening? Yes.

Id like you to look at photos. No. 20 and 21, firstly looking at 

No. 20, do you recog. that area as being an area where there is 

a church which is opp. the main street cabaret? Yes.



Before taking up position by that church had you further down queen 
st. had further look at scopes thro the rifle and also on the newer 
scope? Yes I did.
Did you then take up a position thats to the left of the spire in 
phto. No.20? Yes, in that area.
And from there cd you get a view that is similar to the photo, and 
view shown in No.21? Yes that is right. 
At 7.30 last evening, was it dark? .Yes it was dark, and slightly

5 raining.
When you first took up yr position to do yr tests, was the lighting 
in front of main street, the outside ones, the lights on the 
verandah, were they on at that time? They were on. 
Did you then generally look firstly thro the t*scopic sight on the 
rifle? Yes.

._ What sort of view cd you get thro the t'scopic sight? Hazy view 
of the front of the big.
Abie for instance to pick out individuals who had been standing in 
the foyer? It wd havebeen possible but with great difficulty. 
Did you also look thro the other t'scopic sight again genrally 
to see what sort of view you cd get from thatposition? Yes. 
Did you do any tests with lights on in thatposition, the lights on

15 under the verandah? Yes I did.
Cd you tell the court just what you were able to observe with the 
lighting in that condition? When I adjusted the eyepice by winding 
itback and forwards to the optimum pos. I was able to get a fairly 
clear view of the x±x± sfiting on notice board to the right of the 
main doors on main street, by optimum position is got from
turning It backa nd m forwards. I have normal correct vision.

20 At this time, were you looking thro the t'scopic sight on the rifle?
On the duplicate t'scope.
Gasrr yon-? After this, I turned the adjustment forward to where a 
person who is s/sighted wd have set it and the view obtained thro 
It was blurred but objects still recognisable and it wd be poss. to 
see a person thro the t'scopicsight, at this time the magnification- 

25 set at 3 and 4, between 3 and 4.
Was that as it were looking $hro the rifle in position that wd be 
for s/sdghted person*? Yes.
What otherposition did you test it at ? Also placed small powered 
minus lens in front of the scope to see what efect it wd have for 
a I/sighted this person and this made the sight more blurred, so 
that a 1/gightedperson wd have had to focus more when looking thro

on
"w the scope at my setting and much more when looking thro the scope 

as set with the adjustment wound forward.
What_wd be the pos. then for I/sighted person looking thro the t'scop 
in otp. position for s/isghted person? Picture seen slightly blurred 
but objects wd be recognisable, also adj. magnification to increase 
to the max. which is about 9 and this blew the picture up considerabl

lia/t t-l-i«» Ai eariuan'taae of H*»r?Tiaasincr the view.
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Was the position you viewing the cabaret from about 50 yds from 
the cabaret itsefl? Yes it was.
At this stage youve told us yr examination you did waswith the 
lights full on, were arrangements then made to turn off the front 
lights and to

At that time wd there be neon lights in the vicinity? Yes, there
were 3 tot hers of fairly good intensity, one to the right of the
cabaret and 2 across the street, one illuminating sauna parlour and
the other a hotel.
From enquiries of the proprietor, was it u'staod they were not on
thatmorningj Yes.
On the basis of carrying out yr tests, they wre on nevertheless? Yes
Did you then, having as it were, arranged for the conditions as
near as possible that wd have prevailed at 3.30 on 1st July, did
you then go back across the road to the prev. position in which you
had been? I did.
Can you tell the court then yr findings at that s$age? The foyer 

of the main street was in a shadow and thro the t'scopic view 
the duplicate one, sat to the optimum vision for myvision, 
I was able to see a figure of a man standing in the foyer and 
distinguish his shape of his hair, the shape of his nose, the 
profile and quite definitely distinguish his head from his chest 
from his legs. I then reset the t'scope by winding it forward to 
w&eaee I thought it was best: for s 1 sighted person, and I found that 
the view of the person, standing in the foyer was reduced. The 
blur was such thai: it wd havebeen difficult for me to have described 
the jpacsperson, the nose, the noeewas not clearly identifiable, it wd 
mote havebeen poss. for instance to say whether or not he had a 
moustache, but in spite of this the head was stilldistinguishable 
ftsora the body although the whole image was blurred as seen with an 
out of; focus photograph or t.v. screen, my inclination while watchin 
the person thro viewer was to adjust the eyepiece, try and bring the 
peajsen back into clarity.

yon ©heck both the position for I/sighted and s/sighted person?
we^ also put lens in front of instrument again and this made 

if anything, the positionworse.
So then what wd be yr evid. for a I/sighted person looking thro 
in the conditions youve described a t*scope set in the optimum

This1 again all took place at a magnifciation of bet. 3 and 4.

35



Wd the prson be aware they were not seeing clearly? In my view, yes, 
. very much so.

What effect does the question of the zoom or enlargement have? It 
increases the size of the person so that only their head fits into 
the viewer and it was still a blurred imagen of the head, prob. 
I hd have been able to recog. person at this time but inclination 
wd be to clear the picture as you wd adjust a t.v. set, to clear 
the picture.

* You sd earlier that it rained last evening,was it heavily? Light 
drizzle on and off.
Wha* effect wd heavy rain have on gen. aspect of visibility? I think 
heavy rain wd havedfurther made recognition diff. bee. of presence 
of water on the lens, and also decreased visibility one has on a 
dark night when raining.

10 Did you have difficulty yrself making the adjustment? Not mcuh 
difficulty at all, Im not familiar with guns.
As far as the lighting is concerned, wd you say the effect of the 
lighting was quite considerable? This was definitely my impression/ 
If Evid. given about view you can have in daylight, any tests carrie< 
out in daylight wd bear no resemblance to the position in darkness 
compared to yr findings? This wd be my opinion, considerable ediff.

15 pet. view before lights turned off and after turned off.
In daylight there wd be a greater diff? I think it wd be about the 
same really bee. before lights turned off the blurring - when person 
standing in bright lights, it wd be sim. to daylight conditions. 
Disitinguisihing - the lights on or off under the foyer wd have made 
the ddifff? Yes, a big difference.

20
xJfcXD: MR MORRIS
I wasnt to ask you questions about the ability of the accused McD. 
to see a person in the foyer of the cabaret from across in the 
approx. position that you were setting yr sights from, u 1 stand? Yes. 
Do E u;1 sifearad that as a. res. of yr using lens, weve heard a bit 
about that, you were able to get the picture of that cabaret foyer 

25 that he wd have got? Yes.
Th-ots" the picture that he wd have got using thro a scope in good
condition snaeh as this (new one shown to witness)? Yes.
Aw r u-'s*t*nd yr evid., correct me if Im wrong, he wd not get a
picture that was totally unreocgnisable? In what position was the
scope in that we are discussing now?
The position that the DSIR have told us about namely the position foi
s/sighted person? As Ive sd to you, in the condition that wd be
mentioned, he wd have quite good view of objecti, he wd see and
distinguish nose from eyes, and beaware of what sort of haircut they
had.



Take the foraman and the lady next to him, wd he be able to 
1 distinguish that one was male and the other female? Yes.

Wd he be able to recog. whether or not the foreman had moustache
or not? In position with lights on I belive so.
Wd he be able e.g. to line up for a head shot? Yes.
Im not sure what that means.
Line it up? Yes.
And wd he be able to aim up for a chest shot? Yes. 

. And he wd now be able to tell if it was lady or man that was
there? Yes.
Youve told us about how you tried to get a not so good light positic
I want to ask you whathe wd have been able to see then, follow me?
Yes I do.
Wd he be able to see that he was firing or aiming at a man? If the 

10 it depends on the dress the individual wearing, not poss. from
feathr featurs to distinguish if it was man.
But he wd be able to see their head? Yes he wd see blurred outline
of the head.
He wd be able to see the outline round here and look at it? Yes.
And a>±m at it? Yes,
And he wd be able to line up a chest shot? Yes. 

15 Depending on the dress, he may or may not have been able to distingu
ah if it was male or female? Yes.
And I think what yr saying certainly wd be diff. for him to dist.
between the lady in front row, her facial features and the lady
behind hear, correct/ Yes.
So that really if he was aiming at one girl aiming to hit one 

2o particular girl whose face he cd recognise or body he cd reg.
he might have been mistaken as to her true identity? Yes, cd well
have-been.
Did - I aisked you about the scope in good condition. Did you do
at the same time experiments and tests with the actual gun? yes.
rt obv.. had been in water for some months and wd not be in as
good condition as the other one? Correct.oc

*9 Looking thro it however even after it had been in water and so on
and so f©Et&, and adjusting it, to the setting as before, and using 
the- lefts to put yrself in McD's eye position, were you still able 
te identify the person you were looking at? You cd/§ee the person 
standing at the door, that was bee. of the state of the scope. 
One other matter, youve been good enough to tell us that McD.

30 is 1/sightedness is relatively minor? True.
I u 1 stand the evid. about this that depending on yr age the muscles 
ofyr eyes react quicker to offset efficiency? Id like to rephrase 
that, the lens in the eye changes shape less gradually. 
A man of 45 as compared to say a man in his 20's, the lens in the 
eye doesnt change as much? Right.
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McD. is in his 20 's I gather? Yes.
That is the age group where the lens of the eye changes fairly 

1 readily? More readily than it does for a person of 45. 
When you examined McD. did he tell you about suffering a blurring 
or anything of that nature? Yes.
Wd that sugg. his eye muscles are compensating virtualy all the time 
forthis defect? Yes, that is the position. 
Muscles are alive for that defect? Yes.

5
REX MR HART

On this issue of comensation, is aatnatural process that goes on? Yes. 
Does that issue affect yr observations? No it doesnt, it wd mean that 
I am 36 years, 10 years older, and the difference bet. a person in 
30 's and 20 's is not very great. 
Id like to believe that at least.

10 you were asked about the issue of what a I/sighted person cd see in 
opt. positionfer s/sighted person and asked if a person - one girl 
cd be mistaken for another? Yes.
Prom yr obs. what was the inclination you had when looking thro the 
t 1 scope with the blurring you described to the jury? I think I felt 
that if he wanted to alter the focus to make best detail of the face, 
maybe Im used to using instruments, this is def . something, when you

•JC
13 sit a watch t.v. when not in focus you get up and change it, this is 

definitely the feeling I had, you want to get every detail you can 
bee. under those levels, the details were indistinct. 
Did that mean you were straining when looking thro them in thatpos? 
Yes you were having to work quite hard to see the features of a person 
across the road even with the t* scope set in its opt. position for my

20 eyesight.
So a I/sighted person looking ghro t 1 scope set in pbs. for s/sighted 
person cd turn it around and get it to the best position for that 
part, person? Yes. 
You were able to do that? Yes I was.

2S We know that the t' scope on the rifle was in water for about 2 mths, 
Hooking thro the one on the rifle and comparing it with he new one, 
d'Sid you see any difference in the colour of the image? Yes, the one 
on the rifle was green/yellow colour.
Did that make it more indistinct than the new one? Much more. 

And wd that green/yellow colour be something that cd result from 
30 being in water? Not expert on that, but from exp. of binoculars, I 

wd say yes.

35
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(ORAL) RULING OF PRICHARD 3

Defence counsel have raised a preliminary objection to the admission of 
the evidence of the witnesses Gary Keith O'Connor and Bruce Graham Speck. The 
grounds of the objection are firstly that these two are properly to be regarded as 
primary parties to the commission of the offence charged and that for this reason, the 
Solicitor-General does not have the power to grant them immunity from prosecution. 
Secondly, and alternatively, if immunity is effectively given, then there are special 
circumstances in this case which ought to move me in the exercise of my discretion to 
exclude their evidence in order to ensure a fair trial.

It was suggested, initially, that there was no evidence of a formal 
indemnity having been granted by the Solicitor -General, the immunity consisting only 
of assurances given by police officers that there would be no prosecution if they gave 
evidence. This matter has been resolved by the production of a formal undertaking by 
the Solicitor-General in respect of each of these persons to the effect that any 
prosecution arising out of the homicide of Margaret Bell will be stayed. The 
documents are dated 12th December 1979.

Having heard at considerable length the evidence of both Speck and 
O'Connor, I am left with no doubt that, for the purposes of this inquiry, I must regard



-2-

both Speck and O'Connor as principal parties to the offence on which McDonald is 
indicted. Indeed, it appears that the substantial issue in this trial may resolve to a 
question whether the crime was perpetrated by two persons - namely Speck and 
O'Connor - or whether there was a third person equally involved, and, if so, whether or 
not that third person was the accused McDonald. The position in those circumstances 
is quite clear. It would be most irregular and improper to permit either of these men 
to give evidence against the accused if at the time when their evidence is given it can 
be said that they can derive a substantial advantage to themselves from so doing.

For many years it has been the practice of the Courts to insist that before 
witnesses in that sort of situation can be called to give evidence, the prospect of their 
being able thereby to gain an advantage for themselves must be eliminated. This can 
be done in a variety of ways, as mentioned in Archibold, *0th Edition, p.251. These 
include the offering of no evidence against the prospective witness so that he is 
acquitted before his evidence is given, the taking of a plea of guilty from the witness 
followed by his being sentenced before he gives evidence, and the entering of a nolle 
prosequi - again prior to his giving evidence. On a parity with those precautions is the 
granting by the Crown of what is generally referred to as an immunity against 
prosecution.

In the present case, such an immunity was granted, the documents, as I 
have said, being dated 12th December 1979 - which was the day on which O'Connor 
gave his evidence on the taking of depositions and the day before Speck gave his 
evidence at the preliminary inquiry. I have no doubt that the Solicitor-General, as the 
representative of the Crown, has a complete discretion in this matter. Through the 
Solicitor-General the Crown has elected to grant these men immunity from prosecut 
ion and the Court cannot go behind this or question in any way the power of the 
Solicitor-General to act in this way. I must take it that the Solicitor-General was 
persuaded that this distasteful course was in the public interest and that in taking it he 
had in mind the strictures which were made in Turner's case, (1975) 61 Cr. App.R. 67, 
at SO.

As well as the requirement that there be a fair trial, I have to consider as 
well the requirements of public interest. I believe that should there be a real conflict 
between those two considerations - the requirement of a fair trial and the requirement 
of the public interest - then I should resolve the matter in favour of the accused.
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I am invited by Mr Hart to go beyond the fact of the immunity. He says, as 

I understand him, that there ought to be considerations weighing upon this Court which 
would not necessarily be given the same weight by the Solicitor-General. I accept that 
this is so. It is my duty to see that the accused has a fair trial and this may, in this 
situation, be more important than the expediency of serving the public interest, which 
is that criminals should be brought to justice.

The normal requirements antecedent to the calling of an accomplice as a 
Crown witness having been complied with, I am left with the proposition that, in the 
interests of securing a fair trial for the accused, it is my duty to exclude the evidence 
of these two men. I believe that any right thinking person will recoil from the 
prospect of a man being put on trial on evidence coming from accomplices who, on 
their own admission, were not mere accomplices or secondary parties to the offence 
charged but were so implicated that in law, should their evidence be believed, they 
have to be regarded as equally guilty with the accused of the offence charged.

The issue, as I see it, is whether or not there is at the present time any 
improper inducement remaining for these two witnesses to falsely implicate a third 
person. As was said by the English Court of Appeal in Turner's case (at page 79) of the 
report:-

"It is necessary however to consider 
Small's position at the time when he 
gave evidence."

There may indeed have been a powerful inducement to a witness to give the police 
information about his partners in crime but if that inducement no longer operates 
because in one way or another all the charges which could possibly be brought against 
him have been disposed of or terminated, then the earlier inducement is spent and is 
irrelevant. In virtually the same circumstances as we have here, Lord Justice Lawton 
said in the Turner case:

"These facts ... would have justified the 
Judge in refusing to exercise his 
discretion to exclude Small's evidence 
had he been asked to do so which he was 
not."

I have reached the conclusion that there was no impropriety in the means by which 
these two men were persuaded that they should give evidence, that there is now no



prospect of either of them deriving any advantage from so doing, and no reason now 
why they should seek to ingratiate themselves with the Court. That being so, the 
objection taken by the defence really amounts to a submission that because of the 
character and their complicity in the crime, their evidence ought not to be relied upon 
by the jury. Those are matters which will be canvassed to their fullest throughout the 
trial and during the summing-up, and the dangers inherent in acting on such evidence 
will be stressed not only by counsel but by me. I have not been referred to any 
decision in which the Court has exercised a discretion to exclude such evidence when, 
as in this case, the necessary foundation has been laid for accomplices to give 
evidence by removing all prospect of inducement prior to the time when they gave 
their evidence.

Accordingly, it is my view that the jury is entitled to hear this evidence, 
whatever it may be worth, and that these two are in fact competent witnesses for the 
Crown. I have considered the evidence in respect of each of them individually and can 
see no reason to make any distinction between them in regard to the matters I have 
referred to.

I hold, therefore, that the evidence of both witnesses is admissible subject, 
of course, to all that may be said at the trial as to the worth of their evidence. 
Subject to that, I hold that their evidence is admissible and that they may be called as 
witnesses for the Crown.

"PRICHARD J"
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SUMMING UP OF PRICHARD J

Mr Foreman and members of the jury, it is now my function to sum-up this 
case which means that I have to remind you of some of the significant portions of the 
evidence, obviously not all the evidence, and to give you directions about the law 
which applies in a case like this. I have to cover ground which has been covered by 
counsel during their addresses because these matters all have to be part of the record 
so you may find me telling you things which you will already have heard from counsel 
about the law. You must bear with me and be patient because I have to do this.

Let me say at once that you are the sole judges of fact in this case. The 
verdict has to be yours and yours alone. In the course of what I say, I will necessarily 
have to refer to the evidence and occasionally you may think, from what I say, that I 
have some opinion of my own about the evidence one way or the other; about some 
question of fact. But you must clearly understand that as regards questions of fact, 
you are completely free to disregard anything I say. The facts are your responsibility. 
They are not mine. Whenever there is a question of fact to be decided, you are the 
only judges. It is otherwise as regards questions of law. If I am wrong, there are ways 
in which this can be put right but it is not your concern to question anything I say 
about the law. I am here to help you about the law and you are to accept what I say 
about it as being correct. I do not think there is any problem in knowing the
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difference between a question of law and a question of fact, at any rate, in the 
context of this case. Questions of fact are questions as to what happened, what people 
did, what the circumstances were. Questions of law are questions as to the legal 
consequences which flow from those happenings, those circumstances and those 
actions. Of course there is another type of question of law, and that is the type of 
question dealing with what evidence is admissible and what is not admissible; questions 
of what the burden of- proof has to be in a case of this kind. Well, it is the facts that 
you are concerned with and in that area you are the sole judges and any views I may 
hold about those matters are not to influence you.

The next thing I have to say to you is that you must exclude from your 
considerations all extraneous matters and you must deal with this case only on the 
basis of the evidence that you have heard within the four walls of this Court. You are 
not to allow yourselves to be influenced by sympathy for Margaret Bell's family or 
prejudice, if you have any, against the accused. As you know, the manner in which 
Margaret Bell met her death has been the subject of a great deal of publicity and that 
has included some guesswork and speculation as to what happened and the reasons for 
it. Anything you might have heard or read from any other source outside this Court 
you must shut out entirely and completely and look only at the evidence you have 
heard. That does not mean that you are to abandon your commonsense or your ability 
to reason and put 2 and 2 together. You see, the reason juries are called on to make 
the final decision under our system of administering justice is because the members of 
the jury, with their varying backgrounds - ways of earning a living and so forth - 
represent a cross-section of the community. So that, between them, the members of 
the jury are bringing to the administration of justice an immense fund of practical 
experience of life and day-to-day living. You are not asked to leave all your 
commonsense and experience of life at home when you come to the Court; the 
important thing is that you should bring it with you and use it. So it is for you, as 
judges of fact, to make your own assessment of the witnesses, to decide which is to be 
believed, which is to be distrusted. And you can base that, if you like, on the 
impression that a witness may give you in the witness box of his demeanour, or the 
way he answered questions, and you should bear in mind, to, that a person may well 
tell the truth about one thing and lie about another. I think we have all probably done 
that to some extent. But, of course, if a person does lie to you about one thing then 
you will think twice about accepting what he says about something else. And by the 
same token, by using your commonsense, the powers of deduction and reasoning which 
you have, you are free to make proper inferences and deductions from the evidence.
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You know what a deduction is. You know what an inference is. But you must not 
confuse logical deductions and inferences with conjecture, speculation and guesswork. 
There is no room for those things in a matter as serious as this one is. And if a 
particular piece of evidence or several pieces of evidence, considered together, leave 
you with two equally possible inferences or deductions, then as you have been told, it 
is the one favourabloe to the accused which is the one you must use. And that, of 
course, is because of the rule we have as to the onus of proof in criminal cases. And 
that is the next matter to which I must refer.

In every Court case, it is important to know which party has the burden of 
proving each fact which is in issue, which is in dispute. If one party wishes to rely on a 
particular fact, then he has the burden - the onus - of proving that fact. And if he 
fails to do it, his case must fail and it is not for the opposite party to prove or disprove 
that particular fact in any way at all. That can have far-reaching consequences in a 
Court case. In a criminal trial, the rule is always that the onus of proof is on the 
prosecution. There are a few exceptions to that but they are not exceptions which 
come into this case. That simply means that every ingredient or element of the 
offence charged has to be proved by the prosecution. The accused is never called upon 
to prove anything, to disprove anthing. If he can point to any failure on the part of the 
Crown to establish some fact which has to be established as one of the elements or 
ingredients of the offence with which he is charged, if he can do that successfully, he 
is entitled to be acquitted.

Now closely related to that question of onus of proof is the question of 
standard of proof required. And here again, the rule is clear and you have heard it 
from counsel on both sides. Not only is the onus of proof always on the prosecution 
but the standard of proof required, which the law demands, is proof beyond reasonable 
doubt. Now the expression "beyond reasonable doubt" is really self-explanatory. 
Attempts to expand or explain it have been made and they all seem to go round in a 
circle and finish up with the same proposition - proof beyond reasonable doubt. Now 
that is not to say proof with absolute mathematical precision. It does not mean that. 
There cannot be mathematical certainty and precision in most of the affairs of men, 
but what it does mean is that before a man can be convicted of a crime, the court has 
to be satisfied of his guilt - of every element which is comprised in the offence - to 
such a degree that there is no room left for reasonable doubt. If there is room for 
such a doubt, then the accused must be given the benefit of that doubt and must be 
acquitted. We are speaking, of course, of reasonable doubt. That does not mean any



frivolous or fanciful doubt that might occur to you or which might be suggested to you. 
You have to be satisfied on the whole of the evidence to the same degree of sureness 
as you would want to be before making an important decision in a serious matter in 
your own lives, and the accused is entitled to be acquitted unless you are satisfied to 
that degree of sureness - and it is a high degree of sureness.

In this same connection, dealing with the onus of proof and standard of 
proof, there is one other matter that I have to mention, and that is the fact that in 
this case, the accused has elected to give evidence. That does not happen in every 
criminal prosecution. In fact I would say it happens in a minority of criminal 
prosecutions. As you have heard, he is under no obligation to give evidence and to 
face up, as he did, to cross-examination. He is perfectly entitled to sit there and point 
to the deficiences, if he can, in the Crown case and say he is entitled to be acquitted. 
And if the deficiencies are there, if the elements or ingredients of the offence are not 
established, he would be right in so doing. And that, in many cases, is what happens. 
But McDonald has elected of his own free will to give evidence. The point I want to 
make about that is that the burden is in no way altered by the fact that the accused 
has given evidence and called witnesses. That burden remains as always on the Crown. 
In other words, the accused, by giving evidence does not assume the responsibility of 
proving himself innocent. It would be quite wrong for you to approach this matter on 
the basis that if the accused sets out to prove his own innocence, and that if you 
should think that he failed to do that, therefore he has to be convicted. All it means is 
that the accused, by his own evidence and that of his witnesses, has added something 
to the sum total of the evidence which you have to take into account in reaching your 
verdict. You still have to be satisfied on the sum total of that evidence and, beyond 
reasonable doubt, that the accused is guilty before you can convict him. I hope I have 
made that clear. If you were to take say the analogy of the scales of justice, the 
evidence of the accused and his witnesses has to go into those scales to be weighed 
along with all the other evidence. Some of his evidence may tell in his favour and 
some may possibly even tell against him. But that is your province and not mine - to 
decide what evidence you believe - what weight you will give or attach to any piece of 
evidence. But always remember this: that the burden of proof does not shift on to the 
accused when he elects to give evidence. The question for you is whether, on the 
whole of the evidence - and that includes the evidence of the accused and his 
witnesses as well as the evidence called by the Crown - you are satisfied beyond 
reasonable doubt that he is guilty. If you are not so satisfied, he must be acquitted. 
And that means, of course, that if, in the face of the prosecution evidence you find
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that you believe the accused's account of the matter, and if that account clears him of 
the crime, then he is entitled to be acquitted. That is obvious. It goes further than 
that. If, in the face of the prosecution evidence you think that the evidence of the 
accused might be true, although you are not sure, and if being true it would clear him 
of this crime, then too he is entitled to be acquitted because if you think it might be 
true, then you have a reasonable doubt and when you are in that state of mind, he is 
entitled to the benefit of that doubt.

A moment ago I used the analogy of the scales of justice and the necessity 
of weighing all the evidence, from whichever source it comes. Do not take that 
analogy too far. It is not a case of saying whether the scales are evenly balanced: to 
see whether they tip slightly one way or the other. That is not the way to look at it at 
all. The way to look at it is the way I put it originally. The question is whether you 
are satisf ield by the whole of the evidence beyond reasonable doubt that the accused is 
guilty. Please think of it that way and remember that if you are left with a doubt, 
McDonald gets the benefit of it.

I want to say a few words about statements made to the police. There has 
been some evidence of interviews between police officers and the accused. As you 
would expect, if any damaging admissions are made by an accused person on such an 
occasion, then provided the admission was not forced out of him by brow-beating or 
something of that sort, those admissions are available as evidence against him but that 
is where it begins and ends. What a police officer says and puts to a person who is 
later accused of a crime is not evidence at all; it is proof of nothing unless the person 
to whom the statement is put admits the truth of it. Nor is anthing really to be taken 
from the fact that he may decline to answer questions. That is his right. It is the 
right of every person in this country, in all countries where the English system of 
justice pertains. And it is not unreasonable for a person who knows he is suspected of 
a crime, whether he be guilty or innocent, to decline to say anything. If he can later 
be criticised for exercising that right, then the right is really effectively destroyed. 
So you must pay no heed to any suggestion or statement which you have heard as being 
put to McDonald by any police officer unless he has admitted the truth of it to the 
police officer, and you must not make any inference against him from the fact that he 
exercised his right to refrain from answering certain questions put to him for the 
purpose of discovering whether he committed the crime or not. As a matter of fact, 
there are no assertions of any material significance which were made in the present 
case or which were admitted by the accused except, I think, only that the car was
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O'Connor's and that he often drove it, and that he knew Speck and O'Connor - and that 
is not in dispute. In fact I direct you, as a matter of law, that you put out of your 
minds - because they prove nothing - the various matters which were put to McDonald 
by the police in the course of their investigations and that you draw no particular 
inference against the accused from the fact that he declined, in exercising his legal 
right, to answer certain question.

Still, in this area of proof and evidence, I must deal with the question of 
the evidence of the accomplices. A great deal of the evidence in this trial has come 
from persons who, on their own admissions, were deeply implicated in the events of 
the early hours of the morning of 1st July last year and I am referring, of course, to 
Speck and O'Connor. Now they received an undertaking from the Crown that no 
matter what, they will not be prosecuted for any part they played in this affair. So 
they come to the Court as witnesses who ostensibly have nothing to gain or lose by 
their evidence. In fact it goes beyond that. It is not that they ostensibly have nothing 
to gain or lose - they in fact have nothing to gain or lose by their evidence at this 
stage. They could have gone into the witness box and said "Yes, we did it, McDonald 
didn't do it". They could have said that and nothing would have happened. Still, there 
is a well recognised danger in coming to the conclusion that an accused person is guilty 
on the reliance of an accomplice. The danger lies in the fact that a person who is an 
accomplice, who himself took part in the commission of the crime, knows exactly what 
took place and so is able, with that knowledge, to give an account of what happened in 
which he minimises his own role and exaggerates the part played by the accused. 
Indeed he may go further and incriminate some completely innocent person by 
identifying that person with the part which was actually played by the witness himself. 
Now that is a very real danger. I am bound to warn you of that danger and I now do so. 
The fact that these witnesses have received what is often called "immunity against 
prosecution" and so can gain nothing by their evidence at this stage does not eliminate 
the danger. An accomplice may well have given a false account at the beginning or in 
the first place in order to "save his own skin". Having once given a false account, such 
a witness is likely to stick to it. Of course the position will be quite different if the 
evidence of the accomplice is corroborated and does not stand by itself but is 
supported by evidence from another and independent source. That does not mean just 
general support, but evidence which goes to show that the identity of the innocent 
person has not been substituted for that of the criminal. Now that is what is meant by 
corroboration in this context and the warning I give you is that it is dangerous to 
convict on the uncorroborated evidence of an accomplice. But to understand what is
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required by way of corroboration, you really only have to remember where the danger 
lies. It is a possibility that the accomplice has substituted some other person in place 
of himself. There is no need for evidence corroborating the whole of the evidence of 
the suspect witness. That would be absurd because you would not then need the 
evidence of the suspect witness at all. But if there is some piece of evidence which 
shows that an innocent person has not been placed in a position which the witness was 
really in, that is the sort of corroboration that is looked for. Now in this regard, you 
must understand also that the evidence of one accomplice cannot be relied upon as 
corroborating the evidence of another. The reason for that is obvious. If one 
accomplice is going to implicate the wrong person, then he is likely to enlist the help 
of any other accomplice who is in the same position as himself and to present a 
collusive story which will clear them both. So the evidence of several accomplices 
needs no less corroboration than the evidence of one. Corroboration should really 
confirm both the commission of the crime and the identity of the person who is the 
perpetrator. There is no problem in this case about the commission of the crime. It 
does come down to this; is there evidence of some fact which is proved independently 
altogether of the evidence of Speck and O'Connor and which, taken by itself, leads to 
the inference that McDonald was the actual perpetrator of this crime? Then if that be 
so, that is corroboration. In my view, there is no such evidence in this case and it is 
my duty to tell you that. Because of the difficulty in determining what is 
corroboration, you must accept it from me that there is no evidence you can consider 
properly as corroborating the evidence of Speck and O'Connor when they identified 
McDonald as the gunman.

The last thing I want to say to you about accomplices and corroboration is 
that even though there be nothing but the evidence of accomplices to connect the 
accused with the offence and, even though there is a total lack of corroboration as 
there is here, it is nevertheless open to you, and it is your duty if you are fully 
convinced by the evidence that McDonald was a principal party in the commission of 
this offence, to convict him. You are free to do this even if there is no corroboration 
but you should bear in mind the warning I have given you and it is only if, bearing that 
warning in mind, you remain convinced of McDonald's guilt, that you should convict. 
You are not to go hunting through the evidence looking for corroboration. You are to 
take it from me that in fact there is an absence here of corroboration in the sense I 
am referring to.

A few words about circumstantial evidence, and I am not going to say much
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about that. This case depends really on circumstantial evidence. There are two kinds 
of evidence; direct evidence and circumstantial evidence. Direct evidence is the 
evidence of an eye witness who can say he saw, or perhaps heard, what happened. 
Circumstantial evidence is any other kind of evidence. We have e.g. direct evidence 
that Margaret Bell was shot, but there is no witness who claims to have seen the 
person who fired the shot at the moment when he fired it so we are dealing with 
circumstantial evidence when it comes to identifying the gunman in this case. There 
is nothing suspect or second-rate about circumstantial evidence. Direct evidence 
depends on the honesty, the powers of observation and recollection of the witness who 
is or claims to be an eye witness. When you get evidence from a variety of sources, 
there may be a number of facts which, together, lead to a conclusion which you cannot 
escape. You are on safer ground than by placing reliance on the direct evidence of an 
eye witness. It is really, as Mr Hart said to you, just a matter of applying 
commonsense to the facts that are proved and finding what inferences, if any, can 
safely be drawn from those facts. Sometimes these facts are thought of as a link in a 
chain, each piece of evidence being a link so1 that if one link fails, the whole chain 
must collapse. But that is not a good comparison. It is more like a rope than a chain 
and a number of strands which, taken together, lead firmly to a certain conclusion 
though each strand in itself may have little strength. You should therefore look at this 
matter and see whether there are facts which lead to any inference and if it be an 
inference of guilt, then, is it so strong an inference that you can safely say that you 
are satisfied beyond reasonable doubt? One of you may follow different reasoning 
from another; attach more importance to one strand of the rope than another. That 
does not matter. It is the overall result which matters; whether, on the whole of the 
evidence, you are collectively satisfied beyond reasonable doubt of McDonald's guilt. 
That is all I have to say to you Mr Foreman and ladies and gentlemen about evidence, 
onus of proof, standard of proof, what you can look at and how you are to apply 
yourselves to the problems.

It is necessary for me to deal with the definition of "murder". For the 
purposes of this case, you must take it that it is murder to kill a person by an unlawful 
act if the person who did that unlawful act intended to kill, to cause the death of the 
person killed or, to cause that person any bodily injury which the offender knows is 
likely to cause death and is reckless whether death ensues or not. And it is also 
murder if the offender, by mistake or accident, kills a person he did not mean to hurt, 
provided of course, that he had the intention I have described of either killing another 
person or causing him bodily injury which he knows is likely to cause death and is
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reckless whether death ensues or not. So if it was someone killed in mistake for 
someone else, that makes no difference. The difference between murder and 
manslaughter is simply a question of the state of mind or intention of the offender. In 
both cases, i.e. both murder and manslaughter, there has to be a killing by an unlawful 
act. For the offence to be murder, there has to be an additional ingredient and that is 
an intention either to kill or to cause bodily harm of the kind which I have described. 
Now it is an unlawful* act to point a loaded rifle at someone. It is an unlawful act to 
fire a rifle in Queen Street. So you can take it that the death of Margaret Bell was 
certainly either murder or manslaughter. The unlawful act is established and whether 
it is murder or manslaughter would depend on the intention of the man who pulled the 
trigger. Now there have been cases in which a murderer has announced his intention 
to kill or to cause bodily harm. But in most cases, it has to be a matter of inference. 
It has to be inferred from the circumstances. It would, I think, be impossible in this 
case to say how the intention of the killer in this case could be other than to cause 
death. The use of a high velocity rifle of this kind fitted with that telescopic sight is 
not consistent with anything less than an intention to kill or, at the very least, to 
cause the kind of bodily injury that I have described, and when you couple that with 
the circumstances, the stealthy approach by night, the getaway set-up, I think you 
must infer that the intent was there. But I have told you the definition and it is a 
matter for you. If you are satisfied that McDonald was the gunman and you are 
satisfied that he meant to cause somebody's death, then you should find him guilty of 
murder.

That is the definition of "murder". I have dealt with the mental element 
which is so important; the intent. I have said that on the facts it would be impossible 
really to get any other result than that the intent was to kill.

There is another related matter and that is the question of motive. 
Intention is not at all the same thing as motive. Motive is the reason which induces a 
person to act in a certain way. A person might e.g. kill his wife for a variety of 
reasons; he might wish to save her a lot of pain and suffering or he might not wish to 
go into the expense and delay of divorce proceedings. In either case, his intention is 
to kill. His offence is murder but his motive is totally different. Motive is not one of 
the ingredients of crime and there is no requirement that it be proved by the 
prosecution. But, of course, if motive does exist, it does go towards showing that the 
allegation - in this case an allegation of murder - is likely to be true. Conversely, if 
no motive is apparent, this is something to which the defence can point, and can
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rightly point, as militating against the probabilities of the case for the prosecution. 
Provided the intention to kill is there, it is not at all necessary for the prosecution to 
prove motive to establish the ingredients of the offence. And it is one of the 
submissions to you in this case by the defence that because of the apparent inadequacy 
of the motive - as a motive for killing or forming an intention to kill - that that is 
something you should take into account in considering the case as a whole. And so it 
is. But you should not assume, I think, that we all have the same mental processes. 
That is very far from being the truth. A motive which might strike one as being 
totally inadequate as a reason to commit murder might operate very differently to a 
person accustomed to gaining his needs by violent means or perhaps who does not value 
human life as I would hope you and I do. We have to share this world with people, a 
minority of people, whose mental processes; whose reactions; whose instinct of 
retaliation, are so different from ours that it would be incongruous to substitute our 
sort of reasoning for the reasoning of such people. I just repeat that although motive 
or the apparent absence of motive can have a bearing on the probabilities of the case, 
it is not incumbent on the prosecution to discover or prove motive. It is not an 
element amongst the ingredients of the offence charged in this case.

As far as I have gone in dealing with the various legal points which I 
believe to be involved in this case, I do not think I have said anything which you will 
find any difficulty in following.

The next matter that I must refer to is rather more complex. But in the 
context of this case, it is vital that you understand it. I refer now to the situation in 
which people may be parties to an offence. Now you must realise at the outset that it 
frequently happens that a crime is committed by more than one person. To take a 
simple example, a burglary may be committed by one person or by three or four acting 
together. One might e.g. open the safe, one might keep watch for the police and one 
might drive the getaway car and be waiting outside ready to move off. And you will 
readily understand, I think, that as far as the law is concerned, that burglary, carried 
out by those three or four people, would be an offence committed by all of them. 
They are what we lawyers call "principal parties to the offence" and they are all 
equally guilty. The same principle applies to all criminal cases and the law has to 
provide rules for such cases. Now, the first rule about that is that no distinction is 
made in the wording of the charge. That is to say, taking my burglary example, the 
charge brought against the driver of the getaway car would simply be burglary and he 
would be convicted as a burglar although in fact it was not he but another member of
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the gang who actually opened the safe; who burgled the building. Someone else 
performed the physical act of breaking and entering. But the driver of the car or the 
man who watched for the police is charged and can be convicted as a principal party 
without any distinction being made at all in the charge or the conviction. The rules 
for this are set out in s.66 of the Crimes Act and I will read that section to you 
because it does set out, in reasonably simple language, the rules which the law has 
evolved as to who are-to be treated as principal parties to criminal offences and I now 
read it:-

66. "Parties to offences - (1) Every one is a 
party to and guilty of an offence who -

(a) Actually commits the offence; or

(b) Does or omits an act for the purpose 
of aiding any person to commit the 
offence; or

(c) Abets any person in the commission 
of the offence; or

(d) Incites, counsels, or procures any 
person to commit the offence.

(2) Where two or more persons form a 
common intention to prosecute any 
unlawful purpose and to assist each 
other therein, each of them is a 
party to every offence committed 
by any one of them in the prosecut 
ion of the common purpose if the 
commission of that offence was 
known to be a probable consequence 
of the prosecution of the common 
purpose."

The first thing to notice about that is that there are two subsections and the first one 
refers to the case where the offence which was planned or intended by the parties is 
the offence which was actually committed. The second subsection deals with the 
rather special case where they set out on some unlawful purpose and, in the course of 
doing that, another offence is committed which was not part of their original purpose 
but was committed in the course of carrying out that purpose. That is what is 
sometimes called a collateral offence. So, going back to my burglars, if I may. Their 
common purpose was burglary. But if they took a sawn-off shotgun with them and 
they all knew that the shotgun was there in the possession of one of them, and
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someone was shot in the course of the carrying out of the burglary or resisting the 
police or something of that sort, they would all know that a probable consequence of 
carrying out a burglary armed with an offensive weapon is that something just like 
that would happen. They would, therefore - because they were all parties to the plot 
and knew what was going to happen and because this was something which they would 
know was likely to happen - be involved in the shooting which could, of course, be a 
murder. So, they set-out to commit a burglary and they finish up by being convicted, 
rightly, of murder. That is the second type of case covered by s.66.

Dealing with the first part of that section, i.e. the usual case where the 
particular offence intended to be committed is the one actually committed. The 
effect of that subsection is to bring in aiders and abettors, as we call them. They are 
all declared by the subsection to be principal offenders. What are aiders and abettors? 
To "aid" means simply to "help". It means "to help or assist". Some form of help or 
assistance involve direct participation in the commission of the offence. There are 
other ways of helping or assisting in the commission of an offence such as by giving 
advice or by actively supporting the person who pulls the trigger, or whatever the case 
may be. So the section uses these words, "aids, abets, counsels and procures" to 
extend the meaning to cover those other forms of advice, assistance or encourage 
ment. That encouragement e.g. could consisit of being there, present when the 
offence is committed, ready to help if need be and lending moral support to the 
principal actor in what was done. Of course it would not apply to a person who 
happens to be there as a mere spectator. It would only apply to someone who was 
there knowing what was going to be done and lending his support and encouragement to 
the enterprise. In this case you will not need to be worried about those more remote 
or tenuous kinds of abetting. The case here is that McDonald, on his own admission, 
drove the car which transported the gunman, whoever he was, and the rifle and the 
ammunition to the scene. And the case here, of his own admission, was that he drove 
the car which was used as a getaway car after the crime. And if he knew that it was 
intended to kill somebody and that that was the purpose of the expedition, then his 
assistance is direct, active assistance. You would not need to be concerned in that 
event with whether his presence was encouragement or an incitement or something of 
that sort.

There are a few points about this aiding and abetting business that I must 
explain here. The first one is that the sort of aiding or abetting covered by that 
section I have read to you has to be something done prior to or contemporaneously
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with the actual commission of the offence; not something done afterwards. Taking my 
burglary example again, the driver of the getaway car would be aiding and abetting in 
the commission of the offence because he would be there waiting in the getaway car 
possibly with the engine running. But a person who came into it only after the 
burglary and was persuaded to give the burglar a lift home would not be within that 
sphere even though he knew exactly what they had been up to and was helping them. 
He would be, what we-call, an accessory after the fact but he would not be a principal 
party to the commission of the offence. You see the difference. It has to be 
something done either before or contemporaneously with the commission of the 
offence.

Now in the case we are considering, this offence was completed the 
moment Margaret Bell died; that is when the offence was completed. Well, suppose 
e.g. that McDonald knew nothing of what was going on until after her death and, only 
then, after that he realised what had happened and with that knowledge he helped the 
others to escape. That would not make him guilty as a principal offender if he only 
came into it knowingly after the bullet had been fired.

The second point is this; we are talking about someone who is helping in the 
commission of the crime. Now it follows logically that if the man who pulled the 
trigger did not have the necessary state of mind or intention to constitute the crime, 
which is a necessary ingredient of the offence of murder, then there is no offence; 
there was no offence and nobody can be a party to a non-offence. I think I have put 
that simply enough. It does not really come into it very much because in this case, as I 
have said, the intent is established by the circumstances.

The third point is that there has to be guilty knowledge on the part of the 
person who is said to be aiding and abetting. He has to know that a crime is about to 
be committed or is being committed. And he has to know the general nature of the 
crime. That does not mean that he has to know all the details of just exactly how or 
when it is going to be carried out or even necessarily who the victim is. But he has to 
know that someone was to be murdered even though he might not know the precise 
details. There has to be that guilty knowledge before a person can be an aider or an 
abettor and so a principal party in the commission of the offence.

And the fourth point is that a person who was originally aiding and abetting 
can pull out of the enterprise before the offence is actually committed and if he does



that and if he makes it known to the person who is going to pull the trigger that he is 
backing out and wants no more of it, then that takes him out of the ambit of the aiding 
and abetting provision. I do not say that that can have any application in this case but 
it is my duty to outline the whole situation to you.

You will see that on one possible view of the facts of this case, what I have 
just said about guilty'knowledge will be the very crux of the matter. If you are not 
satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that McDonald pulled the trigger, then that other 
matter, whether there was guilty knowledge on his part when he was giving assistance 
to the others, is exactly what you will have to consider in this case. You see, 
McDonald admits he was present when this offence was committed; not up at the 
Church but sitting - he says - in the car. He admits too that he drove them out to 
collect the rifle. So if at the time when he did these things he had the necessary 
knowledge of what was going to be done i.e. that someone was going to be shot, then 
he was clearly in the position of an aider and abettor provided all those requirements 
that I have mentioned are satisfied. It is so important that I am going to go over them 
again. The person who pulled the trigger must have had the intention to kill or cause 
bodily harm likely to result in death and is reckless as to whether that consequence 
ensued, otherwise there was a non-crime and McDonald could not be a party to it. 
Secondly, McDonald must have known what was intended, not in precise detail, but at 
least that it was intended to shoot someone and he must have known that before the 
shot was fired otherwise anything he did to assist would not make him a party to the 
offence. It would only make him an accessory after the fact and not a principal party. 
Thirdly, he must have continued his assistance right up to the time the shot was fired. 
Now those are the requirements you are to be satisfied about beyond reasonable doubt 
before you find him guilty as a party to this offence.

It is McDonald's defence firstly that he was not the gunman. Secondly, 
that those requirements of guilt which would make him a party to the offence if they 
were established are not satisfied. That should be put more accurately than that, 
because of the onus of proof. It is his defence that the evidence does not show beyond 
reasonable doubt that those requirements or conditions were present. More par 
ticularly he says that throughout this enterprise he was ignorant of the intentions of 
the others; that he was really a spectator and any help he gave was in ignorance of 
what the others planned to do. I must tell you that if that is what happened, that is a 
complete defence to this charge. I will come back to that when I refer to the 
evidence. At the moment, I am really just looking at the law.
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The law, I believe, is always based on commonsense and justice. The rules 
might seem complicated because they have to be formulated with great precision and 
they have to anticipate so many different circumstances. I think you will agree that 
those rules about parties to the commission of an offence are commonsense and are 
just. They fix sensible and realistic limits to the circumstances in which a person may 
be found guilty if he is one of a number of people taking part knowingly in the 
commission of a crime. If you are satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that McDonald 
fired the shot, there is no problem at all as to whether he was a party But if you are 
not so satisfied, then you have to consider his position under the rules I have just 
described and you must be careful, before deciding to convict, that he is covered fairly 
and squarely by those rules.

One point that might be worrying you is that it seems probable, or you 
might think that is seems probable, that Margaret Bell was shot in mistake for 
someone else. Well, that need not concern you. If McDonald was the gunman, his 
position is covered by the definition of murder which I have already given you. I gave 
it to you in general terms. I will read the section itself so that we are clear about it. 
The section is Clause (c) of s.167 of the Crimes Act. It says:-

167. "Murder defined - Culpable homicide is 
murder in each of the following cases:-

and then Clause (c) reads:-

"If the offender means to cause death, 
or, being so reckless as aforesaid, means 
to cause such bodily injury as aforesaid 
to one person, and by accident or 
mistake kills another person, though he 
does not mean to hurt the person killed."

That is the statutory definition of "murder". So if McDonald was the gunman, no 
problem at all arises out of the fact that he may have shot a person he did not intend 
to shoot but shot someone in mistake for the person he intended to shoot. If McDonald 
was not the gunman but was knowingly assisting in a murderous undertaking in which 
the wrong person was killed by mistake, his position would still be covered by s.66 
which I have already read to you. I will just read the second part of s.66 again:-

"Where two or more persons form a common 
intention to prosecute any unlawful purpose, 
and to assist each other therein, each of them 
is a party to every offence committed by any
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one of them in the prosecution of the common 
purpose if the commission of that offence was 
known to be a probable consequence of the 
prosecution of the common purpose."

Now, if the common purpose shared by these men or by any two of them, including 
McDonald, was to fire a rifle at someone in the foyer of the cabaret, then I think you 
must conclude that all who shared that purpose must have known that it was probable 
that some person other than the intended victim would be killed. It is a matter for you 
but if that is your conclusion, then it is quite clear that as regards the guilt or 
innocence of all those who shared in this common enterprise, it is quite immaterial 
that the wrong person, Margaret Bell, was killed in mistake for someone else. If that 
be your view of the facts - and I remind you again that you are the judges of the facts 
- then you come back to the real question of whether you are satisfied beyond 
reasonable doubt that McDonald was knowingly a party to what was done and when I 
say a party - I have been over the ground - you must remember the conditions under 
which he can be a party. That is enough law for today.

Before I depart entirely from that subject of the law and evidence, I have 
just received a written question from the jury and I will read it to counseh-

"Judge said:

""Speck «& O'Connor cannot be charged in any 
"circumstances, even if they said, under oath, ""we did it"".

"My understanding of S.G's letter is that it 
"granted immunity only if they did not pull the "trigger.1"1

I propose to answer that right now by saying that the immunity given to them is total 
as far as that letter is concerned. It may have been said to them initially by the police 
that they would have immunity if they did not pull the trigger, but that is not what the 
letter from the Solicitor-General says. The only condition attached to that letter is 
that they do not claim privilege when they give evidence. So they could, as I have said 
at the beginning, have gone into the witness box and said "we did it, he didn't do it" 
and they could not be touched. I hope I have made that point clear.

(Counsel were asked if they agreed with the answer given to the jury and both agreed
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that this was so).

So I will come to the facts. Now in referring to the facts, I am not going 
to repeat continually and tiresomely what I have already said and that is that you are 
completely free to disregard any opinion which you might think I hold about any 
question of fact. Everything I say is subject to that statement.

There are a number of matters about which you will, I think, possibly make 
up your minds without much trouble. It might be best to deal with those first. We 
have these facts then:-

(1) At about 3.30 in the morning of Sunday 1st July last year, 
Margaret Bell was shot with a high powered rifle while 
she was standing in the doorway of the Main Street 
Cabaret.

For that you have the evidence of a number of people who were standing 
near her at the time, including you will remember, Jack Alien who was so close that 
his face was sprayed with human tissue from the explosive effect of that high velocity 
bullet;

(2) The rifle used to fire that shot was the 22/250 Remington 
later found in the water under the Panmure Bridge 
(Exb.17).

For that you have the scientific evidence of Mr Shanahan, you have the 
evidence of Professor Cairns who said that the injuries were due to a high velocity 
bullet and you have the evidence as to how this rifle came to be found where it was, 
under the Panmure Bridge. That was the rifle:

(3) That rifle was one which was purchased some months 
before the killing by the accused and his friend O'Connor. 
I lump them together without distinction.

For that you have the evidence of Deane who sold them the rifle and the 
evidence of Prendergast who was present at Howard Hunter Avenue when the purchase 
was made. You will recall that when the police were trying to trace this rifle after 
the shooting, it was McDonald who suggested to Deane that the two of them should 
tell a story designed to put the police "off the scent";
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(4) About three hours before the shooting, at about 1.45 a.m., 
there was trouble in the Main Street Cabaret where a 
party of five men staged a confrontation with the door 
man and left hurriedly when the cashier pretended to 
telephone the police. McDonald was one of those men, 
and Speck and O'Connor were two of the others.

For that you have the evidence of the doorman, Myers, who could only 
identify Speck and O'Connor positively, and the evidence of Judith Walsh, the cashier, 
who identified McDonald. Mr Hart suggested on behalf of the accused that she was 
mistaken and that is one of the questions of fact for you to think about. You might 
think it is not likely that she was mistaken. You will remember that she said 
something about the way he looked at her. She identified him and she said:-

"I'll never forget it as long as I live, it was really 
terrible".

And it was significant, I suggest, that Judith Walsh was not cross-examined 
about that by counsel for the defence. So that her evidence of that incident and that 
identification went unchallenged at the time when she gave her evidence.

You will notice that as far as I have gone, I have been speaking of what I 
suggest you might feel to be established facts which do not depend for proof on the 
evidence of Speck and O'Connor. And if you are satisfied about those facts, they may 
at least give you a bit of firm ground from which you can look at the rest of the 
evidence. Whether you go any further and attach to the bare circumstances that I 
have described any significance as regards connecting McDonald with the killing is 
entirely a matter for you. You have the evidence that McDonald was in company with 
Speck and O'Connor; that he went to the Main Street Cabaret and was involved with 
the incident with the doorman; that he displayed anger and ill-feeling towards the 
cashier and that the rifle used in the shooting was one with which he had some 
connection. But that was the incident at the Main Street Cabaret at 1.45 a.m., fairly 
remote in time from the shooting at 3.30. Mr Hart has submitted that being refused 
admittance does seem to be an inadequate reason perhaps for murdering anyone and 
also McDonald was not the only person who knew where that rifle was. So far as I 
have gone at any rate, it would, I suggest, be wrong for you to jump to any conclusion 
simply on those facts.

But thanks to the evidence of Speck and O'Connor, and McDonald himself,
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we now have what I do suggest must be quite an accurate and detailed account of how 
this crime was perpetrated. Accurate as to how it was done but not necessarily, of 
course, as to the part played by each of the three. It is an account, let me remind you, 
which is consistent with all the facts, i.e. established, by the evidence of the other 
witnesses. The direction of the shot, the use of this rifle, the finding of the round of 
22/250 ammunition on the fire escape, the finding of the rifle under the bridge, all 
those are consistent .with the account we have had and it can hardly be doubted 
because it comes not only from Speck and O'Connor but from McDonald himself. But, 
of course, there is a conflict on the crucial question of what part, if any, McDonald 
played himself and that clearly is the crux of the matter. That is what we lawyers 
call, "the live issue" in this case. I propose to go directly to that point. I do not think 
there is need for me to recount all the activities of these men in the dark, in the rain 
on that early Sunday morning, 1st July last year. That is a story that must still be 
fresh in your minds. You know the blind poet Milton who died over three hundred 
years ago wrote these lines:-

"... When night darkens the streets, then 
wander forth the sons of Belial, flown with 
insolence and wine."

It is not a bad description three hundred years ago of this expedition in the early hours 
of this Sunday morning.

Some discrepancies are to be expected when witnesses recall minor 
incidents especially if they were in a state of tension or excitement when the events 
happened. Total agreement about small incidental matters is often a pointer to 
collusion rather than otherwise. It is a matter for you whether you think there are 
discrepancies in this case in the evidence of Speck and O'Connor indicating that they 
were lying. Mr Hart has very properly and very forcefully drawn your attention to a 
number of discrepancies and some of them are quite serious discrepancies in the 
evidence of Speck and O'Connor. I will mention some of them. There is the 
discrepancy as to whether or not Speck went to the toilet - it could be important. As 
to whether the rifle was in the backseat of the car on the floor or in the front sitting 
on their laps; as to whether a certain conversation took place in the bedroom or the 
living room at Howard Hunter Avenue. Those are examples and these are matters that 
you must take into account. They might indeed suggest to you that Speck and 
O'Connor are, at the very least, minimising their share in the activities of that night. 
Well, it is a matter for you, and if they were not telling the whole truth, does that
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mean, as Mr Hart suggests, that they were substituting McDonald for what they did 
themselves or, is it perhaps just that they were trying to get away from their own part 
in what was done that night? It does not necessarily follow that because they 
attempted to minimise their own part one of them was actually the sniper. But either 
Speck or O'Connor may have taken a bigger hand in it than they admit now and still 
not have been the gunman. They are some matters for you to consider and evaluate 
and they may or may not assist you in a decision about the first question which is, 
"Was McDonald the gunman?". But are you satisfied that he was, beyond reasonable 
doubt? In that context, Mr Hart has referred you to a number of circumstances which 
you ought to consider. He says they are circumstances consistent with his client's 
story and inconsistent with the prosecution's submission as to what happened. He 
refers to the fact that the magazine of this rifle has never been found. He refers to 
the probabilities and improbabilities of that run home. I do not know, Mr Foreman and 
ladies and gentlemen, whether any of you have been really frightened. I would not 
suggest to you that it is impossible at all that a frightened man could have made that 
run. However, quite rightly, Mr Hart draws attention to the time of that run as 
compared with the timing of the car which had to make the journey, as you know, to 
the Panmure Bridge to dispose of the rifle and later down to Half Moon Bay to dispose 
of certain other items. Well you have to weigh that up and you have to decide whether 
you feel that those matters to which Mr Hart has rightly pointed detract so much from 
the reliability of Speck and O'Connor on the crucial question as to whether McDonald 
was the gunman and it is a matter for you.

But that only brings you to Question 2 which, put very broadly, is "Was 
McDonald implicated as a party to the offence?" and I just ask you to look at it from 
the point of view of - Question 1, whether he was the gunman. Question 2; if you are 
not satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that he was the gunman, then, was he implicated 
as a party to this offence?

I have said that by his own evidence he has put himself there; he says he 
was there in the passive role of a spectator who did not know what was going on. The 
strictures which Mr Hart has applied to the evidence of Speck and O'Connor, the 
circumstances to which he was pointed out as detracting from that evidence, do not 
actually get McDonald out of that situation. He was there and he drove the car that 
brought them there and brought the rifle to the scene. He turned the car around 
which could have made it ready for a quick getaway; he was there. Was it possible 
that he was ignorant of what was being done, and that what he did and what he admits
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to doing was not by way of assistance to a plan to shoot someone, not necessarily 
Margaret Bell, but someone? That is something you have to decide on the whole of the 
evidence. I can only refer you to two matters to which I have not alluded and which 
you may think significant.

I did mention some of the circumstances which Mr Hart rightly told you 
should lead you to think that you were not getting the whole truth from Speck and 
O'Connor. I did mention the one which Mr Hart put to you as being perhaps the most 
significant of them all. So that is the first of those matters that I propose to refer to 
in any detail at all, and that is the business about the focus of the telescopic sight. Mr 
Hart incidentally referred in the course of his address to the fact that that 
information about the telescopic sight and about Speck's eyesight supplied to him by 
the prosecution was a "blatant piece of unfairness". Now, I suggest that you forget 
that particular comment. It was perhaps made in the heat of the moment by Mr Hart 
but the real position is, of course, that that information was information which the 
prosecution had and which they did make available to the defence to be used and which 
the defence did use and had every opportunity of using. The comment about "blatant 
unfairness" on the part of the prosecution is not really warranted. We will now go 
back to the business about the focus of the telescopic sight.

It is the contention of the defence that that is a pointer towards Speck as 
being the actual gunman. The sight was focused to suit a shortsighted person when it 
was first examined by Mr Shanahan. Well, you must take that into account and attach 
to it whatever importance you think it deserves. You may think it highly suggestive of 
the fact that Speck used the rifle. On the other hand, you might think it of little 
significance. I suggest that you could not really find it to be conclusive either way. 
You have heard three expert witnesses about this sight and the focusing and the 
eyesight of various people. There was Dr Coop who was called by the prosecution. 
There was Dr Hogston and Dr Morris. You will remember that Dr Hogston was the 
only one who tested Speck's eyesight and found him moderately shortsighted. Dr 
Morris was the only one who tested McDonald's eyesight and found him mildly 
longsighted. It seems, however, that the focusing of the telescopic eyepiece may not 
have made such a vast difference after all to its usefulness. I think I should read to 
you what Dr Coop at p. 192 of my Notes said:-

"Is there any material difference that you 
can make by movement of the various pieces
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of the lens? These are minor, apart from the 
image size as just described, magnification, 
also minor adjustments which may be made 
for a persons error of focus, long or short 
sighted.

What is the significant difference in those 2 
ranges? It is very little.

How do you mean very little? I think it 
would not materially affect the view for 
most purposes whichever way it was adjusted.

Have you yourself tried it out? I have tried 
out the various adjustments both with my 
own vision and mimicking Speck's vision. And 
none of these changes made any material 
difference in my view."

That is what Dr Coop had to say about the focusing eyepiece on this sight. If we 
assume that the focus of the eyepiece on the rifle when it was fired was the same as 
when it was recovered some two months later out of the tide and then examined by Mr 
Shanahan of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, then what do the 
experts really have to say? I have read what Dr Coop said. Mr Hogston said that from 
trials carried out in daylight, the sight set that way - that is to say screwed right in - 
was quite suitable for a person who was shortsighted and really for anyone under 35. 
And he explains that that was because of the ability of a young person to 
accommodate to different situations by adjusting the focus of his eyes which is 
something we all do automatically. He explained that with the eyepiece focused in 
that position - that is screwed right in - the light emerging from the telescope was 
slightly divergent and exactly the same as light coming off an object 2 feet away 
which he said anyone under 35 could see clearly. I do not know how far you have to 
hold a paper away from you to read it but it tends to get further away as one gets 
older. That is what he is talking about. Mr Hart is critical of that evidence because 
the telescope was tested in daylight. He had experiments carried out by Dr Morris at 
night from about the position where the shot was fired and that experiment is of value 
because Dr Morris was able to duplicate McDonald's eye condition of mild long 
sightedness and also to approximate the lighting conditions at the time of the shooting. 
Remember the dimmer switch and the two bulbs were removed from the chandalier 
and the lights under the verandah turned off. Dr Morris' evidence was that a 
longsighted person using the telescopic sight with the eyepiece screwed right in and in 
those lighting conditions would be able to line up his target and select his aiming point 
although he would not be able to recognise features or safely identify the victim. That
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is what his evidence boiled down to. It is Mr Hart's suggestion to you, for you to 
consider, that the setting of the focus adjustments was made by Speck to suit his own 
eyesight sometime shortly before he, Speck, took aim and fired. That is what Mr Hart 
is putting to you. It is entirely a matter for you to decide. I suggest that you might 
find it difficult to picture Speck, or anyone else, trying to make an adjustment to the 
focusing of that eyepiece in the prevailing conditions and up at the Church corner and 
in the dark and rain and in a state of tension and excitement. You might think it more 
likely that whoever used that rifle used it with the sight set just as he found it, and the 
evidence shows that it was perfectly capable, with the eyepiece screwed right in, of 
being used to line up the target by a young person, short or longsighted.

Just before I leave that, you might think that a person who was not an 
expert in these matters - who was not a real expert in firearms or who was not an 
optician - it might seem to that person that the normal or proper setting for that 
eyepiece would be that it should be screwed right in. It could well be that a person not 
knowing these matters would think that that is how it was meant to be; screwed right 
in. And you have heard that in daylight, with the normal young person's eyesight or 
even a longsighted person, it was perfectly adequate in the screwed right in position. 
Just think about that and just ponder whether this sight was really focused by anybody 
in particular on the occasion of the shooting. There is no evidence that Speck had 
anything much to do with that rifle prior to the night of the shooting. It seems likely 
enough that the rifle was collected from Harris Road with the sight set in the position 
in which it had been last used by either of the owners, O'Connor and McDonald. That 
is to say that it was not ever deliberately set for a shortsighted person. It was a 
setting which could be used, and for a person who did not know much about these 
things, it would seem to be right, screwed into place. McDonald you might recall told 
you he knew very little about rifles. In fact he said he knew nothing about them 
except for the safety precautions that had to be observed. O'Connor we have heard, 
was very interested in firearms and no doubt he was too but whether he was a small 
arms expert is another matter. He didn't even know what ammunition to buy for this 
rifle when he went into the shop. Well, I have referred to all this at some length 
because it has been emphasised by Mr Hart as an indication that it was Speck who used 
the rifle and you must give a lot of thought to that proposition. I merely point out to 
you that it is a long way from being conclusive and you will have to give it what 
weight you think it is entitled to. That is one of the two matters that I wish to refer 
to coming out of the evidence and having a bearing on the "live issues" in this trial.



There is another matter which you might think would have a bearing on this 
question, not so much on the identity of the gunman, but this time on the part which 
you believe McDonald played in the incidents leading up to the firing of the shot. It is 
McDonald's evidence - it is the basis of the defence - that McDonald was only an 
innocent spectator to what was done; that he just went "along for the ride", if you like, 
and took no more part and had no more knowledge of what was going on than did 
apparently that somnolent pair the Bloor brothers. It would seem as regards them that 
either July was the hibernating season for them or they were too drunk to stand up. 
Joking aside, perhaps they were more like the three monkeys we have heard about -the 
three wise monkeys - who saw no evil, heard no evil, spoke no evil. In other words, 
they are apparently not in a position - willing or able - to give evidence for either the 
prosecution or the defence in this matter. And it seems to be common ground, 
anyhow, that there is little that they did. I do not think you will imagine they were 
taken along as a ballast.

Nevertheless, it is McDonald's case that he knew no more and took no more 
part really than did the Bloor brothers. Now, that is pre-eminently a matter for you. 
You have had the advantage of seeing and hearing all three of them; McDonald, Speck 
and O'Connor, and you heard a few sidelines on the situation from other witnesses. 
You may even have made an assessment of the comparative intelligence of these three 
people.

When McDonald gave his evidence, it appeared that all decisions made by 
this party were a matter of mutual agreement. He certainly gave no orders or 
directions to the others, even in the most minor matters. Referring to the evidence 
and referring to minor matters, you will recall that when it came to getting Speck 
from the White Horse Inn, that was not McDonald's decision. He said it was "just a 
general decision amongst the four of us". Mind you, getting Speck from the White 
Horse Inn meant going out in the rain and driving from Parnell to Pakuranga, and 
somehow O'Connor and Graham Bloor got themselves elected for that job. And when 
it came to getting the car to take them from the Parnell Hotel to the Reapers' place, 
who went out in the rain to get the car? It was O'Connor although McDonald drove it 
once it had been brought around to the hotel. McDonald you will remember, said it 
was raining very heavily when they came out of the Alexander Hotel at closing time. 
"The four of us", he said, "were just standing outside yawning and each suggested 
reasons why someone else should get the car. After 10 minutes of this, he says, "we 
struck-up a deal with Gary that he would get the car". So O'Connor got the car in the
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rain -but it was a mutual thing agreed by all three. That is another unimportant 
incident, you might think, but nevertheless an indication coming from McDonald that 
this little bank of friends observed always the principles of democracy. It was the 
same when they decided to go from the Grim Reapers' place to the Main Street 
Cabaret. Remember McDonald said it was just "a general acceptance of all that we 
were going". In fact he, McDonald, did not want to go at all. He liked the log fire 
that was burning and .was having a good conversation with a friend and it was a wet 
night and one o'clock in the morning. In fact he says it was O'Connor who suggested it 
and he went along with that suggestion. The next move was at Smith's place in Harris 
Road:-

"Question : You know whose idea it was to go there?

Answer : Gary O'Connor's ... O'Connor suggested we go 
to Smiths place to see if anybody was up.

Question : Did he say why? 

Answer : No, he didn't say why".

So they drove off. Once again, McDonald is just acquiescing in the decisions made by 
the others in driving them where they wanted to go. These are unimportant incidents. 
And so it goes on, and so it went on when they got back to Queen Street with the rifle 
in the car. McDonald though they were just going back to the cabaret - although it 
must have been close to closing time for the cabaret then - and when O'Connor told 
him to drive around to Poynton Terrace and indicated that a fight was planned, 
McDonald just went along with the idea and drove them where they wanted to go. It 
didn't occur to him, one gathers, that the rifle in the back of the car had anything to 
do with the proposed fight, and as far as any decision-making was concerned, he was 
not involved.

That is one side of the coin, a party of good friends where all decisions 
were made on democratic lines and McDonald went along with the others and O'Connor 
seemed to have most of the ideas.

The other side of the coin is a little different. You will remember the 
evidence given by Speck and O'Connor. I am not going to refer to them in detail but 
you may have thought - I do not know - that it came out quite spontaneously that 
McDonald made the decisions and they carried them out. You will recall the man
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Miller who was serving a prison sentence and who went on the Beachlands expedition. 
Remember him? There is no doubt in his mind as to who was in charge:-

"Question: Who was in charge of this expedition to 
Beachlands?

Answer : Brian McDonald.

Question ': What was the relationship between O'Connor 
and the accused from what you could see?

Answer : The defendant dominated the scene entirely, 
anything that he said or wanted done was done 
by Gary or - Fve never seen him do it to 
Bruce, but when he said jump, you know they 
jumped, he was the boss and that was it, they 
were the underdogs, I think O'Connor was 
scared of the accused".

And, of course, it was Miller who tells us that when O'Connor turned up late to the 
Beachlands expedition, "Mac went off at him for being late" and when they got to 
Beachlands, "Mac once again went crazy at Gary for being late which was no fault of 
our own ... He was very verbal about us being late, not physical."

You might think there is something emerging from this evidence which is 
not quite the democracy I referred to a while ago. Again, the evidence of Teresa 
Margaret Skelly, she was the lady who had been around a bit - she said she had anyway 
- she was called as a witness for the defence. She said:-

"Gary got sick of being pushed around and treated like a bum. 
Gary would never stand up to Brian. He didn't have the guts to, 
he really didn't."

"Question : But can I put it this way, of the 2, Brian was 
the more dominant wasn't he?

Answer : Brian was clever and he knew answers if 
anyone wanted answers, dominant I don't 
know.

Maybe she doesn't know that the word "dominant" means, but that is what she said.

There are two sides of the coin. I wonder if I could give you a hint from 
my own experience and it is this; sometimes it is possible to look too closely at a
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picture or painting. You become confused by the details of the brush strokes. 
Sometimes it is best to stand back a bit. The picture falls into place, the perspective 
comes right. You may find it helpful to think about this that way.

I am getting near the end to what I have to say Mr Foreman. You have 
heard what I have said about burden of proof and what I have said about the standard 
of proof required, what I have said about the danger of relying on the evidence of 
accomplices and you couldn't have two more implicated accomplices than these two. 
What I have said about the difference between drawing an inference from proven facts 
on the one hand and guesswork or speculation on the other. If, bearing all these in 
mind you are satisfied, and as I have said not necessarily with absolute mathematical 
certainty, but at the very least to the point where you can see no room for any 
reasonable doubt in the matter that all these three were implicated in the way I have 
described and defined, or at any rate two of them including McDonald, and you are 
satisfied that McDonald was assisting knowingly in what was done, then you should 
convict him. And that would be so even though you do not know for certain who 
actually fired the shot and even though you think that the person who was killed was 
not the intended victim.

There is one aspect which I feel will trouble you - if you find yourselves in 
that situation - and it is something which must not trouble you. That is the fact that 
on that sort of view, i.e^ to say that McDonald was not the gunman but that he was 
implicated in the way I have defined for you, then either Speck or O'Connor may have 
fired the rifle and both of them are going scot-free. Both are as guilty as or more 
guilty than the accused, and you may feel that there is a strong element of injustice in 
such a situation - as I would. All I can say to you about that sharing your view, is that 
this is not a trial of either Speck or O'Connor. What happens to them is not our 
concern today. It would, if you like, be unjust that two guilty men should go free while 
the third is convicted. It would not improve the situatiion really if the third guilty 
man also went free. They say that "two wrongs don't make a right". If the accused 
McDonald was in fact a party to the offence - and I have endeavoured to define that 
for you with some precision - a party either as being the gunman or as implicated in 
the way I have described, you would not be acting in accordance with your oath - the 
oath you have taken - if you would allow a consideration of the fact that Speck and 
O'Connor have escaped justice to deter you from bringing in a proper verdict in 
respect of McDonald.
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As you probably know, it is possible in some circumstances on a charge of 
murder to bring in a verdict of manslaughter. In this case, firstly if McDonald was the 
gunman, there is really no room at all for this to be manslaughter. When Mr Morris 
opened his case, he referred to the circumstances from which that has really to be 
inferred - the use of the lethal weapon, the stealthy approach, the deliberate ambush - 
that would lead you to only one inference; an intent to kill. I repeat - it is a matter 
for you but that seems inescapable. If McDonald was not the gunman but was 
knowingly a party to an enterprise which had as its purpose a deliberate homicide, and 
if he took part in that and assisted in that, then he is guilty of murder. Again, if 
McDonald did not pull the trigger and if he was merely a passive spectator who 
believed that there was no more afoot say than a beating-up or a fight and that the 
rifle was unloaded and was to be used as a bludgeon, then the use of the rifle in the 
way it was used went so far beyond what he contemplated that it would be wrong to 
regard him as a party to it at all and he ought to be acquitted, and that is his case.

There might conceiveably be a fourth alternative, and that is that if 
McDonald did not pull the trigger and if he believed that here was no deliberate killing 
planned but there was some sort of affray intended such as a confrontation with the 
doorman or possibly even the shooting out of some lights or windows to frighten people 
which involved taking a loaded rifle to the scene which might be used and which/well 
be fired in the general excitement of such an affray, then conceiveably he could be a 
party to manslaughter. However, no-one has suggested that that is what happened or 
that that was what was in mind. I have warned you that you are not here to guess or 
speculate in the absence of any evidence; it is for you to say whether there is any 
evidence that that fourth alternative applies, though it appears in the absence of that 
in this case, it would be murder or nothing. I repeat; these matters are matters of 
fact. They are matters for your determination but you must not speculate or guess. 
There is no evidence; no suggestion of that manslaughter situation where a loaded rifle 
was taken but was not intended really to be used except possibly to frighten someone 
or shoot out windows. That has not been suggested. Both sides have put this to you as 
a case of murder or nothing. You should not speculate about other possibilities.

Mr Foreman and members of the jury, I do not think there is anything more 
I can help you with; you have taken an oath to return a true verdict according to the 
evidence and I know that you are going to do that conscientiously, whatever the 
verdict may be. It has to be a unanimous verdict. You will not be asked for the
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reasons for your verdict. It is entirely your affair. Your duty, however, is not just as 
individuals. It is a collective duty so that although as Mr Hart rightly said to you you 
must not be false to the oath you have taken and so give way weakly to the views of 
others, although you must not be false to that oath, there must necessarily be some 
discussion and possibly argument and a certain amount of give and take and adjustment 
of views within the scope of your own consciences and the oath you have taken. You 
will realise that great public inconvenience and expense can be entailed if jurors 
cannot agree owing to the unwillingness of one of their number to listen to the 
arguments of the rest and I say no more than that. Rut if you are unable to agree, if 
one of you is unable to agree, then according to his conscience he must say so. Mr 
Foreman and ladies and gentlemen, as soon as the constables have been sworn, I will 
ask you to retire and consider your verdict.

COURT ADJOURNED AT 11.25 and RESUMED AT 12.15 p.m.

Mr Foreman and members of the jury, Mr Hart has pointed out one matter which he 
considers I did not strees sufficiently in the summing-up which you have just heard. 
One of the circumstances mentioned by Mr Hart as relevant to McDonald's participa 
tion, if any, was McDonald's own evidence that he took the magazine from O'Connor at 
the park. I will read you what Mr McDonald said:-

"Question : What did you say to him when he was loading 
up the magazine with bullets?

Answer : I asked him what the hell was going on. 

Question : Did anyone reply to that?

Answer : Speck made a reply, he said, we are just going 
to scare somebody.

Question : And what did you then do?

Answer : I asked why O'Connor was loading the rifle.

Question : And?

Answer : I told him to give me the magazine, when I 
asked why O'Connor was loading the rifle, 
Speck made a signal to be quiet and pointed to 
the back seat again.

Question : Did you actually get the magazine from 
O'Connor?
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Answer : Yes, there was a short period of tension in the 
car and then O'Connor threw the magazine on 
to the fioor of the car.

Question : What did you do with it? 

Answer : I didn't handle it at that stage ..."

And then later he said, as you will recall, he wrapped it up in a piece of cloth and 
jammed it in the dashboard somewhere.

Now that, of course, is relevant not only to the question whether McDonald 
was the gunman. If you believe it - it is relevant also to the question of McDonald's 
state of mind which is important as regards this aspect of whether he was a party to 
the offence and it is relevant because by doing that - if he did it - he may have 
thought that the rifle was no longer able to be fired. Of course in fact it could be 
fired without the magazine. In other words what he was saying in effect was that he 
had converted this rifle, or. thought he had, into no more than a blunt instrument 
capable of being used as a club, but not as a rifle. If so that would bear out the 
defence that he did not know that a killing was planned. That is the matter that Mr 
Hart has asked me to put to you. In the course of the summing-up I did mention the 
fact that the magazine was missing as being one of the circumstances which Mr Hart 
had mentioned as being relevant to McDonald's state of knowledge. However, I did not 
make it quite as clear perhaps as I should have, so I have asked you to come back and I 
hope now I have cleared up that particular point.

While you are here, I would like to say this to you as I may have omitted to 
say it before, that you are free to look at any of the exhibits that have been produced. 
You have only to ask for them and they will be supplied to you. The other point is that 
if there are any matters on which you require assistance and on which you wish to ask 
questions you may do so, and that means coming back into Court and dealing with it in 
open Court.

COURT ADJOURNED AT 12.20 p.m.
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DOMINION OF NEW

£>olic(tor-<£cncrarsi (Office, 

WELLINGTON.

I, RICHARD CHRISTOPHER SAVAGE, Her Majesty's Solicitor-General 
for New Zealand, hereby let it be known that, subject to 
the condition set out below, in the event of any prosecution 
being commenced after this date against *^ElTH"^

fc>» "fcj..

of Auckland charging him

(a) as a-paxty to any of fence involving "the bulpabTe
4

homicide of Margaret Bell on or about the" Is t~ day" of" 
July 1979 at Auckland: or

(b) as a party to any conspiracy involving the culpable 
homicide -of "the "said "Margaret "Bell; or

(c) 'as an accessory•after the fact in respect of any
"offence involving the culpaTDle^brificiQe crff~Ehe*said 
Margaret Bell

I will direct that such proceedings be stayed.

The only condition of this undertaking is that 
the said KEITH O'CONNOR gives evidence in .proceedings 
against Brian Ross McDonald of Auckland on"a charge of 
murdering the said Margaret Bell, and that when giving 
evidence he does not refuse to answer any questions on the 
ground of self-incrimination in respect of the above-recited 
matters.

Av

DATED at Wellington this /.^ day of December 1979.

Solicitor-General
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rs Office, 

WELLINGTON.

I, RICHARD CHRISTOPHER SAVAGE, Her Majesty's Solicitor-General 
for New Zealand, hereby let it be known that, subject to«

the condition set out below, in the event of any prosecution 
being commenced after this date against BRUCE GRAHAM SPECK 
of Auckland charging him

(a) as a party to any offence involving the culpable
homicide of Margaret Bell on or about the 1st day of 
July 1979 at Auckland; or

(b) as a party to any conspiracy involving the culpable 
homicide of the said Margaret Bell; or

(c) as an accessory after the fact in respect of any
offence involving the culpable homicide of the said 
Margaret Bell

I will direct that such proceedings be stayed.

The only condition of this undertaking is that the 
said BRUCE GRAHAM SPECK gives evidence in proceedings 
against Brian Ross McDonald of Auckland on a charge of 
murdering the said Margaret Bell, and that when giving 
evidence he does not refuse to answer any questions on the 
ground of self-incrimination in respect of the above-recited 
matters.

*(

DATED at Wellington this f.-\ day of December 1979.

Solicitor-General



IN THE HIGH COURT AT AUCKLAND

Section 172 
Crimes Act 1961

1. THE CROWN SOLICITOR AT AUCKLAND 
charges that BRIAN RONALD McDONALD on the 
1st day of July 1979 at Auckland did murder 
MARGARET HINUREWA NGAHIWI BELL.


